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Abstract 

Despite indications from past studies that young travellers are important contributors to the 

tourism industry, very little is known about this segment. In response to the call for better 

understanding of young travellers, this study presents a comprehensive evaluation of the 

factors that influence travellers aged 18-34 when they make decisions about commercial 

accommodation. While many studies have investigated what commercial attributes influence 

selection by various segments, including young travellers, there is a lack of studies 

conceptually incorporating the why factor—that is, personal purchase motives and constraints. 

Moreover, comparative studies between destinations are lacking for all segments (Cave, et al., 

2008). Without sufficient proof, it is not wise to assume that results from one destination can 

be applied to another (Callan, 1996). It was also established over three decades ago that young 

travellers are not homogeneous (Vogt, 1976). Therefore, with these issues in mind, this study 

also intends to analyse how the heterogeneity of young travellers affects their accommodation 

selection, and compare findings between the geographically and culturally distant locations of 

New Zealand and Malaysia. 

The data for this study were gathered via an interviewer-completion survey that was mainly 

conducted in the international departure lounges of three airports: Christchurch International 

Airport in New Zealand, and Kuala Lumpur International Airport and the Low Cost Carrier 

Terminal in Selangor, Malaysia. In addition, for wider coverage, respondents were 

approached at a main bus terminal, also in Selangor. In developing the survey, a small open-

ended section for accommodation attributes was incorporated along with Likert scale 

questions, where the findings from the former supported the latter and gave more confidence 

in the findings. This between-method triangulation approach revealed the possibility that 

green/environmentally friendly accommodation may be overly emphasised and need more 

reviews and validation if implemented by accommodation providers. Also revealed was the 

viability of including a presently overlooked attribute, ‘variety of facilities/services’, in future 

studies and its implementation by accommodation providers.  

A number of statistical tests were employed to analyse the data, from a basic descriptive 

analysis to pair-wise and independent t-tests and ANOVA using SPSS software, as well as 

linear structural equation modelling using AMOS software. As part of the framing process, 

the descriptive analysis provided the foundation for a comprehensive analysis by ranking the 

aggregated average mean values of dependent variables such as attributes location and 
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cleanliness. The results showed that young travellers to Malaysia had stronger demands than 

those to New Zealand. 

Pair-wise t-tests were used to group dependent variables with the same intensity levels into 

ranked bands. Through this method, easy-to-understand bands indicating the intensity of the 

dependent variables influencing selections were created to provide statistically significant 

groupings, which is an improvement on previous studies. In this system, variables in the top 

band should be interpreted as the most important factors for decision makers to take into 

account. Results from the bands for the two destinations showed that travellers to Malaysia 

were more focused in regard to accommodation attributes, with only one item in the top band 

(cleanliness), while travellers to New Zealand had three variables in the top band (cleanliness, 

price/value for money and location). 

T-test analysis not only provided overall understanding of the significant differences between 

the two travel destinations, but also revealed the effects of travellers’ heterogeneity on 

accommodation purchase selection covering nine demographic profiles and tripographic 

variables. The inclusion of tripographic variables associated with travel behaviour (Hu & 

Morrison, 2002) provided useful information about the specific demands of different profiles, 

and how they differ between destinations. For example, among those travelling to New 

Zealand, significant differences were found between frequent and infrequent young travellers 

when it came to highly rated attributes, while for travellers to Malaysia the effect of travel 

frequency was inverted. Overall the effects of travel destination were more pronounced for 

product attributes than for personal factors. The analysis also provided an abundance of data, 

some intuitively straightforward and some counter-intuitive; particularly revealing were the 

dynamic interactions between accommodation attributes, motives and constraints. For 

example, safety was rated similarly between genders when referred to as an attribute, but 

rated very differently when referred to as a purchase motive.  

Finally, this study presents findings from all of the aforementioned analyses in the form of 

realistic purchase selection model nesting a holistic and dynamic model-making approach into 

decision-making. AMOS was used to establish the strength of the relationships between 

variables, to provide further visible information on the distinctive effects across various 

traveller profiles. The models incorporate product attributes, personal factors and the 

heterogeneity effect of young travellers, and are comparable between the two destinations.  
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     Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Finding a place to stay is one of the chief concerns of tourists; this is no surprise, given that 

sleep and shelter are among the most fundamental human needs (Maslow, 1987). With over 

three million rooms available in the Asia-Pacific region (STR Global, 2013), choosing a place 

to stay can be daunting, especially for those travelling to unfamiliar places. One complicating 

factor, in addition to the plethora of options available, is that travellers largely rely on 

information from websites, advertisements, and family and friends, and this information can 

be out-dated or misleading. Despite the challenges, the accommodation selection process can 

also be exciting, because apart from meeting the most fundamental needs, tourism involves 

embarking on an out of the ordinary journey, leaving conventional life behind for a decidedly 

non-conventional experience (Graburn, 1983; Sharpley & Sundaram, 2005).  

Understanding tourists and providing them with appropriate facilities and services gives 

commercial accommodation providers the chance to increase their market share. Generally, 

the purchase selection process involves assessing what is offered by businesses (product-

related or external factors) and being influenced by personal (internal) factors (Pearce, 2005). 

The decision to purchase is therefore the complex result of: (i) internal input from the 

traveller, such as personal characteristics and motives (personal-influential factors); (ii) 

external input from the destination, such as destination characteristics and, in the case of 

accommodation, services and facilities (product-related factors); (iii) individual constraints, 

such as money, time and social factors; and (iv) an active search for information (Pearce, 

2005). Therefore, for business owners to stay competitive, they need to recognize these 

influences and develop a holistic and thorough understanding of travellers and their purchase 

selection process. Until now, these matters have not been well understood, particularly in 

commercial accommodation selection. 

Missing components that need to be included for a holistic understanding include the 

personal-related factors associated with the ‘out of the ordinary’ essence of the tourist 

experience (Graburn, 1983; Sharpley & Sundaram, 2005). The accommodation operator must 

try to capture this essence of the tourist experience so that it is visible during the selection 

process. The era of bland ‘commoditisation’, with a focus on product-related factors only— 

that is, the attributes of undifferentiated and interchangeable products (Connolly & Olsen, 
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1999; Olsen, Connolly, & Allegro, 2000)—is ending for providers who wish to effectively 

exploit the potential market.  

To date, little attempt has been made to incorporate internal factors such as motivation and 

constraints into models of the purchase selection process for commercial accommodation. 

This research seeks to address this issue by determining how to incorporate an improved 

understanding into purchase selection models. This study is restricted to travellers aged 18 to 

34 and will attempt to broaden understanding of the influence of travellers’ profiles on 

purchase selection. The research considers the role of young travellers’ heterogeneity in 

purchase selection; for example, the influence of gender in choosing a place to stay. 

Moreover, this research is enhanced through the inclusion of comparative case studies of New 

Zealand and Malaysia as travel destinations. Comparative case studies are used to shed light 

on the differences and similarities in young international travellers who visited these two 

destinations, with the intention of exploring whether and how the chosen destination 

influences commercial accommodation selection.  

The term ‘international inbound travellers’ refers to those who undertake international travel 

in which the country of residence of the traveller is different from the country or countries 

visited (UNWTO, 2008a). A traveller is defined as ‘any individual who is a temporary visitor, 

possessing a fixed place of abode, travelling in the expectation of business or pleasure, who 

stays overnight at a place other than his or her own and that involves an exchange of money’ 

(Ananth, DeMicco, Moreo, & Howey, 1992, p. 13). Throughout this thesis the term 

‘commercial accommodation’ is used to represent various types of accommodation for which 

the traveller has paid. This includes hotels, motels, resorts (Steadmon & Kasavana, 1988), 

inns, guesthouses, bed and breakfast establishments, unclassified hotels (Buttle, 1993) and 

backpackers or youth hostels (Cave, Thyne, & Ryan, 2008). The term covers establishments 

that offer the public (including tourists) overnight accommodation in exchange for money, in 

contrast to free accommodation such as staying with friends or relatives, or freedom camping. 

Early studies used the term ‘hotel’ to represent all types of commercial accommodation 

(Ananth, et al., 1992; Cadotte & Turgeon, 1988; Steadmon & Kasavana, 1988). However, 

more recent studies’ use of the term ‘commercial accommodation’ suggests that this is more 

acceptable (Ministry of Economic Development New Zealand, 2010; Moscardo, Pearce, 

Morrison, Green, & O'Leary, 2000; Teare, Mazanec, Crawford-Welch, & Calver, 1994). 

This chapter explains why this research is important, then presents the problem statement, 

research objectives and questions. The chapter ends with a summary of the significance of the 

research and an outline of the remaining chapters of the thesis.  
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1.1 Research Background 

In 2012, for the first time in tourism history, arrivals of international travellers worldwide 

exceeded one billion, with more than half travelling for leisure (UNWTO, 2013). Overall, 

these travellers can be expected to have different preferences; for instance, there are 

differences between business and leisure travellers (Callan, 1996; Knutson, 1988), and 

between young and mature travellers (Ananth, et al., 1992). This is something that 

commercial accommodation providers need to understand in order to better meet their guests’ 

needs. While young travellers represent a separate segment, evidence for the heterogeneity of 

this segment in terms of behaviour and motivations has long been recognised in the research 

literature (Vogt, 1976). However, the significance of this heterogeneity has not yet been 

emphasised in the commercial accommodation context. For this segment, published work has 

thus far only compared female and male backpackers (Cave, et al., 2008). Beyond this, no 

other published work has been found to address the significance of heterogeneity in the 

commmercial accommmodation selection process. Focusing on other segments, Lockyer 

(2001) (on tourists in New Zealand) and Weaver and Oh (1993) (on business travellers in the 

US) explored the effects of demographic and tripographic influences on accommodation 

selection, but even for these segments the variables used were not comprehensive.  

One in five international travellers comes from the subset ‘young leisure tourists’, according 

to the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) (2010). The stereotypical view 

that young travellers are budget travellers and thus seen as an unprofitable market has resulted 

in commercial accommodation operators often neglecting this group (Seekings, 1998). The 

stereotype may have been caused by a lack of understanding of the actual significant 

contribution of young travellers to the success and sustainability of the tourism industry. This 

is in fact an important segment with significant spending power; specifically, young travellers 

travel for a longer duration (Ian & Musa, 2008; Richards & Wilson, 2003; Watson, 2013) and 

further afield than other segments (Oppermann, 1995; UNWTO, 1991; Watson, 2013). They 

hunger for more travel after returning from a trip (Richards & Wilson, 2003) and potentially 

will revisit places with another travel companion (Watson, 2013). On average, young 

travellers maintain a higher total expenditure than other travellers; therefore, this is a 

profitable segment (Ian & Musa, 2008; Taiyab, 2005; Watson, 2013). Also, young people, 

especially college students, are often keen to explore new things and tend to be risk-takers 

(Chen & Kerstetter, 1999). 

This research focuses on young travellers and their accommodation preferences, focusing on 

their decision making style when selecting commercial accommodation. For the purposes of 
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this study, young international travellers are defined as those who have the characteristics of 

an international leisure traveller and are aged from 18 to 34 years old. Those below 18 years 

are considered to be children or minors (Fabie & Barioulet, 2001; South Asia Partnership 

International, 2003; UNWTO, 2001), a fact supported by Article 1 of the United Nations 

Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989 (United Nations, 1989). The upper age limit of 34 

years is supported in the recent revision by UNWTO (2012), and in some academic studies 

(Choi & Ritchie, 2013; Holmes, Lockstone-Binney, & Deery, 2013; Prayag, Rezwan, & 

Hosany, 2013).  

In relation to accommodation preferences, no attempt has been made in this study to 

differentiate the results based on the various typologies used to refer to commercial 

accommodation, such as hotels or backpackers, for two reasons. Firstly, there is little 

uniformity in the literature or among commercial accommodation operators or related 

organisations on how to differentiate between various types of establishments. The industry is 

very diverse and commercial accommodation owners choose titles for their properties freely, 

which unsurprisingly results in some commercial accommodation not being able to fit neatly 

into any single category (Steadmon & Kasavana, 1988). Secondly, the ‘commoditisation’ of 

commercial accommodation has resulted in the product being defined merely by product 

criteria such as location or price category, rather than in any substantive way (Olsen, et al., 

2000). In this context, commoditisation means ‘the process by which a product becomes a 

commodity; an undifferentiated and interchangeable product’ (Olsen, et al., 2000, p. 18). For 

example, online information allows customers to superficially compare multiple properties 

when making a selection, making prominent factors such as price and value-added services 

more important in decision making than the type of accommodation (Connolly & Olsen, 

1999; Olsen, et al., 2000). To address these issues, a comprehensive set of commercial 

accommodation attributes was constructed to ensure that the substantive attributes that matter 

to consumers are represented by variables irrespective of the type of commercial 

accommodation in question.  

The understanding of young travellers’ preferences in relation to commercial accommodation 

selection requires objective information to replace any subjective conjectures and 

management preconceptions. A challenge to gaining this understanding is the fact that 

accommodation is often chosen before it has been physically seen, making the selection a 

complex process. This differs from buying manufactured (tangible) products where 

consumers can trial purchase, view, taste, feel, hear or smell the actual items before deciding 

to buy. Hence, decisions about hospitality services, such as accommodation, are generally 
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made more carefully due to uncertainties and intangible returns incurred in accessing the 

services and facilities (Teare, et al., 1994).  

Of the various factors involved, personal factors are said to have the strongest influence in 

reaching a decision (Barsky & Nash, 2002; Dolnicar & Otter, 2003; Julie & Brent, 1995; 

Teare, et al., 1994; Wakefield & Blodgett, 1994). Thus, when promoting commercial 

accommodation options, management must recognise the customers’ personal factors that 

influence their selections. The challenge therefore is to understand not only which  attribute 

matters, but also why people buy (Blackwell, D’Souza, Taghian, Miniard, & Engel, 2006; 

Crompton, 1979). An understanding of why people buy complements an understanding of 

what they want and enables the complexity involved in the selection process of commercial 

accommodation to be better understood. By addressing the previously unaddressed personal-

influential aspect, which represents a gap in the research literature, accommodation selection 

can be understood more holistically, which will make possible for service industries to plan 

for successful business development in an informed manner. 

Despite suggestions made in earlier studies that personal factors influence purchase selection 

(Barsky & Nash, 2002; Dolnicar & Otter, 2003; Julie & Brent, 1995; Teare, et al., 1994; 

Wakefield & Blodgett, 1994), research on the commercial accommodation industry conducted 

from 1984 to 2000 mostly examined which accommodation attributes were important or 

influential in the commercial accommodation purchase decision, or which attributes should be 

modified or developed to increase the chances of selection by potential guests (Dolnicar & 

Otter, 2003). The most recent research follows a similar trend (Cave, et al., 2008; Lockyer, 

2005; Yusoff & Abdullah, 2010). To have a repetitive focus on attributes is costly and 

provides an incomplete picture at best. Therefore, this research, by explicitly analysing how 

both internal and external factors are simultaneously involved in purchase selection, takes the 

field of study in a new direction. 

While the literature presently contributes to our understanding of the tourist decision making 

process, little research has attempted to establish an understanding of the travel destination 

aspect. Firstly, there is very little literature analysing the role of how destination influences 

travellers’ commercial accommodation selection. Comparative studies on commercial 

accommodation selection between travel destinations in academic literature are lacking (Cave, 

et al., 2008). This issue is important, because it cannot be assumed that commercial 

accommodation purchase decisions are independent of tourist destination. Travellers are 

attracted to destinations with different cultures (Desforges, 2000; Jang, Bai, Hong, & O'Leary, 

2004); hence, given the varied preferences, it would be interesting to explore and elucidate 
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any changing requirements in accommodation choice depending on travel destinations. 

Therefore, to begin to address this, this research consists of two case study destinations—New 

Zealand and Malaysia—which, among other things, represent different cultures, backgrounds, 

attractions, topography and travel patterns, and examines factors that influence the selection 

of commercial accommodation by young international leisure travellers. Secondly, as noted 

by Swarbrooke and Horner (2007), most tourism research on purchase selection models has 

been developed by academics in North America, Australia and Northern Europe, although 

Lockyer (2001) has undertaken limited research in New Zealand. Gaining the necessary 

understanding for purchase selection models for Malaysia and New Zealand is vital because 

there is a lack of established purchase selection models in studies on South East Asia 

(Swarbrooke & Horner, 2007) and because it is not practical to apply results from one 

destination to another (Callan, 1996).  

Furthermore, existing purchase selection models relating to commercial accommodation do 

not adequately represent decisions as they are made in reality; thus, this presents another issue 

that will be addressed by this research. The earliest model suggested that consumers make 

decisions in a staged process with comprehensive variables (Mayo, 1974). The assumption of 

the sequential decision-making process in this model was commented on by Lockyer (2001), 

who suggested that a dynamic approach assuming a complex (non-linear) interaction of a 

requisite number of sufficient variables is more realistic. Other research has also pointed out 

that to construct a model with sufficient variables (holistic approach model), the internal 

personal influential aspects of decision making have to be included along with those relating 

mainly to the external factors (Pearce, 2005; Teare, et al., 1994). It is also recognised that in 

relation to leisure and tourism, people actually have unique preferences in varying social 

environments (Veal, 2006). Therefore, to improve the applicability of a purchase selection 

model, the heterogeneity effect of how consumers’ profiles affect their decisions needs to be 

included. Objective measurements through sampling of the various profiles in purchase 

selection can then be sought to establish relationships between these and other key variables 

in the purchase selection model and draw contrasts between different profiles.  

With the above research literature gaps in mind, this study sets out to use data based on 

aggregate values that would enable the construction of models illustrating statistically 

significant relationships between variables. To obtain the aggregated data, it was thought best 

to use a questionnaire survey; however, a further need to improve on previous studies arose 

from the literature on research methodology. Based on reviews of the methods used to obtain 

data on commercial accommodation purchase selection, it was thought that a comparison of 
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responses from open and closed-ended questions would potentially allow for ‘more 

confidence’ (Bryman, 2004) in the findings and a realistic understanding of the 

comprehensiveness and relevance of the actual accommodation attributes sought by young 

travellers. Asking respondents to freely state their preferred attributes before they were 

constrained to rate attributes listed in the Likert-scale section allowed responses from open-

ended questions in a survey to be used as a critical check of attributes listed in the closed-

ended questions. This between-method triangulation approach has not been used before to 

obtain data about purchase selection of commercial accommodation.  

1.2 Statement of Research Problem  

There has been little attempt by researchers to understand the multiple factors that influence 

tourists’ purchase decisions related to commercial accommodation. Any such literature has 

tended to focus on product-specific attributes (product-related) only (Cave, et al., 2008; 

Dolnicar & Otter, 2003; Yusoff & Abdullah, 2010). Thus, there is an opportunity to extend 

the current purchase decision framework to integrate factors from the customers’ side 

(personal-influential) and consider how they influence the various aspects of purchase 

selection. 

The present purchase decision models, for example those of Lockyer (2001), Mayo (1974) 

and Pearce (2005), only portray general tourists’ behaviour. They were not segmented into 

specific age groups and so there is limited analysis of purchase decision making by the young 

international leisure travellers group in particular with regard to accommodation. In addition, 

demographic heterogeneity of this segment is also considered and incorporated into the 

models.  

Moreover, the influence of destination on the demand for commercial accommodation has not 

been adequately addressed in the research literature. This research potentially facilitates 

further studies on destination-specific influences on commercial accommodation selection. 

Although differences between travel destinations are perhaps expected, the current lack of 

objective data about or analyses of the actual differences means that this study makes a 

significant contribution. The research problems are therefore based on the view that: 

1. There is limited understanding about young international leisure travellers to 

New Zealand and Malaysia and their decision making regarding purchasing 

commercial accommodation. 
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2. The integration of personal factors for a comprehensive and holistic 

understanding of purchase selection in commercial accommodation is lacking.   

3. There is limited understanding of the influence of travel destinations (New 

Zealand and Malaysia) on commercial accommodation purchase decision-

making. 

1.3 Research Objectives and Questions 

Given the above basis, the research objectives are to: 

1. Identify important variables that influence young international leisure travellers’ 

commercial accommodation purchase decisions. 

2. Evaluate the relationship between the identified variables. 

3. Infer differences and similarities of important variables between accommodation 

selection in New Zealand and Malaysia. 

4. Apply findings to develop purchase selection models for commercial 

accommodation selection. The models should reflect the differences and 

similarities between young international leisure travellers on factors that influence 

commercial accommodation purchase decisions, and the relationship of each 

factor with commercial accommodation selection for the New Zealand and 

Malaysian samples. 

The above basis and research objectives lead to the following research questions: 

1. What are the important variables that influence the selection process of young 

international leisure travellers in regard to commercial accommodation? 

2. How significant are the relationships between variables on influencing commercial 

accommodation selections made by young international leisure travellers? 

3. From the findings of questions 1 and 2, what are the differences and similarities in 

relation to selection of commercial accommodation between young international 

leisure travellers visiting Malaysia and New Zealand? 

4. Can a reliable model be developed to illustrate this process? 
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1.4 Summary of the Significance of the Research 

This research makes four main unique contributions to the current literature in tourism and 

hospitality marketing research. Firstly, the influence of internal factors (personal-influential), 

such as the purchase motive to ‘feel safe and secure’ has been incorporated with external 

factors (product-influential) to extend the modelling of commercial accommodation purchase 

selection. The incorporation of internal factors has allowed the theoretical integration of 

personal values associated with travellers’ ‘out of ordinary’ experiences into a purchase 

selection model for commercial accommodation. Therefore, a new theoretical basis for the 

integration of tourism and hospitality research has been synthesised whereby the distinction 

used in tourism literature between external ‘instrumental’ values and internal ‘expressive’ 

values has been related to the external supply side and internal demand distinction, 

respectively, used in the commercial accommodation (tourism) literature. 

Secondly, the incorporation of internal (personal-influential) factors into a purchase selection 

model has allowed for the explicit analysis of the influence of the heterogeneity of travellers 

on purchase selection, whereupon a comprehensive range of sample profiles (for instance, 

gender, age-group and travel companion) constituting the heterogeneity of travellers has been 

analysed. The range of different profiles analysed extends the range already addressed in the 

literature and defined as independent variables.  

Thirdly, mixed-method data collection has been utilised, whereby open-ended survey 

questions have been cross-referenced with a closed-ended survey question. This 

methodological between-method triangulation approach adds confidence to the 

comprehensiveness and appropriateness of the dependent variables (list of product attributes) 

and is rarely used in commercial accommodation studies. On average, each respondent stated 

two attributes that influenced their accommodation selections. Apart from a different ranking 

order between the two types of question, there were two differences found: the attribute 

‘green’ was not mentioned at all in the open-ended responses but was highly ranked in the 

closed-ended responses, while the attribute ‘variety of facilities/services’ was not mentioned 

in the research literature and so was not included in the closed-ended questions and responses; 

however, the open-ended responses indicated that this is important.  

Finally, the research has enabled the development of models that realistically and holistically 

illustrate the complex dynamic interactions of internal and external factors that influence 

commercial accommodation purchase selection. The ‘purchase selection models’ developed 

in this research do not refer to the stage-by-stage process by which individual consumers 
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make decisions, but rather to models illustrating the factors influencing purchase selection by 

consumers based on aggregated data. The realism of the models is a significant development, 

incorporating the ranking of attributes, motives and constraints into statistically different 

‘bands’ based on the priority and intensity of the influence level in decision making and 

respondents’ profile differences. The models have then been successfully applied through the 

use of comparative case studies to analyse the influence of the choice of travel destination on 

both the external and internal factors of commercial accommodation purchase selection. The 

differences found between the two destinations are more pronounced in relation to product 

attributes than personal-influential factors. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

The rest of this thesis will take the following form: 

Chapter 2 provides a review of relevant literature, with an emphasis on scrutinising the 

theories and relevant models. The theoretical discussion begins with an overview of 

commercial accommodation characteristics, and a review of the various approaches taken to 

developing purchase selection models. The critical perspectives taken by the literature are 

specifically addressed, namely: that there is the need to incorporate internal as well as external 

factors, and for recognition of the complex dynamic nature of the purchase selection 

processes whereof the presumption that individual purchase selection processes (stage-by-

stage process) are being modelled is overcome. Following the review of previous attempts to 

address and incorporate these critical perspectives, there is a review of previous studies that 

have looked into the impact of different respondents’ profiles and travel destinations in 

tourism research. This chapter ends by highlighting and linking various relevant theories to 

support the development of the research framework. The synthesis of theoretical discourse 

provides a rationale for the inter-disciplinary nature of the research framework. 

Chapter 3 continues with a literature review to provide contextual information on the 

research topic. The contextual information reviewed covers the general topics of tourism and 

the commercial accommodation industry and destination influences on tourism. It starts with 

a general view and narrows to a specific focus on the two cases, New Zealand and Malaysia.  

Chapter 4 details the methodological approach used in this research. In particular, this 

section emphasises the relevance and contribution made by the between-method triangulation 

approach employed on the external factors. It further discusses the procedure by which the 

respondents were approached during the data gathering process and how each data set was 

analysed to answer the four research questions.  
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Chapter 5 is the first of two results chapters. This chapter focuses on an analysis of the data 

from the two sample destinations. This allows two of the four research questions to be 

answered: identification of the important variables in purchase selections (question 1) and a 

statistical comparison of results between the two sample destinations (question 3). Original 

findings from this primary analysis that make a significant contribution are highlighted. 

Chapter 6 completes the data analysis. The remaining comparative case study results are 

provided to complete the answer to research question 3. Statistical analyses of the 

relationships between the sets of variables for the two destinations are also provided to answer 

research question 2. Finally, to answer research question 4 (that is, whether purchase 

selections can be modelled), the results from these analyses, along with the results from 

Chapter 5, are used to display the factors affecting the selection of commercial 

accommodation in purchase selections models.  

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by discussing the relevance and significance of the results 

presented in the previous two chapters. The discussion highlights the effects of the 

heterogeneity of young travellers and the influence of destination in purchase selections. The 

key research contributions are then summarised, followed by limitations of the research 

approach and methods and potential areas for future research that were uncovered by the 

research findings. Finally, the implications of the results and conclusions are presented.  
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     Chapter 2 
Literature Review 

This chapter reviews the literature related to the purchase decision-making process in the 

commercial accommodation industry. Firstly, it presents the characteristics of the commercial 

accommodation industry along with the features of service products (Section 2.1). Secondly, 

it explores literature relevant to the purchase decision models focusing on the contribution and 

development of different approaches in model construction (Section 2.2). Thirdly, it discusses 

and identifies the factors influencing purchase selection, in particular, the external (product-

related attributes) and internal (personal-influential) factors (Section 2.3). Fourthly, the 

influence of travel destination is explored (Section 2.4), followed by the influence of 

information search on tourist behaviour (Section 2.5). The heterogeneity of young travellers is 

then addressed through an examination of studies on tourist behaviour and demographic 

variables (Section 2.6). Finally, Section 2.7 describes the conceptual framework for this 

research, based on a synthesis of the literature presented in this chapter. 

2.1 Characteristics of Commercial Accommodation 

Not all purchases involve a complex selection process. This is especially true for 

manufactured items where the purchase can be a result of necessity or recommendation 

(Olshavsky & Granbois, 1979). However, for purchases within the service industries, 

specifically, commercial accommodation, it can be complex. As briefly introduced by Mayo 

(1974), the selection of commercial accommodation is an activity that incorporates both the 

internal personal influences of those making the selection and the external features (attributes) 

of the commercial accommodation. The resulting purchase selection activity is a complex 

interaction of both internal and external features, with the former component having received 

only minimal attention in the commercial accommodation literature. While services are 

frequently described as intangible (Johns, 1999), it is commonly recognized that the 

commercial accommodation industry offers both intangible (services/non-tangible) and 

tangible (physical) components (Callan, 1996; Callan & Bowman, 2000; Greathouse, 

Gregoire, Shanklin, & Tripp, 1996; Knutson, 1988; Lewis, 1987; Lockyer, 2002; Mehta & 

Vera, 1990; Saleh & Ryan, 1992; Steadmon & Kasavana, 1988; Teare, et al., 1994; Yusoff & 

Abdullah, 2010). However, unlike purchases of manufactured goods, the commercial 

accommodation industry provides non-tangible returns after purchase (Teare, et al., 1994); the 

commercial accommodation industry does things for you instead of making things for you to 
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take away. Usually only a receipt as a proof of purchase and memories are taken away (or 

perhaps some complimentary soaps and shampoos). Hence, the complexity of purchase 

selection lies not only in the influence of both internal and external factors, but also in the 

existence of both intangible and tangible characteristics that make up the external factors of 

commercial accommodation.  

There are five recognized characteristics that distinguish the service sector from the tangible 

manufacturing sector: intangibility, inseparability, heterogeneity/variability, perishability, 

(Kotler, Bowen, & Makens, 2010; Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & Berry, 1990) and ownership 

(Kotler, 2003). These five characteristics provide a background framework from which to 

analyse the complexity of the service side of the commercial accommodation industry; their 

relevance of is explained below.  

While commercial accommodation is recognized as offering tangible (physical) and 

intangible components that involve actions, deeds, efforts or performances (Steadmon & 

Kasavana, 1988; Teare, et al., 1994), there is contradictory evidence about which component 

has the most influence in commercial accommodation selection. An early study found that 

sometimes both components are equally important, while sometimes intangible components 

are the most important (Steadmon & Kasavana, 1988). Saleh and Ryan (1992) found that 

most key determinant attributes in accommodation selection are tangible in nature, as 

customers are more likely to look for tangible evidence to assure themselves about their 

purchase. Recently, however, intangible components were found to contribute most to the 

hospitality service experience (Kotler, et al., 2010).  

The fact that the market consists of demand and supply means that customers and service 

providers are inseparable (inter-related) and each has its own interests to be fulfilled 

(Mankiw, 2009). An example of how leisure customers can influence commercial 

accommodation attributes is the desire for a quiet environment; it is necessary that both the 

physical environment and the company policies maintain a quiet environment, and customers 

themselves can also affect the quietness of a place.  

Variability is associated with both customer heterogeneity and variation in demand for room 

occupancy. Sometimes variability is seen purely in terms of demand for room occupancy: 

between peak, low and shoulder seasons, and weekly or even daily (Lane & Dupre, 1997). 

From a business perspective, revenue from commercial accommodation is considered to 

involve the room occupancy level and the tariff charged, and so analysis of variability is 

limited to consideration of how to ensure revenue matches expenses. Usually, however, 
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variability is associated with the heterogeneity of the customers making purchase decisions; 

this is evidenced by attempts to understand customer profiles’ (e.g. age, gender and travel 

pattern) influences on commercial accommodation selection (Ananth, et al., 1992; Lockyer, 

2001; Saleh & Ryan, 1992). Thus, for a business to be successful it is important to understand 

the different types of customers and their needs, because this enables the commercial 

accommodation industry to adjust marketing efforts to attract guests. This is especially 

important due to the perishable nature of the services offered; for example, unsold rooms on 

any one night cannot be recouped later (Meidan & Chiu, 1995). Therefore, the perishability of 

intangible services in the commercial accommodation industry is one of the things that makes 

the industry sensitive to the variability of customer demand.  

Decisions made by leisure consumers when choosing hospitality services are generally 

considered to be more risky than decisions about manufactured goods (Teare, et al., 1994). 

Apart from the intangibility components, the purchase is bounded by or in accord with the 

temporary ownership; the guest has only ‘rights’ to use and access the service offered by the 

accommodation providers for a certain period of time.  

The interrelatedness of the five intangible characteristics of services indicates the complex 

nature of the commercial accommodation industry. Therefore, a deeper understanding of the 

factors that influence guests’ purchase decisions is vital (Jones & Hamilton, 1992). This issue 

is addressed in this thesis.  

2.2 The Consumer as a Decision Maker: A Dynamic and Holistic 
Approach 

As mentioned by Walters and Bergeil (1989, p. 331), ‘There is no way that the consumer can 

escape making decisions’; as decisions are omnipresent (Decrop, 2006). Of interest in 

commercial accommodation research are the influences on the decisions. This research seeks 

to extend the range of possible influences, which will potentially allow for better 

understanding of the customer decision process involved in selecting commercial 

accommodation. 

Therefore, the first step is to review how the commercial accommodation consumer, as a 

decision maker, has been studied and modelled to date. As supply and demand are 

inseparable, research and modelling to date have explored the needs or views from the 

demand side (Lockyer, 2004; Poon & Low, 2005), the supply side (Karadzova & Simonceska, 

2010; Riley & Perogiannis, 1990) and both parties’ interests concurrently (Lockyer, 2002; 

Wei, Ruys, & Muller, 1999). Whilst recognizing their inseparability, for the purposes of this 
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research the focus is on the customers’ point of view, in order to unravel the influences of 

both internal and external factors on customers’ selections. It has been emphasised that 

evaluation of commercial accommodation performance from the guests’ viewpoint provides a 

better understanding of the customers’ needs, which increases satisfaction and encourages 

repeat customers (Ananth, et al., 1992).  

2.2.1 Dynamic and holistic trends 

The literature reveals several approaches to the modelling of purchase decisions in an effort to 

maximising commercial accommodation occupancy. One approach seeks to mathematically 

predict occupancy rates; for instance, simple mathematical equations using quantified 

variables obtained from the previous year’s occupancy (Choy, 1985); the use of yield 

management tools based on the setting of room prices (Relihan, 1989); time-series models 

based on historical data trends (Andrew, Cranage, & Lee, 1991); mathematical simulations 

incorporating stochastic variables (Lockyer, 1997); and a Monte Carlo simulation approach 

(Zakhary, Atiya, El-Shishiny, & Gayar, 2011). However, these mathematical approaches are 

not relevant to this research; whilst they allow for forecasting occupancy they do not improve 

the understanding of customers’ purchase selections.  

Previous attempts have been made to understand the inseparability of supply and demand in 

customer purchase selection. This was first expressed in the literature by the construction of a 

systematic stage-by-stage process model for making decisions about commercial 

accommodation (Mayo, 1974). This approach involved the incorporation of the personal 

aspects from the demand side as well as the commercial accommodation attributes from the 

supply side. Lockyer (2001) explicitly termed this a holistic approach—an approach that 

considers many influential factors—and sought to improve the model by emphasising multi-

sector analysis, whereby views on hotel selection were gathered from potential guests, hotel 

decision makers and industry stakeholders. Lockyer (2001, 2005) also highlighted another 

trend that recognizes the dynamic process, and these issues are discussed in the following 

section. 

2.2.2 Purchase decision-making models 

The development of holistic decision-making models includes explicit incorporation of 

multiple perspectives in an attempt to be more realistic. As already mentioned, the first to 

attempt this was Mayo (1974), who constructed an abstract, comprehensive holistic model for 

commercial accommodation (Figure 2.1).
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___________________________________________________________________________ 
Figure 2.1 The Motel-Choice Model 

(Mayo, 1974) 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

Mayo (1974) emphasized a systematic stage-by-stage process of decision making 

incorporating four components. The sequence begins at the top left with the travel pattern, 

followed by price-value judgements, psychology of choice and finally motel-choice related 

factors. This approach, although a potentially useful starting point, is not without its critics, 

who have argued that it is irrelevant, too complex and not realistic. For example, Olshavsky 

and Granbois (1979) argue that a stage-by-stage process is irrelevant, claiming that what is 

more relevant is a clear definition of the various influential factors such as recommendation, 
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imitation, preferences acquired in early childhood, conformity to group norms, imitation of 

others, and recommendations from personal and non-personal sources. The description of the 

process as progressing stage-by-stage is also considered to be forced. Recognition of the need 

for a model that realistically represents the actual processes, rather than decision making 

through systematic processes, was first hinted at by Olshavsky and Granbois (1979). Even if a 

choice is made systematically, the authors argue that it is usually limited to a simple 

evaluation process, and some customers might skip some of the steps.  

Overall, Lockyer (2001) is supportive of Mayo’s approach, stating that Mayo’s (1974) model 

represents the major complex determinants of accommodation choice. Lockyer (2001) clearly 

found the complexity of Mayo’s model useful to his own holistic approach, emphasising 

information gathered from multiple perspectives. Yet at the same time, he points out that for 

‘management decision support’, it should not be more complex than what is necessary, hence 

the need to include ‘sufficient’ variables to reflect decisions made in reality.  

Mayo’s model does provide a comprehensive list of variables, and has served as a seminal 

model to stimulate further work on holistic models. But, in reality the process is far less linear 

than what his model suggests. The lack of realism is indicated by Lockyer (2001), who states 

that the dynamic interactions of actual details necessary to be useful to support management 

decision are lacking. Management decision support requires knowledge of statistically 

significant influences and the dynamic interactions that enable rational business risk decisions 

to be made. For example, to address the dynamic interaction of actual influences, Lockyer 

considered the effect of significant customer heterogeneity. It is possible, however, to add to 

Lockyer’s contribution by also considering other statistically significant influences, namely 

those related to travel destinations and personal internal effects in purchase selections. These 

are explored in the present study. 

Similar approaches to Mayo (1974) and Lockyer (2001) are well acknowledged in other 

tourism-related studies. As in most purchase decision-making models, the process of travel 

decisions is shown to be influenced by internal and external factors (Pearce, 2005; Um & 

Crompton, 1990). Um and Crompton (1990) introduced a model of the choice process with 

three underlying concepts: internal inputs, external inputs and cognitive evolution. As internal 

and external inputs influencing the decision process, vacationers will go through two different 

layers of construct, the awareness set and the evoked set, where the number of destination 

alternatives is reduced before they finalise their selections in the final construct (see Figure 

2.2). 
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Figure 2.2 Pleasure Travel Destination Choice Process 

(Um & Crompton, 1990) 
___________________________________________________________________________   

Um and Crompton’s model provides a clear view of the basic variables that influence choice 

selection. However, more details on the internal inputs are needed to acknowledge the 

complexities of purchase decisions, specifically in service industries. The missing 

components potentially include some significant details of customer heterogeneity, personal 

internal factors and destination effects. 

Based on Um and Crompton’s model, Pearce (2005) established an activity-mediated choice 

model (see Figure 2.3). A number of challenges to improving established models were 

identified and included, namely: (i) joint decision making instead of individual decision 

making, (ii) multiple destinations instead of one, and (iii) different types of decisions, e.g. 

short vs. longer holidays (Pearce, 2005). Other variables that influence decision making also 

appeared in the model; for example, personal constraints and active information search. 
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Figure 2.3 Activities-mediated Destination Choice 

(Pearce, 2005, p. 109) 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

While these models provide a good understanding of the sequential process of purchase 

selection and the inclusion of important influential variables, for a model to be practical it 

needs to be holistic yet dynamic. In brief, to be dynamic the model needs to be realistic about 

the non-linear decision processes, and to be holistic it needs to also incorporate significant 
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heterogeneity, personal internal factors and destination effects. Whilst appreciating the 

extensive work of other researchers, this research still finds their modelling approaches 

limiting on these grounds. An analysis of existing models reveals that purchase selection 

models fall within two categories: (i) complex abstract conceptual descriptions of the 

influences on purchase selection decision making by consumers; and (ii) conceptually useful 

systematic simplifications of stage-by-stage processes incorporated into decision-making 

processes. The first type provides holistic descriptions of the influences on consumers, which 

can potentially be included in practical models. However, the destination and specific tourist 

background are not adequately incorporated into these models. The second type seeks to 

simplify models, but the need for statistically significant data that measure the relationship 

between variables is not adequately met and they do not represent decisions in both reality 

and the complex purchase environment. 

Lockyer’s (2001) attempt to use statistical data to develop a purchase selection model 

showing relationships between a few demographic variables—for example, the influence of 

gender on accommodation attributes—serves as a catalyst to the holistic and dynamic 

approach in commercial accommodation purchase selection literature. However, he perhaps 

over-emphasised the supply side, the product attributes influencing commercial 

accommodation selection, as is the case in most recent studies, despite earlier models (Mayo, 

1974; Pearce, 2005; Um & Crompton, 1990) acknowledging that personal factors also 

influence purchase selection and are likely to be dominant in the pre-purchase stage (Teare, 

Moutinho, & Morgan, 1990). Both forces (internal and external) should be studied 

concurrently to ensure the purposes of the models are maintained. While the incorporation of 

internal (personal) influences adds complexity, doing so makes the models more holistic and 

improves the fundamental logic of the purchase selection process. 

2.3 Factors Influencing Commercial Accommodation Purchase 
Decisions  

The previous section emphasised the importance of holistic and dynamic purchase decision 

models. This section discusses the various factors that influence guests’ selections, 

specifically in relation to the product-related and personal-influential factors. 

A successful tourism system has two main interdependent drivers: demand 

(individual/person) and supply (commercial accommodation operators) (Gunn & Var, 2002). 

These two drivers line up with the concept of push-pull factors, where ‘push’ factors relate to 

a person’s internal forces and ‘pull’ factors relate to the external forces (Gnoth, 1997). This 
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can be illustrated using a case where students need to decide where to study internationally; 

push factors are associated with students’ personal elements that initiate the decision 

(internal), while factors of overseas destinations that might attract them are pull factors 

(Mazzarol & Soutar, 2002). A strong relationship exists between both sets of factors (Kim & 

Lee, 2002; Pyo, Mihalik, & Uysal, 1989; Uysal & Jurowski, 1994), although it has been 

argued that personal factors are more likely to have the dominant influence over product-

related factors in reaching a purchase decision (Teare, et al., 1994). This close relationship 

means that both supply/external and demand/internal factors should be studied at the same 

time (Crompton, 1979).  

The following sections describe the external and internal factors that affect the selection of a 

place to stay; product-related factors and personal-influential factors. 

2.3.1 Product-related factors influencing the purchase decision  

In the first age of the marketing evolution, all focus was on production, regardless of whether 

customers wanted the product being produced. In the second age, the focus changed to 

customers’ needs and wants, whereby manufacturers started to produce goods to suit 

customers’ requirements (Cobanoglu, 2001). Goods and services could no longer be produced 

without considering the differences in market segments. Since this time, several researchers in 

commercial accommodation studies have attempted to understand what attributes influenced 

guests’ selections, across various guest segments, including business travellers (Callan, 1996; 

Knutson, 1988; Lockyer, 2002; Weaver & Oh, 1993), backpackers (Cave, et al., 2008), 

mature consumers (Ananth, et al., 1992; Callan & Bowman, 2000) and leisure travellers 

(Callan, 1996; Knutson, 1988; Saleh & Ryan, 1992). Based on the compilation of findings 

(see Table 2.1), there is both diversity and commonality in important product 

(accommodation) attributes between market segments. The following section examines these 

issues in more detail. 

2.3.1.1 Commercial accommodation attributes 
In relation to commercial accommodation, the external (pull) factors are attributes that attract 

potential guests. ‘Attributes’ refers to what is being offered by the accommodation provider. 

They are multi-faceted and include all that is covered by the following terms: aspect, 

character, characteristic, feature, indication, mark, peculiarity, point, property, quality, sign, 

symbol, trait and virtue (Makins et al., 1993). As mentioned earlier, commercial 

accommodation businesses are therefore selling both tangible and intangible elements 

(Steadmon & Kasavana, 1988; Teare, et al., 1994). Some researchers have argued that 
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tangible components are dominant in accommodation selection (Saleh & Ryan, 1992), while 

other studies have found that intangible components dominate (Kotler, et al., 2010; Steadmon 

& Kasavana, 1988). Indeed, both components could be equally important to guests (Steadmon 

& Kasavana, 1988). However, the categorization of attributes as tangible or intangible can be 

a subjective judgement. For example, the attribute ‘cleanliness’ can be classified as tangible, 

as there is something you can look at, but as emphasised by Bei, Chen and Widdows (2004), 

any product feature that is unknown until consumers purchase or use it is considered an 

‘experience product’, and hence is intangible in nature. Nevertheless, to the extent that 

experience products can potentially be confirmed prior to purchase through guest reviews, on-

line marketing and recommendations from family and friends, they can be made tangible to 

some degree. 

An analysis of journal articles published between 1984 and 2000 looking at important 

commercial accommodation factors found that 173 attributes were used in 21 different studies 

(Dolnicar & Otter, 2003). Dolnicar and Otter sorted the 173 attributes into 10 categories: 

services, hotel, location, room, price/value, F&B, image, security, marketing and others. They 

concluded that 95 per cent of the 21 studies included some attributes in the category 

‘services’, 90 per cent included ‘hotel attributes’, and 86 per cent included attributes 

associated with ‘location’ and ‘room’. Among those attributes, ‘friendliness of staff’ was 

reported to be the most frequently included, reflecting the mutual agreement among 

researchers on the importance of intangible elements in the commercial accommodation 

service industry. In a similar vein and in the business world, Marriott, a hotel industry leader, 

once used the advertising slogan ‘Our business is service’ (Lewis & Nightingale, 1991, p. 18) 

to reflect the founder’s strong recognition of the importance of intangible components to 

staying competitive. While their slogan has changed multiple times, the driving force behind 

Marriott’s policies, corporate culture and management decisions has always been a focus on 

people—their staff and guests (www.marriott.com).    

While services have been frequently included in research (that is, as attributes listed in a 

survey), an analysis of the 21 studies reviewed by Dolnicar and Otter (2003) indicates that 

they are not considered most important in influencing decisions. Dolnicar and Otter reported 

that a convenient location—a tangible component (Alsaqre, 2011; Gilmore, 2003; Ivanov, 

2014)—was the most important attribute across the studies reviewed. Callan (1996) similarly 

found a tangible component to be the most important attribute for those staying on holiday—

each guest being allocated at least two bathroom towels. These results support the finding that 

because the consistency of services is uncertain (Steadmon & Kasavana, 1988) and services 
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are intangible in nature (Kotler, et al., 2010), they are hard to assess before they have been 

experienced. Thus, customers seek to support their purchase decisions with tangible evidence 

(Saleh & Ryan, 1992).  

2.3.1.2 Important commercial accommodation selection attributes  
As most research uses closed-ended surveys, a list of attributes has to be determined prior to 

the studies. Therefore, the appropriate number of attributes to include in such a survey has 

been debated, with the number of items used ranging from 22 (Cave, et al., 2008) to 166 

(Callan, 1996). In reporting their findings, some authors indicate that their use of factor 

analysis resulted in combining two or more variables into a single factor to help reduce the 

number of items (Ananth, et al., 1992; Lockyer, 2004; Saleh & Ryan, 1992). The selection of 

attributes in advance however means that important attributes could potentially be missed; a 

problem that can be avoided by using open-ended survey questions. Using this approach, 

Dube and Renaghan (2000) manually grouped 1,275 items mentioned in open-ended 

responses into 13 categories. Similarly, Wind, Green, Shifflet and Scarbrough (1989) reduced 

167 items into 50 attributes, grouped into seven categories. 

The following compilation of important commercial accommodation selection attributes 

(Table 2.1) includes those used in closed-ended surveys where they were developed by 

researchers prior to commencing research, as well as those acquired through researchers using 

the open-ended survey approach. The compilation contains the top five (based on ranking 

order) important attributes reported in the individual studies. The attributes in the list are 

ranked with the most frequently rated at the top.  
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Table 2.1 Top five most important commercial accommodation attributes in purchase selection, findings from various authors/different 
segments 

No Attributes  
Authors / Segments (references provided on next page) 

Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

1 Cleanliness of room  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √  √  √ √ √ 12 
2 Convenient location  √ √ √ √ √     √   √ 7 
3 Staff attitude/friendliness/politeness √ √ √    √   √  √   6 
4 Safety/security √ √ √ √ √  √        6 
5 Prompt and efficient service/check in-out √ √ √ √    √  √     6 
6 Comfort of room/interior  √ √       √ √    4 
7 Price/value for money (room)       √   √ √    3 
8 Private bathroom        √     √ √ 3 
9 Bathroom maintenance/quality        √ √   √   3 
10 Comfort of bed      √ √      √   3 
11 Quiet stay √    √          2 
12 Travel information             √ √ 2 
13 Self-catering/cooking facilities             √ √ 2 
14 Parking facilities      √ √        2 
15 Towels (at least two per guest)      √   √      2 
16 Bedroom maintenance         √   √   2 
17 Cleanliness of public areas/Exterior           √    1 
18 Overall quality of service    √           1 
19 Clean bathroom        √       1 
20 Quality of food          √      1 
21 Value for money (food and drink)         √      1 
22 Brand Reputation           √    1 
23 Laundry facilities             √  1 
24 No phone surcharge      √         1 
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Authors and guest segments (References for Table 2.1): 

1: Lewis (1987) – Random hotel guests: 44 attributes 

2: Knutson (1988) – Frequent business travellers: 29 attributes 

3: Knutson (1988) – Frequent pleasure travellers: 29 attributes 

4: Mehta and Vera (1990) – Individual travellers: 26 attributes 

5: Saleh and Ryan (1992) – Tourists in Canada: 29 attributes 

6: Weaver and Oh (1993) – American business travellers: 58 attributes 

7: Greathouse, et al. (1996) – Tourists in US: 46 attributes 

8: Callan (1996) – Business customers: 166 attributes 

9: Callan (1996) – Leisure customers: 166 attributes 

10: Callan and Bowman (2000) – British senior travellers: 38 attributes 

11: Dube and Renaghan (2000) – Hotel guests in US: 13 categories 

12: Lockyer (2002) – Business guests in NZ: 48 attributes 

13: Cave, et al.(2008) – Backpacker/hostel accommodation guests in NZ: 22 attributes  

14: Cave, et al. (2008) – Backpacker/hostel accommodation guests in Scotland: 22 attributes 

 

These studies have been undertaken in countries such as New Zealand, the United Kingdom, 

Canada and the United States from 1987 to 2008. Together they present an understanding of 

attribute preferences across various demographic backgrounds, such as: international tourists, 

frequent travellers, mature travellers, and business and pleasure travellers. They also cover 

different time periods and regions. Therefore, while these studies were not based on the young 

traveller segment, a review is nevertheless useful as the intention is to provide an overview of 

influential attributes in commercial accommodation selection.  

An analysis of Table 2.1 suggests that there is one distinct common attribute influencing 

various guests, and that is cleanliness. Cleanliness was rated with the highest priority in 

customer choice across regions such as the US (Greathouse, et al., 1996; Lewis, 1987), 

Europe (Callan & Bowman, 2000), New Zealand (Cave, et al., 2008) and Singapore (Mehta & 

Vera, 1990). This attribute was also rated highly across various guest segments such as 

backpackers in New Zealand (Cave, et al., 2008), senior travellers (Callan & Bowman, 2000), 

general travellers in the US (Greathouse, et al., 1996), hotel guests in the US (Lewis, 1987) 

and Singapore (Mehta & Vera, 1990), and frequent pleasure travellers (Knutson, 1988). The 

preference for having a clean place to stay also seems to be consistent over time.  

In the ranking order, the other four important attributes commonly found between various 

traveller types and rated in the top five by at least six previous studies are: staff attitude, staff 
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performance, safety and security, and location. Studies not readily comparable due to 

attributes not listed in a quantified ranking order, and so not included in the compilation, have 

also indicated four dominant attributes having an influence in accommodation selection. An 

earlier study by Lockyer (2001) concluded that attributes relating to staff, quality, location 

and price were common among various studies, though later Lockyer (2005) established 

cleanliness, price, location and facilities as the ‘must have’ and ‘trigger points’ attributes (see 

Figure 2.4 below). Yusoff and Abdullah (2010) also identified four attributes—namely, 

services, location, cleanliness and facilities—as dominant in selection. Among these further 

studies there is one commonality, namely, location. Moreover, Yusoff and Abdullah (2010) 

found that this attribute is the most important, as was also found in the open-ended study by 

Dube and Renaghan (2000). 

Table 2.1 demonstrates that tangible and intangible attributes significantly influence selection, 

with the tangible attributes (cleanliness and location) dominating the top of the list. However, 

the next three most mentioned attributes are intangible, namely: staff attitude 

/friendliness/politeness, safety and security, and prompt and efficient service. The inter-

relationship between commercial accommodation staff and guests is important and 

inseparable. Well-trained staff can encourage customer loyalty, which eventually facilitates 

higher room sales through repeat business (Knutson, 1988; Schechter, 1994). This has a 

lasting effect on business. Companies such as Southwest Airlines and Disney World 

recognise the importance of relationships with guests to the point that their top managers 

spend time on the front line serving customers, checking in bags or selling tickets, in order to 

understand customer needs in detail (Kotler, et al., 2010). Other than what is provided by 

staff, service can also be the result of interaction between guests and service-related systems, 

such as equipment and facilities provided by business operators (Silvestro, Johnston, 

Fitzgerald, & Voss, 1989). Because guest preferences are highly variable, service is difficult 

to measure and control, and it is not always clear what the ideal service standard should be, or 

what level of service guests expect to receive.  

The other attribute ranked among the top five in Table 2.1, safety and security, has been 

claimed to be expected by leisure travellers, as their trips usually involve their family 

(Knutson, 1988). This may not, however, be an adequate explanation for young travellers, as 

Carr (2001) measured the level of their perception of personal danger among young travellers 

in London and found that most of them felt it to be only ‘slightly dangerous’ to be out in 

public at night time. Also, Richards and Wilson (2003) found that young travellers are 

adventurous and risk-taking travellers. It is unknown how young travellers see this attribute in 
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relation to accommodation selection decisions, but it is possible that they are different to other 

market segments. 

Industry market research, not included in the compilation, reveals similar findings, with room 

cleanliness rated as the most important priority (Atkinson, 1988; Wind, et al., 1989). By 

contrast, government sector research undertaken by Tourism Malaysia (2008) found attitudes 

of frontline staff as the most important attribute for visitors. The similarity in the findings of 

this market research and the compilation of academic research indicates that an academically 

developed understanding of purchase selection is potentially useful for adoption by the 

industry, as commercial accommodation companies would be able to solicit market research 

themselves in order to understand their guests’ preferences. 

Overall, though the findings provide valuable insight into what commercial accommodation 

attributes are important to travellers, the understanding of young travellers is limited—one of 

the gaps sought to be filled by this research. While there are commonalities of important 

attributes among previous studies, diversity in the above compilation, for example across 

different traveller types and regions, also indicates that there are variables influencing the 

results; some research includes an understanding of different profiles such as females and 

males (Callan & Bowman, 2000), younger and older (Ananth, et al., 1992; Cave, et al., 2008), 

and frequent and infrequent travellers (Dube & Renaghan, 2000; Knutson, 1988; Weaver & 

Oh, 1993), but most other studies assumed that the samples’ demographic and psychographic 

profiles are homogeneous. Those that recognised the heterogeneity of samples found 

considerable differences between sub-samples. This will be discussed later in Section 2.6.2.  

2.3.1.3 Level of importance of attributes influencing selection 
Previous studies have identified a range of attributes that are important to respondents. The 

methods generally used to determine the level of importance are aggregated average mean 

value (from numeric scale) and frequency count (from open-ended questions), with the higher 

score signifying the greater degree of importance (Dube & Renaghan, 2000; Knutson, 1988; 

Saleh & Ryan, 1992). Alternatively, to help explain the complex, dynamic nature and 

interrelated factors influencing commercial accommodation selection, Lockyer (2005) 

established a purchase decision framework whereby a combination of items are categorised 

under ‘must have’ and ‘trigger points’. The relationships between these are illustrated in 

Figure 2.4 below. Lockyer defines a ‘must have’ as the essential element in selection, while in 

addition there are also ‘trigger point’ attributes that are highly influenced by personal 

situations. Lockyer gives the example of a person who needs accommodation close to a 

hospital to be closer to someone that is ill; for this reason, the person would be less price 
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sensitive compared to someone who had planned their stay well in advance. For the purpose 

of leisure travel, there may be certain attributes that similarly act as trigger points that are 

influenced by personal factors. Lockyer determined what attributes were trigger points and 

what were must have attributes by using two different approaches, open- and closed-ended 

surveys. Attributes that were trigger points were obtained from the prioritisation of responses 

from open-ended questions, while must have attributes were obtained from the prioritisation 

of a closed-ended list.  
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Figure 2.4 Relationship Between Factors Influencing Accommodation Selection 

(Lockyer, 2005) 
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and Ryan’s multi-attribute approach study, respondents were required to answer the same 

listed attributes twice in a questionnaire by indicating how ‘important’ the variables are for 

them and how they distinguish the commercial accommodation they are staying at from other 

commercial accommodation (salient factors). Seven attributes were classified as ‘determinant’ 

factors: restaurant availability, interior décor, exterior aesthetics, convenient parking, food 

value, quiet stay and overall value. How determinant an attribute was, was calculated by 

multiplying the mean-average scores for the importance and salience of each attribute. Saleh 

and Ryan found that the important commercial accommodation attributes might not 

necessarily be the most significant factors (determinant) influencing customers’ commercial 

accommodation selection and vice versa, but they still influence the decision. For instance, 

the attribute exterior aesthetics was rated not important (ranked at 22nd and below the mean 

score) but turned out to be one of the determinant factors that influenced customers’ 

commercial accommodation selection.  

In summary, the categorisation of attributes as salient, determinant, trigger points and must 

have factors is an attempt to address the dynamic character of commercial accommodation 

purchase selection. These categorisations are based on data collected from either closed-ended 

or open-ended methods that, respectively, rank mean average scores from a Likert scale or 

rank frequency counts. However, as Crompton (1994) has acknowledged, to provide a good 

service experience to customers, ‘the real challenge for the tourism industry is to create the 

right psychological environment, not to worry just about technical things’ (as cited in Otto & 

Ritchie, 1996, p. 165). Here, Crompton suggests that focusing only on the technical things 

equates to only telling part of the story; that is, the other part is subjective personal reactions 

and the feelings of the consumer. 

2.3.2 Customers’ personal-influential factors influencing purchase decisions  

Although the product-related factors that guests consider when selecting a place to stay 

provide valuable understanding to researchers, educators and business managers, less is 

known about guests’ personal factors, namely, purchase motives, purchase constraints and 

personal characteristics.  

Personal factors in decision making at the pre-purchase stage 

As outlined earlier, purchases that occur in unfamiliar environments result in customers 

seeking some comfort assurances (Saleh & Ryan, 1992) and being more careful in their final 

selection (Teare, et al., 1994). This is a key reason why personal factors are important. 

However, they are not uniformly important throughout the purchase selection process. A 
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model by Teare, et al. (1990) suggests a three-stage decision process in hospitality services—

pre-purchase, during consumption and assessment of post consumption—with the dominance 

of either consumer- or product-related factors differing at each stage. This model suggests that 

personal (consumer-related) factors are dominant at the pre-purchase and post-consumption 

stages. 

In relation to the pre-purchase stage, although the personal-influential factor was claimed to 

be dominant (Teare, et al., 1990), it also depends on the customer’s level of prior experience 

with commercial accommodation selection. Teare, et al. (1994) state that with limited prior 

experience, customers will be more involved in making decisions due to limited information 

and higher perceived risk. By contrast, with high prior experience (product-knowledge), 

personal-influential factors will be less dominant in influencing the purchase decision. 

Therefore, it is also necessary to analyse situational factors when considering personal-

influential factors. 

Five situational elements have generally been considered as important influences on consumer 

behaviour: physical surroundings, social surroundings, temporal perspective, task definition 

and antecedent states (Belk, 1975). These situational variables, along with other elements 

such as frequency of purchase, preference, prior experience, information, personality and 

marketing (as shown in Figure 2.5), exhibit factors that influence the purchase decision 

(Teare, et al., 1994).       
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Figure 2.5 Purchase Decision Influential Factors 

(Teare, et al., 1994, p. 27) 
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In addition, guests’ emotions, such as feeling secure, welcome, pampered and relaxed, 

influence their decisions and loyalty towards certain places and manifest as a willingness to 

pay more (less price sensitive) for the assurance of comfort and a satisfactory experience 
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(Barsky & Nash, 2002, 2003). On the other hand, being away from home, guests also expect 

to experience something different, so commercial accommodation providers compete in 

offering escapist experiences to meet guests’ increasing demand and various needs for 

relaxation and entertainment (Albrecht, 2002). But there is quite a degree of variability in how 

much difference people want to experience, and psychographic studies have produced a 

typology of travellers in relation to this.  

Extensive research by Plog (2002) identified a typology based on how venturesome a traveller 

is: venturers (allocentrics) travel the most; followed by near-venturers (near allocentrics); 

then centrics; and next near-dependables (near psychocentrics), and finally dependables 

(psychocentrics). Psychographics was claimed to be a better predictor of travel activities 

undertaken than demographic variables such as household income. Being the most frequent 

travellers, the venturers continuously seek new holiday destinations compared to dependables, 

who would rather return to a place they like and are familiar with. Venturers prefer not to go 

on expensive trips, and as emphasised by Goldsmith, Flynn, and Bonn (1994), they are more 

enthusiastic about trying out and purchasing new products introduced into a market. Since 

dependables prefer to make safe and comfortable decisions, they tend to follow what others 

have been interested in (the follower) instead of sharing travel information that may influence 

others (word of mouth) (Plog, 2002).  

To be able to understand the influence of personal factors in purchase selection, the following 

section discusses the influence of purchase motives, followed by personal constraints.  

2.3.2.1 Purchase motives 
Despite earlier literature suggesting that personal factors influence purchase selection and are 

likely to be dominant in the pre-purchase stage (Barsky & Nash, 2003; Teare, et al., 1994), the 

inclusion of this component does not appear in recent literature related to commercial 

accommodation.  

Commercial accommodation operators realise that today accommodation is not just a place to 

satisfy guests’ basic needs for sleep and shelter. Travellers are motivated to fulfil their 

psychological needs based on personal suitability instead of the specific qualities of the 

destination (Pearce, 1982). Their personal requirements are recognized as being shaped by 

culture, personality (Kotler, et al., 2010) and personal interests (Plog, 2002). Apart from one’s 

own self-esteem and comfort needs, which focus on the individual, Pearce (1988) points out 

that the selection of accommodation is also influenced by companion needs, and travellers 

may have to compromise to suit multiple needs and wants. Purchase motives arise as a result 
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of human needs and can be linked to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory. According to 

Maslow (1987), basic human needs can be arranged in a five-level hierarchy, beginning with 

physiological needs such as hunger, thirst, warmth and sleep, and ascending to safety needs, 

belongingness and love needs, esteem needs and self-actualization needs. Typically, most 

people will follow this fixed hierarchical order and attempt to satisfy the lower-level needs 

first before moving on to the higher level needs. However, there are exceptions to this flow; 

for instance, some people’s minds are dominated by higher-level needs even if their lower-

level needs are not satisfied, while some people will not attempt to move to the higher level at 

all even though their lower-level needs have been satisfied.  

Following Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, travel motivation theories were developed—the 

travel career ladder (TCL), later enhanced by the travel career pattern (TCP) (Pearce & Lee, 

2005). The TCL maintains the hierarchy concept of Maslow’s but the needs are organised in a 

ladder. The concept of the TCL is that travellers have a travel career that changes over their 

lifespan as they accumulate travel experiences. People progress upward through the hierarchy 

as they become more experienced travellers (Pearce, 1993; Pearce & Lee, 2005). On the other 

hand, the TCP (Figure 2.6) de-emphasizes the ladder concept of the TCL and instead uses a 

pattern approach that stresses the dynamic and multilevel motivational structure, reflecting a 

better understanding of travel motivations (Pearce & Lee, 2005). The TCP is illustrated with 

three layers of tourist motives/needs: the core layer (very important motives), the middle layer 

(moderately important) and the outer layer (less important). 
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This emphasis on structure rather than steps is in accordance with a dynamic focus on the 

effect of the psychological environment (customers’ feelings) on the service experience, as 

well as with accommodation-related studies that classify findings based on the intensity of 

importance. The core (very important) motives have expressive values that bring satisfaction 

and the characteristic of a tourism experience. Yet, the outer motives are still relevant to the 

supply side of commercial accommodation when it comes to understanding the tourism 

experience in a broader perspective, even if they are not part of the signature of tourists’ 

needs. Even though Pearce (2005) developed the TCP model for travel motivation, it is 

applicable to accommodation where the underlying concepts of ‘core motives’, ‘middle layer’ 

and ‘outer layer’ refer to the dynamic nature of decision making. These are similar to the 

concepts of must haves, trigger points and determinants that were discussed earlier.  

The TCP model provides a more a comprehensive description of motives, defining 14 

motivation factors. In order to test their model, Pearce and Lee (2005) asked respondents to 

rate the importance of 74 travel motives (from 14 motivational factors) to their pleasure 

travel. The results, starting with the most important factors, are: (1) novelty, (2) escape/relax, 

(3) relationship (strengthen), (4) autonomy, (5) nature, (6) self-development (host-site 

involvement), (7) stimulation, (8) self-development (personal development), (9) relationship 

(security), (10) self-actualize, (11) isolation, (12) nostalgia, (13) romance and (14) 

recognition.  

As the TCP mainly applied to travel motivation studies, it is also relevant to this study on the 

purchase motives for commercial accommodation. This is due to its recognition that 

relationships do exist between travellers’ needs/motives and different travellers’ profiles, such 

as age and travel experiences captured over their lifespan. These are discussed in Section 2.6 

below. Furthermore, travel motives influence the type of commercial accommodation selected 

by the backpacker and student segments. For example, Richards and Wilson (2003) 

established that students or young travellers who travelled looking for excitement, adventure 

and socialising with fellow travellers are more likely to stay at backpacker hostels. On the 

other hand, hotels were selected by those who travelled to rest and enjoy a relaxing and calm 

environment, while those staying with relatives and friends considered social motivation as an 

important reason for their accommodation selection (Richards & Wilson, 2003).  

Although the purchase motive is one of the key elements of this research in the commercial 

accommodation context, it cannot be looked at in isolation. There is a relatively large body of 

research focusing on travel motivation that investigates the existence of the travel motivation 
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relationship with, for example transport choice (Vance, 2004), travel destination (Moscardo, 

Morrison, Pearce, Lang, & O'Leary, 1996; Newlands, 2004), travel experience (Pearce & Lee, 

2005) and, importantly, the commercial accommodation choice (Richards & Wilson, 2003). 

Most of these studies found that a relationship exists between travel motivation and their 

study contexts. For example, Moscardo et al. (1996) and Pearce (2005) found a relationship 

between travel motivation and destination choice, linked through activities. Activities in this 

context are key attributes of destinations, evaluated by the traveller.  

The inclusion of the personal purchase motive in studies relating to commercial 

accommodation selection has received minimal and not sustained attention. In a study ranking 

product attributes and the motives of guests to stay in commercial accommodation, Atkinson 

(1988) reports that the high-ranked motives are: (i) ‘Feel safe and secure’; (ii) ‘Feel 

comfortable telling others (friends, colleagues) I stay here’; (iii) ‘Feel that I deserve to stay 

here’; and (iv) ‘People like myself stay here’. However, the other 34 ‘somewhat important’ 

statements were not associated with personal emotions, and were instead a list of tangible 

components of the place, such as restaurant, beds and free parking. Only Atkinson’s study has 

relatively attempted to understand purchase motives in commercial accommodation selection 

in the way that this thesis intends.  

2.3.2.2 Individual constraints 
This section discusses the influence of another personal factor, purchase constraint, which has 

also received minimal attention in commercial accommodation studies. In general, customers’ 

wants are almost unlimited; hence, with limited resources such as money, they make purchase 

decisions that can satisfy their needs (Kotler, et al., 2010). This theory of ‘limited’ or 

‘bounded’ rationality (Cyert & March, 1992; March & Simon, 1958), where individuals 

realistically settle for ‘good enough’ rather than ‘the best possible’ option due to constraints 

such as time, cognitive capabilities and limited information (Decrop, 2006, p. 2), is generally 

applied to all travellers. A theoretical framework of three dimensions of leisure constraint—

that is, intrapersonal, interpersonal and structural constraints—was introduced by Crawford 

and Godbey (1987). Crawford and Godbey explained that intrapersonal constraints 

correspond to individual psychological qualities (e.g. stress, anxiety and prior socialization 

experience), interpersonal constraints are referred to as social factors (e.g. companion 

preference dissimilarity) and structural constraints include factors such as financial, time and 

knowledge resources. In the context of the leisure preference-participation relationship, the 

intrapersonal and interpersonal constraints affect leisure preferences, while the structural 

constraints intervene between leisure preference and participation. The theory was later 
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improved into a hierarchical model in which the three types of constraints were sequentially 

ordered and encountered hierarchically from most proximal and powerful (intrapersonal) to 

most distal (structural) (Crawford, Jackson, & Godbey, 1991). Leisure participation was 

determined to be influenced not by the absence of constraints but by the negotiation process 

through them (Crawford, et al., 1991; Jackson, Crawford, & Godbey, 1993; Kay & Jackson, 

1991). For example, as part of the negotiation process, when money is a constraint, people 

would save money or identify a cheaper option (Kay & Jackson, 1991).  

As has just been noted, constraints limit choice; so do facilitators, a concept introduced by 

Raymore (2002) that represents resources that promote the formation of leisure preferences 

and encourage participation. Unlike constraints, which are negative, facilitators are positive, 

whereby they enable people to pursue their choice; however, this resulted in an involvement 

with the chosen and well-facilitated activity, little incentive to abandon the choice, and hence 

limited participation for other choices (Raymore, 2002). The facilitators approach 

complements the theoretical understanding on constraints that participation is not necessarily 

a result of lacking or negotiated constraints, but rather is encouraged by facilitators. This can 

be illustrated in the context of commercial accommodation; while earlier work by Wheatcroft 

and Seekings (1995) claimed young people tend to stay at budget accommodation, some 

young individuals below 36 years old were found to be staying at a luxurious place and 

paying extra for a comfortable stay, as some emotional needs take precedence over others 

(Barsky & Nash, 2003).  

To date, leisure constraints have received some research attention in relation to travel 

decisions, but very little in the context of accommodation selection. For example, Pearce 

(2005) contends that travellers’ final decisions are influenced by their personal constraints, 

that is, money and time (as in Figure 2.3 above), as have many others (Carr, 2005; Dellaert, 

Ettema, & Lindh, 1998; Gunn & Var, 2002; Jackson, Schmierer, & White, 1999). Dellaert, et 

al. (1998) reported that on average, low-income respondents made fewer overnight long-

distance trips per year (1.28 trips) than higher-income respondents (1.88 trips). Lack of 

money is the main reason reported for travellers not getting their ideal tourist experience 

(Jackson, et al., 1999), while a lack of time is another major constraint for some tourists, 

especially those who have family and work commitments (Jackson, et al., 1999). 

Realistically, the individual choice process is also bounded by social values such as 

demographic change, leisure activities, interaction with other tourists, service personnel and 

local communities (Pearce, 2005; Salomon, 1983), by physical and health disabilities (Gunn 

& Var, 2002; Pearce & Lee, 2005) and cultural differences (Chen, Chen, & Okumus, 2013).  
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To summarize, while the literature reviews in this section reveal that product and personal 

factors influence the purchase selection process, little research on the influence of the latter 

was found in relation to the commercial accommodation context.  

2.4 Influence of Travel Destinations 

Today’s tourists have a much wider array of destinations and activities available to them than 

ever before, more distribution channels to inform them of their options (Oppermann, 1995) 

and many more choices of commercial accommodations (Cobanoglu, 2001). It is 

acknowledged as unwise to assume preferences for accommodation attributes remain 

unchanged from one country to another (Callan, 1996). Despite this, there have been 

relatively few studies on the impact of destination attributes on travellers’ purchase selections, 

and previous studies on commercial accommodation attributes have largely focused on a 

single destination, such as the United States or United Kingdom.  

One study that did provide a comparative perspective on factors influencing commercial 

accommodation selection between New Zealand and Scotland only focused on guests of 

backpacker/hostel establishments (Cave, et al., 2008), but this does provide some initial 

indications of destination effects. Cave, et al. found that of the 12 accommodation attributes 

evaluated in New Zealand and Scotland, the Scottish sample rated each attribute significantly 

lower than New Zealand, indicating a higher demand by the New Zealand sample. The 

similarity in the importance ranking order was on the attribute ‘cleanliness’, which was in the 

top list, while the rankings for the rest of the attributes were different. It was proposed that the 

difference was influenced by the destination-related factor, that is, the different weather 

during the data collection period, as it was mid-winter in New Zealand and summer in 

Scotland, and also by the tourists’ demographic factor, as there were more younger tourists 

(below 30 years) in the New Zealand destination. While this study only looked at a subset of 

accommodation choices, the current study incorporates other categories, that is, luxury and 

mid-price occupants, to provide a general and better understanding of the young travellers 

segment. 

Conceptually, the generic ‘pull’ factors that influence tourist destination choice include the 

distance between the origin region and the destination region, accessibility (i.e. transportation 

linkages between the two regions), pre-existing and created destination attractions, safety and 

cultural factors (Weaver & Lawton, 2010). Research has revealed mixed evidence about the 

effect of destination distance on traveller behaviour. Krippendorf (1987) and Buswell (1996) 

both argue that distance from place of origin to travel destination does not influence traveller 
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behaviour. Krippendorf stated that when travellers arrive at their destinations, they mostly 

behave in the same way as they do at home. Similarly, Buswell’s study on the Balearic 

Islands found that many travellers do not actually realise that they are on holiday, as the island 

‘merely add sunshine and a different currency’ (p. 317). While this may indicate the 

dependable (psychocentric) nature of people who holiday on Balearic Islands, other studies 

suggest that distance from place of origin to travel destination can influence the behaviour of 

travellers. Debbage (1991) found that travellers travelling a long distance behaved in an 

allocentric manner (venturers), while those who travelled a shorter distance were more likely 

to exhibit behaviour of a psychocentric nature (dependables). However, a later study by Carr 

(2002a) examined the behaviour differences between young, single, British tourists during 

their holidays, and found that as distance increases, there is a tendency for travellers to behave 

in a passive/hedonistic manner. Some of the influences at play appear to be that international 

travellers could face language barriers and unfamiliarity with the surroundings, hence they are 

more likely to exhibit passive behaviour compared to domestic tourists. 

Another destination attribute that has been found to affect traveller purchase behaviour is the 

level of cultural difference between the traveller and the destination. A study found that when 

travelling internationally, many travellers wish to experience another culture and have an 

adventurous experience (Chadee & Cutler, 1996). This suggests they were acting in an 

allocentric manner, exhibiting curious, self-confident and adventurous behaviours. However, 

in a recent study, unfamiliar cultures were also found to possibly inhibit young international 

travellers from going to certain places, due to their limited knowledge of the destination 

(Chen, et al., 2013).  

These findings on the influence of destination and cultural difference on travellers’ behaviour 

point out that the dimension of personal venturesomeness demonstrates a relationship with the 

choice of destination. Other differences have been found in relation to travel information 

search. Snepenger, Meged, Snelling, and Worrall (1990) established that travellers going to 

international and unfamiliar destinations tend to source information externally, while Fodness 

and Murray (1999) found that the level of information search correlates positively with the 

number of destinations visited on a trip. This will be further discussed in the following 

section. 
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2.5 Influence of Information Search and Accommodation 
Reservation on Purchase Selection 

It has been established in decision-making models that the search for information is part of a 

selection process (Mayo, 1974; Pearce, 2005). Information can be acquired at various stages, 

pre-trip, in-transit and at-destination, which eventually lead to a final decision (Rompf, 

DiPietro, & Ricci, 2005). While a number of studies have documented information searching, 

the information used by guests to select commercial accommodation remains an under-studied 

phenomenon. Richards and Wilson (2003) and Nash, Thyne, and Davies (2006) focused on 

young travellers’ information search processes, but this was in the general context of trip 

planning, rather than commercial accommodation selection specifically.  

2.5.1 Information search and sources 

When making decisions, consumers can be viewed as information processors (Bettman, 

1979), where for the betterment of their selections they will continuously look for information 

and process it until they reach the final option (Bettman, 1979; Pearce & Lee, 2005). The 

information search can be classified as either an internal or external search. An internal search 

is information retrieved from the individual’s memory, for example, information gathered 

from previous experiences (Moutinho, 1987) or reading, which is stored in the memory. 

External information is derived from sources other than the individual’s memory, such as 

family and friends, travel consultants, media, advertisements, travel literature, brochures, 

commercial accommodation promotions, word of mouth (Chen & Gursoy, 2000; Moutinho, 

1987), storytelling (Adaval & Wyer, 1998), electronic word of mouth and the Internet 

(Bronner & Hoog, 2011; Litvin, Goldsmith, & Pan, 2008). Factors that encourage users to use 

external information include, among others, when there are greater differences in product 

alternatives, higher risk and less experience (Capella & Greco, 1987).  

Few debate the necessity of sourcing information when making decisions. The ongoing 

relevance of this issue is that in contrast to buying a tangible product, travellers are expected 

to be highly involved in information gathering. Buying patterns when purchasing tourism 

products and services are considered to be more complex than buying patterns for tangible 

items (Bei, et al., 2004; Lockyer, 2001; Swarbrooke & Horner, 2007), and are a non-routine 

process, so potential travellers need to carry out an extensive information search before 

committing themselves to making a purchase (Niemann, Mochol, & Tolksdorf, 2008; 

Swarbrooke & Horner, 2007). 
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Generally, the sources of information seem limitless (Rompf, et al., 2005). Individuals can 

either be a single information source user or use combined information from various sources 

(Snepenger, et al., 1990), falling into either the active or passive search group (Schul & 

Crompton, 1983). The selection and the extent of the search depend on the characteristics of 

the traveller, such as gender, education and travel experience (Barber, Dodd, & Kolyesnikova, 

2009; Richards & Wilson, 2003; Rompf, et al., 2005; Schul & Crompton, 1983; Van Raaij & 

Francken, 1984), and the characteristics of the trip, such as travel duration, expenditure, 

destination and purpose (Fodness & Murray, 1997, 1999; Snepenger, et al., 1990). On 

average, young travellers seek out at least three different information sources when planning a 

trip (Richards & Wilson, 2003). Little is known about the information used by young 

travellers to select commercial accommodation.  

While there have been many classification schemes for the information sources classified 

generally as internal and external sources (Beatty & Smith, 1987; Bettman & Park, 1980; 

Engel, Blackwell, & Miniard, 1995; Fodness & Murray, 1998; Quester et al., 2007), it has 

been argued that the external information is more important, as it is used first in travel 

planning and preferred by those who travel to international or unfamiliar places (Goossens, 

1994; Murray, 1991; Seabra, Abrantes, & Lages, 2007; Snepenger, et al., 1990). Money and 

Crotts (2003) classified external sources of information as non-marketer dominated (personal 

advice and recommendations from travel guides and channel members) and marketer 

dominated (print ads, online ads, and efforts by tourism offices).  

Over time, as technology has evolved and mediated the tourism encounter, social media has 

become a powerful tool to influence the interests of potential travellers (Shakeela & Weaver, 

2013). Shared videos with online comments provide an opportunity for the viewers to 

communicate among each other and interact with the video director to share more information 

and experiences (Tussyadiah & Fesenmaier, 2009), and hence are more important to 

consumers of experience products (intangible) than consumers of search products (tangible) 

(Bei, et al., 2004). Another is electronic word of mouth, which is information posted on the 

Internet by other travellers about their experiences with products and services through, for 

example, rating scales or textual comments (Bronner & Hoog, 2011; Litvin, et al., 2008). 

Rather than just a list of features and benefits, storytelling increases the attractiveness of 

holiday trips as customers store and retrieve stories through processing information and 

communicating (Adaval & Wyer, 1998). Stories and reviews allow customers to anticipate the 

suitability of commercial accommodation, especially in regard to cleanliness and intangible 

services.  
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Of all the options available, it seems possible that word of mouth and the reputation of the 

accommodation provider remain important, which Ananth, et al. (1992) previously named as 

the main influences on accommodation selection. More than two decades on, with all the 

changes in technology, this result needs to be revisited.  

2.5.2 Reservation method and planning 

It is important to consider how people reserve or book their accommodation as part of their 

purchase decision. It is also useful to understand the reservation approaches employed by 

accommodation operators in turning enquiries into confirmed guests. Nearly two decades ago, 

business objectives and policies such as occupancy level, size and room rates were identified 

to influence the reservation methods used by accommodation operators (Meidan & Chiu, 

1995); for example, accommodations targeting high occupancy rates need to have well-

trained reservation personnel who can take and secure reservation enquiries efficiently. 

Unlike business guests, the vast majority of leisure guests make bookings directly with the 

commercial accommodation provider (Callan, 1996). Recent studies have recognised that 

online booking is fast becoming a popular and easy way to book accommodation (Fam, 

Foscht, & Collins, 2004; Tsujii, Takahashi, Fujita, & Tsuda, 2014).  

Richards and Wilson (2003) found that young travellers tended to book their travel in advance 

of their travel dates (six weeks to two months or more). This was the case with commercial 

accommodation booking also, which was generally booked about one week later than air 

travel. They seem to be more relaxed and have a much shorter lead time than other travellers, 

who in another study were found on average to book close to six months before their trips 

(Dellaert, et al., 1998). Richards and Wilson (2003) reported that very few young travellers 

book a place in advance of their arrival, as most of them are comfortable with arranging 

accommodation after arriving at their destination, particularly those who identify themselves 

as backpackers, and especially those with vast travel experiences. One decade on, with the 

evolution of booking and pre-payment technology and the changes in destination and activity 

choices, it is unclear how this situation may have changed for the young traveller segment 

with regards to accommodation booking. 

2.6 Young International Leisure Travellers  

Overall, while the literature does provide valuable insights on the influences of product-

related, personal influential and travel destination factors in commercial accommodation 

purchase selection, more detailed research on young travelers is required, including the 

interactions of the aforementioned factors with various individual profile differences. This 
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section collates the gaps in the research literature associated with young travellers, points out 

the relevance of studying this segment and examines the effect of this segment’s 

heterogeneity. 

Pearce (2005) established a model that illustrates that in general, personal profiles influence 

travel decisions, the theory of which can be applied to commercial accommodation decisions. 

Other studies report the influence of specific profile factors on commercial accommodation 

selection decisions, for example, age group (Ananth, et al., 1992; Cave, et al., 2008), gender 

(Callan & Bowman, 2000; Han, Hsu, & Lee, 2009), frequency of travel (Richards & Wilson, 

2003; Weaver & Oh, 1993) and country of origin (Chadee & Cutler, 1996). What is missing is 

an explicit study of the influence of various demographic profile differences on young 

travellers when selecting commercial accommodation, which is the focus of this research. 

However, before the effect of profile heterogeneity is discussed, it will be helpful to gain an 

understanding of the young traveller market segment. 

2.6.1 Research on young travellers 

The young market has both the desire and ability to purchase a wide variety of products and 

services (Kale, McIntyre, & Weir, 1987), and also vacations longer and allocates plenty of 

energy and money for travel (Ian & Musa, 2008; Richards & Wilson, 2003). To define this 

market further, young travellers contribute billions of dollars to the tourism industry 

(Bywater, 1993; UNWTO, 2011a) and the group aged 16-25 years represents 20 per cent of 

international travellers (UNWTO, 2008b). This is a growth market where youngsters gain a 

thirst for more travel when returning home, which promises potential long-term benefits to the 

industry (Richards & Wilson, 2003). It is clear that young travellers are important to the 

industry, yet the unique features of this segment still require clarification and further study. 

The first thing to clarify is what is meant by ‘young’. UNWTO has recently revised the age of 

‘young’ to between 18 and 34 years (Prayag, et al., 2013; UNWTO, 2012), which corresponds 

to the age bracket used in the current study. Academic studies have also used this age bracket 

to represent young people (Holmes, et al., 2013; Prayag, et al., 2013). Notwithstanding the 

agreement above, generally there is no universally agreed definition of young international 

travellers in terms of age (Chen, et al., 2013). The inconsistencies are not limited to academic 

studies, but are also seen among organizations and businesses. 

Among international organizations, there are many differences found in both the minimum 

and maximum age set for the young segment (Fabie & Barioulet, 2001; Infoyouth, 2008; 

Institute of Policy Studies Singapore, 2011; Mintel, 1991; South Asia Partnership 
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International, 2003; Taiyab, 2005). Amongst tourism businesses, 18 years old is commonly 

held to be the minimum age of those considered young, but the maximum age is more 

variable. Examples include: Sundance Vacations 18-30, Escapades Travel 18-30, AmeriCan 

Adventures 18-38, Contiki Tours 18-35 and while Oasis 20-35 years. 

In the academic literature, several researchers consider the young traveller age group to start 

at 16 or 17 (Carr, 1999, 2001, 2002a; Lepp & Gibson, 2008; Pritchard & Morgan, 1996; 

Reisinger & Mavondo, 2002), but 18 also seems to be a common starting point (Carr, 2002b; 

Holmes, et al., 2013; Kale, et al., 1987; Prayag, et al., 2013; Reisinger & Mavondo, 2001). 

There is even less agreement on the upper limits of the young traveller segment, with 

Pritchard and Morgan (1996) and Carr (2002b) suggesting 24 as the end age for this category, 

Reisinger and Mavondo (2001, 2002) and Lepp and Gibson (2008) suggesting 30 years, and 

Carr (1999, 2001, 2002a) and Kale et al. (1987) suggesting the ceiling goes up to 35 years of 

age. Recent studies, however, indicate that 34 years may be becoming the most often 

designated end point to the ‘young traveller’ cohort (Choi & Ritchie, 2013; Holmes, et al., 

2013; Prayag, et al., 2013; UNWTO, 2012). 

To summarise the various arguments proffered by the given sources, it is appropriate to 

consider a young traveller as someone who is no longer a child but who does not yet have full 

adult commitments. Those below 18 years are considered to be children (Fabie & Barioulet, 

2001; South Asia Partnership International, 2003; UNWTO, 2001), a fact supported by 

Article 1 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989 (United Nations, 

1989). It is therefore appropriate to have 18 as the lower limit, and to include some of those 

above 30 as young people because they are likely to delay their ‘adulthood’ commitments (for 

example, a permanent job and a family) until reaching their late 20s or early 30s, due in part 

to the changing trend of young people continuing their education beyond 25 years of age 

(Seekings, 1998). In recognition that those considered young travellers are not a 

homogeneous group, the inclusion of people above 30 years makes it useful to further 

segment young travellers into younger young and older young groups. In light of this, 

irrespective of their background (e.g. student, young person or backpacker), the selection of 

respondents for this study was mainly based on age-specific criteria: young travellers were 

defined as those aged between 18 and 34 years old. 

The majority of research on young travellers focuses primarily on backpackers (Binder, 2004; 

Cave, et al., 2008; Ian & Musa, 2008; Loker-Murphy & Pearce, 1995; Slaughter, 2004) and 

students (Chadee & Cutler, 1996; Kim & Jogaratnam, 2002; Reisinger & Mavondo, 2004; 

Richards & Wilson, 2003; Sung & Hsu, 1996), with one covering international long-term 
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budget travellers (Riley, 1988). Although the current research focuses on young travellers 

aged 18-34 rather than any of the above categorizations, the extensive findings from past 

research on backpackers and students are helpful when making comparison, due to the 

overlap that exists between them: most backpackers are relatively young people (Slaughter, 

2004), and many young people are currently students (Richards & Wilson, 2003).  

The young travellers segment has been the subject of considerable studies, with research 

related to the young traveller looking at areas such as: promotional activities (Kale, et al., 

1987; Pritchard & Morgan, 1996), psychographic profiles (Reisinger & Mavondo, 2001), 

travel pattern and behaviour (Carr, 1999, 2001, 2002a, 2002b; Chan & Fang, 2007; Hsu & 

Sung, 1997; Loker-Murphy & Pearce, 1995), and motivations to travel (Kim & Jogaratnam, 

2002). While young travellers have been found to mostly travel in pairs (Niggel & Benson, 

2008), another study presents the contradictory finding that, young people prefer travelling 

alone (Mohsin & Ryan, 2003). International destinations are often sought as young and well-

educated travellers are more likely to travel to culturally different destinations (Desforges, 

2000; Jang, et al., 2004). Generally they are adventurous and risk-takers who tend to travel to 

places with negative factors, such as intrusive vendors, terrorism, war and political unrest 

(Alvarez & Asugman, 2006; Lepp & Gibson, 2008; Richards & Wilson, 2003). As much as 

young travellers enjoy risks, there is also growing concern about the development of anti-

tourist behaviour (McElroy, Tarlow, & Carlisle, 2008), a term that includes harassment, 

crime and terrorism (Shakeela & Weaver, 2013). Those who are risk-averse prefer packaged 

tours and like to stay in four- or five-star accommodation (Alvarez & Asugman, 2006).  

Generally, young travellers exhibit one of the four different types of travel motives: 

experience seeking, relaxation seeking, sociability and contributing to the destination 

(Richards & Wilson, 2003). Recognition of the impact of constraints on young travellers is 

found in relation to money (Carr, 2005; Chadee & Cutler, 1996; Richards & Wilson, 2003), 

time (Beioley, 1992, cited by Callan & Bowman, 2000), physical and health disabilities  

(Gunn & Var, 2002; Pearce & Lee, 2005), and culture (Chen, et al., 2013). In order to finance 

their trips, young travellers tend to either work while on holiday (Carr, 2005; Richards & 

Wilson, 2003), while at university (Carr, 2005) or prior to taking an international trip (Chadee 

& Cutler, 1996). As most of these findings are not exclusively related to commercial 

accommodation, they provide very limited information regarding the evaluation of 

commercial accommodation attributes, personal motives and constraints in the purchase 

selection. The exception are the studies conducted by Cave, et al. (2008) and Nash, et al., 
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(2006) on accommodation attributes; however, these studies used subjects staying at 

backpackers/hostels only and did not include personal factors in accommodation selection. 

A landmark study on youth travel patterns was conducted in 2002 by the International Student 

Travel Confederation in collaboration with the Association of Leisure and Tourism 

Education. The study gathered responses from 2,300 young people and students from Canada, 

the Czech Republic, Hong Kong, Mexico, Slovenia, South Africa, Sweden and the UK and 

found that over half identified themselves as ‘travellers’, around a third as ‘backpackers’ and 

fewer than 20 per cent called themselves ‘tourist’ (Richards & Wilson, 2003). There are 

differences between those identifying as backpacker and tourist; for instance, while travelling 

overseas, backpackers mostly opted for hostels, while tourists preferred hotels (Richards & 

Wilson, 2003). Whilst recognizing that these differences indicate some relationships between 

accommodation choice and traveller overall self-identification, the approach taken for this 

research is different, as the goal is to determine the relationships between the profile 

heterogeneity of young travellers and actual commercial accommodation attributes. As 

mentioned earlier in this section, the young international travellers in this study are 

identifiable through their age profile. They are a separate marketable segment with different 

preferences to adult tourists, but within this group (young), they can also be differentiated 

according to demographic and other variables, as discussed below. 

2.6.2 A heterogeneous market  

The heterogeneity of young international travellers is relevant to purchase selection models of 

commercial accommodation. As Lane and Dupre (1997) determined, the priority focus of the 

commercial accommodation industry are the guests, whereby their needs for services and 

facilities are influenced by different profile backgrounds. This approach is akin to the role of 

niche tourism as opposed to mass tourism. Niche tourism plays an important role in 

recognizing the differences in tourists’ needs, thus, it benefits both the business through being 

able to offer the right products and services to target specific segments of the tourist market, 

and the tourists whose unique needs and wants are being fulfilled (Robinson & Novelli, 

2005). Consumer markets are generally segmented based on four broad criteria when seeking 

to target specific segments: geographic, demographic, psychographic and behaviouristic 

(Kotler, et al., 2010). Among these, the demographic segmentation is the most common base 

for differentiating consumers’ needs, as it is easy to measure due to the objective nature of the 

variables—for example, gender and age.  
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The heterogeneity of the young traveller market was recognised as early as 1976 by Vogt 

(1976), who established that young travellers could be segmented into institutionalised 

(holidays created by tour operators) and non-institutionalised (where travellers organise their 

own trip and accommodation) (Carr, 1998). Kreul (1991, as cited in Carr 1998) introduced a 

seven-fold typology of tourists that includes international and domestic markets, experienced 

and inexperienced tourists, and short- and long-term vacationers. Even though the typology is 

not specifically focused on young travellers, it nevertheless covers them and so provides a 

starting point from which to explore the heterogeneity of young travellers. More recently 

there has been a focus on young travellers, though at this stage researchers have only 

recognized that heterogeneity exists due to the different needs and travel styles within the 

youth segment (Richards & Wilson, 2003). 

In differentiating young travellers, the following sections elaborate on the differences based 

on age group, gender, frequency of travel, education level and other socio-economic 

characteristics, and travel-specific life-styles.  

2.6.2.1 Age differences 
It is important to observe any significant changes between the younger young and the older 

young in selecting commercial accommodations. While the age group segments differ from 

the current research, previous studies have generally suggested that there are differences 

between two age groups within samples. In the mature market, Ananth, et al. (1992) found 29 

out of 57 attributes differed significantly in influencing accommodation selection between 

mature (59 years and above) and younger travellers (under 59 years); and interestingly, 22 out 

of those 29 attributes were more important to younger travellers than to their mature 

counterparts. With more attributes being rated as more important, the finding can be 

interpreted as indicating how younger travellers are a more difficult segment to please. More 

recent studies distinguished the importance of attributes between backpackers under and over 

30 years; in New Zealand, both groups agreed that cleanliness was the most important 

attribute, while in Scotland, both groups instead preferred value for money, with over-30s 

rating this significantly more important than under-30s (Cave, et al., 2008). 

In a study of youth and student travel, differences between younger and older groups of young 

travellers were found in regard to their travel motives, number of countries visited per 

vacation, length of trip and number of trips (Richards & Wilson, 2003). For example, in terms 

of motivations to travel, younger travellers aged below 26 are motivated to socialise, having a 

good time with friends and venture into extreme situations, while those above 27 are more 

individualistic and more interested in wildlife and nature-based experiences. In addition, in 
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terms of travel duration, the younger group visited more countries in a trip, and had a trip 

length 8.7 days longer than the older group. As they get older they also have more experience 

in travel (Pearce & Lee, 2005; Richards & Wilson, 2003). Oppermann (1995) emphasised that 

young people aged 19 to 33 travelled more frequently and hence had more travel experience 

than the older generation had when they were younger.  

In addition, within the few studies that specifically address the issue, age factors have been 

found to significantly influence the type of information source used to make decisions. Those 

above 26 years of age would retrieve information from their previous visit or past experience 

(Badinelli, Davis, & Gustin, 1991; Callan & Bowman, 2000; Richards & Wilson, 2003) and 

use guidebooks as an information source, which reflects their previous travel experience and 

that they are less spontaneous. The younger age group, however, has been found to more 

likely depend on travel agents (Richards & Wilson, 2003), whereas this source has been found 

to be the least important to their more mature counterparts (Capella & Greco, 1987). Other 

specific findings from isolated studies include how young student travellers aged 26 and 

below are more likely to patronize fast-food and family-style restaurants, as well as 

convenience stores while on holiday (Hsu & Sung, 1997). 

With regard to personal influences, differences were found between young and older groups; 

the younger group aged 16-24 is said to find going on holiday to be less of a financial burden 

as they have more discretionary income due to not being burdened with loan or mortgage 

payments and not having dependent spouses and children (Pritchard & Morgan, 1996). 

Capella and Greco (1987), however, found it to be the other way around.  

2.6.2.2 Gender differences 
Studies in leisure and tourism environments have considered the differences between males 

and females, but no such analysis exists for young travellers in relation to commercial 

accommodation selection. Regardless of age, several studies found differences in the 

preferences of female and male guests. In a study of mature British tourists, females were 

concluded to be more demanding than males, and attributes such as good services and 

hospitality from the staff would influence their selections and quality judgments more than 

their male counterparts (Callan & Bowman, 2000). In other studies, females have been found 

to be more concerned with the environment (Laroche, Bergeron, & Barbaro-Forleo, 2001; 

Roberts, 1996) and thus are more likely to stay in and pay more for a green hotel than males 

(Han, et al., 2009). Females also tend to be more risk-averse (Alvarez & Asugman, 2006), and 

are more likely to feel in danger when in a public area than young men (Carr, 2001). This is 

supported by research on tourist behaviour that suggested that males enjoy high-risk activities 
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than females (Lepp & Gibson, 2008), but this risk is calculated that males tend to plan ahead 

before participating in such activities (Trimpop, Kerr, & Kirkcaldy, 1998). Alongside risk, 

security elements have been found to be more important to females than males (Gustin & 

Weaver, 1993). Another distinct preferences more important to females is reputation, whereas 

this attribute was rated neutral by males (Gustin & Weaver, 1993). Also, females students are 

more likely than males to prepare their own meals when travelling (Hsu & Sung, 1997) and 

are more likely to earn money during their trip than males (Richards & Wilson, 2003), which 

is significant, as young travellers often work while they travel (Carr, 2005; Richards & 

Wilson, 2003).  

In a study focused specifically on the behaviour of young tourists aged 16 to 35 years on a 

beach-oriented vacation in Torquay, almost no difference was found between vacation 

motivations for young females and males (Carr, 1999). For instance, both were similarly 

focused on relaxation and enjoyment and neither gender was motivated by sport/physical 

activities or visiting new places. With regard to activities engaged in while on vacation, the 

only statistically significant difference relates to shopping for souvenirs, which females did 

more. In-depth interviews conducted in the same study supported the finding of very little 

difference between the two genders. One of the aims of the current research project will be to 

explore this dimension in more depth, specifically in regard to choosing a place to stay. 

2.6.2.3 Frequent and infrequent travellers 
Theoretical understanding would suggest that those who travel frequently for leisure would 

have certain other characteristics in common. One dimension on which they might differ from 

those who travel more frequently (the venturers) is the degree of venturesomeness, with the 

venturers being more likely to take risks (Plog, 2002). The similar characteristics of the 

venturers correspond well to the findings of a study on frequent users of travel agencies by 

Goldsmith, et al. (1994), who determined that they are: more innovative; more likely to try the 

newest product; more knowledgeable; more likely to be opinion leaders for vacation travel; 

and more likely to take vacation trips. Young frequent travellers also tend to be spontaneous 

in booking accommodation, and more likely to visit lesser-known and distant places for 

longer periods (Richards & Wilson, 2003).  

When engaging with travel agents, Goldsmith, et al. (1994) outlined that frequent users were 

more concerned about travel-related product details and gathered more information about 

vacation travel from various sources. While earlier studies suggest that prior experience has 

an inverse relationship with the level of information search (Moutinho, 1987; Perdue, 1985; 

Urbany, Dickson, & Wilkie, 1989), new technologies may have made these findings 
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obsolescent, and so the issue needs to be revisited. This has been done to some degree by 

Gursoy and McCleary (2004), who in contradiction to the earlier work suggest that 

knowledgeable consumers tend to look for new information before making a decision because 

they understand the meaning of product information more than others.  

Toh and Hu (1990) established a relationship between the frequency of airline usage and 

behavioural and demographic variables. A behaviour related to infrequent users was that they 

perceived cheap fares as more important, and a demographic feature was that frequent users 

are among higher income earners and are male. Toh and Hu also concluded that infrequent 

users of airlines described a higher number of important airline features than frequent users, 

suggesting more demand by the former group. In the case of commercial accommodation 

preference attributes, Dube and Renaghan (2000) reported that frequent leisure travellers 

mostly consider good location when selecting accommodation, followed by brand name and 

reputation, physical property (exterior, public space), value for money and guest-room design. 

Apart from all the differences, there are similarities; both types of travellers mutually 

emphasise the cleanliness and comfort of the room, and these attributes have also been found 

to be important across different types of commercial accommodation, that is, economy, mid-

price and luxury (Knutson, 1988). For further insight, a study by Weaver and Oh (1993) on 

business travellers found that frequent users were more difficult to please than infrequent 

users, as 11 out of 18 accommodation attributes were more important to frequent users. While 

these findings were not applied to young travellers, this segment may exhibit similar traits.  

Considering personal-influential factors, the level of venturesomeness correlates with travel 

characteristics, with those traveling-prone are likely seeking new travel experiences and 

destinations (Plog, 2002). Also, Pearce and Lee (2005) established that travel experience 

influences travel motivation, with those who travel frequently seeking to satisfy self-

development needs (host-site involvement) and nature-seeking needs. Between frequent and 

infrequent travellers, it was found that travel motives associated with nature, self-development 

(host-site involvement), stimulation, self-development (personal development), relationship 

(security), self-actualize, romance and recognition are significantly different, with the first 

two motives rated as more important to frequent travellers. This study implies that less-

experienced travellers have more travel motives to satisfy than those with a lot of travel 

experience. Both groups, however, commonly emphasise the core motives of novelty, 

escape/relaxation and relationship.  

Overall, there has been a vast amount of marketing research, ever since the first study by 

Twedt (1964), which has attempted to identify the differences between frequent and 
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infrequent product users (Carman, 1969; Clancy & Shulman, 1994; Goldsmith & 

D'Hauteville, 1998; Thayer, 1998; Wansink & Park, 2000), and also considerable academic 

research in tourism and hospitality exploring this issue (Goldsmith, et al., 1994; Knutson, 

1988; Toh & Hu, 1990; Weaver & Oh, 1993). While it is possible to utilise general theories 

developed in previous marketing and tourism studies, this is not the case for between-cases 

studies with different products or segments being studied (Assael & Poltrack, 1994). What is 

not yet known is whether or not the general result applies to frequent and infrequent young 

travellers regarding commercial accommodation selection.  

The definition of a frequent leisure traveller is found to be inconsistent among authors, 

ranging from two to 10 trips in a year (Dube & Renaghan, 2000; Knutson, 1988; Plog, 2002), 

and with regard to students, on average two international trips a year (Carr, 2005). Therefore, 

what is usefully meant by ‘frequent’ or ‘infrequent’ remains unclear. There is also a need to 

introduce a definition of the terms used for the young traveller segment, as this has not yet 

been attempted. 

2.6.2.4 Other profiles differences 
The previous sections reviewed findings from studies of the differences and commonalities 

within customers’ profiles, such as between genders, age groups and frequencies of travel. 

However, as presented in the following paragraphs, attempts to understand the effects of other 

demographic characteristics such as residence, occupation and education, have been made. 

Travel characteristics such as travel duration have offered hints that these additional profile 

features might also influence the selection of commercial accommodation by young leisure 

travellers, but this has yet to be fully explored. 

Socio-demographic status affects preferences for products and leisure activities (Kotler & 

Armstrong, 1995). For example, income level influences the way young travellers spend 

money on commercial accommodation (Barsky & Nash, 2003); this finding implies that 

income varies positively with the amount spent on commercial accommodation. Nevertheless, 

in rating the importance of accommodation attributes, income has been found to have no 

significant difference between various levels (Callan & Bowman, 2000). Being in an 

unfamiliar and different cultural destination, young international travellers possibly spend 

more than what they can afford as they tend to stay at a paid, appropriate and higher-level 

(cost) accommodation establishment, that is, hotels or motels rather than hostels or staying 

with friends/relatives (Chadee & Cutler, 1996; Hsu & Sung, 1997; Seekings, 1998).  
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Another feature is that young travellers are generally well educated (Richards & Wilson, 

2003), and generally, the more educated the leisure traveller is, the higher their propensity to 

travel (Buttle, 1993). 

Patterns have been found between the type of accommodation selected and country of 

residence. Students from Europe prefer to stay at youth hostels, while those from Asian 

countries favour hotels/motels, indicating that privacy is sought by Asian travellers. 

Moreover, those who choose to stay in commercial accommodation tend to travel for a shorter 

period than those who stay in unpaid accommodation (Chadee & Cutler, 1996).  

Overall, this section presents findings on the influence that various demographic and travel-

specific profiles have on decision making. These further, but still uncomprehensive findings 

in the context of commercial accommodation selection, provide hints of the possible existence 

of differences within young travellers—something that was not known until now. 

2.7 Research Framework 

Based on the literature review, the research framework focuses on the holistic determination 

of variables, whilst implicating dynamic purchase selection in model establishment. While the 

results are based on aggregated data concerning young travellers’ accommodation purchase 

selections, the model also recognises the influences of heterogeneity and travel destination in 

the selection process.  

The structure of the research framework, therefore, primarily reflects Pearce’s (2005) 

Activities-Mediated Destination Choice Model (see Figure 2.3), but also various other 

models, such as Pearce’s (2005) TCP model and Lockyer’s (2001, 2005) Commercial 

Accommodation Selection Models. The framework critically integrates and expands these 

various models. 

Pearce’s (2005) Activities-Mediated Destination Choice model is the conceptual basis for the 

development of holistic decision-making models, and is therefore nested within the research 

framework, but does not form the essential structure of it. Rather, the essential structure of the 

framework is similar to that proposed by Lockyer (2001) in his studies on commercial 

accommodation. His model has been adjusted because of the possible expansion in the 

conceptual rationale both for the use of ranking, and also in relation to how both internal and 

external factors are actually integrated. There is another conceptual basis to the framework, 

the dynamic process of accommodation selection used by Lockyer (2001, 2005), in contrast to 

the stage-by-stage process of Pearce’s (2005) model. 
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The framework is applied to the context of tourism, where: (i) tourists are pushed by their 

own internal forces and, at the same time, (ii) are pulled by external forces, namely, 

destination attractions and attributes (Uysal & Jurowski, 1994; Weaver & Lawton, 2010). The 

push and pull concepts have been noted as being useful in understanding tourist motivation 

(Crompton, 1979). The push factors represent individuals’ intangible desires; that is, motives 

that emerge from within individuals. Pearce and Lee’s (2005) comprehensive studies on travel 

motivation identified 14 factors that would influence travel destination, including the desire 

for socialisation and rest and relaxation, depending on the level of travel experience. Pull 

factors are tangible in nature and relate to the attractiveness of a destination and its ability to 

pull individuals in (Crompton, 1979). 

To begin to address how internal (push) and external (pull) factors are actually integrated, 

Lockyer’s (2001) model has been synthesized with Pearce’s (2005) Activities-Mediated 

Destination Choice Model. The aspects of Pearce’s model (2005) that are included are the 

four key influences on purchase decision making: external input (attributes), internal input 

(motives and profiles), purchase constraints, and information search. These span both push 

and pull factors. These four influences have been used as the starting point for conceptually 

developing how push and pull factors are actually integrated. Pearce’s (2005) TCP model is 

nested along with the conceptual rationale of the dynamic and multilevel structure of purchase 

selection. The research framework is outlined in Figure 2.7. 
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views on the importance of commercial accommodation attributes, based on empirical data 

from the particular context being analysed. It reveals statistically significant rankings and 

objective relationships towards different profiles for each destination.  

Personal motives 

This influence is mainly focused on the push side of the consumer internal demand-side, the 

‘why’ factors. However, it also involves the pull side, the ‘what’ factors, because the two 

sides are intrinsically inseparable. For example, safety is a well-recognized commercial 

accommodation attribute (Greathouse, et al., 1996; Knutson, 1988; Lewis, 1987; Mehta & 

Vera, 1990), whilst seeking safety is a well-recognized personal motivation (Maslow, 1987; 

Pearce & Lee, 2005). The difference in the way they can operate is clear evidence that a 

single metric cannot be used to indicate what influences consumer purchase decisions. 

On the other hand, it is also just as well recognized that factors that operate as both attributes 

and motives are inter-related. Yet, they can operate very differently, whether seen as an 

attribute or as a motive. Once again using the example of safety, attributes that ensure safety, 

such as CCTV cameras, might influence someone’s decision if they want to feel safe, but 

over-doing it, such as having armed guards, can be counter-productive. Security levels affect 

consumers’ feelings, and can sometimes make consumers feel nervous rather than secure 

(Mehta & Vera, 1990). So there is some inherent cross-over tension between personal motives 

and commercial accommodation attributes.  

Constraints 

This influence is focused on the push side. Money, time, social issues and physical 

ability/health are factors that may inhibit or facilitate someone’s decision when choosing 

commercial accommodation. The negotiation concept between the three dimensions, that is 

intrapersonal, interpersonal and structural constraints, explains how leisure constraints may be 

overcome or negotiated to facilitate leisure participation (Jackson, et al., 1993; Kay & 

Jackson, 1991). These are likely to be considered after travellers have evaluated the internal 

and external factors (Pearce, 2005). Constraints are also intrinsically related to attributes, so 

the push and the pull sides are intrinsically related, for example, a person who is constrained 

by money is more likely to be less demanding of attributes.  

Information search 

This influence is seen as straddling push and pull, as it explicitly incorporates both. With the 

rise of the Internet as a medium for information searches, this has become even clearer. The 
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Internet is a medium that invites the proactive motivation of the customer, and hence has a 

focus on the push side. However, the Internet is a medium that the provider has to manipulate 

to ensure that the search engines being used will find their service first and put it higher up the 

page, and definitely at least on the first page if at all possible. The ability to manipulate search 

engines to highlight their services rather than others is an attribute of the pull side. In addition, 

in searching for information, either internal or external sources may contribute to one’s final 

choice (Pearce, 2005). 

General contexts: Guests’ profiles and destination effects 

Although research findings have been published that cover many facets of traveller 

demographics and behaviour in leisure activities, there have been few studies specifically 

focusing on the influence of the heterogeneity of young travellers’ profiles in relation to the 

product and personal factors that influence the selection of commercial accommodation. The 

understanding on the effect of travel destination in purchase selection is also very low, so a 

comparative study between destinations, as incorporated in this research, is meaningful. 

Since commercial accommodation guests comprise different types of travellers, preferences 

and influential factors may vary between different profiles, as well as between travel 

destinations. The focus of profiles’ effects is on the push side, while destination effects are 

part of the pull side. In relation to Pearce’s (2005) Activities Mediated-Destination Choice 

model, these relate to internal input and external input, respectively. Also, the profiles and 

destination effects in this research are an extension of seminal studies by Lockyer (2001), 

illustrated in his commercial accommodation purchase selection model.  

2.8 Summary  

Unlike routine visits where travellers are not investing time and effort in arranging their plans 

(Fodness & Murray, 1999), young travellers are prepared to dedicate their time, energy and 

money to ensure that their trip (especially a long-distance trip), which they foresee as a once 

in a lifetime opportunity, is a well-organised and enjoyable one (Chadee & Cutler, 1996; 

Richards & Wilson, 2003).  

In summary, when making a tourism-related purchase decision, internal factors, external 

output, constraints and travel destinations are important. Having reviewed the literature 

related to the purchase selection process, various influential factors and the young travellers 

segment, it has been found that there are gaps in the research literature in relation to the 

factors that influence the purchase decisions of young international leisure travellers in the 
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commercial accommodation context. It has been found that models of commercial 

accommodation operators’ decision processes do not yet adequately incorporate these factors 

on two accounts: they are not adequately comprehensive (i.e. holistic—including both 

personal-influential factors and product-related factors) and do not adequately model the 

dynamic approach in the decision-making process. Furthermore, it has been found that there 

are two other areas where the lack of adequate understanding of these factors limits the scope 

and detail of the application of the research: (i) destination effects and (ii) tourist profile 

influences. Due to the inseparability of tourist choices and what commercial accommodation 

operators provide, understanding these effects would be valuable to the commercial 

accommodation industry, as would be identifying and minimizing the significant gaps in the 

research literature. 
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     Chapter 3 
Research Context 

This chapter describes the particular contexts used as cases for the research. It sets the scene 

for this study by providing an overview of the tourism and hospitality industries in general, 

and in New Zealand and Malaysia specifically, along with the relevance of young 

international leisure travellers to the industries. 

3.1 A Comparative Study – New Zealand and Malaysia 

Comparative studies of commercial accommodation purchase selections between destinations 

are uncommon (Cave, et al., 2008). This is unfortunate because comparative studies provide 

better understanding of how destination influences purchase selection. This understanding 

allows contrasts and similarities to be drawn, and hence provides insights into the change and 

development of tourism requirements between different geographical destinations (Page, 

Bentley, & Walker, 2005). The importance of comparative studies was underlined by Callan 

(1996), who states that it is unwise to assume preferences for accommodation attributes 

remain the same from one country to another, as mentioned in Chapter 2. Travel destination is 

found to affect the level of vacation expenditure—young travellers are more likely to spend 

the most in South America, the Pacific and Southeast Asia (Richards & Wilson, 2003).  

The two destinations that are compared in this study, New Zealand and Malaysia, are from 

regions that between 1950 and 2012 fairly consistently recorded high tourism growth globally 

(UNWTO, 2006, 2013). In 2009, in spite of the overall global decrease in tourist arrivals due 

to worldwide economic turmoil, the Pacific and Asia regions were not severely affected, with 

a decline in tourist arrivals of only 1.6 per cent from 2008, compared to a worldwide drop of 

4.2 per cent (UNWTO, 2010). Moreover, New Zealand and Malaysia both fared relatively 

better than their respective regions, with Malaysia actually gaining 7.2 per cent growth and 

New Zealand reporting no decrease (UNWTO, 2010). 

Comparative studies between New Zealand and Malaysia have been made in various other 

disciplines such as banking (Ndubisi, Khoo-Lattimore, Yang, & Capel, 2008), sport and 

physical recreation (Aman, 2005), and consumer socialisation of over-the-counter medicines 

(Hamid, 2011). In commercial accommodation research, however, there has been no research 

comparing these two destinations. Even comparisons between either New Zealand or 

Malaysia and any other destination are limited; only one was found, namely a study by Cave 
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et al. (2008) comparing accommodation attributes between New Zealand and Scotland. The 

only other comparative study in the context of accommodation, though it did not focus on 

attributes, was also made between New Zealand and Scotland; Tucker and Lynch (2004) 

studied host-guest relationships in bed and breakfast and homestay properties to determine 

how to improve interaction between guests and hosts.  

The comparison between New Zealand and Malaysia is interesting as the former is a Western 

and the latter an Asian country. They differ in climate, terrain, culture, country size, tourist 

arrivals and travel patterns, such as length of visit and sources of information used (see 

Section 3.2). In spite of the differences, there are some similarities between both destinations: 

in terms of commercial accommodation occupancy, both destinations have reported that 41 

per cent of their guests are foreigners, while 59 per cent are locals (Ministry of Tourism New 

Zealand, 2010; Tourism Malaysia, 2009a); and approximately 80 per cent of tourists’ visits 

are for holidays or visiting friends and relatives (Tourism Malaysia, 2009b; Tourism Strategy 

Group New Zealand, 2009a). This research is interested in taking the destination comparison 

further by exploring whether or not the destination-specific effects extend to preferences for 

commercial accommodation choices. 

To be able to understand the factors that influence commercial accommodation selection by 

young travellers in New Zealand and Malaysia, it is helpful to first be equipped with relevant 

information on both the tourism and hospitality industries for the two destinations; this is 

discussed in the next section. 

3.2 Tourism and Commercial Accommodation Industries in New 
Zealand and Malaysia 

Tourism represents a huge industry with diverse preferences that need to be understood by 

travel-related providers. Tourism is one of the major contributors of foreign exchange 

earnings for New Zealand and Malaysia. In 2010 it was the leading earner for New Zealand, 

though it ranked second after dairy product in the following year (Statistics New Zealand, 

2012e). Similarly, in Malaysia the tourism industry was ranked second after manufactured 

goods in 2010 (Tourism Malaysia, 2011a), but slipped to third in 2011, after manufacturing 

and palm oil (Ministry of Tourism Malaysia, 2012). Also, with 186,900 jobs in New Zealand 

being tourism related (Statistics New Zealand, 2012e), and 1.8 million jobs in Malaysia 

(Ministry of Tourism Malaysia, 2012), tourism is clearly an important industry in the 

economies of both countries. 
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Components of the hospitality industry include accommodation/lodging, foodservice, 

entertainment, attractions, shopping, recreation and special events, travel distribution channels 

(inclusive of travel agencies and tour operators), and transportation (Lane & Dupre, 1997). 

The word ‘hospitality’ comes from the Latin word ‘hospice’, which refers to a place of 

entertainment or shelter (Teare, et al., 1994, p. 5). The industry generally began to target the 

international market after recognition of the improved travel facilities that make it safer and 

faster to travel long distances (Kandampully, 2002). 

Tourists visiting Malaysia mostly spend on accommodation, representing 30.7 per cent of 

their total expenditure, and bring in RM 17.3 billion in foreign income (Tourism Malaysia, 

2011b). On the other hand, accommodation expenditure ranked only fifth for tourists visiting 

New Zealand, reported at NZD 1.139 billion, with the income from airfares ranked at the top 

of the list (Tourism Strategy Group New Zealand, 2010); this is possibly associated with the 

geographic location of New Zealand, as it is a far-flung country and getting there is achieved 

mainly via air transport. The following sections provide details on each country. 

3.2.1 New Zealand 

New Zealand is one of the island groups in the South Pacific Ocean, located southeast of 

Australia. It comprises two large islands, the North Island and the South Island, covering 

approximately 270,000 square kilometres. Wellington is the capital and Auckland is the 

largest city—both are on the North Island. Christchurch is the largest city in the South Island. 

New Zealand is generally a mountainous country with a variety of landscape and geographical 

features, such as glaciers, fiords, volcanic plateau (an active volcanic and thermal area), 

several vast plains, numerous braided rivers and thousands of kilometres of coastlines. While 

the central North Island is dominated by the volcanic plateau, the South Island is dominated 

by the Southern Alps—a mountain chain that forms the backbone of the island, spanning a 

distance of 650km. 
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Figure 3.1 Map of New Zealand 
Source: www.tourism.net.nz/images 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Overall, the country has a temperate climate, with the average temperature decreasing towards 

the south. The north end of the North Island has the warmest subtropical climate. The 

warmest months are December, January and February with an average temperature range 

from 20 to 30oC. During winter, the inland alpine areas of the South Island can dip to as low 

as -10oC. Rainfall is generally moderate—between 640 and 1500mm and evenly spread 

throughout the year with most places receiving over 2,000 hours of sunshine a year. Apart 

from producing stunning native forests, the rainfall and sunshine make the country an ideal 

place for farming and horticulture. 

With a population of just over 4.4 million (Statistics New Zealand, 2013a), New Zealand is 

relatively uncrowded. The United Kingdom, which has a similar size (approximately 244,000 

km2), by comparison, has approximately 63 million people (Office for National Statistics UK, 

2013). The human population in New Zealand is outnumbered by livestock such as sheep 

(31.1 million), dairy cattle (6.2 million) and beef cattle (3.9 million) (Statistics New Zealand, 

2012d). English is the predominant language of the country. European descendants represent 

the largest population group (over two thirds), while indigenous Maori (15%) make up the 

largest minority group (Pool, Boddington, Cheung, Didham, & Amey, 2009).  

http://www.tourism.net.nz/images
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It is not known exactly when the first Maori canoes landed in New Zealand; what is known is 

that they have lived in the country for over 1000 years (Sinclair, 1988). It is believed from the 

Maori legend the ancestor Kupe, a great long-distance explorer, discovered the land and 

named it Aotearoa (the land of the long white cloud). Most British settlers arrived after 1840, 

followed later by other European and non-Europeans, such as the French, Irish, Scots, Danish, 

Germans, Chinese, Dutch and Pacific Islanders, of which the latter (non-Europeans) arrived 

mostly after World War II. The settler population outnumbered the Maori by 1858, partly due 

to diseases such as influenza and dysentery to which the Maori had no previous exposure and 

no immunity (The Commonwealth, n.d.). 

The culture of the Maori people is shown through arts such as weaving, carving and body art 

(tattoo), through songs—waiata and haka (posture song)—through the traditional hongi 

greeting and through ancient Maori legends. These are some ‘pull factors’ that add a rich 

dimension to the New Zealand experience. The Maori traditions were originally handed down 

by word of mouth as they had no written language (Phillips, 1987). 

Tourism market in New Zealand 

Over a decade (2000-2010), visitor arrivals in New Zealand have increased by 41 per cent 

(Statistics New Zealand, 2011). After a period of flat growth in 2008 and 2009, 2010 recorded 

an increase in visitors arrivals of three per cent (2,525,044) (Statistics New Zealand, 2013c; 

Tourism Strategy Group, 2011), the highest number of arrivals ever recorded for New 

Zealand up to that point.  

Approximately 35 per cent of international visitors arrive in the peak December to February 

period (Ministry of Tourism New Zealand, 2008; Statistics New Zealand, 2013c). While the 

average length of stay for business travellers is between 11 and 12 days, the average for 

leisure travellers is longer, at between 16 and 23 days (Statistics New Zealand, 2013b). 

Overall, in 2010 each visitor spent on average NZD 111 per day, with the highest spending by 

tourists from Asian countries, such as Japan (NZD 221/day), China (NZD 153/day) and Korea 

(NZD 139/day), followed by slightly lower spending (NZD 135/day) by tourists from the US 

(Statistics New Zealand, 2012c). Total income from international visitors was NZD 9.999 

billion, an increase of 40 per cent over income from 2000 (NZD 7.122 billion) (Statistics New 

Zealand, 2012b). 

The following key tourist markets have been identified for New Zealand: Australia, the UK, 

US, Japan, South Korea, China, Germany, South East Asia and the youth market (persons 

aged 18 to 29 years old) (Tourism New Zealand, 2012b). In a recent development, through 
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targeted promotion and marketing by Tourism New Zealand, the Chinese market has become 

the second largest market after Australia, with a significant increase (75%) recorded over a 

five-year period since 2008 (Statistics New Zealand, 2013b). Unsurprisingly, Australia is still 

the largest inbound tourist market due to its close proximity and the fact that many New 

Zealanders that migrated to Australia come back to visit family and friends. Holiday arrivals 

from Australia peak in December, and the largest age group (21%) is young people (between 

20 and 29 years old) (Tourism New Zealand, 2012a). Generally, the youth market represents a 

quarter of total arrivals in New Zealand (Watson, 2013). Below is a summary of the seven top 

markets in 2010.  

Table 3.1 Seven Key Tourism Markets and Income Contributors to New Zealand by 
Country of Residence 2010 

Country Arrivals Percentage (%) Contribution (millions) 

Australia 1,119,879 44.4 $1.624 

UK 234,314 9.3 $668 

US 189,709 7.5 $465 

China 122,712 4.9 $362 

Japan 87,735 3.5 $321 

Germany 58,415 2.3 $263 

South Korea 52,112 2.1 $130 

Source: Ministry of Economic Development (2011); Statistics New Zealand (2011) 

It has been established that country of origin influences travel life-style; for instance, length of 

travel differs between countries (Richards & Wilson, 2003), with Asians generally wanting to 

see a lot within a short time (Becken & Butcher, 2004). Among the key tourist markets, the 

US, UK and Germany are those most satisfied with their overall visit experience in New 

Zealand, while the Korean segment is the least satisfied (Tourism New Zealand, 2012c). 

Overall, travellers from Germany had the longest ‘pure holiday’ stays in 2010 (an average of 

38 days), while travellers from China stayed for 58 days on average, though this was mainly 

to visit friends and relatives (Statistics New Zealand, 2013b). 

The ‘100% Pure New Zealand’ marketing campaign launched on 31 July 1999 was a 

significant international campaign, with a clearer message about New Zealand than the 

previous marketing efforts that sent mixed and uncoordinated messages to different target 

markets around the globe (Tourism New Zealand, 2009). The statement represents many 

positive images of the country, emphasising the environmental and cultural aspects. From the 

launch year, New Zealand recorded a dramatic increase in tourists arrivals, with an overall 50 
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per cent increase in arrivals from 1999 to 2008, compared to a 23 per cent increase for the 

neighbouring Australia (Tourism New Zealand, 2009). The increase might have been due in 

part to the media coverage of Peter Jackson’s Lord of the Rings movie trilogy between 2001 

and 2004, which brought New Zealand to the world’s attention and shifted the focus from its 

agriculture to its pure and extraordinary landscape (Tourism New Zealand, 2009). Hence, it is 

no surprise that most tourists who come to New Zealand are interested in interacting with the 

landscape and culture, as well as participating in nature- and adventure-based activities—the 

main factors that pull travellers to New Zealand (Tourism New Zealand, 2012b). These 

combinations, along with New Zealand’s heritage, of which the Maori culture makes the 

biggest contribution, assist in creating a unique country and special tourist destination, distinct 

from the rest of the world (Tourism Industry Association New Zealand, 2007).  

The main regions visited by at least a quarter of international leisure travellers were 

Auckland, Canterbury, Rotorua and Queenstown (Ministry of Tourism New Zealand, 2009; 

Statistics New Zealand, 2013e). Auckland and Rotorua are located in the North Island, and 

the other two in the South Island. The high number of visitors recorded in Auckland is linked 

to arrival patterns, as the majority of travellers arrive via Auckland airport, followed by 

Christchurch, with the fewest (1%) arriving via seaports (Ministry of Tourism New Zealand, 

2009; Statistics New Zealand, 2013c). With many printed travel brochures and travel 

information sites available (80 i-SITEs nationwide), travellers can obtain information easily 

on their visit to New Zealand, which spans approximately 1,600 km from north to south. 

While travelling, more than half of leisure travellers opt to be independent and drive a car, 

followed by just over 40 per cent using a scheduled coach. Other modes of transport, such as 

coach tours, aeroplanes and ferries, are less popular, used by under 40 per cent of travellers 

(Ministry of Tourism New Zealand, 2009; Statistics New Zealand, 2013f).  

Below is a summary of activities that at least a quarter of visitors participate in while they are 

in New Zealand; the most popular activities are outdoors and nature-based, such as walking 

and trekking, land-based sightseeing and scenic/natural attractions. 
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Table 3.2 Activities Undertaken in New Zealand by International Travellers in 2010 

Activities Percentage (%) 

Walking and trekking 67.7 

Scenic/natural attractions 56.5 

Sightseeing tours 53.8 

Museums/galleries 46.6 

Heritage attractions 43.9 

Wildlife encounter 35.2 

Gardens/agriculture 34.4 

Thrill rides/sport  33.7 

Visiting Beaches 32.0 

Volcanic/geothermal 27.2 

Boating/water activities 25.4 

Source: Statistics New Zealand (2013d). 

Commercial accommodation market in New Zealand 

The quantity, and hence number of options, of accommodation offered in New Zealand is 

growing. The year 2010 recorded a 15 per cent increase in the supply of commercial 

accommodation business as compared to 2000, from 2,899 establishments to 3,348 with a 

total of 144,830 rooms available (Statistics New Zealand, 2013g). These include a range of 

establishments such as hotels, motels, backpackers and holiday parks, which together employ 

28,000 people (Ministry of Tourism New Zealand, 2010). The highest guest occupancy period 

is in January, while ‘mini-peaks’ occur in Easter, either in March or April; the quietest month 

is June (Statistics New Zealand, 2013g; Tourism Strategy Group New Zealand, 2009a). This 

closely reflects visitor arrival patterns to New Zealand.  

Throughout 2012, 25.2 million guest nights were recorded, a slight decrease from 2010 

(reported at 25.9 million), with the occupancy rate at 49 per cent for both years (Statistics 

New Zealand, 2012a; 2013g). On average, international visitors that stayed in commercial 

accommodation paid NZD 149 per night on this particular expenditure, and this varies across 

different types and qualities of establishment (Ministry of Tourism New Zealand, 2010). A 

star-grading scheme for commercial accommodation in New Zealand was established by 

Qualmark New Zealand Limited, who is the official quality rating agency for tourism. It is a 

partnership between a not for profit benevolent organisation, the New Zealand Automobile 

Association, and the government sector, Tourism New Zealand (The New Zealand 
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Automobile Association Incorporated, 2010). Each establishment is rated between one and 

five stars, and is assessed annually by an independent professional assessor 

(www.qualmark.co.nz).  

For overall visitors to New Zealand, hotels are the most popular accommodation option 

(45%), followed by motels (33%) and backpackers/hostels (19%). On the other hand, young 

travellers aged 18-29 years prefer to stay in backpackers (44%), and their next most popular 

choice (35%) is hotels (Tourism New Zealand, 2012d). Between different visitor markets, 

students from Europe generally choose to stay at youth hostels, while those from Asian 

countries favour hotels/motels (Chadee & Cutler, 1996). There are also different 

accommodation preferences by individual countries of residence; for example, in New 

Zealand, travellers from India prefer four- or five-star accommodation and well-known 

brands. While their expectations are high, they are also prepared to pay a high room price 

(Tourism New Zealand, 2011). Chinese travellers, on the other hand, prefer a variety of 

accommodation, while safety is very important in choosing travel products and experiences 

(Tourism New Zealand, 2011). 

A ‘visitor experience monitor’ survey is conducted to assist in improving holiday experiences 

offered to the key markets in New Zealand, which includes the youth market. Among the 

seven aspects measured, accommodation has been rated the third most important by young 

travellers aged 18-29 years (19%), but it is well below the most important aspect, which is 

activities (42%), and similar to the second ranked factor, the environment (22%) (Tourism 

New Zealand, 2012d). However, generally accommodation rates quite poorly compared to 

other aspects of the New Zealand visitor experience: in regard to satisfaction level, 

accommodation dropped to sixth place, just above food and beverage (Tourism New Zealand, 

2012d). Within accommodation, price was of least importance to overall visitors, with the 

quality of services and amenities of highest importance (Tourism New Zealand, 2012c). 

However, price was the most important to the young travellers segment in New Zealand, but 

the element with which they were least satisfied (Tourism New Zealand, 2012d). The 

different preference for this attribute compared to travellers in general provides a hint that 

other accommodation attributes might also be valued differently by this segment, suggesting a 

need to more fully understand the complexity of young travellers’ requirements.  

3.2.2 Malaysia 

Malaysia covers almost 330,000km2 (approximately 22% larger than New Zealand) and 

comprises two distinct areas—Peninsular Malaysia and East Malaysia—separated from each 
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other by the South China Sea. Peninsular Malaysia shares a land border with Thailand in the 

north and is connected to Singapore in the south by a causeway and a bridge. East Malaysia 

(comprising the states of Sabah and Sarawak) contains more than 50 per cent of Malaysia’s 

size and shares land borders with Indonesia and Brunei. Kuala Lumpur is the capital city, 

while Putrajaya is the new federal government administrative capital—both are in Peninsular 

Malaysia. Most residents reside in Peninsular Malaysia, with only around 6 million (20%) out 

of the 28.33 million population residing in East Malaysia (Department of Statistics Malaysia, 

2011). 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure 3.2 Map of Malaysia 
Source: www.go2travelmalaysia.com/ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Malaysia has a tropical climate. It is generally hot and humid throughout the year with the 

temperature rarely dropping below 20oC and commonly climbing above 30oC in the day time. 

The weather is characterised by two monsoon seasons—the annual Southwest (April to 

October) and Northeast (October to February). The weather is relatively drier during the 

Southwest monsoon, while the Northeast monsoon brings heavy rainfall.  

Significant parts of Malaysia, especially East Malaysia, are covered in rainforest and large 

river systems. The forests in this part of the country are estimated to house around 2,000 tree 

species and numerous species of Rafflesia (the world’s largest flower), while Mount Kinabalu 

in Sabah is the tallest mountain in South East Asia (4,101m). There are manmade mega-
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project attractions too, such as the Petronas Towers (tallest twin towers in the world), the 

North-South expressway and a Formula One track. 

The country is multi-racial and multi-lingual, with Malays representing the largest population 

(67.4%), followed by Chinese (24.6%), Indians (7.3%) and others including the indigenous 

peoples (0.7%) (Department of Statistics Malaysia, 2011). Bumiputera, consisting of Malays 

and indigenous peoples, are considered the original inhabitants of Malaysia. Islam is the 

official state religion, although freedom of religion is guaranteed in the country. Other 

religious affiliations include Buddhism, Christianity and Hinduism. Arising from this 

diversity is a multitude of cultural festivals celebrated throughout the year by most 

Malaysians regardless of ethnic background. Despite the religious freedom, the government 

enforcement of the 1971 ‘Natural Cultural Policy’ emphasised that Malaysian culture must be 

adhere to three rules: it is based on the culture of the indigenous people to the region; suitable 

elements from other cultures may be incorporated into Malaysia’s national culture; and Islam 

will be an important element of the national culture (Mohamed, 2008). While Malay is the 

official language, English is widely and actively spoken across the country and is particularly 

common among city dwellers and educated people. 

Tourism market in Malaysia 

Over a decade, Malaysia recorded an extremely impressive growth (over 100%) in visitor 

arrivals, from 10.22 million in 2000 to 24.58 million in 2010 (Tourism Malaysia, 2013). 

Generally, Malaysia depends on ASEAN countries more than non-ASEAN countries, with a 

dispersal ratio of 75 and 25, respectively (Tourism Malaysia, 2009b, 2012b). The largest 

group of international tourist arrivals is Singaporeans, who represent the majority of tourist 

arrivals in past years (Tourism Malaysia, 2009b, 2010b, 2011b). This pattern is expected 

based on the location of this neighbouring country, and is also in agreement with the World 

Tourism Organization’s statement that most travellers (80%) travel within their own region 

(UNWTO, 2010, 2011b). Apart from Singapore, ASEAN countries include Thailand, 

Indonesia, Brunei, the Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar and Lao PDR. Low growth 

from non-ASEAN nations (1.2%) was recorded in 2008, compared to ASEAN nations (6.5%) 

(Tourism Malaysia, 2009b), which signifies an understanding of travel preferences is 

fundamental, especially to the non-ASEAN countries to avoid the ‘cocooning effect’—

arrivals becoming constant. The low growth is potentially due to safety concerns, consequent 

threats of terrorism and political unrest around the region. Ten key tourism income 

contributors to Malaysia are outlined in Table 3.3 below: 
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Table 3.3 Ten Key Tourism Markets and Income Contributors to Malaysia by Country 
of Residence 2010  

Country Arrivals Percentage (%) Contribution 

Singapore 13,042,004 53.1 RM 28.4 billion 

Indonesia 2,506,509 10.2 RM 4.8 billion 

Thailand* 1,458,678 5.9 RM 1.5 billion 

China 1,130,261 4.6 RM 3.1 billion 

Brunei 1,124,406 4.6 RM 2.6 billion 

India 690,849 2.8 RM 1.8 billion 

Australia 580,695 2.4 RM 2.4 billion 

Philippines 486,790 2.0 RM 913.1 million 

UK 429,965 1.7 RM 1.6 billion 

Japan 415,881 1.7 RM 1.1 billion 

Source: Tourism Malaysia (2011a; 2011b) 

On average, travellers from non-ASEAN countries spend more (RM 2,298.6) than ASEAN 

travellers (RM 2,037.7) (Tourism Malaysia, 2011b). As seen in the table above, one profound 

fact is that Thailand (*) recorded relatively high arrivals (ranked 3rd), but its contributions to 

tourism income ranked at 8th place. This is because Thai travellers in Malaysia spend the least 

per day (RM 129.7 on average), while United Arab Emirates (UAE) travellers spend 

significantly more (on average RM 843.9 per day or RM 8,047.1 per visit—the biggest 

spenders) (Tourism Malaysia, 2011b). The income receipt from almost all of these countries 

increased over the previous year, with visitors from Singapore and China contributing to a 

significant increase in income of at least RM 1.0 billion in 2010 over the previous year 

(Tourism Malaysia, 2011b). The increases were highly likely influenced by the number of 

arrivals from these countries, which recorded an additional influx of more than 100,000. 

Throughout the year, arrivals in Malaysia from many different countries of origin are quite 

consistent, except for Middle East countries such as Saudi Arabia, UAE, Oman and Kuwait, 

as arrivals from these countries are substantially higher between July and August (Tourism 

Malaysia, 2011a). Arrivals from the Middle East have generally shown positive growth over 

the past decade (Tourism Malaysia, 2010a; 2011b). One contributing factor to this trend was 

the impact of the September 11 attacks, which led to a switch of travel destinations by this 

market from Europe and the US to Asian countries (Ibrahim, Zahari, Sulaiman, Othman, & 

Jusoff, 2009). Also, the fact that Malaysia is a Muslim country provides comfort to Middle 

Eastern travellers in regards to perceptions of safety, food, shopping and religious obligations 
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(Ibrahim, et al., 2009), which has led to Malaysia being consistently rated as the world’s top 

Muslim-friendly holiday destination for several years (Crescentrating, 2011, 2012, 2013, 

2014). 

Due to Malaysia’s location, which features land borders with Thailand, Brunei and Indonesia 

and marine borders with Vietnam, Singapore and the Philippines, it is highly likely that 

Malaysia attracts travellers who are also visiting one of these bordering countries, either 

before or after their trip to Malaysia; 29 per cent of visitors have been reported to visit 

neighbouring countries before coming to Malaysia, while 42 per cent had planned to visit 

other countries after Malaysia (Tourism Malaysia, 2009b). The multi-city stop-over is also 

possibly influenced by the availability of cheap airlines; for example, AirAsia is based in 

Malaysia and provides flights to multiple cities. This would encourage young travellers to 

consider Malaysia as a transportation hub for countries in Southeast Asia, and hence make a 

stopover in Malaysia for a few days before continuing on to other countries. 

While the number of travellers who planned to visit neighbouring countries before or after 

visiting Malaysia was relatively high, there were other dominant reasons underlying their 

visits to Malaysia. The main reasons for choosing Malaysia as a destination, selected by at 

least 20 per cent of travellers, were: sightseeing (42.9%), friends/relatives recommendations 

(26.5%) and an interest in knowing more about Malaysia (20.3%) (Tourism Malaysia, 2011b). 

The reason related to location, that is the wish to visit a neighbouring country, recorded only 

6.1 per cent. Unlike the nature-based travellers to New Zealand, activities in the city are more 

popular among tourists in Malaysia. The following is a summary of tourist activities 

undertaken during visits.  
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Table 3.4 Activities Undertaken in Malaysia by International Travellers in 2010 

Activities Percentage (%) 

Sightseeing in the city 85.3 

Shopping 84.0 

Sightseeing in the country side  49.0 

Visiting beaches 43.8 

Walking/hiking/trekking 45.5 

Visiting museum 34.2 

Cultural events 15.4 

Scuba diving/snorkelling 15.4 

Sailing/boating 13.5 

Golfing 3.5 

Sports 0.7 

Source: Tourism Malaysia (2011b) 

Further information reveals that just over 50 per cent of visitors to Malaysia shopped for 

clothes/textiles/bags, followed by foodstuffs/household goods (49.6%) and 

handicrafts/souvenirs (39.4%) (Tourism Malaysia, 2011b).  

On average, travellers from non-ASEAN countries stayed longer (8.0 days) than ASEAN 

travellers (5.7 days) (Tourism Malaysia, 2011b). Overall, the average length of stay recorded 

in 2010 was 6.8 nights (Tourism Malaysia, 2011b), which is significantly lower than that 

reported for New Zealand. The lowest number was from Brunei (4.5 nights), followed by 

Singapore (4.8 nights), while those who stayed the longest were from non-ASEAN nations, 

mainly in Europe: Switzerland, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the UK, 

which all stayed on average at least 10 nights, followed by Denmark (9.9 nights), Belgium 

and Ireland (9.8 nights each), and from the Middle East, Saudi Arabia (9.6 nights) (Tourism 

Malaysia, 2011b).  

However, international backpackers in Malaysia were found to stay longer (19.5 days on 

average), with an average daily expenditure of RM 227.06, or RM 4,427.67 per capita, 

resulting in a total income 2.3 times higher than the average for all tourists in Malaysia, 

making this group the best target and most profitable segment (Ian & Musa, 2008; Taiyab, 

2005). Young international travellers aged 15-34 represented 42.2 per cent of arrivals in 2010 

(Tourism Malaysia, 2011b). In this regard, an understanding of the young traveller segment 

built around academic rigour is needed—and this has been recognised by the government. At 
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the Malaysia Youth Conference Tourism 2005, Tourism Malaysia stressed the importance of 

this segment to the Malaysia tourism industry and urged researchers to focus on this potential 

segment and contribute more knowledge (Taiyab, 2005). The current research answers this 

call in the context of commercial accommodation. 

Commercial accommodation in Malaysia 

From 2000 to 2010, there was almost constant growth in the number of commercial 

accommodation establishments and rooms in Malaysia (Tourism Malaysia, 2013). In 2010 

there were 2,367 commercial accommodation establishments in Malaysia, with 168,497 

rooms available (Tourism Malaysia, 2011a). Across states, slightly over a quarter (26%) of 

these rooms were located in either the capital city Kuala Lumpur or in Selangor, with the 

former receiving the highest proportion of guest (24%) (Tourism Malaysia, 2011a). This high 

number of guests is not surprising, as Kuala Lumpur and Selangor were visited by more than 

half of tourist arrivals (Tourism Malaysia, 2011b). While the occupancy rate in 2010 was 

reported at 59 per cent (Tourism Malaysia, 2011a), there was an unclear pattern in the 

occupancy rate over the decade (2000 to 2010), ranging from a low of 53 per cent in 2003 to a 

high of 70 per cent in 2007, with an average of 61 per cent occupancy throughout the period 

(Tourism Malaysia, 2012a). Recent records report that the occupancy rate in 2012 was 62.4 

per cent, with 56 million guests entertained in that period (Tourism Malaysia, 2012a, 2013). 

The star rating classification for tourist accommodation (ranging from 1 to 5 for hotels, and 3 

to 5 for apartments) is determined by the government (Ministry of Tourism Malaysia), where 

the assessment is based on the facilities and services offered. Establishments that do not 

qualify under the star rating scheme have the option to be rated based on the Orchid 

classification system (ranging from 1 to 3 orchids), provided the premises offer basic facilities 

and have at least 10 tenable rooms for public usage. The latter system mostly applies to 

budget accommodation such as hostels, bed and breakfasts, inns, rest houses and lodging 

houses (Ministry of Tourism Malaysia, 2007). As of December 2011, over half (54%) of the 

assessed commercial accommodation establishments were qualified to be rated according to 

the government star rating, while 46 per cent were rated based on the Orchid system 

(Malaysian Association of Hotels, 2012). The following is a breakdown of commercial 

accommodation throughout Malaysia, with 5-star establishments representing the lowest 

percentage: 5 star (5%), 4 star (9%), 3 star (14%), 2 star (15%), 1 star (11%), 3 orchid (11%), 

2 orchid (20%), 1 orchid (15%). 
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Both of the national rating systems (star rating and Orchid) in Malaysia, and also the star 

rating system in New Zealand, carry out assessments of multiple commercial accommodation 

attributes, and then summarize them in a single rating. By contrast, this research looks at the 

rating of individual attributes by respondents. 

3.3 Summary  

This chapter provided an overview of the tourism and commercial accommodation industries 

of the two travel destinations—New Zealand and Malaysia. The review suggests that each 

destination has its own attractions that ‘pull’ travellers in. While similarities in some aspects, 

such as the breakdown of commercial accommodation occupancy rates and the percentage of 

leisure arrivals among international visitors are evidenced, the backgrounds and travel 

patterns of visitors were found to differ between the two destinations. The young travellers 

segment represents one of the significant markets to each destination. 

Generally, there are two contextual areas in this research that have not been dealt with in a 

comprehensive manner before, either by research or by the industry: (i) the effect of 

differences in travellers’ profiles on the selection of commercial accommodation (that is the 

influence of the heterogeneity of young travellers); and (ii) the influence of travel destination 

on commercial accommodation selection (and in particular, commercial accommodation 

selection by young travellers between the two regions). In short, there is a need to address this 

variability in preferences between different profiles, and also a better understanding of how 

destination-specific effects (between New Zealand and Malaysia) influence what young 

travellers want is required to fill a gap in the research literature. 
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     Chapter 4 
Methodology 

This chapter describes the research methods employed to achieve the aim of this research, 

which is, to understand the factors that influence commercial accommodation selection. As 

established in the literature review (Chapter 2), both product-related and personal factors 

affect purchase selection, and to acknowledge this and make a unique contribution to the 

knowledge on commercial accommodation, the research framework was developed to 

explicitly integrate both of these factors. To achieve the explicit integration of the two factors, 

a mostly quantitative research approach was taken, with a small qualitative component being 

included in the survey.  

This chapter begins by providing the rationale for the research approach and design (Section 

4.1), which includes justification for the use of a semi-mixed-methods approach. This section 

also justifies the choice of variables included in the research instrument. Section 4.2 

rationalises the sample selection, and then illustrates the actual data collection procedure. The 

methods used for data entry and analysis to answer the research objectives are presented in 

Section 4.3 along with their limitations, then the chapter ends with a summary (Section 4.4).  

4.1 Research Approach and Design 

The research questions in this study were mainly intended to explore the quantitative 

relationships between variables illustrated in purchase selection models, which were 

developed conceptually based on the literature review. Such a design requires data primarily 

of a quantitative nature, which are often gathered using surveys. The variables in the models 

were decided by the researcher and the questions asked were based on the pre-determined 

variables within the research framework. The other aim of the research questions was to 

obtain descriptions of the participants’ selection experiences (specifically of accommodation 

attributes) in their own words, without constraining them to pre-determined variables, and 

thus capture data of a qualitative nature. The utilisation of both qualitative and quantitative 

data was achieved through the combination of open- and closed-ended questions in the 

survey, reflecting a mixed-method design approach (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010). While analysing 

the data, the quantitative element was measured at ordinal, interval or ratio levels, and the 

qualitative element was measured at a nominal level (Dietz & Kalof, 2009, p. 42). This 

provided the appropriate degrees of quantification required for this research, and utilised a 

methodological between-method triangulation approach (Bryman, 2004; Denzin, 1970) to 
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enhance confidence in the findings. It is accepted that open and closed questions complement 

each other (Wellington & Szczerbinski, 2007, p. 20) in that responses from a few open-ended 

questions may enhance the numerical results from mainly closed-ended questions (Bryman, 

2004; Denzin, 1970; Leedy & Ormrod, 2010). Also, this approach provides a better 

understanding and more complete results than when either dataset is used alone (Creswell & 

Clark, 2007; Leedy & Ormrod, 2010). Mixing both data and results can be achieved by 

‘embedding’ one dataset within the other, in which one dataset plays a supportive role to the 

other (Creswell & Clark, 2007, p. 7).  

4.1.1 Quantitative and qualitative data 

Before the practice of mixing quantitative and qualitative methods can be understood, it is 

necessary to have a clear understanding of the two different methods. 

Qualitative research is not concerned with numbers, so it has the advantages of: (i) obtaining 

large amounts of detailed information from few samples, and (ii) allowing respondents to 

provide views and perspectives in their own words, in contrast to the quantitative approach 

(Veal, 2006). This allowance can, however, be time consuming, especially if a large sample 

size is involved. For leisure research, Kelly (1991) underlined the importance of utilising 

qualitative research because leisure is a qualitative experience and qualitative methods 

provide better insight into people’s needs. 

In addition, in contrast to quantitative data, qualitative data is not objectively verifiable and is 

limited in the various types of statistical analyses that can be employed. Quantitative methods 

have the advantage of being easier to statistically analyse, as t-tests and analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) can be used to answer research questions (Veal, 2006, p. 40). Also, quantitative 

research can provide hard facts (Wellington & Szczerbinski, 2007), which allow for vast 

sources of information to be summarised and results to be compared across categories and 

times (Kruger, 2003). The main disadvantage of the quantitative approach is that participants 

are not given a chance to freely state their views in their own words, but are instead guided by 

a standard set of answers, thus limiting understanding of the participants’ behaviour. 

The distinction between qualitative and quantitative data can become somewhat vague. While 

data is numerical in a quantitative approach, for example, the number of trips made in the last 

three years, data may also be qualitative in nature but presented in a quantitative form. An 

example is numerical scores (Veal, 2006), where data are captured by asking people to 

indicate the level of importance of a commercial accommodation attribute on a scale from 1 to 

5, where 1 means ‘not important at all’ and 5 means ‘very important’. Quantitative data can 
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also be collected by counting frequencies of qualitatively collected data, from which the 

construction of ranking orders is possible (Ryan, 1995). 

A mix of statistical information from a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods is 

widely used in leisure and tourism research (Veal, 2006, p. 40). Within the field of 

commercial accommodation studies, Dolnicar and Otter (2003) reviewed 21 empirical studies 

regarding hotel attributes that were published between 1984 and 2000, and reported the 

majority (76%) of data gathered across these studies were quantitative. However, Dube and 

Renaghan (2000) employed an open-question format requiring a total of 469 participants to 

state the attributes that influence their accommodation purchase decision, which gathered 

1,275 individual points of qualitative data. 

Others have utilised a mixed-methods design where each study used a five-point Likert scale, 

and also included an open-ended question after the scale (Ananth, et al., 1992; Lockyer, 

2002). A variation employed by the present study was to ask respondents to state what 

attributes influence their accommodation selection before presenting them with Likert-style 

questions, instead of afterwards. This approach enabled the qualitatively sought open-ended 

question to be used as a critical check of the appropriateness of the attributes listed in the 

closed set of Likert scale questions, without influencing the respondents beforehand.  

4.1.2 Development of the research instrument (questionnaire structure) and 
variables 

Data for this study were collected via a questionnaire, which took a primarily quantitative 

form. In addition, a small qualitative element was incorporated in the form of open-ended 

questions.  

The questionnaire consisted of six sections (A to F) within four main areas: travel pattern and 

commercial accommodation choice (Section A); sources of information and booking method 

(Section B); product- and personal-related variables (Sections C to E); and demographics 

(Section F). See Appendix A for the full questionnaire.  

Section A: Travel pattern and accommodation choice (questions 1 to 7) 

This section sought to gather data about travel companions, number of nights stayed in either 

New Zealand or Malaysia, accommodation type used and details of the selected 

accommodation.  

As established in Chapter 2, young travellers are not a homogeneous group (Richards & 

Wilson, 2003; Vogt, 1976), and consumers can be segmented according to psychographic 
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criteria (Kotler, et al., 2010). It was considered that in the context of commercial 

accommodation, different travel-specific variables (tripographic) such as travel companion, 

duration of stay and average room cost, could potentially have an impact on a young 

traveller’s choice of where to stay, and so could potentially be significant independent 

variables. It was also recognized that such questions could help establish a rapport with the 

respondent. 

Section B: Sources of information/Booking method (questions 8 to 10)  

This section consisted of questions related to the sourcing of information before respondents 

selected the commercial accommodation they stayed in. Also included were questions relating 

to reservation details, such as at what stage the room reservation was made and how it was 

made.  

Specific information regarding the processes of information seeking and reserving 

accommodation by young travellers is minimal, yet tourism research suggests that 

information search patterns have a definite effect on purchase selection (Pearce, 2005; Schul 

& Crompton, 1983).  

Sections C, D and E consisted of five-point Likert scales used to collate data in a quantitative 

form to measure the level of importance of product-related variables (attributes) and the level 

of agreement with statements associated with personal-influential variables (motives and 

constraints). Generally, scales with between five and seven points are appropriate in research 

(Alreck & Settle, 2004). In addition, open-ended questions were included in each of these 

sections to allow additional items to those listed in the Likert scales to be stated. Sections C, 

D and E are all expanded on below.  

Section C: Attribute preferences (product-related) and level of influence in the purchase 

decision (questions 11 to 13) 

Section C began with an open-ended question asking respondents to state any important 

attributes they would consider before selecting the first and overall (if applicable) commercial 

accommodation to stay in. Results from open-ended questions potentially provide a 

comprehensive view of important attributes stated spontaneously by respondents.  

The following question in Section C (question 12) used a five-point Likert scale format (1 = 

‘Not important at all’ and 5 = ‘Very important’), where respondents were asked to rate the 

level of importance of 22 commercial accommodation attributes in their purchase decisions. 

This question allowed statistical analysis to be performed that: (i) measured the intensity of 
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each attribute in influencing selection, (ii) ranked attributes in importance order and (iii) 

determined significant relationships with the independent variables (demographic and 

tripographic variables).  

Development of attributes 

In previous research, the number of attributes used in the closed-ended questions on 

commercial accommodation varied, with the most recent study containing the fewest (22 

items) (Cave, et al., 2008), in contrast to the 166 items in Callan’s (1996) study (see Table 2.1 

in Chapter 2). As this section only captured some of the dependent variables, that is the 

product-related variables, great care was taken to make sure that the number of items listed 

was not too high, thus ensuring the respondents stayed motivated to answer further questions, 

and to avoid survey fatigue (Moser & Kalton, 1993). On the other hand, it was thought that a 

very short list would not provide enough useful information. It has been suggested that the 

most appropriate balance is a list that fits on one page (Callan & Bowman, 2000).  

There are a few possible ways to develop an attributes list: reviewing previous research and 

adapting lists of attributes was selected in some studies (Ananth et al., 1992; Callan, 1994, 

1996; Lockyer, 2002; Mehta & Vera, 1990; Saleh & Ryan, 1992; Weaver & Oh, 1993). After 

reviewing the literature, a researcher may validate the list by adding or removing items to suit 

the research context (Cobanoglu, 2001). Input from others is also involved, taking the form of 

personal interviews with customers (Callan, 1996; Weaver & Oh, 1993) and managers 

(Callan, 1996), and opinions from experts (Ananth, et al., 1992; Lockyer, 2001). Another 

approach is to only include attributes that were consistently rated as important across various 

commercial accommodation selection studies (Callan & Bowman, 2000). Studies specifically 

focusing on young travellers’ commercial accommodation preferences are, however, limited, 

so any list of previously used items would not be comprehensive. Therefore, it was seen as 

appropriate to select a number of attributes from the literature to create a starting point from 

which to develop a comprehensive cross-section of attributes used in various segments. 

In detail, the attributes included in the survey were derived as follows: 

i. From the findings of previous commercial accommodation studies, the top five 

important commercial accommodation attributes were compiled in table form (see 

Table 2.1 in Chapter 2). Attributes with at least two or more occurrences in the 

compilation were included in this study.  
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ii. From the key findings of other commercial accommodation purchase decision studies 

that emphasised ‘key determinant’ attributes (Saleh & Ryan, 1992) and ‘must have’ 

and ‘trigger point’ factors (Lockyer, 2005) in influencing selection. 

From this data collation, 36 potential important attributes for the questionnaire were initially 

generated. However, feedback received from the first-phase (out of two phases) pilot test 

revealed that the list was quite long and time consuming. Hence, input was sought from 

academics and business experts to refine the listing. The experts were people with wide 

experience in the tourism and hospitality industries, in either New Zealand or Malaysia, who 

were in senior positions. They were: 

Educators  

i. Dr. Anthony Brien, Senior Hotel/Business Management Lecturer, Faculty of 

Commerce, Lincoln University (Christchurch, New Zealand). 

ii. Dr. Joanna Fountain, Senior Tourism Lecturer, Faculty of Environment, Society and 

Design, Lincoln University (Christchurch, New Zealand). 

iii. Assoc. Professor Dr. Nor’ain Binti Hj. Othman, Deputy Dean (Research and Industry 

Linkages), Faculty of Hotel and Tourism Management, Universiti Teknologi Mara 

(Selangor, Malaysia).  

Government/Tourism Business 

i. Lindsey Gillespie, Tourism Consultant for New Zealand Tourism Guide, 

www.tourism.net.nz (Christchurch, New Zealand). 

ii. Izzam Anuar, Deputy Director, Licensing Office (Hotel), Ministry of Tourism 

Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia). 

iii. Ravindra A/L Sarangapany, Senior Operations Manager, Legend Worldwide Holidays 

Ltd (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia). 

Following consultation, some attributes were removed and some were combined, resulting in 

the list being reduced to 22 attributes.  

Even when lists are reduced to an appropriate size, the issue of bias can arise through the 

ordering of the attributes (Moser & Kalton, 1993); this can be avoided by listing the attributes 

in alphabetical order (Callan & Bowman, 2000), or in a random fashion (Riley & Perogiannis, 

1990). The latter was adopted for this research. 

Section C of the questionnaire ended with question 13, which allowed the respondents to list 

attributes other than those that were listed. The invitation to add other attributes provided a 

chance for respondents to be comprehensive, and allowed for a second check of the adequacy 

http://www.tourism.net.nz/
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of the preselected list of attributes. The open-ended survey prior to the closed-ended 

questionnaire provided the first check. 

Sections D and E: Motives and constraints (personal-influential variables) and level of 

influence in the purchase decision (questions 14 to 15; 16 to 17) 

As described in Chapter 2, personal-influential factors influence the purchase selection 

process (Pearce, 2005; Teare, et al., 1994); these sections sought to measure these factors.  

The question format in Sections D and E was similar in nature to Section C; however, instead 

of level of importance, respondents were asked to state their agreement level with the listed 

statements, where 1 = ‘Strongly disagree’ and 5 = ‘Strongly agree’. Similar to the format of 

Section C, Sections D and E ended with a question that allowed the respondents to state if 

there was any other factor (motive or constraint) that influenced their commercial 

accommodation selection. 

Given the lack of research on the personal variables that influence young leisure travellers’ 

commercial accommodation selection, the variables developed for the personal motive section 

of the questionnaire were based on different, but related, travel motives studies by Pearce and 

Lee (2005) and Pearce (1993). Motives that were relevant to the current research context were 

included, with modifications as necessary; for instance, the travel motive ‘experiencing the 

peace and calm’ in Pearce and Lee (2005) was extended to ‘I want a place that I can relax in a 

peaceful and calm environment’. The questionnaire initially consisted of 25 purchase motive 

statements; after the first phase of pilot testing and consultation, the number was reduced to 

15 statements. 

Similarly, a list of dependent variables associated with personal constraints was developed 

from key variables in the literature so as to complete testing the relevance of the components 

of the research framework. The constraints were related to finances (Carr, 2005; Chadee & 

Cutler, 1996; Richards & Wilson, 2003), time (Beioley, 1992, as cited in Callan & Bowman, 

2000), social interaction (Pearce, 2005; Salomon, 1983), and physical and health factors 

(Gunn & Var, 2002; Pearce & Lee, 2005), as established in Chapter 2. Eight relevant personal 

constraints were listed in the questionnaire to measure their influence on commercial 

accommodation purchase selection.  

Section F: Demographics/profile (questions 18 to 25) 

Information about the respondents was collected to enable measurement of the relationships 

between different profiles and commercial accommodation selection. The final section of the 
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questionnaire mainly consisted of demographic questions (independent variables); for 

instance, gender, marital status, country of residence, age, employment and education. In the 

same section, questions on trip characteristics were also asked; for instance, self-identification 

questions on whether they considered themselves as a frequent or infrequent traveller and 

their number of international trips over the last three years (2007-2009). This question 

(number of trips made) signified the end of the questionnaire. 

4.1.3 Pilot test 

Pilot testing is necessary to determine the feasibility of a study (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010). 

Testing was undertaken in two phases: at the early stage of developing the questionnaire 

(phase one), the clarity and efficacy of the questionnaire were tested with regard to the 

content and duration of the interview among five postgraduate students at Lincoln University 

who were mostly from Asian countries, and among five local residents (Western) in 

Christchurch. The interview session required to complete the questionnaire was designed to 

last around 20-25 minutes. The feedback received was that the questionnaire was very time 

consuming (30-35 minutes), and the lists of attributes and purchase motives were too long. 

Thereafter, and as explained earlier, the questionnaire was submitted to experts in 

accommodation and tourism fields to be refined, and at the same time for the variables to be 

verified.  

Phase two involved a sample that was selected to be as close as possible to what the actual 

main sample would be in order for the pilot test to be valid (Oppenheim, 1992). Thus, a 

further pilot test (phase two) was carried out in the international departure lounge of 

Christchurch International Airport, where the actual survey was to be conducted. The sample 

size in this pilot test was 25, based on the ‘5 per cent targeted sample’ rule, applied in 

Callan’s (1996) pilot test (25 subjects for a sample of 500) and in Callan and Bowman’s 

(2000) study (6 out of 125 questionnaires distributed). 

It is also important for pilot studies to be as close as possible to the final questionnaire’s 

layout, instructions, language and response categories (Oppenheim, 1992). Based on the 

results of the second pilot test, the researcher made further minor revisions to the wording of 

questions that the participants seemed to have difficulty understanding. For example, 

‘overseas leisure trips’ was amended to ‘international leisure trips’, and the word 

‘commercial’ was added to certain questions relating to accommodation to emphasise that the 

questions related to commercial accommodation instead of non-commercial accommodation 

experiences.  
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From the pilot test, it was concluded that the comprehensiveness, scope and clarity of the list 

of attributes and items in the Likert scales (Sections C, D and E) were suitable and appropriate 

for the survey. 

4.1.4 Ethical considerations 

If research involves human beings, the process must be reviewed to ensure it will be 

conducted in an ethical manner (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010, p. 101). Details of the questionnaire 

and data collection process were submitted to the Human Ethics Committee (HEC) of Lincoln 

University for approval. Approval was granted on 11 November, 2009. 

Each potential participant was fully informed of the purpose of the study and the expected 

time needed to complete the interview. A copy of the research information sheet (see 

Appendix B) was given to each participant to read; this contained the research project’s name 

and aims; a description of the tasks; an estimation of the time required to complete the survey; 

a consent statement; the right to withdraw from the interview at any time; assurance of 

anonymity and confidentiality; and the contact person’s details. The interviewer allocated 

sufficient time for the participants to read the sheet and understand their rights, to ensure that 

they were aware that participation was voluntary. 

4.2 Research Execution  

In addition to developing appropriate research instruments, it is also important to employ a 

suitable approach to administering the actual survey; this includes deciding on the sample 

size, study location, and data collection and analysis methods (Sekaran, 2003). English is the 

most widely used language in the world (Callan & Kyndt, 2001), so it was seen as an 

appropriate language for this research survey. This corresponded to the respondents’ 

background, as they were international travellers and likely to be of diverse nationalities. 

While using another language in the survey, such as Chinese, may have helped target non-

English speakers, this was found to be unfeasible due to the nature of the interview approach 

(face-to-face in public places), which would have required the interviewer to be multilingual, 

or have a translator present. 

4.2.1 Sample size 

Target sample sizes vary in previous studies on commercial accommodation that have used a 

questionnaire survey approach, from Callan and Bowman (2000) hoping to receive a final 

sample size of 75 respondents (out of 125 questionnaires distributed), up to 10,200 (out of 

around 51,000 distributed) in market research by Atkinson (1988).  
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The minimum sample size can be statistically determined using the following formula: 

s = X 2NP(1− P) ÷ d 2 (N −1) + X 2P(1− P) 

 

s:  Required sample size. 
X2: The table value of chi-square for 1 degree of freedom at the desired confidence 
            level (3.841). 
N: The population size. 
P: The population proportion (assumed to be 0.50 since this would provide the 

maximum sample size). 
D: The degree of accuracy expressed as a proportion (0.05). 

Source: Krejcie and Morgan (1970) 

Krejcie and Morgan (1970) state that as the population number rises the sample size will 

increase at a diminishing rate, and eventually settle at slightly over 380. They simplified the 

required minimum sample size against a different number of populations in a table, which 

showed that when the total population reached one million, the required sample size was 384. 

Veal (2006) used the same table and increased the population up to 10 million, which 

confirmed Krejcie and Morgan’s (1970) findings that the required sample size (for a 95% 

confidence interval) is constant at 384 for populations between 500,000 and 10 million. This 

acceptable sample size was also confirmed by CustomInsight.com (2009) for the same size 

population (10 million). On the other hand, Gay, Mills and Airasian (2009) settled on a 

slightly higher figure, stating that beyond an approximate population of 5,000, the adequate 

sample size would be constant at 400.  

The total population for New Zealand, that is, international tourist arrivals in 2008 aged 

between 18 and 34 years old numbered just over 640,000 (Statistics New Zealand, 2009), 

while in Malaysia, arrivals of suitable participants were approximately 10 million (Tourism 

Malaysia, 2009b). Thus, with the target population for both segments very much above 5,000, 

the minimum sample size for this research was determined to be 400 for each destination (at 

least n = 400). The next stage was to decide on the most suitable surveying location. 

4.2.2 Surveying location 

Data used for understanding service experiences should be as recent as possible and reflect 

the actual selection process (reality). To make sure the experience remains fresh in 

consumers’ minds and is not forgotten or replaced with other cognitive values, the data should 

be gathered as soon as consumers have experienced the actual service (Otto & Ritchie, 1996).  
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In this research, potential participants were intercepted mainly at airports while they were 

departing from both destinations, and in addition, at a bus terminal in Malaysia. Collecting 

data at airports provides a good representation of respondents across a wide geographical 

area, and potentially results in a high response rate as they have time to complete the survey 

while waiting for their plane (Lockyer, 2001). Also, passengers are often already reflecting on 

their travel experience (Poon & Yong, 2005). 

New Zealand segment 

Geographically, New Zealand is comprised of islands, and hence, as recorded in 2010, 99 per 

cent of international departures from New Zealand were through airports, with just 1 per cent 

departing through a seaport (Statistics New Zealand, 2011). Therefore, the most logical place 

to conduct this research was at a New Zealand airport. 

Accepting the above, the main decisive factor in choosing the survey location was the cost 

and time involved. As this study was based in Christchurch, and had a limited budget, it was 

practical to approach respondents in the same city. Therefore, Christchurch airport was 

selected, as it is also the main international tourist exit point from Christchurch. Based on 

average passenger movement between 2008 and 2010, Christchurch airport is also the second 

largest airport in New Zealand (21%), following Auckland’s airport (68 %) (Statistics New 

Zealand, 2008a, 2011). The majority of passengers exiting Christchurch depart to Australia, 

while the remaining leave to destinations such as Singapore, UK, US, Japan, Korea and Hong 

Kong (Statistics New Zealand, 2008b, 2011).  

All potential participants were approached while they were waiting for their flights in the 

international departure hall. Permission to conduct the survey at the airport was given by 

Christchurch International Airport Limited and Aviation Security service based in 

Christchurch. 

Malaysian segment 

The majority of tourists to Malaysia (80%) visited Peninsular Malaysia (Tourism Malaysia, 

2009b, 2011b). Peninsular Malaysia is a region with 11 states and two federal territories, 

compared to East Malaysia with only two states and one federal territory.  

Two main airports, Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA) and the Low Cost Carrier 

Terminal (LCCT) were selected, in addition to a bus terminal. All three survey locations are 

situated in the state of Selangor.  
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Although the road is the most popular entry/exit point for Malaysia (Ian & Musa, 2008; 

Tourism Malaysia, 2009b), with at least nine land entrance/exit points for tourists to choose 

from (Tourism Malaysia, 2009b), it was considered not practical to approach tourists at the 

border due to their limited waiting time (high movement) at the immigration counter. 

Malaysian immigration has set targets to: (i) serve each client in less than 15 minutes (total 

waiting time), (ii) use machine-readable passports that take less than 30 seconds, and (iii) take 

no more than 45 seconds for non-machine-readable passports, as stated in its ‘Client Charter’ 

updated on 24 April, 2009 (Immigration Department of Malaysia, 2009). 

Tourists can also depart Malaysia via train. However, trains were not selected due to their 

numerous intermediate stop-off stations (at least 21 stops before arriving in Thailand, and 13 

stops for Singapore), which also reflects the high diverse mix of passengers and difficulties in 

differentiating between passengers heading to domestic destinations or crossing the country’s 

borders. The proportion of tourists arriving by train is also very low at 0.7 per cent (Tourism 

Malaysia, 2009a), and passengers exiting Malaysia to Thailand numbered approximately 20 to 

40 a day (Malaysia Railway, personal communication, 3 December 2009).  

Details of the three selected locations are as follows:  

Airport 1: KLIA, Sepang—This is the main and largest international airport in Malaysia, with 

the highest terminal passenger departure rate (86%) among the 15 airports that handle 

international departures. 

Airport 2: LCCT, Sepang—This is a nearby airport (approximately 20 km from KLIA) that 

mainly accommodates ‘no frills’ passengers heading to domestic and international 

destinations. It houses airlines such as AirAsia, Thai AirAsia, Cebu Pacific Airways and Tiger 

Airways. 

Bus station: Main terminal, Bukit Jalil—Owing to the impracticability of interviewing 

participants at the border, but at the same time acknowledging that young travellers may take 

the bus to cross over to Malaysia’s neighbouring countries such as Thailand and Singapore, it 

was seen as wise to approach them at a bus departure point in the city. Since the main bus 

terminal, Puduraya in Kuala Lumpur, was closed for renovation when the survey was 

conducted (between March and May, 2010) (Jamaluddin, 2010), the interviewer had to 

approach the passengers at the waiting area of the temporary main bus terminal in Bukit Jalil, 

Selangor (TRANSIT, 2010). 
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About 80 per cent of the data were collected at the airports; this was due to the high number 

of international departures from airports, recorded at near 11.7 million in 2010 (Malaysia 

Airports Holdings Berhad, 2011). The inclusion of respondents at a bus terminal provided 

comprehensive coverage of other exit points (Thailand and Singapore borders) used by 

travellers. 

Conducting any survey research in Malaysia requires approval from the Economic Planning 

Unit of the Prime Minister’s Department. Approval was granted on 7 January, 2010 (see 

Appendix C). Permission to conduct the survey at the international departure lounges of both 

airports was granted by KLIA, Malaysia Airports (Sepang) Sdn. Bhd. (see Appendix D).  

4.2.3 Data collection: Interviewer completion 

There are various modes of data collection when using questionnaires. These include personal 

(face-to-face) interviews, telephone interviews, personally administered questionnaires, mail 

questionnaires and electronic questionnaires (Sekaran, 2003). 

This research utilised an interviewer-completion (face-to-face) interview because it is easy to 

gain cooperation from participants when a rapport is established beforehand (Leedy & 

Ormrod, 2010; Sekaran, 2003). The advantages of using interviewer-completion compared to 

respondent-completion are as follows: (i) high accuracy, (ii) complete responses and (iii) high 

response rates (Veal, 2006). Veal also added that this method suits street surveys, where 

potential participants are selected by stopping them at a certain location, which in the case of 

the current research involved intercepting potential participants at airports and a bus terminal. 

Other means, such as mail surveys, were not favoured due to their low response rate (Sekaran, 

2003), evidenced in McCleary and Weaver’s study (1991), where the response rate was only 

14 per cent. 

The interviewer asked a standard set of questions to all participants in the sample (Leedy & 

Ormrod, 2010) and filled in the survey questionnaire form herself (Veal, 2006). The standard 

interview in this study required the interviewer to be as ‘standardized’ as possible in regard to 

word choices, intonation, sequence and setting during the interviewing session, although it 

has been recognised that it is not possible to maintain complete consistency for all participants 

(Oppenheim, 1992). The interview method focused on a standard data gathering process, 

which is different to an exploratory interview that emphasises exploration and developing 

ideas (Oppenheim, 1992). Oppenheim also highlighted some of the advantages of structured, 

standardised interviews as follows: (i) compared to a covering letter, the interviewer can 

explain the purpose of the survey more convincingly to potential participants; (ii) the 
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interviewer can easily reach less-educated participants; (iii) the interviewer can offer 

explanations for any questions that arise; (iv) the interviewer maintains control over the 

sequence of questions answered; and (v) this method ensures misunderstandings are 

minimised. 

Show cards were also used to facilitate the interview session. They provided a virtual means 

of communication to help with the interview.  

4.2.4 Approaching potential participants: Convenience random sampling  

Due to the high level of passenger movement and time constraints at the airports and bus 

terminal as travellers need to be on board at a specific time to avoid the rush or risk of missing 

their travel connections, a convenience sampling method was deemed appropriate when 

approaching participants in both locations. In Christchurch, there was also the issue of 

accessibility. The entrance gate to the departure hall was closed at certain hours of the day 

(afternoon and evening), thereby shortening the waiting time of passengers at the hall.  

Convenience sampling involves the interviewer approaching potential participants in the 

surveying area who are deemed convenient and easily accessible (Sekaran, 2003). The 

advantages of convenience sampling lie in its speediness and low cost (Sekaran, 2003). The 

convenience sampling method has been utilised in accommodation attribute studies; for 

example, by Callan and Kyndt (2001), and Saleh and Ryan (1992). However, convenience 

sampling is also known for its inability to provide strongly generalizable results that represent 

the target population as a whole, given that: (i) approaching potential participants is merely 

done ‘conveniently’, and (ii) potential participants have no known and equal chance of being 

chosen, as in probability sampling (Sekaran, 2003). Veal (2006) explains that the term 

‘generalizability’ refers to the possibility that research results could be applied to other 

subjects, segments or conditions. While generalisation is a concern in most studies, Veal 

emphasises that, even when measures have been taken to ensure a study reaches an acceptable 

level of generalizability, any research findings in fact only relate to the sample, time and place 

involved when the survey was conducted.  

Veal (2006) also emphasises that in a visitor survey, as in this research, the approach could 

nevertheless be random so as to ensure representativeness, as long as the following strict rules 

are adhered to: ‘When one interview is complete, check through the questionnaire for 

completeness and legibility. When you are ready with a new questionnaire, stop the next 

person to enter the gate. Stick strictly to this rule and do not select interviewees on any other 

basis’ (p. 286). Veal acknowledges that this approach is more practical as it is almost 
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impossible to employ a rule such as approaching the fifth person to come through the gate due 

to varying movement rates and interview lengths. For that reason, the interviewer tried to 

approach as many potential participants as possible within the limited time available, 

generally approaching one potential participant every 30 minutes. Potential participants were 

mostly seated to ensure they were comfortable, and once the interview had been completed 

and briefly checked, the interviewer approached the next passenger seated nearby. The 

process was done systematically so that the interviewer went row by row through the seats in 

the departure lounge.  

4.2.5 Selection criteria/screening 

Participants in this study were aged from 18 to 34 years old and were international residents 

who had travelled to Malaysia or New Zealand for pleasure. As this research attempts to 

understand their commercial accommodation selection process based on their actual purchase 

experiences, participants were also required to have stayed in any form of commercial 

accommodation while visiting Malaysia or New Zealand and to have been involved in 

selecting the accommodation they stayed in.  

Five screening questions that addressed the above qualifying criteria were asked to make sure 

the potential participants were qualified to participate in the survey. They were as follows: 

i. What is your usual country of residence? 

ii. Are you aged between 18 and 34 years? 

iii. Was the main purpose of your visit, for leisure? 

iv. Did you stay in any commercial accommodation? 

v. Were you directly involved in selecting the accommodation? 

If the potential participants were qualified, they were asked whether they would agree to 

participate in an interview. The duration of the interview was revealed beforehand 

(approximately 20-25 minutes). Also, as explained earlier in Section 4.1.4, they were fully 

informed of the purpose of the research and their right to withdraw at any time. If the 

potential participants agreed with the request and consented to participate, the interviewer 

would then commence the interview. Recruitment and interviewing continued until the 

interviewer reached the pre-determined number of participants (400) in each destination.  

4.3 Data Entry, Analysis Methods and Limitations 

At the completion of the data collection stage, the data were coded and entered into an SPSS 

17.0 database (data editor). All of the data were entered in numerical form and further audited 
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to confirm accuracy using the ‘frequencies’ command. The resulting data were analysed using 

the SPSS and AMOS (Analysis of Moment Structures) software, using descriptive, inferential 

and multivariate statistics. For analysis and reporting purposes, the data were analysed in five 

parts:  

i. Demographic profile and travel-specific variables  

ii. Responses from the open-ended section 

iii. Responses to the Likert scales 

iv. Inferential statistics—independent t-test, pairwise t-test and ANOVA using 

Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test for post-hoc analysis. 

v. Multivariate test—linear structural equation modelling (SEM) using AMOS to 

generate unstandardized regression weights estimates. 

The main statistical analyses used in this research were based on previous studies on 

accommodation purchase selection and travel motives. For instance: (i) descriptive analysis 

(Barsky & Labagh, 1992; Dube & Renaghan, 2000; Lockyer, 2002; Pearce & Lee, 2005); (ii) 

cross-tabulation (Pearce & Lee, 2005; Weaver & Oh, 1993); (iii) pairwise t-test (Kale, et al., 

1987); (iv) independent sample t-test (Lockyer, 2002; Pearce & Lee, 2005); (v) ANOVA 

(Lockyer, 2004); and (vi) structural equation modelling (Lockyer, 2001).  

The descriptive approach forms the basis of quantitative data analysis, which enables results 

to be presented and organized in a manageable form; for instance, value rankings by 

frequency, percentages or averages. While descriptive analyses lack the ability to establish 

any statistical relationships among variables, inferential statistics can aid in giving richer 

understanding of results. For instance, pairwise t-tests are able to establish significant 

differences in mean values between dependent variables, while independent t-tests and 

ANOVA assess whether the means of two or more groups of independent variables are 

statistically different from each other on an interval- or ratio-scaled dependent variable.  

In regard to the fourth research objective of this thesis—that is, to establish a reliable 

purchase selection model—the multivariate analysis, SEM, could provide a more 

sophisticated result by determining the strength of the relationship between selected variables 

illustrated in the model. However, this valuable analysis method is not without limitation. It 

requires a quantifiable natural ordering for independent variables with more than two 

categories; for example, travel duration or number of travel companion. Therefore, variables 

without quantifiable trends such as country of residence or source of information could not be 
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included in this specific analysis because they do not fall along a quantitative continuum. 

Further details of the analyses used are given in Chapters 5 and 6. 

Another limitation is that the Malaysian sample was drawn from three different locations. In 

this thesis it was assumed that different survey locations did not affect the responses. In 

addition, while respondents in each sample might have stayed in a private place on their trip, 

for example with friends or relatives, it was assumed that they would complete the 

questionnaire objectively based on their experience selecting commercial accommodation. 

Also, no details were captured regarding whether the trip was for a single destination or was 

part of a multi-country visit. Without this information, it was assumed that respondents would 

respond based on their experiences selecting commercial accommodation in each country. 

4.4 Summary 

The data gathered with this method were mainly quantitative (closed-ended Likert scales), 

with a small section of qualitative (open-ended) forms. The latter played a supportive role by 

highlighting gaps in the attributes listed in the Likert scales, and complemented the findings 

from that section.  

Data were collected using a face-to-face interviewer-completion survey, conducted at several 

airports and a bus terminal. Responses were analysed using SPSS 17.0 and AMOS 17.0. The 

statistical tests were descriptive, inferential and multivariate (AMOS linear SEM). Prior to 

analysis, the data had met the generic assumptions underlying all types of t-test and 

ANOVA—that of being randomly sampled and normally distributed. The results of these 

analyses are presented in the next two chapters. 
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     Chapter 5 
Results and Analysis 

The analysis and subsequent results of the data collected in this research are organised into 

four sections in this chapter. The first section (5.1) provides the respondents’ background 

information. It summarises the demographic and tripographic (travel life-styles) profiles of 

the respondents, including, among others, age, gender, educational background, type of 

accommodation used, travel duration and how often they travelled each year. This 

information was drawn from sections A, B and F of the survey questionnaire (see Appendix 

A).  

The second section (5.2) provides an analysis of the responses to the open-ended questions 

from section C of the questionnaire (Question 11) and provides answers in part to Research 

Question 1: What are the important variables that influence the selection process of young 

international leisure travellers in regard to commercial accommodation? The analysed data 

are used in part to carry out an adaptation of the ‘methodological triangulation—between 

method’ concept (Bryman, 2004; Denzin, 1970), as explained in Chapter 4. This assists in 

confirming the appropriateness of the 22 commercial accommodation attributes used in the 

study, which were compiled after a review of the relevant literature.  

Using the closed-ended questions from sections C, D and E of the questionnaire (Questions 

12, 14 and 16), the third section (5.3) analyses the dependent variables in this study, 

comprised of the 22 commercial accommodation attributes, 15 personal motives and eight 

personal constraints. Accordingly, the analysis has three subsections covering these variables. 

This section also addresses Research Question 1. 

Finally, each of the sections of this chapter answers in part Research Question 3: From the 

findings of questions 1 and 2, what are the differences and similarities between young 

international leisure travellers visiting Malaysia and New Zealand? This is achieved by 

summarising and comparing the results of the two samples. 

Key findings from this chapter are selected for further analysis and establishment of the 

purchase decision model in Chapter 6, answering the remaining research questions in this 

thesis.  

Figure 5.1 summarizes the structure of the two results chapters in relation to how they answer 

the research questions. 
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__________________________________________________________________________ 
Figure 5.1 Chapter Structure—Results 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

5.1 Respondents’ Profiles and Selection of Independent Variables 

This section begins with the results of the data collection process, followed by an overview of 

the socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents, the source of information and 

reservation method used for room bookings and travel life-style (pattern), which includes the 

types of commercial accommodation selected.  

5.1.1 The survey respondents and response rate 

The data collection period for the two samples occurred between January and May 2010. 

Since tourist arrivals in Malaysia are quite consistent throughout the year, priority was given 

to conducting the survey in Christchurch first due to the highest proportion of international 

travellers to New Zealand (44% of total visitors) being recorded during the summer season 

from December to March (Tourism Strategy Group New Zealand, 2009b). Moreover, as the 
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research was based in Christchurch, it seemed expedient to conduct surveys in this location 

first. 

5.1.1.1 New Zealand segment 
The interviews were conducted at the international departure lounge of Christchurch 

International Airport over a seven-week period, from January to March 2010. Table 5.1 

presents details of the number of potential participants approached, the number of potential 

participants qualified to take part and the total potential participants who completed the 

survey (the respondents).  

Table 5.1 Potential Participants Approached in New Zealand 

Surveying location 

Total 
approached 

(a) 

Total 
qualified 
prospect 
attempt 

(b) 

Total 
participant 
(interview 

completed) 
(c) 

Response rate: 
(c/b) x 100 

Christchurch International airport 759 504 432 85.7% 

 

As noted in Table 5.1, the response rate for the New Zealand sample was 86 per cent. The 

remaining 14 per cent of qualified prospects (72 potential participants) refused to participate 

due to factors such as time constraints, being physically tired and other personal reasons. The 

255 potential participants (34%) who did not qualify to participate were excluded mainly 

because they were New Zealand residents or did not stay at any commercial accommodation 

during their stay.  

5.1.1.2 Malaysian segment 
In Malaysia, the survey was conducted at three different locations—two airports and a bus 

terminal—between March and May 2010. Below are the figures based on the survey areas 

(Table 5.2). 

Table 5.2 Potential Participants Approached in Malaysia 

Surveying location 

Total 
approached 

(a) 

Total 
qualified 
prospect 
attempt 

(b) 

Total 
participant 
(interview 

completed) 
(c) 

Response rate: 
(c/b) X 100 

KLIA 525 263 203 77.2% 

LCCT 375 232 200 86.2% 

Bus terminal  179 142 102 71.8% 

Total 1079 637 505 79.3% 
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Overall, the response rate was close to 80 per cent, with 505 respondents completing the 

survey. Screening yielded a total of 442 unqualified prospects (41% of potential participants 

approached). Surprisingly, more than half of the prospects that did not qualify (54%) were in 

transit at the airport, whereas transit international passengers are reported by Malaysia 

Airports Holdings Berhad (Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad, 2011) to represent just over 

three per cent of all arrivals in 2009. Other reasons for not qualifying were that potential 

participants were not international travellers, were in Malaysia for business or study, or had 

not stayed in any commercial accommodation. Language barriers also excluded four per cent 

of potential respondents, particularly non-English speakers from China. Meanwhile, 21 per 

cent (132 potential participants) who qualified chose not to participate, with just over 80 per 

cent giving the reason of simply not being interested. Based on personal observations, due to 

the availability of many shops at the airport, potential participants were more interested in 

shopping and looking around than sitting to wait for the plane, while at the bus terminal it 

could have been because they were not in the mood to participate due to the warm, humid 

weather, and the noise levels from other passengers and bus engines at the temporary 

terminal. Other reasons for refusal included simply being tired, and time factors. 

In order to determine whether there was any significant difference between the data collected 

at the three different Malaysian locations, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was 

performed (Lockyer, 2001). Unlike Lockyer, who found homogeneity among different 

collection points in New Zealand, the results of this research found that more than half of the 

dependent variables (accommodation attributes, personal motives and constraints) were rated 

differently among respondents across the three locations. Such a difference should, however, 

be expected, as Veal (2006) has emphasised. Veal points out that this is the case even when 

identical questions are asked of respondents in varying social and physical environments; for 

example, different locations in the same region. Therefore, the significant heterogeneity 

associated with the use of different transportation may also be associated with significantly 

different preferences for accommodation, along with significantly different motives and levels 

of constraint for accommodation selection. However, exploring this was not an objective of 

this research. In this study, what is relevant is that tourists in Malaysia have a number of 

transportation options for exiting the country due to its geographical location, and so ideally 

visitor surveys should include people that use modes of transportation other than planes (Poon 

& Yong, 2005). As explained in Chapter 4, after discounting trains and national borders as 

appropriate collection points, the researcher chose to combine the three locations—that is, the 

two major airports and the main bus terminal—to provide the representative coverage that 

Poon and Yong (2005) argue is required. Moreover, as also detailed in Chapter 4, the relative 
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weightings of the proportion of respondents selected between the airport and bus terminal 

collection points represents the relative proportion of travellers using these modes of 

transportation. Therefore, the aggregate sample of the three collection points represents the 

total sample of travellers being studied. The differences between the collection points are not 

relevant as it is only the total sample that is of concern in this comparison between 

destinations study context. However, as significant differences were found between the three 

collection points in Malaysia, the role of these modes of transportation in influencing 

selection is a legitimate subject for future research.   

5.1.2 Demographic characteristics 

Respondents’ demographic characteristics are presented in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. These are later 

discussed in terms of the heterogeneity of the young leisure traveller, and then how the 

heterogeneity of preference structure is influenced by destination.  

Table 5.3 Sociodemographic Information 

 
New Zealand (NZ) 
Sample (n) = 432 

Malaysia (MAL)  
Sample (n) = 505 

Frequency (f) % Frequency (f) % 
Age group      
18 to 26 years 210 48.6 208 41.2 
27 to 34 years 222 51.4 297 58.8 
Gender     
Male 177 41.0 282 55.8 
Female 255 59.0 223 44.2 
Marital Status     
Married/living with partner 166 38.4 228 45.1 
Single 265 61.3 267 52.9 
Widowed/separated/divorced 1 0.2 10 2.0 
Education Completed     
High school 100 23.1 119 23.6 
Tertiary certificate/diploma/ 
advanced diploma 86 19.9 102 20.2 

Professional degree 19 4.4 28 5.5 
Bachelor's degree 153 35.4 160 31.7 
Master’s degree 68 15.7 85 16.8 
Doctorate degree 6 1.4 11 2.2 
Employment Status     
Employed 279 64.6 367 72.7 
Unemployed 153 35.4 138 27.3 
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Respondent ages covered the entire range of 18 to 34 years. Because of possible differences in 

life-styles and motives highlighted in the literature review (Chapter 2), between younger 

young and older young travellers, the samples were divided into younger (18-26 years) and 

older (27-34 years) respondents. The majority of the respondents in both the New Zealand and 

Malaysian samples were in the older category. The gender results showed a predominance of 

females (59%) over males (41%) in the New Zealand sample and, in contrast, a higher 

proportion of males (56%) over females (44%) in the Malaysian sample. 

The majority of respondents in each sample were employed (NZ: 65%, MAL: 73%). 

Although Malaysia recorded a higher percentage of employed respondents than New Zealand, 

the percentages of those employed working at a management or professional level are quite 

similar (NZ: 61%, Mal: 64%). Amongst those not in paid employment, the majority in each 

sample were students, with this figure higher in the Malaysian sample (NZ: 65%, MAL: 

77%). The respondents were also well educated: around 56 per cent of respondents in each 

sample held at least a first-level university degree.  

Following the World Tourism Organization’s (1999) recommendation, the travellers’ country 

of residence, rather than their nationality, was used to determine visitors’ status. The 

respondents in the New Zealand sample are from 44 different countries of residence, while the 

Malaysian sample includes respondents from wider areas—72 different countries. As 

mentioned in Chapter 3, this could be due to Malaysia being a transportation hub for cheap 

flights to countries in the South-east Asia region. Both segments recorded the highest number 

of respondents from Australia; 26.2 per cent and 15.8 per cent, respectively.  

To provide an appropriate number of categories for analysis of country of residence, the data 

gathered on respondents’ country of residence were segmented into six different regions (see 

Table 5.4). The regions were provided by the United Nations Country Grouping list 

(http://www.internetworldstats.com/list1.htm). Respondents in the New Zealand sample 

mostly came from Europe, while Malaysia recorded a high number from Asia.  

Table 5.4 Respondents by Region 

Region NZ (n = 432) MAL (n = 505) 
f % f % 

Africa 2 0.5 11 2.2 
The Americas 31 7.2 11 2.2 
Asia 67 15.5 204 40.4 
Europe and European Union 205 47.5 140 27.7 
Middle East 13 3.0 54 10.7 
Oceania 114 26.4 85 16.8 

http://www.internetworldstats.com/list1.htm
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These five socio-demographic variables were selected as independent variables for the study: 

age group, gender, education completed, employment status and region. These independent 

variables are further analysed in Chapter 6 using t-test/ANOVA analyses. 

5.1.3 Information and reservation 

This section covers the source of commercial accommodation information, the stage at which 

commercial accommodation reservations were made, and the booking method. Even though 

the results are important for the industry in that they provide valuable information for better 

understanding of young travellers’ accommodation selection behaviour, these results have 

been considered to be best presented descriptively as aggregate values. No attempt was made 

to determine their relationships with other variables statistically; rather, the results are 

presented to provide descriptive details of young travellers’ behaviour during the reservation 

process. 

Booking stage 

A majority of the respondents in each sample (79%) secured and booked the first commercial 

accommodation that they stayed at before they arrived in the respective countries. This 

percentage corresponds to recent New Zealand tourism data, which reported that 78 per cent 

of visitors made their accommodation booking before arriving at their destination (Ministry of 

Tourism New Zealand, 2010). However, this seems to contradict some academic and market 

research that suggests more relaxed behaviour by young travellers (mostly students and 

backpackers), who organise a place to stay only after arriving at their destination (Newlands, 

2004; Richards & Wilson, 2003). A possible reason for these differences in findings over the 

past decade could be the increase in the use of Internet bookings, especially with the 

emergence of widely used smartphones with on-the-move (mobile) wireless Internet 

connections. Also, bookings made earlier and from many online booking websites may be 

cheaper (promotional rate) than the walk-in rate (see www.booking.com, www.wotif.com).  

Information search and booking method 

To ensure detailed understanding, respondents were asked to state the source of information 

they used to select both their first and overall accommodation. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 present the 

main sources of information used by respondents in the New Zealand and Malaysian samples. 
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As illustrated, the most common information source used for each sample and for each 

scenario (first and overall) was the Internet (NZ: 46%, MAL: 44%). Known as ‘Internet 

heavy users’ (Kim, Park & Bozeman, 2011), young travellers’ preference for using the 

Internet to source information should be expected, although the additional findings on the 

difference between the first and overall accommodation do add further understanding of the 

role of the different types of information in the accommodation selection process of young 

people. 

Similarly, when asked about reservation method, each sample reported that the Internet was 

the most used. This finding on high Internet usage is consistent with the New Zealand 

Ministry of Tourism’s (Ministry of Tourism New Zealand, 2010) finding that 54 per cent of 

international travellers used this source to find information. This does contradict an academic 

study of budget accommodation guests in Scotland, who preferred maps (56%) and 

guidebooks (46%) over the Internet (42%) (Nash, Thyne & Davies, 2006). The popularity of 

the Internet is undoubtedly growing since the early 21st century, with Internet access, once 

highly stratified and only for privileged early users, now fully embedded in daily life, 

especially for those in developed nations. Over a period of 10 years, the number of Internet 

users worldwide has increased from 361 million to over two billion, with the penetration rate 

(internet users against world population) increasing from 6 per cent to 30 per cent 

(www.internetworldstats.com). Unsurprisingly, the highest percentages were recorded for 

America and Oceania, with the lowest percentage from Africa. 

As travellers are expected to be more involved in purchasing service products than 

manufactured products (Lockyer, 2001; Swarbrooke & Horner, 2007), and will generally 

carry out an extensive information search before making a selection (Swarbrooke & Horner, 

2007), online information is more likely to provide details and visual information such as 

photos, customers reviews and videos than, for instance, travel guidebooks and brochures. 

These are especially useful when the accommodation is in an unfamiliar place, mainly at an 

international destination.  

While previous research has found that when planning a trip, young travellers used at least 

three information sources (Richards & Wilson, 2003), this research found that in regard to 

sourcing information about accommodation, this is not the case. For the first accommodation 

that respondents stayed in, 83 per cent of respondents in each sample who booked 

accommodation before arrival used only one source of information, which was mostly from 

Internet (NZ: 49%, MAL: 51%), although it is also possible that they might have visited many 

relevant websites.  
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5.1.4 Travel pattern 

This section discusses responses to questions related to travel patterns regarding travel 

companions, frequency and duration of trips, and accommodation expenses. These four 

factors have been chosen to be relevant independent variables because of their potential 

influence on decision making. For instance, previous research has found that frequent and 

infrequent travellers are attracted to different accommodation attributes (Knutson, 1988) and 

travel duration influences the choice of accommodation (Chadee & Cutler, 1996). The room 

cost paid also implicitly provides information about the type of accommodation. 

5.1.4.1 Travel companion 
The majority of respondents in New Zealand travelled in pairs (54%); this was also the case 

amongst most respondents (44%) in Malaysia. Of the 56 per cent who did not travel in pairs 

in Malaysia, there was an even percentage split between those who travelled alone and those 

who travelled in a larger group; 23 per cent travelled solo, while 22 per cent travelled with at 

least four in a group. This even split was not found for New Zealand, where only six per cent 

travelled in groups of four and above, while 30 per cent were solo travellers.  

The finding that a high percentage of respondents travelled in pairs is consistent with a study 

of backpackers (mostly young) by Niggel and Benson (2008), but contradicts Mohsin and 

Ryan (2003), who documented backpackers’ preference for travelling alone. Although these 

previous studies focused on backpackers, the recent finding provides a hint that there may be 

an increase in the likelihood of young travellers being in pairs when travelling. As much as 

young travellers used to be less concerned with travel risks (Carr, 2001; Richards & Wilson, 

2003), recent developments in anti-tourist behaviour—for example, harassment and terrorism 

around the world (McElroy, et al., 2008; Shakeela & Weaver, 2013)—might lead them to 

travel with a companion if possible. Further inspection of each sample found that over 60 per 

cent of those who travelled in pairs were accompanied by their spouse/partner.  

5.1.4.2 Travel frequency 
To seek a better understanding of young international leisure travellers, respondents were 

asked how frequently they made an international trip over the last three years (2007-2009). 

The New Zealand respondents reported an average of 1.9 trips a year, while respondents in 

Malaysia reported 2.0 trips. Because the respondents came from various countries of 

residence (NZ: 44, MAL: 72 different countries) and the previous trips were undertaken 

internationally, the similarities between the two samples indicate that this frequency of travel 

is universal amongst young people. 
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The current literature reveals that there are differences between frequent and infrequent 

travellers, and that this is not limited to the number of trips made, but also applies to both 

demographic (Toh & Hu, 1990; Weaver & Oh, 1993) and behavioural variables (Goldsmith, 

et al., 1994; Plog, 2002; Toh & Hu, 1990). Therefore, this variable was considered potentially 

relevant enough to be defined as an independent variable. However, as there was no clear 

definition in the current literature to differentiate between frequent and infrequent travellers, 

specifically in the context of young international leisure travellers, this research asked all 

respondents to state whether they would consider themselves to be a ‘frequent’ or ‘infrequent’ 

traveller, so as to define the category fundamentally. The characteristics of each type are 

described below.  

Overall, a majority of respondents in New Zealand (61%) and Malaysia (70%) classified 

themselves as a ‘frequent young international leisure traveller’. In both samples (New Zealand 

and Malaysia), self-defined frequent travellers made on average more than two international 

trips a year (NZ: 2.6 trips, MAL: 2.7 trips). For those who defined themselves as infrequent 

travellers, the average number of trips taken per year for the New Zealand sample was 0.8 (or 

2.4 trips over 3 years), and 0.5 (or 1.6 trips over 3 years) for the Malaysian sample. 

Comparing the definition of frequent and infrequent suggests that there was a clearly 

understood demarcation between frequent and infrequent traveller by the travellers 

themselves. 

In each sample, more females than males considered themselves frequent travellers (NZ: 

Female = 64%, Male = 56% and MAL: Female = 73%, Male = 67%). Each sample also 

recorded that more of the older respondents (aged 27-34 years) considered themselves to be 

frequent travellers (NZ: 27-34 years = 64%, 18-26 years = 57% and MAL: 27-34 years = 

73%; 18-26 years = 65%). The higher proportion of females in both samples identifying 

themselves as frequent travellers is an interesting finding that warrants further investigation. 

An explanation of the differences by age is perhaps more straightforward, with the 

assumption that the older young might have more money than the younger group (Richards & 

Wilson, 2003). 

5.1.4.3 Travel duration 
There were some very significant differences in terms of travel duration between the two 

samples. On average, the New Zealand sample spent 29.5 nights in the country, while the 

Malaysian sample spent 5.6 nights on average in Malaysia. These findings are in keeping with 

the recorded difference between travel length in New Zealand (regardless of age) of between 

18.8 and 20.8 nights (Tourism New Zealand, 2011), and Malaysia, where the average length 
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but none in Malaysia; this is possibly due to the fact that visitors to New Zealand show an 

interest in outdoor, nature-based activities (Tourism Strategy Group New Zealand, 2009b) as 

compared to travellers in Malaysia, who are mostly interested in sightseeing in the city and 

shopping (Tourism Malaysia, 2009b). 

Due to the possibility that respondents might stay at more than one category of 

accommodation, they were asked to state the average cost per night for each type of 

accommodation used. It is common that the price quoted by accommodation providers is per 

unit (room) and that the price is mostly based on a minimum number of guests, of which 

further charges (per head) apply to any additional guest. As travellers might travel with 

another companion and book more than one room, it is more realistic to report based on the 

cost per person rather than per room. Therefore, the accommodation costs stated were split 

according to number of occupants (travel party) in each sample.  

The overall average costs (per person) for different categories of accommodations are 

presented in Table 5.5 below. Based on the similar approach of the empirical establishment of 

frequent and infrequent travellers’ definition for this research (Section 5.1.4.2), this research 

asked respondents to self-rate the accommodation they stayed in as ‘luxury’, ‘mid-range’ or 

‘economy’. The values are also shown in USD (rates viewed on 23 August, 2011) to give 

clearer comparisons of both samples. The results are coupled with the independent variable 

travel duration, which provides a way of defining the different categories of accommodation. 

Table 5.5 Accommodation Category, Room Cost and Travel Duration 
 Commercial accommodation category 
 NZ (in NZD) MAL (in RM) 
 Luxury Mid-range Economy Luxury Mid-range Economy 
Overall NZD 52 (USD 42) RM 105 (USD 33) 
Average  
Average room cost/person NZD 89 

(USD 72) 
NZD 52 

(USD 42) 
NZD 33 

(USD 26) 
RM 152 

(USD 48) 
RM 90 

(USD 29) 
RM 44 

(USD 14) 
Average travel night 18.4 26.1 39.8 6.4 6.0 7.8 
Note: RM 2.5 = NZD 1.0 

For all categories, accommodation in Malaysia was significantly cheaper than in New 

Zealand. The stiffer competition in Malaysia could force businesses to offer relatively lower 

room rates to stay competitive in the market and attract customers.  

For the sample consisting of young travellers in New Zealand, the longer they travelled the 

less they spent on accommodation per night, supporting Ian and Musa’s (2008) assertion that 

young travellers stay longer by saving on commercial accommodation expenditure. However, 

for the Malaysian sample, although the similar inverse relationship holds, closer inspection 
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reveals that the mean travel duration for those who stayed at luxury commercial 

accommodation was slightly higher (6.4 nights) than at the mid-range (6.0 nights); however, 

the increase is not significant. This suggests that the length of travel did not significantly 

influence respondents in Malaysia who stayed in luxury and mid-range accommodations. The 

Malaysian destination result may have been influenced by the previous point that the cost of 

higher-quality accommodation is relatively lower, so that they can afford to spend more time 

in better places. 

The four travel pattern characteristics introduced in this section are revisited as independent 

variables and further analysed in Chapter 6.  

5.1.5 Summary of the chosen independent variables 

Several features of the heterogeneity of the young traveller in relation to different travel 

destinations were found to be pertinent for further analysis in Chapter 6. Apart from several 

similarities in findings between the two destinations samples—for example, more females and 

older young considered themselves to be frequent travellers—many findings from these 

samples of young travellers differ from the findings of general studies of travellers. In an 

attempt to comprehensively cover likely influences to be analysed as key independent 

variables, nine were chosen from the initial results introduced above, namely: (i) age-group, 

(ii) gender, (iii) education, (iv) employment, (v) region, (vi) travel companion, (vii) traveller 

type, (viii) travel duration and (ix) accommodation average cost. This is a higher number than 

what was used in other studies, but was found to be necessary to be able to analyse relevant 

significant relationships between variables in order to understand the influence of different 

travellers’ profiles in different travel destinations.  

As well as the influences of independent variables in the purchase selection process, clarity is 

also required about what are the appropriate commercial accommodation attributes chosen as 

the dependent variables for the analyses. This result and its analysis are provided in the next 

section. 

5.2 Commercial Accommodation Attributes Driving Purchase 
Selection (Open-ended Question) 

This section analyses the open-ended part of the study and presents these questions as a check 

on the appropriateness of the 22 attributes listed in the closed-ended part of the study.  

The most common approach to understanding what attributes influence accommodation 

purchase selection is by asking respondents to rate the importance of items (closed-ended), 
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either by using five- (Saleh & Ryan, 1992; Weaver & Oh, 1993) or seven-point rating scales 

(Cave, et al., 2008). Other approaches include the approach of Dube and Renaghan (2000), 

where respondents were asked directly to state the attributes that had driven their selection (in 

an open-question format), while Ananth et al. (1992) and Lockyer (2002) used both open- and 

closed-ended questions; it is the approach of Ananth et al. and Lockyer that is used in this 

research, with the variation that rather than asking the open-ended questions at the end of the 

survey, this research does so at the beginning to reduce potential suggestion bias.  

5.2.1 Categories of important commercial accommodation attributes 

Respondents were directly asked what they considered to be the most important things when 

selecting a place to stay, for both the first and then the overall commercial accommodation 

stayed at during their trip. The word ‘things’ instead of ‘attributes’ was used to ease the 

collection of responses from the public, while the question on overall accommodation was 

only asked if they stayed at more than one place during their visit. 

During this part of the survey the respondents were allowed to state more than one response. 

Therefore, a very large number of total responses were mentioned by each sample, especially 

in relation to the first commercial accommodation stayed at (NZ: 1,011, MAL: 1,264 

responses). By comparison, the number of total responses mentioned for the overall 

commercial accommodation was considerably lower (NZ: 898 items, MAL: 381 items). The 

decrease in items may have been due to intuitive grouping of similar characteristics by the 

respondents themselves after the first question in relation to the first night’s accommodation. 

However, it is also clearly due to the decrease in sample size for overall accommodation, as 

those who stayed in only one commercial accommodation did not answer this question. For 

example, in the Malaysia sample, only 147 of the 505 respondents (29%) stayed at more than 

one commercial accommodation. By comparison, 87 per cent of the New Zealand sample 

stayed at more than one accommodation, which explained the relatively lower reduction from 

the first night to the overall result for this sample compared to the Malaysian sample. 

Working with the lists of different items, responses were first grouped according to whether 

or not they could be described by and matched with the 22 attributes listed in the closed-

ended questions. The responses were analysed individually so that different wordings for the 

same response were combined into a group; for instance, ‘comfortable bed’ and ‘good bed’ 

were grouped as ‘comfort of bed’. Those responses which could not be matched to these 

attributes were grouped according to what could be considered to be different wording for the 

same response (based on common values), for instance; ‘laundry’ and ‘washing machine’ 
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were grouped into the attribute ‘laundry’, while the attribute ‘room type’ consisted of 

responses ‘dorm by gender’ and ‘room with view’, indicating a specific layout or feature of 

the rooms.  

Table 5.6 below summarizes the analysis, and a detailed data reduction can be found in 

Appendices F.1 and F.2. For both the first night’s accommodation and for overall 

accommodation, there were nine extra attributes not accounted for in the 22 attributes in the 

closed questions. However, only one of the additional nine attributes was highly ranked as a 

frequently occurring item, namely ‘variety of facilities/services’, with the majority of the 

other eight weighted toward the lower ranking. While the ‘variety of facilities/services’ 

description generally includes what is available at the accommodation, this new attribute 

refers specifically to how many are available; the number of available options for guests’ 

usage. As this is the only significant attribute missing, this suggests that the selection of 

attributes in the closed-ended questions, based on the compilation of highly-ranked items 

from previous studies, was a relatively valid approximation of the most important attributes in 

commercial accommodation choice. Interestingly, there was also one attribute in the closed 

questions that was not represented in the open-ended results—‘green/environment friendly’ 

attributes. Overall, these findings suggest the methodological triangulation carried out in this 

research was successful.  
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5.2.2 First commercial accommodation 

Results for the attributes that young international leisure travellers considered as important 

when selecting their first commercial accommodation are presented in Table 5.6 below:  

Table 5.6 Important Attributes for FIRST Commercial Accommodation 

No Attributes—First Night 
NZ 

(n=432) % MAL 
(n=505) % Attributes—First Night 

1 Convenient/good location 284 65.7 323 64.0 Convenient/good location 
2 Price/value for money (VFM) 203 47.0 251 49.7 Price/value for money (VFM) 
3 Cleanliness 101 23.4 173 34.3 Cleanliness 
4 Exterior aesthetic 63 14.6 72 14.3 Variety of facilities/services 
5 Brand name and reputation 34 7.9 61 12.1 Safety and security 
6 Comfort of bed 26 6.0 58 11.5 Exterior aesthetic 
7 In-room kitchen facilities 24 5.6 44 8.7 Brand name and reputation 
8 Safety and security 22 5.1 39 7.7 Air-conditioner 
9 Room size 21 4.9 26 5.1 Entertainment/sports activity 
10 Room interior décor 20 4.6 25 5.0 Restaurant in hotel 
11 Private bathroom 19 4.4 25 5.0 Internet 
12 Internet 19 4.4 24 4.8 Room interior décor 
13 Variety of facilities/services 19 4.4 20 4.0 Room size 

14 Marketing—Availability, 
occupancy, promotion, loyalty 

19 4.4 16 3.2 Quality standard 

15 Quality standard 18 4.2 15 3.0 Bathroom amenities 
16 Quiet stay 17 3.9 15 3.0 Attitude/friendliness/politeness 
17 Attitude/friendliness/politeness 13 3.0 14 2.8 Breakfast included 
18 Room type 12 2.8 13 2.6 Comfort of bed 
19 Efficient/good service 10 2.3 11 2.2 Room type 
20 Bathroom amenities 9 2.1 8 1.6 Private bathroom 

21 Entertainment/sports activity 9 2.1 8 1.6 Marketing—Availability, occupancy, 
promotion, loyalty  

22 Parking & shuttle service 9 2.1 4 0.8 Bedroom amenities 
23 Private bedroom 9 2.1 4 0.8 Quiet stay 
24 Laundry 8 1.9 4 0.8 Private bedroom 
25 Restaurant in hotel 6 1.4 3 0.6 In-room kitchen facilities 
26 Bedroom amenities 5 1.2 3 0.6 Efficient/good service 

27 Flexibility—24 hours functional 
and check-in/out services 

4 0.9 3 0.6 Flexibility—24 hours functional and 
check-in/out services 

28 Breakfast included 3 0.7 1 0.2 Parking & shuttle service 
29 Type of CA guests 3 0.7 1 0.2 Type of CA guests 
30 Air-conditioner 2 0.5 0 0.0 Laundry 

    1011   1264     
Note (comparison with closed-ended question):      
  NEW ATTRIBUTE      
Missing—Green/environmental-friendly      
Parking extended to ‘parking & shuttle’ as these involve transportation 

 

Each respondent in New Zealand mentioned an average of two attributes in their response 

(average 2.3, total of 1,011 items), with a slightly higher average recorded in the Malaysian 

sample (average 2.5, total of 1,264 items).  

In ranking order, the majority of both samples (NZ: 66%, MAL: 64%) agreed that the 

‘location’ of the commercial accommodation is very important in driving the selection of first 

accommodation, which supports the common belief that location is a key source of 
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competitive advantage in the lodging industry (Dube & Renaghan, 2000). The other two 

most-frequently mentioned attributes in each sample were ‘price/value for money’ and 

‘cleanliness’. However, these preferences are not so highly ranked in Dube and Renaghan’s 

(2000) open-ended approach study, which may signify a different preference by young 

travellers for their first accommodation over travellers in general when selecting 

accommodation. A further analysis of this data and a comparison with the data from the 

closed-ended questions are carried out in Section 5.3. 

Another notable variation from the previous findings is that whereas ‘brand-name and 

reputation’ was ranked second in Dube and Renaghan’s (2000) open-ended approach study, it 

only ranked fifth (NZ) and seventh (MAL) in this research for attributes important in first 

accommodation choice, being mentioned only by eight per cent and nine per cent of 

respondents, respectively. This finding may indicate support for Moschis’ (1996) suggestion 

that mature consumers have stronger brand loyalty than younger consumers.  

5.2.3 Overall commercial accommodation 

Until now, there has been no comparison of whether or not the attributes considered important 

in accommodation choice differ between the first night and the overall accommodation 

selections.  

As stated above, the percentage of the Malaysian sample who answered the question was 

considerably less than the New Zealand sample (n = NZ: 377, MAL: 147). This is most likely 

due to the much shorter duration of travel for most of the Malaysian sample (Average = NZ: 

29.5, MAL: 5.6 nights), meaning the first night’s choice of accommodation was more 

commonly the only choice. On average, respondents in each sample who stayed at more than 

one commercial accommodation provided at least two attributes in their responses regarding 

their purchase selection of overall commercial accommodation (Average = NZ: 2.4, MAL: 

2.6), which is similar to the first accommodation choice. 

It is interesting to note that the same top three most frequently mentioned attributes for first 

accommodation choice were given for overall accommodation choice by respondents in both 

samples; however, the percentages changed (see Appendix G for details). The percentage of 

preference towards ‘price’ increased for the New Zealand sample, from 47 per cent to 57 per 

cent, suggesting that the influence of ‘price’ increases in significance when staying at more 

than one accommodation. By contrast, the percentage for ‘location’ reduced by five per cent, 

while ‘cleanliness’ increased slightly (4%). The Malaysian sample trends were different, 

suggesting a significant difference between the two sample destinations. In the Malaysian 
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sample, for example, the concern about ‘price’ reduced by 12 per cent. Moreover, the attribute 

rankings for the New Zealand sample were less consistent between the first night’s choice and 

the overall choice than for the Malaysian sample; for instance, ‘comfort of bed’ ranked sixth 

for first accommodation, but ranked at 14th/15th for overall, and ‘room size’ ranked ninth for 

first accommodation but 16th for overall.  

5.3 Level of Importance of Variables Driving Commercial 
Accommodation Purchase Selections (Close-ended) 

The previous section analysed responses from the open-ended section and established that the 

pre-determined attributes from the literature that were used in the closed-ended section were a 

reasonable approximation requiring some modification for completeness, specifically by 

adding the attribute ‘variety of facilities and services’ in future studies. Next, this section will 

reveal findings on the importance of accommodation attributes from the closed-ended section 

(Section 5.3.1). The ranking of open-ended responses according to frequency can be related to 

the ranking of closed-ended responses according to mean values of importance. Also 

presented are findings associated with the personal-influential factors; these are personal 

motives (Section 5.3.2) and constraint elements (Section 5.3.3) that influence young traveller 

commercial accommodation purchase selection.  

The findings are based on the ratings of the importance of each of the 22 attributes listed in 

the questionnaire (five-point rating scale), and on the agreement level of purchase selection 

motivation (15 statements) and personal constraint (8 statements). Structurally, the findings 

regarding the attributes, motives and constraints, were divided into two main sections, with 

each representing the results from the descriptive (mean value) and inferential statistics 

(independent t-test). Descriptive statistics provide results based on ranking order and the 

importance category of each variable. On the other hand, the inferential statistics assess if 

there is any statistically significant difference between the two destination samples with 

regard to each important variable, as identified in the descriptive analysis above. No attempt 

was made to analyse in detail the factors that were neutral or which did not strongly affect 

respondents’ decisions, although the findings are briefly shown in each respective section. 

The means of the attributes were used to determine the order of importance. The means were 

grouped in accordance with a guideline cited in Lockyer’s (2001) and Kabir and Carlsson’s 

(2010) studies: Very important (M > 4.2 < 5.0); Important (M > 3.4 < 4.2); Neutral (M > 2.6 

< 3.4); Unimportant (M > 1.8 < 2.6); Very Unimportant (M > 1 < 1.8). Whilst recognizing 

that the guidelines are arbitrary, their use in previous studies allows them to be used as a basis 
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for comparison between studies. They also allow relative differences between importance 

levels to be represented.  

Reliability analysis 

When using Likert scales it is necessary to analyse and report the scales’ reliability. 

Reliability measures ‘the degree to which the items that make up the scale “hang together”’ 

(Pallant, 2007, p. 95), and the ability to generate consistent results (Schumacker & Lomax, 

2004). Cronbach’s alpha coefficient is the most commonly used measure for examining scale 

reliability and internal consistency (Hair et al., 2010; Kline, 2009), with a value of 0.70 or 

higher being generally acceptable (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). A Cronbach’s alpha greater 

than 0.60 is adequate for a newly developed scale or in exploratory research to express 

reliability (Churchill, 1979; Hair et al., 2010). A score of higher than 0.80 is interpreted as 

extremely reliable.  

The Cronbach’s alpha for the 22 attributes was 0.841 (indicating extreme reliability); 0.791 

for the 15 motives (generally acceptable); and 0.592 for the eight constraints. The lower value 

for the constraints should be expected due to the sensitivity of Cronbach’s alpha against the 

number of items, especially in cases where there are fewer than 10 items (Pallant, 2007). 

5.3.1 Descriptive and inferential statistical analyses: Accommodation 
attributes  

Table 5.7 displays separate results of the level of importance of accommodation attributes for 

each sample. Text in bold indicates attributes that were not categorised in the same 

importance level between the two samples. Based on the mean values, the relative weighting 

of attributes as more important for the Malaysian sample than the New Zealand sample can be 

interpreted as meaning that the Malaysia destination sample is more demanding; out of 22 

attributes analysed, 18 (82%) were rated higher (mean value) by the Malaysian sample than 

the New Zealand sample. In addition, a greater number of items was considered to be ‘very 

important’ or ‘important’ by respondents in Malaysia (14 items) than in New Zealand (11 

items). While the cost of rooms is cheaper in Malaysia than in New Zealand, this has not 

resulted in tourists being easier to please. 
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Table 5.7 Commercial Accommodation Attributes Mean Scores (New Zealand and 
Malaysian Samples) 

NZ (n=432) MAL (n=505) 
Rank Attributes Mean SD Mean SD Attributes Rank 

  Very Important   
    4.65 .722 Cleanliness of room 1 
    4.56 .777 Safety & security 2 
    4.52 .777 Convenient/good location 3 

1 Cleanliness of room 4.47 0.707 4.40 .863 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4 
2 Price/value for money 4.44 0.715 4.37 .850 Price/value for money 5 
3 Convenient/good location 4.41 0.699 4.29 1.098 Air conditioner 6 
4 Safety & security 4.23 0.825 4.22 .920 Comfort of bed 7 
  Important   

5 Staff attitude/friendly/ 
polite 4.19 0.768     

    4.08 1.074 Bedroom amenities 8 
6 Comfort of bed 4.00 0.932 4.02 1.142 Bathroom amenities 9 
    3.89 1.357 Private bathroom 10 
    3.69 1.242 Prompt & efficient service 11 
    3.67 1.140 Green 12 
    3.67 1.400 Internet 13 

7 Green 3.57 1.030 3.58 1.157 Quiet stay 14 

8 Prompt & efficient 
service 3.54 1.000     

9 Quiet stay 3.52 1.068     
10 Bedroom amenities 3.46 1.129     
11 Bathroom amenities 3.45 1.231     
 Neutral  

12 Internet 3.34 1.325 3.32 1.152 Room size 15 
13 Kitchen facilities 3.18 1.331     
14 Private bathroom 3.03 1.494 2.99 1.289 Room interior decor 16 

15 Exterior aesthetic/ 
landscape 2.92 1.134 2.92 1.350 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 17 

16 Room size 2.86 1.129 2.90 1.272 Brand reputation/familiarity 18 
17 Air conditioner 2.74 1.290 2.77 1.447 Restaurant on site 19 
18 Room interior decor 2.74 1.048     
  Unimportant   

19 Parking facilities 2.59 1.474 2.57 1.351 Entertainment on-site 20 

20 Brand reputation/ 
familiarity 2.30 1.100     

21 Entertainment on-site 2.09 1.067      
  Very Unimportant   

22 Restaurant on site 1.75 1.047 1.80 1.138 Kitchen facilities 21 
    1.56 1.167 Parking facilities 22 
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Attributes with no significant mean difference between two samples 

Effort was also made to statistically determine (using independent t-tests) if there were any 

significant mean differences in attributes rated as ‘very important’ and ‘important’, between 

the two samples. These provide continuation of analysis and comparison of findings between 

the New Zealand and Malaysian samples. 

Table 5.8 summarises the attributes that were equally important for both samples (no 

significant difference where p > 0.05) in influencing respondents’ commercial 

accommodation purchase selection.  

Table 5.8 Attributes Equally Important to Both the New Zealand and Malaysian 
Samples 

Attribute NZ (n=432) 
Mean 

MAL (n=505) 
Mean 

Mean 
Difference 

P-value 
(Probability) 

Price/value for money 4.44 4.37  0.07 0.219 

Green 3.57 3.67 -0.10 0.198 

Quiet stay 3.52 3.58 -0.06 0.431 
 

The results of the t-tests confirmed that regardless of the travel destination, there were no 

significant differences in the influences of the attributes ‘price/value for money’, 

‘environmentally friendly (green)’ and ‘quiet stay’ in the purchase selection of the young 

travellers in New Zealand and Malaysia.  
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Attributes with significant mean difference between the two samples  

Table 5.9 below presents the important attributes (rated at least ‘important’ by either sample) 

with significant differences between the New Zealand and Malaysian samples. 

Table 5.9 Important Attributes Considered Significantly Different between the New 
Zealand and Malaysian Samples 

Attribute NZ 
(n=432) 
Mean 

MAL 
(n=505) 
Mean 

Mean 
Difference 

P-value 

Cleanliness of room 4.47 4.65 -0.18 0.000*** 

Safety & security 4.23 4.56 -0.33 0.000*** 

Convenient/good location 4.41 4.52 -0.11 0.025* 

Staff attitude/friendly/ polite 4.19 4.40 -0.21 0.000*** 

Air conditioner (‘neutral’ to NZ sample) 2.74 4.29 -1.55 0.000*** 

Comfort of bed 4.00 4.22 -0.22 0.000*** 

Bedroom amenities 3.46 4.08 -0.62 0.000*** 

Bathroom amenities 3.45 4.02 -0.57 0.000*** 

Private bathroom (‘neutral’ to NZ sample) 3.03 3.89 -0.86 0.000*** 

Prompt & efficient service 3.54 3.69 -0.15 0.047* 

Internet (‘neutral’ to NZ sample) 3.34 3.67 -0.33 0.000*** 

Note (for probability value): 
* = Significant difference with p < 0.05 
*** = Significant difference with p < 0.001 
 

The above 11 attributes vary among young travellers depending on the destination. For 

instance, the attributes ‘convenient location’ and ‘prompt and efficient service’ were 

significantly more important to the Malaysian sample than the New Zealand sample (p < 

0.05). While the rest of attributes in the same table were also more important to the Malaysian 

sample, the intensity of difference was greater, evidenced from an increased significance level 

(p < 0.001). These results indicate that respondents in Malaysia viewed these attributes to be 

of greater importance than those in New Zealand, which reflects young travellers’ different 

demands when visiting these two different countries, or even when travelling for different 

lengths of time. It may also be because, as accommodation is cheaper in Malaysia, guests’ 

purchasing power is increased and so expectations are higher than in New Zealand. This 

finding supports Callan’s (1996) assertion that it is not wise to apply results from national 

studies to the international context. In other words, unless proven otherwise, each market has 
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to be assumed to be unique from others. As evident in this research, different attributes and 

intensity of demand were recorded between young travellers in the two samples.  

‘Very important’ and ‘important’ attributes  

Presented below are the descriptions of attributes rated at two different levels—‘very 

important’ and ‘important’. A comparison of results from this closed-ended section was also 

made with the results derived from the open-ended section as presented earlier.  

Of the attributes rated as ‘very important’ shown in Table 5.7 above, seven attributes were 

rated above 4.2 on average by the Malaysian sample, compared to only four items for the 

New Zealand sample, suggesting a higher demand by respondents in Malaysia on the key 

attributes.  

From the comparison of responses between the top three attributes in the open-ended question 

and the ‘very important’ attributes from the closed-ended section, regardless of the ranking 

order, it can be concluded that there is consistency in the importance of the three ‘very 

important’ attributes between the two samples: ‘cleanliness’, ‘price/value for money’ and 

‘convenient/good location’.  

The top priority of ‘cleanliness’ mirrors most other closed-ended approach studies covering 

other travellers (Callan & Bowman, 2000; Cave, et al., 2008; Greathouse, et al., 1996; Lewis, 

1987; Mehta & Vera, 1990) and is evident in both samples, suggesting this is an attribute of 

universal importance. However, the similarities with the previous literature stop here; the 

ranking order of ‘price’, ‘safety and security’, and ‘location’ differs from what has been found 

in studies of travellers in general (Callan, 1996; Cave, et al., 2008; Lewis, 1987; Lockyer, 

2004; Weaver & Oh, 1993). 

The similarity in the importance of ‘price/value for money’ for both destinations is in 

accordance with the belief that young travellers are generally budget travellers (Richards & 

Wilson, 2003) and an unprofitable segment (Seekings, 1998). However, the important 

consideration of this attribute could also relate to their general tendency to travel more widely 

geographically (Loker-Murphy & Pearce, 1995; Richards & Wilson, 2003), and for a longer 

duration than other market segments (Ian & Musa, 2008; Loker-Murphy & Pearce, 1995). In 

this situation, there is a need to keep accommodation expenses as low as possible.  

There were three additional attributes selected by respondents in Malaysia as ‘very important’ 

but not in New Zealand: ‘air-conditioner’, ‘staff attitude’ and ‘comfort of bed’. The t-test 

results also show that these were rated significantly higher by respondents in Malaysia than in 
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New Zealand. With the warmer weather and high humidity, the demand for an air-conditioner 

should be expected. Most of the ‘very important’ items in both samples were not associated 

with room facilities/amenities, with the exception of ‘air-conditioner’ and ‘comfort of bed’ in 

the Malaysian sample.  

The set of attributes that young international leisure travellers considered ‘important’ in 

purchase selection contains seven attributes in each sample. The biggest contrasts between the 

two samples are ‘private bathroom’ and ‘Internet’, which were considered ‘important’ by 

respondents in Malaysia but ‘neutral’ by their counterparts in New Zealand. The different 

needs for private facilities could be linked back to the different preference of commercial 

accommodation type selected between the two samples; hotels were mostly preferred by the 

Malaysian sample (81%), while the majority (57%) of the New Zealand sample selected 

backpacker establishments, which often offer a dormitory option with a shared bathroom. 

Also, as accommodation with a private bathroom is more affordable in Malaysia, young 

travellers were more likely to emphasise private or family space rather than sharing spaces 

with strangers. However, as a previous study on backpackers in New Zealand rated this 

attribute (private bathroom) reasonably high and ranked fifth out of 22 attributes (Cave, et al., 

2008), this shows that the preference for this attribute by young travellers in New Zealand 

may have changed. In regard to the ‘Internet’ facility, it was more important to the Malaysian 

sample than the New Zealand sample. This could have been simply because it is cheaper to 

access in Malaysia than in New Zealand, and so was more expected in Malaysia than in New 

Zealand. Some travellers consider the relatively expensive accessibility to wireless Internet in 

New Zealand is a limitation, as commented on by one guest from Brunei (Mr X) who stayed 

in one motel in Auckland:  

‘… the majority of accommodation options in NZ do not have free wireless Internet. 

Even the most humble place in Asia has Internet for my smartphone or netbook. It's 

likely because of the cost of providing internet in NZ. I don't know, but it's something 

that NZ is massively way behind in. A $30 room in Thailand will have internet. X 

(place where he stayed) has Internet for a quite reasonable $10 a day, but that was just 

for me; my wife would also have needed to pay $10 for her to go online and upload 

her Facebook pix’ (Booking.com, 2011).  

As shown in Table 5.8, the similarity of the importance of the ‘Green’ attribute for both 

destinations (no significant mean difference) may be due to the increased publicity of 

sustainability and green issues in the lodging industry (Han, et al., 2009; Manaktola & 

Jauhari, 2007). The recognition of the importance of ‘green’ commercial accommodation, 
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which among others includes practicing water and energy conservation and reducing solid 

waste, strengthens the fact that young travellers globally embrace the challenge of protecting 

the environment. However, it does not appear to be embraced strongly as an important 

attribute for young travellers. The lack of the ‘green’ attribute being mentioned in the open-

ended results indicates the ambiguous role of this attribute in accommodation selection. 

The consistent demand by young travellers in both samples for a ‘quiet stay’ appears to be 

similar to the universal concern for ‘green’ attributes. It is generally held as ‘important’ in the 

closed-ended questions, but not an essential attribute in the open-ended ones. The importance 

could be attributed to a previous finding that young people demand fewer hostel beds per 

room (Bywater, 1993), which signals that in recent times privacy and quiet are still reasonably 

sought after.  

5.3.1.1  Other attributes 
After the respondents were asked open- and closed-ended questions regarding 

accommodation attributes, they were asked if there were any other attributes that affect their 

selection process. Only a very small number of respondents in each sample had anything to 

add (NZ: 30 (7%); MAL: 28 (6%)). Out of the 30 items mentioned by the New Zealand 

sample (one item from each respondent), the attribute ‘laundry’ was the most mentioned (9 

respondents). In Malaysia, 32 items were stated by 28 respondents, and similarly ‘laundry’ 

was one of the most mentioned attributes, although only by four respondents. This laundry 

facility reflects the extra attribute mentioned in the open-ended question, suggesting that this 

attribute should also be included in future research. 

The other most mentioned attributes from the Malaysia sample were also stated by an 

insignificant number of respondents (4 respondents each) and were details of attributes that 

could be linked to items in the closed-ended categories. These include responses attributed to 

‘bedroom amenities’ such as Arab and satellite TV channels, and ‘on-site entertainment’ (spa, 

sauna, gym and swimming pool). It is possible that the low response rate indicates respondent 

fatigue, but because the findings also reflect well the results from the beginning of the survey, 

namely the open-ended results, more likely it reflects that in fact only a few significant ‘other’ 

attributes were recognized by the respondents.  

5.3.2 Descriptive and inferential statistical analyses: Personal purchase 
motives  

This section contains an analysis of the ‘push factor’, that is, the personal motives that 

respondents wanted to fulfil when making an accommodation selection. Adapting Pearce and 
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Lee’s (2005) definition of travel needs/motives, motives in this study context are defined as 

the biological and socio-cultural forces that drive commercial accommodation purchase 

selection behaviour.  

The respondents were asked to rate their agreement or disagreement level from 1 to 5 (1 being 

‘strongly disagree’ and 5 being ‘strongly agree’) for each of 15 motive statements affecting 

purchase selection. A similar guideline of values to define importance levels used in previous 

literature in relation to attributes was used, namely: strongly agree (M > 4.2 < 5.0), agree (M 

> 3.4 < 4.2), neutral (M > 2.6 < 3.4), disagree (M > 1.8 < 2.6), strongly disagree (M > 1 < 

1.8). Even the definition of importance levels used in previous literature appears to be 

arbitrary, but consistent usage was nevertheless deemed appropriate as it allows for ease of 

comparison of results. As for the analyses of attributes, pair-wise t-tests were also carried out 

(see Chapter 6) to determine real bands (non-arbitrary) of statistically significant differences 

in the importance of motives. The definition of importance levels used in this section is only a 

relative measure to allow for comparison between results.  

The following analysis (Table 5.10) separates the data according to the sample group. Text in 

bold indicates motives that were not categorised in the same agreement level between the two 

samples. 
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Table 5.10 Personal Motives Mean Scores (New Zealand and Malaysian Samples) 
  NZ (n=432) MAL (n=505)   
Rank Personal Motives  Mean SD Mean SD Personal Motives  Rank 
   Strongly Agree    

1 Feel safe & secure 4.37 0.661     
    4.25 1.096 Feel safe & secure 1 
   Agree    

    3.98 1.043 Peaceful & calm 
environment 2 

2 Peaceful & calm 
environment 3.81 0.901     

3 A place to sleep 3.72 0.998     

4 Meeting new & varied 
people 3.55 1.047 3.58 1.284 A place to sleep 3 

5 Share knowledge of the 
place with others 3.55 0.993 3.48 1.168 Something different 4 

    3.46 1.277 Share knowledge of the 
place with others 5 

6 View the scenery 3.45 1.086 3.44 1.296 Isolation or privacy 6 
     3.41 1.137 Special atmosphere 7 
   Neutral    

7 Be with others who enjoy 
the same things as I do 3.36 1.028 3.39 1.290 View the scenery 8 

8 Place that I belong 3.31 0.928 3.31 1.297 Be with others who enjoy 
the same things as I do 9 

9 Open space 3.27 0.951 3.29 1.250 Place that I belong 10 
10 Isolation or privacy 3.27 1.055 3.26 1.232 Open space 11 
11 Something different 3.20 0.950     

12 Special atmosphere 3.17 0.927 3.17 1.301 Meeting new & varied 
people 12 

    2.82 1.385 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 13 

    2.81 1.471 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 14 

13 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 2.70 1.299     

14 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 2.67 1.208     

   Disagree    
    2.49 1.347 Reflect past memories 15 

15 Reflect past memories 2.37 1.03     
 

As shown in Table 5.10, the findings indicate that travellers to Malaysia agreed to one more 

motive (7 motives) influencing accommodation selection than travellers to New Zealand (6 

motives). At a lower disagreement level, neither of the samples strongly disagreed with the 

importance of any motives; however, both samples disagreed that the motive ‘to reflect past 

memories’ influenced their selection, which indicates young visitors in both samples had only 

few past memories to reflect on when selecting accommodation.  

The purchase motives discussed here are also given some quantifiable significance values 

through t-tests of the differences in means. Tables 5.11 and 5.12 display a summary of the 
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independent t-test results, where the former exhibits mutual agreement of personal motive 

statements between the two samples (where no significant difference is found), while the 

latter presents motives that have significant differences of mean values between them. 

Purchase motives with no significant mean difference between the two samples  

This analysis was performed on motives rated ‘strongly agree’ or at least ‘agree’ by either 

sample. No attempt was made to see mean differences for motives rated ‘neutral’ and 

‘disagree’.  

Table 5.11 Equal Agreement of Purchase Motive Statements, New Zealand and 
Malaysian Sample Comparisons 

Purchase Motives NZ (n=432) 
Mean 

MAL (n=505) 
Mean 

Mean 
Difference 

P-value 

A place to sleep 3.72 3.58 0.14 0.059 

Share knowledge of the place with 
others 3.55 3.46 0.09 0.208 

View the scenery 3.45 3.39 0.06 0.466 
 

Table 5.11 shows that between samples there were three motives for which there were no 

significant differences of mean values, implying that irrespective of travel destinations (New 

Zealand or Malaysia) these three motives have a similar influence on the selection of a place 

to stay.  

Purchase motives with a significant mean difference between the two samples  

Table 5.12 reveals that there were six motives that were significantly different between the 

two samples. 
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Table 5.12 Agreement of Purchase Motive Statements Considered Significantly 
Different between the New Zealand and Malaysian Samples 

Purchase Motives NZ (n=432) 
Mean 

MAL (n=505) 
Mean 

Mean 
Difference 

P-value 

Feel safe & secure 4.37 4.25 0.12 0.046* 

Peaceful & calm environment 3.81 3.98 -0.17 0.007** 

Meeting new & varied people  3.55 3.17 0.38 0.000*** 

Something different  3.20 3.48 -0.28 0.000*** 

Isolation or privacy  3.27 3.44 -0.17 0.026* 

Special atmosphere  3.17 3.41 -0.24 0.000*** 

Note (for probability value): 
* = Significant difference with p < 0.05 
** = Significant difference with p < 0.01 
*** = Significant difference with p < 0.001 
 

These six purchase motives vary among young travellers depending on the destination, with 

two motives being more important to the New Zealand sample—that is, ‘to feel safe and 

secure’ and ‘to meet new and varied people’. The intensity of difference was the greatest (p < 

0.001) for three purchase motives (***), indicating the most significant difference in these 

between the two samples.  

The ‘strongly agree’ and ‘agree’ rated purchase motives  

The following describes the agreement of motives at two different levels: ‘strongly agree’ and 

‘agree’.  

The highest and only ‘strongly agree’ motive by both samples was ‘I wanted to feel safe and 

secure’. As mentioned earlier, the New Zealand sample rated this significantly higher (mean = 

4.37) than the Malaysian sample (mean = 4.25). This is possibly due to their pattern of 

travelling longer than the Malaysian sample, apart from tendencies of travelling wider to 

unfamiliar places, or due to the fact that the majority (57%) were staying in less secure, 

communal accommodation. The importance of safety could also be linked to how social 

interactions are sought between the two destinations; the pattern suggests that meeting 

strangers and making new friends was more significantly sought by New Zealand respondents 

in their accommodation choices, which made them be extra cautious, while the results 

indicate that young travellers who visited Malaysia were more significantly looking to spend 

time in private rather than interact with other guests. This information on safety is useful, as it 

represents an issue not previously seen in young people’s purchase motives regarding 
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accommodation; what is already known regarding safety concerns is associated with road 

conditions, activities and driving standards in New Zealand (Tourism New Zealand, 2012d). 

In addition, it is also an interesting finding because of the reversal effect when making 

reference to the importance of ‘pull items’ above (see Table 5.7); that is, the accommodation 

attributes where ‘safety and security’ was ranked second and rated significantly higher in the 

Malaysian sample than in the New Zealand sample. This will be discussed further in Chapter 

7. 

Within the ‘agree’ category, three similarities and five significant differences of motives were 

identified between the two samples: The similarities were ‘just need a place to sleep’, ‘to 

share knowledge of the place with others’ and ‘viewing of scenery’. The agreement with ‘just 

need a place to sleep’ by both samples was expected, although this basic purchase motive was 

only ranked third instead of at the top of the list; this contradicts how sleep or shelter is 

considered the most fundamental of humans needs, as established by Maslow (1987). The 

‘sharing of knowledge of the place with others’ is a consistently held feature of the strong 

interest in social interaction after their trips, possibly influenced by current global online 

social networks such as Facebook and Instagram. Another, the similarity toward ‘viewing of 

scenery’, suggests that although this is at the middle of the importance range (‘neutral’ in 

Malaysia), this is a common motive for young travellers irrespective of destination. It is an 

interesting result as even though New Zealand is strongly promoted on the basis of scenery, 

and as this motive was actually rated ‘neutral’ by the Malaysian sample, one would expect 

this motive to be significantly higher than the Malaysia sample.  

The five different motives between the two samples reveal different interests in social 

interaction and, as mentioned earlier, all of these were statistically different between the two 

samples (Table 5.12). The motives ‘to be in a peaceful and calm environment’ and ‘to 

experience isolation or privacy’ were rated significantly more important by respondents in 

Malaysia, suggesting they were more self-conscious and tried to avoid social interaction with 

others while staying at commercial accommodation properties. Destination factors such as 

busy and noisy urban environments in Malaysia could have also led to them rating these 

motives higher than respondents in New Zealand. Similarly, the motives ‘to experience 

something different’ and ‘to experience a special atmosphere’ were significantly more 

important to respondents in Malaysia, which suggests that they were more interested in the 

novelty factor of trying something unusual or out of the norm when selecting a place to stay. 

The purchase motive ‘to meet new and varied people’ was rated more important by the New 

Zealand sample, which could be explained by their higher selection of backpackers type 
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establishments (57%), which usually offer a communal area for socialising. The importance 

of having opportunities for social interaction among guests was emphasised when developing 

backpackers accommodation facilities (Obenour, Patterson, Pedersen, & Pearson, 2006). 

5.3.3 Descriptive analysis and inferential statistical analyses: Personal 
purchase constraints 

This section continues with an analysis of another personal factor, that is, the personal 

constraints that influence respondents’ decisions when making accommodation selections. 

Respondents were asked to respond to eight statements with regards to constraints, from 1 

(‘strongly disagree’) to 5 (‘strongly agree’). The same approach and levels of importance for 

personal motives are used, for the same reasons of allowing comparison and consistency.  

Figure 5.5 displays the personal constraint statements that were asked during the interviews, 

along with the shorter statements used in the findings. 

Figure 5.5 Personal Purchase Constraints 
Personal constraints  Shown in the findings 
I had to work on this trip to pay for my accommodation expenses Work on this trip 
Before I came here, I saved up to stay in my choice of 
accommodation 

Before I came here, I saved 
up 

After analysing the price among all alternatives, the accommodation 
that I’ve selected gave the best value for money 

Analyse the price among all 
alternatives 

Due to time constraints, the accommodation was located near to the 
places that I wanted to go to avoid excessive travelling Time constraint 

Due to health reasons, I would only choose accommodation that had 
certain features Health reason 

Due to physical limitations, I would only choose accommodation 
that had appropriate facilities Physical limitation 

For safety reasons, I would avoid locations that previously have 
negative incidents associated with them Safety reason 

My travel companion and I had to compromise on accommodation 
choice 

Compromise on 
accommodation choice 

 

Table 5.13 presents the results for each of the samples individually. Text in bold indicates 

purchase constraints that were not categorised in the same agreement level between the two 

samples. 
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Table 5.13 Personal Constraints Mean Scores (NZ and Malaysian Samples) 
  NZ (n=432) Malaysia (n=505)   
Rank Personal constraints  Mean SD Mean SD Personal constraints Rank 
  Agree   

1 Time constraint 3.93 0.838 3.91 1.212 Time constraints 1 

2 Analyse the price among 
all alternatives 3.82 0.917     

    3.74 1.225 Analyse the price among all 
alternatives 2 

    3.56 1.378 Safety reason 3 

3 Before I came here, I 
saved up 3.45 1.165     

4 Safety reason 3.40 1.117       
  Neutral   

    3.15 1.500 Before I came here, I saved 
up 4 

5 Compromise on 
accommodation choice 2.78 1.431 2.70 1.603 Compromise on 

accommodation choice 5 

  Disagree   
    2.56 1.517 Health reason 6 

6 Health reason 2.34 1.185     
     2.06 1.325 Physical limitation 7 
  Strongly Disagree   

7 Physical limitation 1.79 0.834       
8 Work on this trip 1.33 0.811 1.33 .809 Work on this trip 8 

 

The results shown in Table 5.13 indicate that overall none of the statements’ mean values 

were rated more than 4.2 (‘strongly agree’ category) by either sample. This suggests that 

although young travellers faced some constraints while making decisions, no constraint 

strongly affected their selection process.  

It appears the New Zealand sample faced one additional constraint than the Malaysian 

respondents (4 versus 3). Moreover, and regardless of the agreement level, four personal 

constraints, including the New Zealand sample’s top three constraints, were rated higher by 

respondents in New Zealand, while three constraints were rated higher by respondents in 

Malaysia. 

Purchase constraints with no significant mean difference between the two samples  

Once again, the results of the constraint items were tested according to an independent t-test. 

Table 5.14 reveals the constraints that were not different significantly (p > 0.05) between the 

New Zealand and Malaysian samples.  
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Table 5.14 Equal Agreement of Constraint Statements, New Zealand and Malaysian 
Sample Comparisons 

Personal Constraints NZ (n=432) 
Mean 

MAL (n=505) 
Mean 

Mean 
Difference 

P-value 

Time constraint 3.93 3.91 0.02 0.820 
Analyse the price among all alternatives 3.82 3.74 0.08 0.246 

 
The finding concludes that the two statements above are not significantly different between 

the two samples, and these are related to the time and price of accommodation. These 

constraints are also the top two constraints for each sample (Table 5.13).  

Purchase constraints with significant mean differences between the two samples  

Table 5.15 displays two constraint statements associated with financial and safety concerns 

that significantly differ between the New Zealand and Malaysian samples.  

Table 5.15 Agreement of Constraint Statements Considered Significantly Different 
between the New Zealand and Malaysian Samples 

Personal Constraints NZ (n=432) 
Mean 

MAL (n=505) 
Mean 

Mean 
Difference 

P-value 

Before I came here, I saved up  3.45 3.15 0.30 0.001*** 

Safety reason 3.40 3.56 -0.16 0.049* 

Note (for probability value): 
* = Significant difference with p < 0.05 
*** = Significant difference with p < 0.001 
 

The results indicate that between the two samples, each has one constraint that is rated 

significantly highly over the other, with the constraint related to finances recording a greater 

intensity of difference (p < 0.001). 

The ‘agree’ rated purchase constraints 

Because none of the purchase constraints were rated ‘strongly agree’, what follows are the 

descriptions of constraints rated ‘agree’ only.  

The highest ‘agree’ constraint by each sample was related to time: ‘due to time constraints, 

the accommodation was located near to the places that I wanted to go to avoid excessive 

travelling’. This factor was also found to show no significant difference between the two 

samples in influencing accommodation choices; this is similar to the finding of Nyaupane, 

Morais, and Graefe’s (2002) study on the influence of time constraints across three outdoor 

recreation activities. Although this limitation is generally in accordance to what has been 
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documented in other studies—that younger travellers have greater time limitations than their 

mature counterparts (Callan & Bowman, 2000)—it contradicts Richards and Wilson’s (2003) 

belief that young travellers are ‘time rich money poor’. The time constraint found in this study 

may be explained by the fact that the majority of each sample in this study was employed 

(NZ: 65%, MAL: 73%), where it has been established that regardless of age, a lack of time is 

one of the major constraints for tourists who have work commitments (Jackson, et al., 1999).  

The second highest ‘agree’ constraint was also found to show no significant difference 

between the two samples. Each sample was similarly constrained on the fact that they had to 

make comparisons beforehand between accommodation options to get the best value for 

money. With the Internet being the most popular method for sourcing information for each 

sample, this resource most likely facilitates and influences the comparisons made. 

The constraint statement related to avoiding certain places for safety reasons was determined 

to differ statistically and affected more respondents in Malaysia than New Zealand. This 

indicates a complex counter-intuitive relationship between demand for specific attributes, 

personal motives and constraints in relation to safety and security concerns—the safety 

attribute was rated significantly higher by respondents in Malaysia than New Zealand, as were 

safety-related constraints; on the other hand, the safety-related motive was rated significantly 

higher by travellers to New Zealand.  

Constraint related to the need to save to pay for accommodation, ‘before I came here, I saved 

up to stay in my choice of accommodation’, affected respondents in New Zealand 

significantly more than in Malaysia. This reflects, perhaps, the need for significantly more 

advance preparation made by those visiting New Zealand than those visiting Malaysia.  

The differences between the two samples suggest that the longer young people travel, the 

more constraints they face when selecting accommodation, signifying that there are more 

limitations for travel activities of longer duration. The higher exchange rate of the New 

Zealand dollar (1 USD = 1.26 NZD) compared to the Malaysian ringgit (1 USD = 3.16 RM) 

(themoneyconverter.com/usd/NZD.aspx, rates viewed on 20th September, 2011) has resulted 

in those visiting New Zealand having lower purchase power compared to Malaysia, making 

expenses higher not only for accommodation, but other travel-related costs as well, such as 

activities, motor vehicle hire and fuel, local public transport, shopping and food. As visitor 

expenditure reduces by approximately 0.8 per cent for every 1 per cent increase in dollar 

value (Tourism Industry Association New Zealand, 2007), this makes visitors to New Zealand 

experience more purchase-related constraints than in Malaysia. 
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Overall, in the earlier sections, the findings on the important attributes and purchase motives 

suggest that respondents travelling to Malaysia were demanding in regards to attributes and 

had more highly rated purchase motives than those travelling to New Zealand. These findings 

are complimented by the analysis of factors limiting young travellers’ ability to select 

accommodation, which show that young travellers who came to New Zealand faced more 

constraints in arranging accommodation than those visiting Malaysia. This result may suggest 

that having fewer constraints leads to being more demanding when it comes to 

accommodation attributes and having more purchase motives. The negative relationship 

between motives and constraints in the current research could be explained by a recent study 

on outdoor activities that established that people with higher motivation perceive fewer 

constraints as a result of higher negotiation when it comes to constraints (White, 2008).  

The survey also identified an insignificant number of respondents that stated ‘other’ 

constraints to those that were listed, although these were related to time and financial aspects. 

In New Zealand, five respondents identified other constraints related to time, where due to a 

lack of time to book a place to stay, most would simply settle for whatever was available at 

the very last minute, although the lack of advance planning could be contributed to by factors 

other than just time, such as being a habitual last-minute bargain hunter or simply 

procrastinating. There were also two other respondents who found it difficult to find a place 

with facilities that could satisfy their important needs and save them money, i.e. kitchen 

facilities and cheap or free Internet.  

5.4 Summary 

Participants in this research can be summarized as follows: They were mostly single, in the 

older young group, were currently employed in a professional capacity and held a bachelor’s 

degree. Those not in paid employment were mainly students. They took on average two 

international trips a year and identified themselves as frequent travellers. In the New Zealand 

sample, they were mostly female and travelled in pairs. Throughout their nearly month-long 

trip in New Zealand they preferred to stay in backpackers/hostels and paid less than $60 a 

night for their accommodation. In the Malaysia sample, respondents were mostly male and 

throughout their six days in the country, they stayed in hotels.  

Results from the open- and closed-ended questions on accommodation attributes show there 

was substantial agreement between the two, although the ‘variety of facilities and services 

provided’, which was raised a number of times in the open-ended responses, was not included 

in the closed-ended attributes list. In addition, the open-ended survey also found that the 
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attribute ‘green/environmental friendliness’, which was included in the closed-ended list, was 

not mentioned at all in either destination. The top three attributes captured from the open-

ended section are the same between the first and overall accommodation for New Zealand and 

Malaysia, although the percentages of some attributes changed, especially in regard to price. 

Overall, the Malaysian sample was harder to please than the New Zealand sample. Most 

highly rated attributes in both samples were not related to room facilities/amenities, except for 

two that were also rated significantly higher by respondents in Malaysia—namely, air-

conditioning and a comfortable bed. Overall, in each sample, the attribute ‘cleanliness’, the 

purchase motive ‘to feel safe and secure’ and time-related constraint were the highest ranked 

considerations in accommodation purchase decisions, although ranking variations of the 

lower-level factors were found between the two samples and were more pronounced in 

relation to product attributes.  

The results from the inferential statistics (t-test analyses) show the effect of travel destination 

in the accommodation selection process. As demographic and travel patterns might influence 

the results—for instance, those who travelled longer had more purchase constraints—the next 

chapter attempts to analyse the influence of travellers’ background profiles on 

accommodation selection. In the next chapter, nine independent variables are drawn from this 

chapter, further analysed and subsequently incorporated into the establishment of a purchase 

selection model. 
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     Chapter 6 
Profiles’ Influence and Models 

This chapter draws essential data from the ranking of mean scores produced by the descriptive 

analysis in Chapter 5 and further categorises them into non-arbitrary significant groupings in 

order to define the highly influential product attributes, purchase motives and constraints 

(dependent variables). The relationships between highly influential variables are then 

analysed in relation to the nine independent variables from the demographic and travel-

specific profiles: (i) age-group, (ii) gender, (iii) education, (iv) employment, (v) region, (vi) 

travel companion, (vii) traveller type, (viii) travel duration and (ix) room average cost. This 

process provides answers to Research Question 2: How significant are the relationships 

between variables on influencing commercial accommodation selections made by young 

international leisure travellers?  

The significant relationships between variables are summarised and illustrated in the purchase 

selection models. The value of such models is the illustration of significant interrelationships 

between various dependent and independent variables that influence commercial 

accommodation selection, emphasising not only the holistic approach but also enabling 

analysis of their dynamic interactions. The model provides enhanced understanding of the 

detailed factors that influence commercial accommodation purchase selection and how they 

interact. As such, this chapter completes the analysis of the data to answer Research 

Question 4: Can a reliable model be developed to illustrate this process?  

6.1 The Components of the Model 

As outlined in Chapter 2, one of the features of the approach taken in this research is the 

consideration of both ‘internal’ (‘push’, ‘personal’, ‘psychological’ and ‘why’) factors and 

‘external’ (‘pull’, ‘product’, ‘technical’ and ‘what’) factors for accommodation selection. As 

mentioned previously, this approach appears to have been rarely applied in commercial 

accommodation selection studies. The lack of incorporation of both aspects appears to also be 

the case in the modelling of the purchase selection process, and this led to extending the 

seminal work of Lockyer (2001) that constructed purchase selection models using a ‘holistic’ 

approach. Developing a more comprehensive approach by including the internal aspects has 

been the starting point for developing the research framework for the model making.  
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In preparation for the construction of a purchase selection model, three sets of analyses have 

been carried out, which are summarised in Figure 6.1. 

Chapter Structure—Construction of Purchase Selection Model 

Section 6.2 Section 6.3 Section 6.4 Section 6.5 
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& the grouping 
of dependent 
variables (SPSS) 
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Figure 6.1 Chapter Structure—Construction of Purchase Selection Model 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

The first analysis (Section 6.2) determines through a pair-wise t-test using SPSSTM, the 

significant differences between the mean values of all dependent variables. This is useful to 

establish and verify the existence of definite priority groupings in the ranking order of the 

dependent variables; the term ‘bands’ is used to indicate the grouping of accommodation 

attributes, purchase motives and constraints. The second analysis, found in Section 6.3, 

determines through independent t-tests and analysis of variance (ANOVA) also using 

SPSSTM, the significant differences between mean values of the groups of the nine 

independent variables for each dependent variable. The purpose is to be able to understand the 

influence of each of the groups; for examples, the difference between females and males in 

influencing accommodation selection. Generally a t-test is used to determine whether data 
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from two different groups of respondents are homogeneous—that is, come from the same 

population (Coakes & Steed, 2003). The main purpose of ANOVA is similar to the t-test but 

applies to an independent variable with more than two groups (Pallant, 2007); for example, a 

comparison of mean scores between multiple groups regarding travel companion (e.g. travel 

solo, in a pair, with three or at least four in a group). The third analysis (Section 6.4) 

determines through linear structural equation modelling, with the regression weight analysis 

using AMOSTM software, the relationships between the independent and dependent variables. 

The purpose of this test is to examine the strength of relationships between the dependent and 

independent variables. Finally, in Section 6.5 the purchase selection model aggregates and 

illustrates the decision making carried out by respondents in each case study destination by 

integrating the three sets of analyses. 

6.2 Results between Dependent Variables 

Tables 6.1 (New Zealand) and 6.2 (Malaysia) below summarize the results of the mean 

significant difference based on a pair-wise t-test, independent t-test and ANOVA statistical 

test. To perform these analyses, a few generic assumptions must be met: data should be at 

least at an interval level of measurement, randomly sampled and normally distributed (Coakes 

& Steed, 2003). With a sample size of more than 30, violation of the assumption of the 

normal distribution of data should not cause any major problems (Pallant, 2007). The data in 

this study did not violate these assumptions.  
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Table 6.1 New Zealand: Mean Significant Difference between Variables 
 NZ (n=432)  Independent Variable  

 

Dependent Variable 
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Rank Attributes           
1 Cleanliness of room 

Band A1 
 *  ***    *** † 

2 Price/value for money *  † * †     
3 Convenient/good location   *      † 
4 Safety & security 

Band A2 
      **  ** 

5 Staff attitude/friendly/polite   **       
6 Comfort of bed Band A3  † * †   ** ***  
7 Green 

Band A4 

         
8 Prompt & efficient service  *      **  
9 Quiet stay  **  †   ** †  

10 Bedroom amenities  †  ** ** † ** *** *** 
11 Bathroom amenities  *  †   * * * 
12 Internet  *  **   ***  † 
13 Kitchen facilities 

Band A5 

 **  *** * *** ** *** *** 
14 Private bathroom  ***  *** **  *** *** *** 
15 Exterior aesthetic/landscape      *** * †  
16 Room size ** **  ** **  *** *** * 
17 Air conditioner 

Band A6 
   **  * *** *** *** 

18 Room interior decor ** **  *** **  *** *** * 
19 Parking facilities Band A7  *  ** ***  *** ** * 
20 Brand reputation/ familiarity Band A8       †   
21 Entertainment on-site Band A9  *  **  ** *** †  
22 Restaurant available on site Band A10  **  ***   *** *** *** 

Rank Personal Motives/Reasons            
1 Feel safe & secure Band M1 ** †        
2 Peaceful & calm environment 

Band M2 
 ***  **   ** ** *** 

3 A place to sleep  ***  ** *** †  *** ** 
4 Meeting new & varied people 

Band M3 

 ***  *** * * ** *** ** 
5 Share knowledge of the place with others **     *    
6 View the scenery * *  ** ** †  ***  

7 Be with others who enjoy the same things 
as I do  **  *** *** ***  *** ** 

8 Place that I belong       **   
9 Open space  *  *  *  *  

10 Isolation or privacy  *** * ***   *** *** *** 
11 Something different       *  * 
12 Special atmosphere  *   *  **  * 
13 Romantic relationship at a suitable place 

Band M4 
** ***  *** ***   ***  

14 Spoil myself in a luxurious place  ***  *** ***  *** *** *** 
15 Reflect past memories Band M5         † 

Rank Personal constraints           
1 Time constraint Band C1  †        
2 Analyse the price among all alternatives Band C2 *   † **   *** * 
3 Before I came here, I saved up 

Band C3 
* **  ***  ** *** *** *** 

4 Safety reason       **  † 
5 Compromise on accommodation choice Band C4     ***  ** *  
6 Health reason Band C5  * †  *  ***  ** 
7 Physical limitation Band C6     *  *  ** 
8 Work on this trip Band C7    ***     *** 

Note: Significance level: *** (0.001); ** (0.01); *(0.05); †(0.1) 
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Table 6.2 Malaysia: Mean Significant Difference between Variables 
 Malaysia (n=505)  Independent Variable  

 

Dependent Variable 

Pair-Wise 
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Rank Attributes           
1 Cleanliness of room Band A1 †   † *  ** ***  
2 Safety & security 

Band A2 
  *    *** **  

3 Convenient/good location       * *  
4 Staff attitude/friendly/ polite 

Band A3 

       **  
5 Price/value for money          
6 Air conditioner  †  * **  *** *** *** 
7 Comfort of bed   ** † †  *** ***  
8 Bedroom amenities 

Band A4 
      *** ***  

9 Bathroom amenities       *** † * 
10 Private bathroom Band A5 † *** ** ** **  *** *** * 
11 Prompt & efficient service 

Band A6 

  *** ** ***  * ***  
12 Green   ** *   ** *  
13 Internet *    ***    * 
14 Quiet stay   † ***   *** ***  
15 Room size Band A7 * **  ** ***  *** ***  
16 Room interior decor 

Band A8 
  *** *** *  *** ***  

17 Exterior aesthetic/landscape   ** *** ***  † ***  
18 Brand reputation/familiarity    * †  *** *** ** 
19 Restaurant available on site Band A9   *** ** *  *** ***  
20 Entertainment on-site Band A10  * *    *** ***  
21 Kitchen facilities Band A11       ***  * 
22 Parking facilities Band A12 †     †    

Rank Personal Motives/Reasons            
1 Feel safe & secure Band M1   *** * ***   **  
2 Peaceful & calm environment Band M2    ** *  *** ***  
3 A place to sleep Band M3  *   †   ***  
4 Something different     *   *** †  
5 Share knowledge of the place with others  †      ***   
6 Isolation or privacy    ** ***   *** ***  
7 Special atmosphere    ** ** *  *** ***  
8 View the scenery    ** ** * ** *** ***  

9 
Be with others who enjoy the same things 
as I do   †    ** ***   

10 Place that I belong    *** *   *** *  
11 Open space  †    *  ***   
12 Meeting new & varied people  ** **   *   **  
13 Spoil myself in a luxurious place Band M4  *  *** ***  *** ***  
14 Romantic relationship at a suitable place  ** †  ** *** * *** ***  
15 Reflect past memories Band M5       ***   

Rank Personal Constraints           
1 Time constraints Band C1          
2 Analyse the price among all alternatives Band C2     †     
3 Safety reason Band C3   *** † †  ***   
4 Before I came here, I saved up Band C4       ***  † 
5 Compromise on accommodation choice Band C5     ***  ***   
6 Health reason Band C6    *  † *** ***  
7 Physical limitation Band C7       *** † * 
8 Work on this trip Band C8       *** *  

Note: Significance level: *** (0.001); ** (0.01); *(0.05); † (0.1) 
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Pairwise t-test: The bands 

The ‘bands’ indicate different intensity levels, with the highest band influencing purchase 

selection the most. The distinction between bands is established based on the significant 

difference in mean (p < 0.05) between dependent variables within each of the three 

dimensions: commercial accommodation attributes, personal purchase motives and 

constraints. While all items in each dimension have been ranked in ranking order as presented 

in Chapter 5, a pair-wise t-test further determined the mean difference between each item; for 

example, between attributes ranked 1st and 2nd, and between attributes ranked 2nd and 3rd. 

Attributes with no significant difference in means were grouped together (e.g. Band A1), 

while attributes with significant difference in means were separated, with the lower value 

attribute being grouped to the next grouping level (e.g. Band A2). This approach has not been 

widely used before in commercial accommodation studies, with the closest application being 

by Kale et al. (1987) more than two decades ago, which attempted to understand young 

travellers’ reasons for travel. Therefore, for the first time in accommodation studies, by 

adapting the concept of this approach, the current research provides functional definite 

groupings and improves on the arbitrary classification of the importance level of variables 

used in previous studies—for instance, the ‘very important’ and ‘important’ groups used in 

Lockyer’s (2001) and Kabir and Carlsson’s (2010) studies. The grouping of dependent 

variables into a few bands, as illustrated in Table 6.1 and 6.2 does have a theoretical basis. 

The priority and intensity of the influence of certain variables in the decision-making process 

are found in Lockyer’s (2005) ‘must have’ and ‘trigger point’ attributes. In addition, Pearce’s 

(2005) TCP model, which is also integrated into the research framework of this study, 

emphasised three layers of travel motive: ‘core’, ‘middle’ and ‘outer layer’. 

The results from the tables show that in regard to accommodation attributes, the New Zealand 

sample has lesser bands (10 bands) than Malaysian sample (12 bands). In the top band, the 

New Zealand sample illustrates three must have attributes in purchase selection: cleanliness, 

price/value for money and location. Only one attribute, cleanliness, appears in the top band of 

the Malaysian sample. In addition, both samples have two attributes in the second band, the 

common one being safety and security, while a substantial difference is found in the third 

band with the New Zealand sample having one item and the Malaysian sample having four. 

The variation in bands of attributes between the New Zealand and Malaysian samples found 

in this study suggests that these are potentially influenced by the chosen travel destination, 

apart from the heterogeneity effect of travellers’ profiles.  
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With regard to purchase motives, the trend is quite similar between the two samples with a 

total of five bands in each sample, and only one motive in the top band, ‘to feel safe and 

secure’, which indicates that this motive is ‘core’ in commercial accommodation selection. 

The second band for New Zealand consists of two purchase motives, and Malaysia has only 

one, with the common one between the two samples being a ‘peaceful and calm 

environment’. The third band, which has a large number of purchase motives in each sample 

(NZ: 9, MAL: 10) has a low-significance impact on purchase selection as at least half of the 

motives in each sample were originally grouped as ‘neutral’ in Chapter 5. 

The top two bands in regard to purchase constraints are also similar between the two samples, 

with only one common constraint in each band. The New Zealand sample has two constraints 

in the third band, while the Malaysian sample has only one. The additional constraint for New 

Zealand is in relation to having to save up to pay for accommodation, while the core 

constraint faced by respondents in both samples is associated with time.  

6.3 Results between Different Independent Variable Groups   

This section analyses how important a dependent variable, such as cleanliness, was perceived 

by each group member in each independent variable; for example, males and females as the 

group members for the independent variable ‘gender’. The objective is to understand the 

differences between different profiles in each destination. The other eight selected 

independent variables are: (i) age-group, (ii) type of traveller, (iii) employment status, (iv) 

number of travel companion, (v) education level, (vi) region, (vii) room average cost per night 

and (viii) travel duration. Details of the mean values for these variables can be found in 

Appendices I.1 to I.54. 

New Zealand 

Overall, for the New Zealand sample 183 out of 405 (45%) total combinations of variables 

were found to have significant differences between mean values (see Table 6.1). While 

attributes with high variations are mostly in the middle- and lower-ranked bands, the 

independent variable ‘traveller type’ shows a different result; the attributes that are 

significantly different are only those in the high rankings (Bands A1 to A3): ‘price’, 

‘location’, ‘staff attitude’ and ‘comfort of bed’ signifying that the different level of travel 

experiences only influences the most important attributes in accommodation selection. These 

four attributes are significantly more important to frequent travellers over infrequent travellers 

in New Zealand. In contrast, significant variations for ‘education’ only appear at the lower 

bands, suggesting that travellers with different education levels have no different influence on 
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the high-ranking attributes and more varied influence on the low-ranking ones when selecting 

accommodation in New Zealand. 

The most varied profile in regard to selection of attributes in New Zealand is ‘region’, 

whereby 16 out of 22 attributes are rated differently by at least one of the regions against 

others. While this implies the most heterogeneous variable in relation to accommodation 

attributes selection, the differences are mostly in the lower-rated attributes. Other variables 

with relatively high variations include ‘employment status’ and ‘room average cost’.  

With regard to purchase motives (personal factors), ‘age group’ shows the highest significant 

difference (11 out of 15 motives) between the younger young and the older young, indicating 

the most varied purchase motive is held between these two. The significant differences are 

also recorded for all of the three centrally held motives in the top two bands (M1 and M2) 

with two motives, ‘to feel safe’ and ‘to have a peaceful and calm environment’ being more 

important to the older young travellers, suggesting that the older have less interest in social 

interaction, and instead give priority to privacy at their accommodation. This rather private 

purchase motive finding is in accordance with Richards and Wilson’s (2003) travel 

motivation research, which found that older respondents seek more individualised travel 

experiences, while younger respondents (under 26 years) are interested in establishing social 

contacts. It also appears that the younger young travellers place more emphasis on basic needs 

in New Zealand: the purchase motive ‘a place to sleep’ was found to be significantly more 

strongly held by the younger young than the older young travellers. 

The most homogeneous variable associated with purchase motive is ‘traveller type’: the 

difference between frequent and infrequent travellers is significant for only one motive. The 

same is also evident in relation to purchase constraints, with one low-ranked constraint being 

significantly different between the two. These findings imply that while level of experience 

greatly affects the high-ranked attributes mentioned earlier, this variable has no great effect on 

the personal factors—that is, purchase motives and constraints—when selecting 

accommodation in New Zealand. 

On the other hand, in relation to purchase constraints, ‘length of travel’ (travel duration) 

appears to have the greatest influence on purchase constraints, with 6 out of 8 constraints 

being rated differently between the different lengths of travel taken. Therefore, this represents 

the most varied variable on the effect of limitation faced when selecting accommodation in 

New Zealand.  
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Overall, the variables with the highest differences in New Zealand are related to age group, 

travel duration and region (28 differences each). Other relatively heterogeneous variables are 

employment status and average room cost (27 differences each). These indicate that most 

variation in preferences occurs between members of these five independent variable groups 

when choosing accommodation in New Zealand. In contrast, traveller type is the most 

homogeneous variable, with only six differences observed between frequent and infrequent 

travellers.  

Malaysia 

The total mean difference between variables was slightly less in the Malaysian sample (see 

Table 6.2) compared to the New Zealand sample. Out of 405 combinations of variables, 161 

combinations (40%) were significantly different in mean values between groups. The 

relatively lower level (40% compared to 45% for the New Zealand sample) indicates a 

relatively lower heterogeneity effect in the Malaysian sample. 

The results for the highly-ranked attribute ‘price/value for money’ indicate no significant 

difference across the nine independent variable groups. This shows that regardless of the 

different profiles, travellers to Malaysia equally agree on the level of importance of this 

attribute in accommodation selection.  

The independent variable ‘education’ is the most homogeneous variable. The only attribute 

that is significantly different for this group is the lowest-ranked attribute ‘parking’. This 

indicates that regardless of the travellers’ educational background, almost all attributes were 

rated similarly, except parking, which was rated significantly differently by at least one 

education level. On the other hand, profile features with the strongest heterogeneity effect on 

attributes for Malaysia as a destination are region and room average cost: 18 out of 22 

attributes are rated differently between members of these two variables. The high variation of 

these variables is similar to what is found for the New Zealand sample, signifying that 

regardless of travel destination, a significantly different demand of attributes among regions 

where travellers came from and among different amounts spent on the room can be observed 

among young travellers in both destinations. 

Moreover, the same variables (region and room average cost) continue to reveal the highest 

variation in regard to purchase motive, with the region variable also recording the highest 

variation in purchase constraint. These indicate that region does not just influence the 

selection of product attributes, but also strongly influences purchase motives and limitations 

faced by young travellers to Malaysia. In contrast, the variable ‘travel duration’ shows no 
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significant differences in any of the purchase motives, while ‘gender’ and ‘age group’ also 

have no significant differences towards any purchase constraints, reflecting the most 

homogeneous profile features associated with common motives held and purchase constraints 

faced respectively, when selecting accommodation in Malaysia.  

The highest rated constraint ‘time constraint’ recorded no different influence by any of the 

nine independent variables, indicating the common agreement by all different profiles on the 

importance of this limitation.  

Overall, other than ‘region’, which recorded the highest variations (36 differences), a high 

difference is also seen for ‘room average cost’ (32 differences) in the Malaysian sample. This 

is similar to what was found in the New Zealand sample. However, a stark difference is 

observed for the variables ‘age group’ and ‘travel duration’: while the variations are high in 

New Zealand, they are very low in the Malaysian sample, indicating the influence of travel 

destination on these profile features in accommodation selection. 

The results presented in this section and in the previous section enable a comparative analysis 

between the two samples (New Zealand and Malaysia) of the relationships between the 

dependent and independent variables, and so answer Research Question Three: What are the 

differences and similarities in relation to selection of commercial accommodation, between 

young international leisure travellers visiting Malaysia and New Zealand? Where there are 

significant differences in each sample, the variables will be highlighted in the purchase 

selection model (see Figures 6.6 and 6.7 below) and thereafter discussed in Chapter 7. 

Nevertheless, the following section intends to further strengthen the establishment of the 

model by examining the strength of the relationships between the independent variables and 

the highly influential dependent variables.  

6.4 Linear Structural Equation Modelling – AMOS Regression 
Weight 

The analyses carried out here utilise a multivariate test, that is, linear structural equation 

Modelling (SEM) using AMOS software. SEM is known by many names: covariance structure 

analysis, latent variable analysis, path analysis, confirmatory factor analysis and sometimes it is 

referred to by the name of the specialized software packages used to analyse SEM, such as 

LISREL (liner structural relations), SEPATH, PRELIS, MPLUS, SAS and AMOS (Blunch, 2008; 

Byrne, 2009; Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2010; Ullman, 2007). The advantage of AMOS 

compared to other related software is its graphical representation of the model, which was used 

successfully by Lockyer (2001) to determine ‘causal relationships’ between accommodation 
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two variables. An introductory manual for the use of AMOS in structural equation modelling 

suggests that the minimum significant level is .20 (Stahl, 2010). The current thesis follows 

Lockyer’s guideline. The AMOS regression weight score indicates the change in the 

dependent variable when the independent variable, which is an ordered categorical variable, is 

changed from one category to the next. To put this in context, a regression weight of .10 

suggests that an increase in categories in the independent variable (where, say, travel duration 

increased from category ‘1-7 nights’ to ‘8-14 nights’) indicates an increase in the dependent 

variable by .10. 

This AMOS output functionally complements the t-test/ANOVA results shown in the earlier 

section that indicate any statistically significant differences in the values of a dependent 

variable between the categories of an independent variable. With the t-test/ANOVA method, 

the ordering in the categories of the independent variable is ignored. Hence, with the two 

different methods, outputs from the two tests can be expected to differ. Also note that AMOS 

summarises the relationship between Y and X after adjustment for the relationship between Y 

and the other Xs included in the model, while no such adjustment is made by t-tests/ANOVA. 

The relationship analyses carried out here were only done between eight independent 

variables instead of nine, as shown in Table 6.1 and 6.2 above. ‘Region’ of residence was not 

included because for more than two categories the linear structural equations require a 

quantifiable trend to the natural ordering of the categories. No such ordering was possible for 

the six regions of residence.  

The strength of the relationship between the eight independent variables and the dependent 

variables considered highly influential was then explored. However, not all dependent 

variables (items in accommodation attributes, motives and constraints) were included in the 

analysis. In contrast to the scoping process carried out in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, this research is 

only interested in the highly ranked factors that influenced the purchase selection process. 

Therefore, the top three bands (from the pair-wise results) for accommodation attributes 

(Bands A1, A2 and A3) and constraints (Bands C1, C2 and C3) were included. In regards to 

purchase motive, only the top two bands were included (Bands M1 and M2), because the third 

band in each sample consisted of some motives that were rated ‘neutral’. In summary, for the 

New Zealand sample, a total of 13 dependent variables were analysed and 12 for the 

Malaysian sample. These dependent variables in their respective bands are illustrated in the 

purchase decision model. 
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Normality test 

The analyses began with consideration of the normality of the data (all highly influential 

factors affecting commercial accommodation selection decision), where normality is indicated 

by the values of skewness and kurtosis. This screening process is necessary as ‘messy data’, 

such as non-normality in the data distribution, seriously affects the estimation process, 

especially in SEM, in which the system becomes unable to compute estimates (Schumacker & 

Lomax, 2004). 

With a large sample size (200 or more), the values of skewness and kurtosis are commonly 

used to determine whether the measured items are normally distributed (Field, 2009). 

Skewness refers to the balance of the data distribution, i.e. a positive value denotes data 

skewed to the left, while a negative value reflects data skewed to the right. Kurtosis refers to 

the height of the distribution, i.e. ‘peakedness’ or ‘flatness’ (Hair, et al., 2010, p. 71), which is 

used to describe whether the peak is higher or lower than a normal distribution. A normal data 

distribution is assumed when the absolute values of skewness and kurtosis are no greater than 

3 and 8, respectively (Kline, 2005).  

The results in Table 6.3 show that all measured items satisfied the normality assumptions. The 

maximum absolute value for skewness is -2.669, which is below the cut-off of 3 suggested by 

Kline (2005). While most of the values for Kurtosis were below the cut-off of 8, the value for 

the attribute ‘cleanliness’ in the Malaysian sample was slightly above 8 (value 8.326).  
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Table 6.3 Skewness and Kurtosis 
Highly influential factors  

Rank NZ (n=432) Skewness Kurtosis Skewness Kurtosis MAL (n-505) Rank 

        
 Accommodation Attributes      

1 Cleanliness  -1.546 3.538 -2.669 8.326 Cleanliness  1 
2 Price/VFM -1.552 3.717 -1.992 3.942 Safety & security 2 

3 
Convenient/good 
location 

-1.164 1.743 -1.803 3.471 
Convenient/good 
location 

3 

4 Safety & security -1.205 1.909 -1.568 2.344 
Staff 
attitude/friendly/ 
polite 

4 

5 
Staff 
attitude/friendly/polite 

-0.955 1.486 -1.281 1.236 Price/VFM 5 

6 Comfort of bed -0.848 0.435 -1.630 1.884 Air conditioner 6 
    -1.002 0.341 Comfort of bed 7 

        
 Personal Motive       

1 Feel safe & secure -1.053 2.173 -1.456 1.235 
Feel safe & 
secure 

1 

2 
Peaceful & calm 
environment 

-0.846 0.735 -0.749 -0.340 
Peaceful & calm 
environment 

2 

3 A place to sleep -0.605 -0.293     

        
 Personal Constraint       

1 Time constraint -0.980 1.310 -0.880 -0.243 Time constraints 1 

2 
Analyse the price 
among all alternatives 

-0.840 0.304 -0.636 -0.631 
Analyse the price 
among all 
alternatives 

2 

3 
Before I came here, I 
saved up 

-0.682 -0.544 -0.525 -0.975 Safety reason 3 

4 Safety reason -0.526 -0.717     
        

 

6.4.1 New Zealand: The highly influential factors 

The regressed relationships generated by AMOS between the eight independent variables and 

the highly rated bands for attributes highly influencing decisions made by respondents who 

visited New Zealand are illustrated in Figure 6.3. The eight independent variables selected 

are: (i) gender (Gender), (ii) age group (Age), (iii) type of traveller (InFreq), (iv) employment 

status (Unemplyd), (v) number of travel companions (NbrComp), (vi) education level 

(HighEdu), (vii) travel duration (Duration) and (viii) room average cost per night 

(RmAvCost). 

Due to difficulties in reading the relevant values in the graphical model, only one model is 

shown to demonstrate the formulation of the values, followed by tables showing the 

regression weight scores for attributes, personal purchase motives and constraints. 
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As shown in Figure 6.3 and Table 6.4, out of 48 relationships analysed, AMOS generated 11 

meaningful relationships (i.e. > .10) between the independent variables and the highly 

influential accommodation attributes in the New Zealand sample.  

Table 6.4 NZ: Relationships (AMOS Regression Weights) with Highly Influential 
Attributes 
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1 / A1 Cleanliness  .11 .05 -.07 -.13 .04 .00 -.01 .09 

2 / A1 Price/value for money .13 .00 -.09 .06 -.02 .00 .02 -.05 

3 / A1 Convenient/good location .00 .06 -.16 .09 -.01 .00 -.05 .02 

4 / A2 Safety & security .11 .14 .03 .12 .02 -.02 -.06 .00 

5 / A2 Staff attitude/friendly/polite .07 .07 -.19 .04 .00 -.03 .01 .07 

6 / A3 Comfort of bed .06 .10 -.26 -.04 .00 -.06 -.02 .15 
Note: Bold numbers indicate meaningful relationships between the dependent and 
independent variables (regression weights >.10).  

The strongest relationship was found between the variable ‘type of traveller’ and the attribute 

‘comfort of bed’ (-.26), with others showing smaller relationships. The variables ‘travel 

companion’, ‘education level’ and ‘travel duration’ have no relationships with any of the 

attributes. 

Table 6.5 NZ: Relationships (AMOS Regression Weights) with Highly Influential 
Motives 
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1 / M1 Feel safe & secure .20 .07 .04 -.06 .02 .04 -.03 -.05 

2 / M2 Peaceful & calm 
environment .06 .24 -.10 -.02 .03 -.01 -.05 .09 

3 / M2 A place to sleep -.18 -.21 .05 .05 -.15 -.04 .05 -.11 
Note: Bold numbers indicate meaningful relationships between the dependent and 
independent variables (regression weights >.10).  
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In regard to the three highly influential selection motives, Table 6.5 exhibits seven meaningful 

relationships between the motives and independent variables. The most meaningful 

relationship is between ‘age group’ and the motives ‘peaceful and calm environment’ (.24) 

and ‘a place to sleep’ (-.21). As in the previous findings on attributes, the variables ‘education 

level’ and ‘travel duration’ also have no relationships with any of the motives. 

In regard to personal constraints, Table 6.6 below shows that 10 meaningful relationships 

were generated, out of 32 relationships analysed. 

Table 6.6 NZ: Relationships (AMOS Regression Weights) with Highly Influential 
Constraints 
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1 / C1 Time constraint .14 -.16 .00 -.05 -.04 .00 .00 .00 

2 / C2 Analyse the price among all 
alternatives .16 -.07 -.01 .01 .17 .03 .03 -.10 

3 / C3 Before I came here, I saved 
up .19 -.07 .04 .07 .03 .00 .14 -.21 

4 / C3 Safety reason .09 .17 .02 .15 .09 -.06 -.05 .01 
Note: Bold numbers indicate meaningful relationships between the dependent and 
independent variables (regression weights >.10).  

The strongest relationship was recorded between ‘room average cost’ and the motive ‘before I 

came here I saved up to pay for my accommodation’ (.21). Again, as in the attributes and 

motives analyses, the independent variable ‘education level’ has no relationships with any of 

the constraints analysed. The independent variable ‘traveller type’ also shows no relationships 

with any of the constraints, suggesting that a change in the travellers’ identity (frequent or 

infrequent travellers) has no effect on any of the highly ranked constraints.  

6.4.2 Malaysia: The highly influential factors  

Respondents who visited Malaysia were strongly influenced by seven accommodation 

attributes, two personal purchase motives and three personal constraints in making decisions 

(see Table 6.3). Similar to the analysis for New Zealand, only one model is shown (Figure 

6.4) to demonstrate the formulation of values. Tables are otherwise used for easy reading, 

showing results for attributes, personal purchase motives and constraints. 
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causal effect, out of 56 relationships analysed between eight independent variables and seven 

attributes. 

Table 6.7 MAL: Relationships (AMOS Regression Weights) with Highly Influential 
Attributes 
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1 / A1 Cleanliness  .13 -.04 .03 -.09 .04 .03 -.06 .10 

2 / A2 Safety & security .08 -.01 .15 .01 .04 .01 -.02 .09 

3 / A2 Convenient/good location .06 .02 .10 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .06 

4 / A3 Staff attitude/friendly/polite .09 .07 .05 .03 .04 .00 .05 .08 

5 / A3 Price/value for money .02 .11 .11 .05 .04 .04 -.04 -.03 

6 / A3 Air conditioner .09 -.01 .01 -.20 .15 .01 -.27 .20 

7 / A3 Comfort of bed .00 -.07 .15 -.09 .13 .00 -.03 .22 
Note: Bold numbers indicate meaningful relationships between the dependent and 
independent variables (regression weights >.10).  

The strongest relationship is seen between ‘travel duration’ and ‘air-conditioner’ (-.27). At a 

smaller scale, other independent variables relate to ‘air-conditioner’ are ‘employment status’ 

(-.20), ‘travel companion’ (.15) and ‘average cost’ (.20). However, no relationships were 

found for the independent variable ‘education level’ or the dependent variable ‘staff attitude’. 

Table 6.8 MAL: Relationships (AMOS Regression Weights) with Highly Influential 
Motives 
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1 / M1 Feel safe & secure .12 -.03 .31 -.26 .20 .01 .16 .11 

2 / M2 Peaceful & calm 
environment .03 -.18 .08 -.30 .19 -.02 .17 .24 

Note: Bold numbers indicate meaningful relationships between the dependent and 
independent variables (regression weights >.10).  
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In regard to the highly influential motives, 11 out of 16 relationships analysed between the 

two motives (‘to feel safe’ and ‘peaceful and calm environment’) and the eight independent 

variables have a meaningful causal effect, as shown in Table 6.8. The strongest regression 

weight in this context is recorded between the variable ‘traveller type’ and the motive ‘to feel 

safe and secure’ (.31), followed by between ‘employment status’ and the motive ‘peaceful and 

calm environment’. The variable ‘level of education’ is the only independent variable that has 

no significant relationships with any of the motives, while others have small relationships.  

Table 6.9 MAL: Relationships (AMOS Regression Weights) with Highly Influential 
Constraints 
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1 / C1 Time constraints -.12 .08 -.14 -.19 .11 -.07 -.05 .06 

2 / C2 Analyse the price among all 
alternatives .00 .02 .15 .03 .03 .02 .03 .00 

3 / C3 Safety reason .06 .15 .44 -.19 .13 -.04 .10 .07 
Note: Bold numbers indicate meaningful relationships between the dependent and 
independent variables (regression weights >.10).  

Table 6.9 illustrates the relationships between the independent variables and the three 

personal constraints that highly influence decisions made by respondents in Malaysia. Based 

on the regression weight value, 10 meaningful relationships were identified out of 24 

relationships analysed. 

The strongest relationship, also the highest among overall regression weights analysed in both 

samples, is between the constraint ‘safety’ and the variable ‘type of traveller’ (.44). There was 

no significant relationship recorded between the variables ‘education’ and ‘room average 

cost’ and any of the constraints. 

The AMOS (regression weights) results, and the pair-wise (bands) and independent t-

test/ANOVA results, will now be synthesized to form purchase selection models. 

6.5 Purchase Selection Models 

The two purchase selection models constructed in this section schematically illustrate the 

significant influences of various factors on commercial accommodation purchase selection by 
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young international leisure travellers visiting New Zealand and Malaysia. For these to be 

objectively reliable, the two models are interpretations and summaries of the statistical 

analyses carried out in Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, and also draw on the findings from Chapter 

5. There is one model for New Zealand (Figure 6.6) and one for Malaysia (Figure 6.7). 

The models are structured to frame the analysis according to key theoretical concepts. Firstly, 

in relation to commercial accommodation attributes, the top three bands of statistically 

different groups of attributes are included (see Tables 6.1 and 6.2). The top three bands were 

chosen as they highly influence purchase selection. The highest band represents the essential 

‘must have’ attributes, a term introduced by Lockyer (2005) as the essential element in 

commercial accommodation selection. In Lockyer’s study, this was determined based on the 

attribute with the highest rated mean value—‘cleanliness’. The underlying rule was the ‘must 

have’ attribute is considered by Lockyer to not be contextually dependent (not influenced by 

personal situation), implying that it is also not influenced by the heterogeneity of the traveller. 

Therefore, even though it is based on Lockyer’s approach, this study explores a different 

method for finding out the most essential factors influencing selection: through pair-wise t-

tests it was found that items can be grouped into bands, with the bands having significantly 

different effects from each other. Accordingly, the highest band of attributes (A1) here 

indicates essential ‘must have’ attributes, thus reflecting the possibility that more than one 

attribute would be labelled a ‘must have’ essential item in selection. The other two subsequent 

lower-rated bands, although not essential, are nevertheless considered important in 

influencing selection.  

Secondly, top bands are also included for the illustration of motives (two bands) and 

constraints (three bands). These represent the significance of personal influential motives and 

the levels of constraining influence. Only bands where all values are considered higher than 

neutral are included.  

Thirdly, the models reveal the ranking order of statistically significant bands of dependent 

variables (commercial accommodation attributes, personal motives and constraints). The 

ranking indicates the importance level of the factors as influences in purchase selection.  

Fourthly, as young travellers are not a homogeneous group, where statistically significant 

information pertaining to the different influence of particular independent variables (profile 

characteristics) has been reported, it is illustrated in the ‘secondary variable’ box. These allow 

the influences of the various profile characteristics of young travellers to be easily considered 

by researchers and managers. Two strengths of this influence are shown in the models: the 
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stronger of the two influences is considered to be proven when both the AMOS regression 

weight and the independent t-tests/ANOVA give a meaningful/significant result for the 

relationship. When either one is meaningful/significant, but not both, the lower strength of the 

two influences is indicated using a broken-line arrow (see Figure 6.5).  

Finally, the models (New Zealand and Malaysia) can be directly compared because they have 

been constructed from the same base set of attributes, motives and constraints.  

6.5.1 Symbols used in the construction of the models 

The symbols and structure of the models basically follow that used by Lockyer (2001), 

though extended with another level (secondary factor with a broken-line arrow). Apart from 

the inclusion of personal factors, this study also differs by including ranking orders and 

segregating factors based on different grouping levels (bands)—something Lockyer did not 

intend. 

Symbols Used in the Models 

Symbol Description 

 Ranking of factors—the selection priority. 

 Major factor—Dependent Variables: Highly influential attributes, 
personal purchase motives and constraints factors influencing commercial 
accommodation (CA) purchase selection. 

 Secondary factor—Independent Variables: the influence of sample profile 
features (statistically significant in t-test/ANOVA and meaningful in 
AMOS). 

 Secondary factor—Independent Variables: the influence of sample profile 
features (statistically significant in t-test/ANOVA or meaningful in 
AMOS but not both). Standard font represents significant results from t-
test/ANOVA; Italics represent meaningful results produced by AMOS. 

Adapted from Lockyer (2001)  

Figure 6.5  Symbols Used in the Models 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

The model presents the major factor as bands of dependent variables which are statistically 

different, ranked in decreasing order of importance. The different band levels are illustrated 

by different colours in the background of the purchase models. Also, it should be noted that 

the models are not claimed to represent the actual process of purchase decision making 

carried out by individuals; instead, the models present aggregate scores showing factors that 

influence the selection process, while the flow of priority is useful for researchers and 

managers as a guideline for those wishing to use the results. 

Text 

Text 

Text / 
Text 
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One way in which the information from the two purchase models above can be summarised is 

based on how they vary depending on destination. A destination signature is obtained from 

the top three bands of attributes illustrated on one side of the model. The top band needs to be 

satisfied, being the most essential attributes in purchase selection, before the second, followed 

by the third band. Within the three bands, Malaysia has a slightly larger signature overall (NZ: 

6, MAL: 7 attributes). While this indicates a slightly greater demand by the Malaysian 

sample, they nevertheless are also more focused, evidenced by the number of essential ‘must 

haves’ attributes in the top band (Band A1)—in this case only one for Malaysia (cleanliness) 

and three for New Zealand. This means that for New Zealand there is a broader range of 

‘must have’ attributes, indicating three essential attributes need to be provided for this market, 

whereas for Malaysia it is narrower, with only cleanliness considered essential. Therefore, 

Malaysia as a destination has more focused demand, as well as a greater demand overall.   

This variation amongst members in the top three bands can also be seen as indicating the 

varying importance of attributes relating to destination. In particular: ‘price/value for money’ 

is in Band A1 for New Zealand as a destination, but Band A3 for Malaysia as a destination; 

and ‘convenient/good location’ is in Band A1 for New Zealand, but Band A2 for Malaysia; 

and ‘polite and friendly staff’ is in Band A2 for New Zealand and Band A3 for Malaysia. 

Apart the differences, the other three attributes are nevertheless in the same bands, namely: 

‘cleanliness of room’ (Band A1), ‘safety and security’ (Band A2) and ‘comfort of bed’ (Band 

A3). 

As well as analysing the ranking of those primary variables in relation to the two destinations, 

analysis of the influences of the independent variables—that is, the influence of the aspects of 

the heterogeneity of the young traveller segment, and how they are different or similar in 

relation to different destinations—provide details that have never before received much 

attention. For example, as mentioned earlier, each sample rated ‘cleanliness’ as the most 

important attribute in purchase selection and this is in band A1. Further analysis reveals that 

the employed group in the New Zealand sample rated this attribute significantly more 

important than those not in paid work, and this was also the case in Malaysia, indicating that 

travellers in a better place financially put more emphasis on the most essential attribute, 

regardless of destination. Another example is the different influence of gender depending on 

travel destination: females who travelled to New Zealand were found to be more demanding 

about ‘price’ than males, signifying that females are more price sensitive in New Zealand as 

this was not found among travellers to Malaysia. 
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Along with the analysis of attributes associated with external/product influential factors, 

explicit analysis of the motives and constraints provides insight into personal expressive 

values. Despite the fact that Pearce’s TCP model was not constructed with commercial 

accommodation in mind, it provides useful concepts with which to analyse this model. The 

bands of statistically similar motives can therefore be interpreted as the degree of centrality of 

motivation. There are two bands which are rated higher than neutral and so are included in the 

models here, with both samples illustrating the same core motive of wanting ‘to feel safe and 

secure’. However, details pertaining to how this motive differs between various profiles 

indicate that there are differences between destinations: females travelling to New Zealand 

were more strongly motivated by the need to feel safe and secure than males travelling to 

New Zealand, who appear more relaxed in regard to this motivation. Also found was the 

stronger purchase motivation by the older young travellers. The same strength of the 

difference between ‘genders’ and ‘age groups’ was, however, not found among travellers to 

Malaysia, although the AMOS regression weight indicates that a meaningful relationship 

exists, albeit only weakly (.12), between ‘gender’ and the motive ‘to feel safe and secure’. 

Instead, what was found in Malaysia was that this motive was rated significantly higher by 

infrequent over frequent travellers, by the employed over those without income and by 

different numbers of companions and average room cost. 

The bands of constraints higher than neutral are similar for both destinations, with only 

‘before I came here I saved up’ being different between the two—it was found in the New 

Zealand sample but not in the Malaysian. An example to further illustrate the influence of 

destination on purchase constraint relates to gender: as this constraint was strongly 

experienced by females rather than males, the other finance-related constraint ‘analysed price 

among alternatives’ was also rated significantly higher by females over males in New 

Zealand, but not Malaysia. That neither of these two price-related constraints (saved up, and 

analysed price among alternatives) were found to be different between females and males in 

Malaysia indicates that the difference between genders regarding price only arises in New 

Zealand; this is probably due to the relatively higher prices and isolation of New Zealand, 

which gives constraints associated with financial matters more prominence, and the fact that 

females have a higher sensitivity concerning these constraints when travelling to New 

Zealand. Apart from the observed differences between New Zealand and Malaysia, there is 

also a consistent result which relates to the key constraint (time in C1) portrayed in the 

purchase selection models for both destinations: no significant difference was found in almost 

all profile features in relation to this key constraint, with the exception, albeit a weakly one (p 
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< 0.1), in age group for the New Zealand sample. This implies a common influence of time as 

a key accommodation purchase constraint, regardless of destination and profile features.  

6.6 Summary 

The results show that overall respondents in New Zealand are more varied, with 45 per cent of 

the 405 combinations of groups of dependent and independent variables tested being found to 

have significant differences in their means, compared to 40 per cent found in the Malaysian 

sample. The overall findings, however, were often found to hide interesting details that 

revealed the dynamic interaction between attributes, motives and constraints. Here the 

purchase selection models came to the fore as they detailed statistically significant differences 

in relation to both heterogeneity and destination. 

For the first time in an accommodation study, a functional definite grouping (bands) of 

variables attributes, motives and constraints was used. This improves the arbitrary 

classification of variables often used in previous studies (for instance, ‘very important’ or 

‘important’), which was also adopted in this research, as presented in Chapter 5, as a basis for 

a between-studies comparison. The top band indicated a broader range of essential ‘must 

have’ attributes for New Zealand, whereas for Malaysia it was narrower; and so Malaysia as a 

destination has more focused demand, in addition to having a greater demand overall, as was 

also established in Chapter 5. The variations of highly ranked influential factors between the 

two samples were more pronounced in relation to accommodation attributes; in regard to 

purchase motives and purchase constraints, both samples had one centrally held core of each 

of these personal factors. 

In relation to the features of the heterogeneity of young travellers, there was a plethora of 

trends between demand for specific attributes, personal motives and constraints. The 

heterogeneity effects indicated that all of the chosen independent variables used to describe 

profile features had the least influence, whether on attributes selection, purchase motives or 

constraints. Moreover, the large number of trends was even added to when the destination 

effects were included, with the findings being mostly different but some showing similarities 

between the two destinations.  
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     Chapter 7 
Discussion and Conclusion 

This final chapter (i) summarises the findings of the research, (ii) interprets and discusses 

these findings, and (ii) covers the limitations of the study, some future research paths that this 

study opens up, theoretical contributions, managerial implications and conclusions. 

All four research questions have been answered and the research objectives accordingly 

achieved. The overarching aim of the four research objectives was to contribute to the 

knowledge and understanding of young international leisure travellers in relation to their 

commercial accommodation selection. Successfully addressing this overarching aim led to the 

development of greater theoretical understanding of the tourist purchase selection process and 

how it can be modelled, as well as greater understanding of specific details about young 

travellers, including their heterogeneity, and differences in travel destinations, as shown by 

the comparison between the New Zealand and Malaysian samples.  

7.1 Summary of Findings 

The theoretical and methodological developments introduced by this research are generally 

applicable, and therefore as well as adding to the understanding of young international leisure 

travellers to New Zealand and Malaysia, they can also contribute to understanding other travel 

segments and additional destinations. The texture added by this thesis should be of great 

interest to accommodation providers. Notwithstanding this, the empirical focus on young 

international traveller in New Zealand and Malaysia has provided the key findings by 

contributing to the understanding of the specific segment and destinations, in answer to the 

following four research objectives: 

1) Identify important variables that influence young international leisure travellers’ 

commercial accommodation purchase decisions. 

2) Evaluate the relationship between the identified variables. 

3) Infer differences and similarities of important influential variables between 

accommodation selection in New Zealand and Malaysia. 

4) Apply findings to develop purchase selection models for commercial accommodation 

selection. 
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The methodological triangulation approach (mixed method) proved insightful in both 

discovering gaps in important attributes for young travellers, and to exposing several 

ideological views in both the literature and among respondents. There were nine groups of 

attributes missing in the comprehensive list of attributes compiled from the literature review. 

While most were not frequently mentioned, one was very important and possibly unique to 

young travellers, revealing that up till now it has been missed by researchers; this was ‘variety 

of facilities/services’. Moreover, there was also one attribute missing in the open-ended 

section, ‘green/environment friendly’, which was not expected. As this attribute was rated 

highly in the closed-ended question, the ambiguous result on its importance requires further 

research. 

As young travellers travelled longer and wider, they were expected to also stay at more than 

one place. Until now, there has been no comparison done on whether or not the important 

attributes changed, between the first night and overall accommodation selections. Findings 

from the open-ended section indicated that the top three important attributes, ‘location’, 

‘price/VFM’ and ‘cleanliness’ are similar in both stages and in both samples, although the 

percentages of items mentioned varied. 

The holistic approach to the purchase decision-making process used in this research has meant 

the influence of young travellers’ personal factors (purchase motives and constraints) on 

commercial accommodation purchase selections has been explored. This was the first time 

that an analysis of personal motives and constraints had been carried out in a comprehensive 

manner for any segment to do with commercial accommodation, and the first study of its type 

on the young traveller segment at all. It was comprehensive, with further analysis attempting 

to compare overall findings between the two travel destinations. The results indicated there 

were more differences than similarities between the two (see Appendices H.1 & H.2), and 

most were rated higher by the Malaysian sample. 

Another analysis produced a plethora of data never before expansively analysed in 

commercial accommodation studies; a comprehensive study of profile characteristics 

(heterogeneity) and their relationships to attributes, personal purchase motives and 

constraints. Not only were statistically significant results found relating to profile 

characteristics with specific attributes, motives and constraints, but also the cross-reference 

between the relationships revealed dynamic interactions between them. The trends indicated 

that there were mostly intuitively reasonable, but some complex and counter-intuitive 

relationships were observed between demand for specific attributes, personal motives and 
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constraints. For example, the existence of attributes such as ‘safety’ and ‘price’; these do not 

necessarily allow similar motives or constraints to be rated in the same way.  

The use of pair-wise t-tests to produce statistically significant groupings of attributes (bands) 

was an advance on the analyses carried out in previous studies in which arbitrary definitions 

of importance were made in relation to Likert scale values provided by responses. The 

objective results in this research provide a basis with which to tentatively define essential 

‘must have’ attributes for New Zealand and Malaysia. Also determined were other highly 

influential attributes, which are the attributes in the second and third bands. Nevertheless, at 

this stage six highly influential attributes were determined for New Zealand and seven for 

Malaysia. Out of these, three attributes were drawn from the New Zealand sample and defined 

as essential ‘must have’ attributes: ‘cleanliness’, ‘price/value for money’ and 

‘convenient/good location’; one was defined for Malaysia: ‘cleanliness’. The three ‘must 

have’ attributes found in the New Zealand sample are more than what has been mentioned in 

the literature, which generally comprised only ‘cleanliness’ (Lockyer, 2005). The same 

approach was carried out on personal influential factors—purchase motives and constraints—

to be able to define centrally ‘core’ motives and key constraints. From these, both samples 

commonly identified one ‘core’ motive, ‘to feel safe and secure’, and one key constraint, 

‘time’, as greatly affecting young travellers’ accommodation selections in these particular 

destinations. These are believed to extend theoretical understanding and methodological 

practice, and provide results about the hitherto little understood young international leisure 

traveller segment.  

Finally, the objective was to construct purchase models that could illustrate the influence of 

product and personal factors, and illustrate differences and similarities between the New 

Zealand and Malaysian samples. The aim was both to contribute to the small number of 

comparative studies on commercial accommodation, as well as to determine whether or not 

there are destination-specific effects in the relationship of variables. Each model incorporated 

top bands of attributes (from pair-wise t-test results), motives and constraints with the higher 

band indicating higher importance. Also incorporated was the statistically significant different 

trends (from independent t-test/ANOVA and AMOS results) that were found in relation to 

profile characteristics, thus also allowing detailed profile effects characterising the 

heterogeneity of the segment to be easily summarised. These revealed differences that were 

more pronounced in relation to product attributes than to personal motives and constraints. 

This is possibly due to the objective nature of attributes, making it easier to express 

preferences even if intangible, rather than through personal introspection. Moreover, by 
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comparing the two models, which have the same structure, destination effects on all aspects of 

the purchase selection model can be easily viewed. The models are therefore succinct 

summaries of data analysis that make it easily communicable and enable further analysis for 

both comparative purposes and application.  

As the structure of the models is not unique to the young traveller segment, the structure 

could potentially be used to analyse other segments or other destinations. The models provide 

a sound foundation for further development of models. Even in their present preliminary 

form, the overall major achievement of the models is that they allow the dynamic interaction 

between demand for attributes and personal motives and constraints to be analysed to provide 

an objective basis with which to holistically understand the segment in relation to commercial 

accommodation purchase selection—something that has never before been published.  

7.2 Discussion of the Findings 

It is common for businesses to focus on the quality, availability and uniqueness of products 

and services, and use these to gain a competitive advantage. While this strategy is critical in 

business, focusing simply on ‘technical things’, as Crompton (1994) labelled them (as cited in 

Otto & Ritchie, 1996), does not give a complete picture of how management can best make 

strategic decisions; the role of travellers’ personal factors has to be taken into account. 

Personal internal feelings are well-established as influencing the evaluation of purchase items 

(Barsky & Nash, 2002; Otto & Ritchie, 1996; Pearce, 2005; Wakefield & Blodgett, 1994) and 

were documented as being dominant by Teare et al. (1994). Similarly, travellers’ purchase 

selection of leisure services has also been shown to be influenced by their personal limitations 

(constraints) (Kotler, et al., 2010; Pearce, 2005).  

This research incorporated the personal factors that influence consumers’ decisions. 

Complementing the influence of accommodation attributes in commercial accommodation 

selection, personal-influential factors have been shown to be indispensable to gaining an 

enhanced holistic understanding of the purchase selection process. The findings reveal some 

complex dynamics at play—some intuitively straightforward and some counter-intuitive. The 

key research findings have been collated into five themes: (i) the young traveller, (ii) a 

heterogeneous population, (iii) open-ended data complementing closed-ended data, (iv) the 

influence of travel destination and (v) a holistic, dynamic approach to a decision-making 

model. 
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7.2.1 The young traveller 

There has not previously been a comprehensive analysis of which accommodation attributes, 

purchase motives and constraints influence young travellers when it comes to commercial 

accommodation selection. There have been previous studies that have looked at young 

travellers, but not in relation to commercial accommodation, with the exception of a few 

studies on backpackers. Therefore, this thesis contributes new findings related to basic 

information on the young travellers segment in relation to commercial accommodation 

selection.  

The results indicate that commercial accommodation choices by young travellers are 

influenced by the destination being travelled to. There are, however, several characteristics 

which are common across the two destinations; young travellers in the New Zealand and 

Malaysian samples are: mostly single but travel in pairs, educated, employed at a management 

or professional level and the majority characterise themselves as frequent travellers. They also 

generally carry out advanced planning for room reservation, in contrast to Richards and 

Wilson’s (2003) claim that they show relaxed behaviour and very few make advanced 

bookings. Other common features can be gleaned by considering the ‘very important’ and 

‘important’ accommodation attributes as well as the personal purchase motives and 

constraints that were not statistically different between the travel destination of New Zealand 

and Malaysia. In total, regardless of whether they travelled to New Zealand or Malaysia, eight 

common variables were identified (see Appendix H-1 for a full result). A rich portrait of the 

young traveller is painted by these eight features: Attributes ‘price/value for money’, ‘green’ 

and ‘quiet stay’; Motives ‘a place to sleep’, ‘share knowledge of the place with others’ and 

‘view the scenery’; Constraints ‘time constraint’ and ‘analysed price among alternatives’. Of 

interest is how there is an emphasis on time constraints influencing accommodation selection, 

contradicting previous research that characterised young travellers as generally ‘time rich and 

money poor’ (Richards & Wilson, 2003, p. 37).  

While the findings on personal purchase motives and constraints are new to the literature, 

some of the findings on accommodation attributes contradict previously held generalizations 

from studies of other segments. In each sample, ‘cleanliness’ was the most important attribute 

in accommodation purchase selection—although the Malaysian sample rated this significantly 

higher than the New Zealand sample. The primary accommodation attribute of cleanliness is 

consistent with most other traveller groups, such as backpacker/hostel guests in New Zealand 

(Cave, et al., 2008), business guests (Lockyer, 2002), mature travellers (Callan & Bowman, 

2000), travellers in the US (Greathouse, et al., 1996), five-star hotel guests in Singapore 
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(Mehta & Vera, 1990), frequent leisure travellers (Knutson, 1988) and American business 

travellers (Weaver & Oh, 1993). While the highest-ranked ‘cleanliness’ has been documented 

in the literature as applying to other segments, it has not until now been known to apply to 

young travellers. Nevertheless, this is where the similarities end as the ranking of attributes 

from this point differs between the two travel destinations and other segments. The variations 

among the other ranked attributes mean that there is evidence destination does influence some 

young travellers’ accommodation selections. For example, the attribute ‘price’ was ranked 

second for New Zealand, but was only fifth in importance for the Malaysian sample. Also, the 

attribute ‘air-conditioner’ was ranked 17th in New Zealand, but sixth in Malaysia.  

Apart from the important attributes, the results for the lower-ranked attributes are also of 

interest, specifically in relation to ‘brand’. This attribute is in the lower range for both samples 

(NZ: 20th, MAL: 18th out of 22 attributes). It is quite an interesting finding that this attribute 

did not seem important to young travellers when a number of studies on branding have 

suggested that brand is an important element to marketing business products effectively 

(Kotler, 2000; Nam, Ekinci, & Whyatt, 2011; Romaniuk & Nenycz-Thiel, 2013); this has also 

been observed in accommodation studies (Dube & Renaghan, 2000). It could either be 

because brand is not very popular when referring to New Zealand and Malaysia, not widely 

marketed by commercial accommodation operators, or brand simply is just not important to 

this segment when selecting accommodation and they make purchases for other reasons. 

Other results indicate that commercial accommodation choices by the young traveller are 

influenced by demographic features and travel patterns—more useful information that has 

received minimal attention in current literature. The heterogeneity of the young traveller in 

relation to commercial accommodation, shown by both demographic features and travel 

patterns, has been proven to be statistically significant. For example, regardless of destination, 

those that paid a high average room cost rated ‘cleanliness’ as much more important 

compared to those that paid less. The characterisation of the heterogeneity by nine 

independent variables—namely: (i) age-group, (ii) gender, (iii) education, (iv) employment, 

(v) region, (vi) travel companion, (vii) traveller type, (viii) travel duration and (ix) room 

average cost—is a higher number than what has been used in other studies. Furthermore, the 

ranking of attributes differs depending on the demographic feature and travel pattern. For 

example, in the New Zealand sample, the top priority for the younger young (18-26 years) is 

‘price’, while the older young (27-34 years) inclined to prioritise ‘cleanliness’ in their 

accommodation selection. Although the majority of younger young travellers in New Zealand 

were not in paid employment (56%), and thus had less purchasing power, this situation does 
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not appear to have prevented them from travelling. In doing so, apart from the importance of 

‘price’, they were less demanding in that they rated fewer attributes as ‘very important’ as 

compared to the older young group—that is, three attributes versus five, respectively (see 

Appendix I.7). Again, this suggests the heterogeneity of the young travellers segment. Along 

with the influence of travel destination, this is further discussed in the following sections. 

7.2.2  A heterogeneous population  

Many statistically significant influences arising from the heterogeneity of young travellers’ 

profiles were found in this research. These results support Vogt’s (1976) suggestion that 

although the young traveller segment is usually treated as homogeneous, within this 

population there are some evident differences. Along with Vogt (1976), others have also 

highlighted differences, namely: the sourcing of information and travel styles (Richards & 

Wilson, 2003); gender and safety (Carr, 2001); and spending habits on commercial 

accommodation (Barsky & Nash, 2003). What is missing in these earlier studies is the 

influence of young travellers’ differing profiles on accommodation selection. This research 

has filled this gap, providing more understanding of young travellers as a heterogeneous 

segment. One strength of the current research is that a comprehensive set of independent 

variables was sought, thus enabling deep exploration of trends and a holistic analysis of the 

dynamic interaction of trends. Some, but not all, of the independent variables indicated a high 

heterogeneity effect, suggesting that decision makers need to be cautious when targeting 

specific profiles. However, some differing results between destinations, and between the push 

and pull factors, indicate the need for a complex, nuanced understanding of the heterogeneity 

effect in accommodation selection.   

7.2.2.1 Frequent and infrequent travellers 
One striking result comes from an independent variable seldom considered in previous 

commercial accommodation studies: whether or not participants were frequent or infrequent 

travellers. Young international frequent leisure travellers from both samples were mainly 

female and older (aged 27-34), whereas infrequent travellers were mainly male and younger 

(aged 18-26). For travellers to both destinations, ‘frequent’ was self-defined by travellers to 

be more than two international trips taken per year (more details in Section 5.1.4.2). This 

finding is of special interest because even though the self-definition of ‘frequent’ was not 

influenced by destination, there were significant differences between destinations regarding 

the varying influences the dependent variables had on purchase selection by frequent and 

infrequent young travellers. 
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The first interesting result is that there is a strong destination effect related to whether 

respondents self-defined as frequent or infrequent travellers. Even though for both New 

Zealand and Malaysia significant differences were found between frequent and infrequent 

travellers, in New Zealand these differences only occurred in the top bands (A1, A2 and A3), 

whereas in Malaysia they mainly occurred from band A5 downwards. The exceptions are the 

attributes ‘safety and security’ and ‘comfort of bed’, which occurred in bands A2 and A3, 

respectively, for Malaysia. This means that providers of commercial accommodation who 

wish to target frequent or infrequent travellers need to do so differently depending on whether 

they are in New Zealand or Malaysia. This result indicates the need for caution before 

generalising the preferences of frequent and infrequent travellers. 

The second result of interest is that frequent travellers in the New Zealand sample were found 

to be more demanding (16 items rated higher) than infrequent travellers (6 items rated higher; 

see Appendix I.13), but this pattern was not repeated in the Malaysian sample, where 

infrequent travellers rated 20 out of 22 attributes higher than frequent travellers (see Appendix 

I.14). This stark difference indicates one or both of two things; there is a strong difference 

between frequent and infrequent young travellers to New Zealand and Malaysia in relation to 

personal purchase preferences, and/or the two destinations create very different contextual 

pull factors when it comes to commercial accommodation attributes as perceived by these two 

customers. The main cause cannot be determined without further study. 

The third interesting result is that the push factor of personal motives also shows a 

heterogeneity effect, which is, moreover, also influenced by travel destination. Whereas 

among young travellers to New Zealand there was almost no significant difference (except 

one low-ranked motive) between frequent and infrequent travellers, young travellers to 

Malaysia had five (see Table 6.2 for details). Infrequent young travellers to Malaysia put 

overall greater emphasis on their motives than the frequent travellers, just like they were 

demanding in regard to product attributes. These results indicate that complex destination 

effects exists that can only be observed when both heterogeneity effects along with push and 

pull factors are considered. 

In keeping with the interesting results found for attributes and personal motives, significant 

differences were found between the two destinations for how constraints influenced selection, 

though the difference was less pronounced—only one difference was found for each 

destination. The constraint related to ‘safety’ was experienced much more significantly 

among infrequent travellers than frequent travellers in the Malaysian sample, but there was no 

significant difference among young travellers to New Zealand. Insight into this can be gained 
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by further comparison with the highly influential accommodation attributes and purchase 

motives where, likewise, the attribute ‘safety’ and the purchase motive related to safety were 

sought significantly more by infrequent travellers than frequent travellers. No significant 

difference was however found between frequent and infrequent travellers in New Zealand in 

regard to attributes, motives and constraints related to safety. Therefore, once again it can be 

seen that the heterogeneity effect is influenced by travel destination.  

7.2.2.2 Females and males 
Gender is one of a few independent variables that showed a low heterogeneity effect. The 

results of the descriptive analysis (mean values) provide a hint that females in both samples 

were more demanding than males (see Appendices I.1 and I.2) as they rated more attributes 

highly (Females NZ: 15 items, MAL: 16) than males (Males NZ: 6, MAL: 6). Moreover, 

further analysis of the t-test results between these profiles showed that the significant 

differences were low in number (9 out of 45 dependant variables), and confirmed that there 

was little overall destination effect. However, when focusing in on the particular 

heterogeneity effects, the results were found to be more complex, as the particular items 

making up the same total number differed to some degree. For example, there were only two 

significant differences in the high-level attributes (pull factors), namely ‘cleanliness’ and 

‘price’. ‘Cleanliness’ was significantly more important to females than males, but only for 

travellers to Malaysia; similarly, ‘price’ was significantly more important to females than 

males, but only for travellers to New Zealand.  

In regard to push factors, females travelling to New Zealand rated two finance-related 

constraints significantly higher than males, namely: ‘I had to save up’ and ‘had to analyse 

price among all alternatives’; but these were not so for travellers to Malaysia. This result is in 

accordance with what was found for attributes associated with ‘price’, and can be interpreted 

as indicating that male travellers to New Zealand are significantly more relaxed than females 

when it comes to price or financial matters, and that the relatively higher prices in New 

Zealand affect females more than males. In Malaysia, all constraints were held relatively 

equal by both genders, implying that unlike in New Zealand, gender differences did not 

influence any purchase limitations when selecting commercial accommodation. 

Similarly, the other push factors, personal motives, were expressed more by females than 

males, and once again this showed a destination effect. Females were much more motivated 

by the need to ‘feel safe and secure’ than males, but only for those travelling to New Zealand. 

Overall, this motive was the most central (highest ranked) for young travellers to both 

destinations. This emphasises that ‘safety and security’ is strongly gendered among travellers 
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to New Zealand when expressed as a personal motive, even though it is relatively weak when 

expressed as a pull factor through safety-related attributes. As previously mentioned, this 

possibly reflects how ‘safe and secure’ product attributes can actually make people feel unsafe 

and insecure (Mehta & Vera, 1990). It is interesting that this appears to be both a gendered 

phenomenon and destination dependent; further research is merited to explore the possible 

reasons why. In practice, for decision-making in relation to accommodation provision, it 

means that care is generally required to ensure that safety is ensured in subtle ways, although 

it may be more important to do so for females than males and for travellers to New Zealand 

than to Malaysia. 

7.2.2.3 Younger young and older young 
Age group results evidenced the strong role of destination in influencing commercial 

accommodation selection. While the overall findings suggest that the older group in both 

samples was more demanding than the younger group (see Appendices I.7 and I.8), a stark 

contrast is evidenced when looking at the statistical results. The heterogeneity effect was 

more pronounced in New Zealand (28 out of 45 dependent variables were significantly 

different) than in Malaysia (9 dependent variables), indicating a more complex understanding 

of factors influencing young travellers’ decisions. However, what can be safely concluded 

from the findings on pull factors is that the older the traveller, the more priority is given to 

comfort; for example, ‘cleanliness’ and ‘comfort of bed’ were rated higher by the older group 

of young travellers in New Zealand, while in Malaysia ‘air conditioner’ was found to be 

significantly important to the older young. This may be due to the fact that older young 

travellers have more money to spend on travel.  

Similarly, looking at the specific highly rated motives, the purchase selection models indicate 

that far greater differences exist between age groups travelling to New Zealand than among 

those travelling to Malaysia. This is most clearly shown in the differences in both New 

Zealand and Malaysia for the motives ‘to feel safe and secure’ and ‘a peaceful and calm 

environment’. While a significant difference among the older to whom these motives are 

more central were found in New Zealand, none was found in Malaysia. Nevertheless, the 

motive ‘to have a place to sleep’ was significantly strongly held by the younger young 

travellers in each sample, indicating a basic need is sought by the younger young, while the 

older group generally showed less interest in social interaction and instead prioritised privacy. 

This purchase motivation finding is in accordance with Richards and Wilson’s (2003) travel 

motivation research, which found that older respondents sought more individualised travel 

experiences, while younger respondents (under 26 years) were interested in establishing social 
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contacts; this suggests that travel motivation is highly likely to influence purchase motivation 

in commercial accommodation.  

7.2.2.4 Employment status 
Overall, for both samples, employed travellers were more demanding than those not in paid 

employment (see Appendix I.19 and I.20), as evident by the number of attributes they rated 

higher (Employed NZ: 14 items, MAL: 19) than those not in paid employment (Unemployed 

NZ: 7 items, MAL: 2). While this underlines the logic that those with money to spend 

(financially secured) have higher purchasing power, and hence higher demand, the higher 

demand by the employed was not necessarily directed toward the same attributes in New 

Zealand and Malaysia. For example, the attribute ‘price/value for money’ was significantly 

more important to unemployed travellers in New Zealand, but not in Malaysia. Not having a 

paid job, but tending to travel longer, explains why this group was more particular on the 

attribute ‘price’ in New Zealand. 

The complexity of the influence of employment status is also evidenced in regard to purchase 

motives. For example, in New Zealand there was no statistically significant difference in 

relation to the core motive ‘to feel safe and secure’, while in Malaysia this motive was 

significantly more important to employed travellers. On the other hand, the motive ‘a place to 

sleep’ was rated significantly higher by those not in paid employment when travelling to New 

Zealand, while a difference was not found in Malaysia. This can be linked to the trend at the 

lower band whereby unemployed respondents in New Zealand seemed to be more interested 

in social interaction than the employed: the motives ‘meeting new and varied people’, ‘be 

with others who enjoy the same things I do’ and ‘be in open space’ were ranked highly by 

unemployed respondents. Therefore, as they were looking forward to meeting others, they 

intended to spend more time socialising outside their room and chose cheaper accommodation 

than the employed, and so were likely seeing accommodation as merely a place to sleep. 

There was nevertheless a common result between the two samples on low-rated social 

motives emphasised by the employed travellers: the motives ‘peaceful and calm 

environment’, ‘to view the scenery’ and ‘isolation or privacy’ were rated significantly higher 

by the employed in each sample. This suggests that while the unemployed put relatively more 

emphasis on social and basic needs, being in a better place financially, the employed 

travellers emphasised feeling special, secluded and relaxed. This trend is also strengthened 

when linked to their preference for a ‘quiet stay’ attribute, which was significantly more 

important to the employed group.  
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Differences between the two samples relating to financial constraints were also found: 

unemployed travellers to New Zealand had significantly more experience with the constraints 

‘having to save up’ and ‘analysed price among alternatives’, but the same was not observed 

for Malaysia. As the two different profiles are differentiated by the presence or lack of a 

steady income, it is not much of a surprise that these constraints drew more concern from the 

unemployed group. But as this only applied in New Zealand, it strengthened the finding in 

regard to ‘price’, that due to the higher accommodation cost and need to allocate funds to 

other travel activities, which also cost more in New Zealand (due to the exchange rate), the 

financial aspect was more of a concern for the unemployed group in New Zealand than in 

Malaysia. 

On the other hand, the constraint ‘safety’ affected the employed significantly more in 

Malaysia, while no effect was found in New Zealand. The details about motives corroborate 

the findings on this constraint, where there was a strongly significant central motivation for 

safety among the employed travelling to Malaysia, but not to New Zealand. Therefore, the 

relative effect of the employed feeling a greater constraint related to safety was pronounced in 

Malaysia but absent in New Zealand. The reason could be that when travelling to New 

Zealand, the relatively longer trips and isolation levelled out how this constraint was 

experienced, making it equal with what was experienced by the unemployed. 

7.2.2.5 Education level 
Education level is one of the independent variables with low heterogeneity effect in New 

Zealand (12 out of 45 dependent variables were significantly different) and even lower in 

Malaysia (5 dependent variables). Interestingly, while the descriptive findings associated with 

the pull factors imply that the highly educated were relatively more determined in choosing 

accommodation in each sample, possibly due to maturity, there were nevertheless no 

significant differences observed between categories in relation to any of the highly influential 

attributes (Bands A1, A2 and A3) in both destinations.  

Some slight variation was found in the statistical results from both samples in regard to 

purchase motives (see Appendices I.33 and I.34). While in Malaysia none of the mean 

differences were significant in relation to the highly rated motives (in Bands M1 and M2), at 

least one was recorded as significant in New Zealand—the motive ‘a place to sleep’ was rated 

significantly lower by the higher qualified travellers (Master’s degree) compared to those with 

a lower qualification (certificate/diploma/professional degree), signifying the lower the degree 

someone possesses, the more they are concerned with only basic needs. This could relate to 
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those with a lower degree possibly earning a lower income, or having only completed lower 

levels they could be at a younger age and so are new to independent travel.  

In regard to constraints, a slight variation was also found that differentiated the two samples. 

While visitors to Malaysia showed no significant differences in relation to any of the three 

key constraints, in New Zealand one significant trend was found—travellers with lower 

qualifications had significantly more experience with the constraint of having to save up. One 

way in which this can be interpreted is that because New Zealand is isolated, it creates a very 

different experience of constraints. In this case, the difference depended on level of education; 

apparently, the highly educated were better financially prepared for travel, so they could deal 

with this issue effectively. 

Overwhelming these findings is the result that no significant difference was found in relation 

to product attributes, purchase motives and constraints relating to safety and security between 

categories of qualifications when travelling to the two destinations. This universal agreement 

indicates that when selecting a place to stay, regardless of travel destination, respondents 

differentiated by qualification backgrounds expected to stay at a place where their safety was 

assured. 

7.2.2.6 Travel companion 
In each sample, respondents who travelled in a bigger group (not solo or pair) were generally 

more demanding (see Appendices I.25 and I.26). However, the significant differences in 

relation to the most influential attributes are not great. In New Zealand, only one attribute, 

namely ‘price/value for money’, recorded a significantly different demand across categories, 

while Malaysia recorded three attributes.  

The higher demand by those travelling in a bigger group was also observed in regard to 

accommodation selection motives (see Appendices I.27 and I.28). Each sample recorded 

overall more strongly held motives from those who travelled with at least four in a group, 

compared to others. This conclusion is based on the majority of a number of motive 

statements that were rated higher by this group (NZ: 10 statements, MAL: 8) than others. 

Looking into each of the important motives shown in the purchase selection models, there 

was a significant difference found between solo and non-solo for the core motive ‘to feel safe 

and secure’, but only for the Malaysian sample. This suggests that whether respondents 

travelled solo or not, this matter strongly impacted on their purchase motive, that safety was 

about depending on others and having someone protecting them on their trip. There is 

nevertheless a common result for the basic motive ‘a place to sleep’ between the two samples; 
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this motive was significantly more important to solo travellers than those who travelled in 

pairs. As this is common between the two samples, a conclusion can be made that regardless 

of travel destination, those who travelled solo put great emphasis on basic needs when 

selecting accommodation, compared to those travelling in pairs.  

Moreover, for both samples, those who travelled solo had the fewest constraints (NZ: 2, 

MAL: 2 statements) when selecting a place to stay (see Appendices I.29 and I.30). This 

suggests the higher the number in the group, the more constraints they face. Looking into 

individual key constraints, the results are relatively similar between the two samples: no 

significant differences were found for the most central constraint ‘time’. There is also 

consistency in relation to the role of the constraint ‘analysed price among alternatives’ that 

shows a significant difference across travel companion categories, with solo travellers in each 

sample rating this the lowest. Interestingly, a significant difference was not observed at all 

when referring to the relevant pull factor—the attribute ‘price/VFM’, particularly in Malaysia 

sample. This suggests that there is a dynamic at play where price has a different influence in 

relation to pull and push factors in regard to travel companions. 

7.2.2.7 Average room cost 
In each sample, those who paid more for commercial accommodation (NZ$/RM91-120 and 

NZ$/RM121 and above) recorded a higher number of important attributes compared to the 

rest, and so can be interpreted as having a higher demand (see Appendices I.43 and I.44). This 

interpretation is normal in relation to economic rationality, and so it would be normal to 

consider that leisure travellers who paid room costs in a higher range have a higher demand 

than those who paid a lower cost. Surprisingly, this result was not found to be statistically 

significant in relation to how ‘price/VFM’ was considered by travellers across different cost 

categories in each sample. The economic rationality appears to be merely abstract without it 

actually determining what specific attributes are highly valued. While the Malaysian sample 

recorded significant differences in all of its highly influential attributes except for 

‘price/VFM’, New Zealand recorded two highly ranked attributes with significant differences 

across the board. What these results show is that economic rationality is better observed 

through the specific attributes sought, rather than by how the overall value for money is 

valued. 

Likewise, in both samples, those who paid the most had more strongly held motives in 

relation to their accommodation selection (see Appendices I.45 and I.46). However, while 

throughout all groups in each sample the motive ‘feel safe and secure’ was consistently in the 

highest ranking, this was not the case for the highest paid respondent group in the New 
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Zealand sample, where the motive statement ‘to enjoy isolation or privacy’ was the most 

centrally held motive (in ranking order), and was also significantly more important to them 

than other categories. It is plausible that choosing an expensive place in New Zealand 

convinces a tourist that their safety will be well taken care of; thus, ensuring privacy or being 

isolated became the most central motive to them.  

In regard to purchase constraints, there was also one variation in ranking order: while ‘time’ 

was the highest-rated constraint across all room cost categories of the two samples, there was 

the exception of respondents in New Zealand who paid the lowest ($1-$30), who were more 

concerned about the finance-related constraint ‘had to analyse price among alternatives’ by 

this category when making a selection. In keeping with the counter-intuitive interpretations of 

accommodation attributes and personal purchase constraints, while the attribute ‘price’ 

recorded no significant difference across the different categories, the constraint ‘price’, on the 

other hand, recorded a difference, suggesting again that there is a dynamic at play that price 

has a different effect between the pull and push factors. As this was only observed in the New 

Zealand sample, it suggests that the influence of travel destination is also in place.  

7.2.2.8 Travel duration 
Similar to the findings on age group, a stark contrast between the two samples associated with 

the length of travel was found. Again, the heterogeneity effect was more pronounced in New 

Zealand (28 out of 45 dependent variables were significantly different) than in Malaysia (8 

dependent variables), indicating a strong destination influence. The descriptive results also 

differed between the two samples (see Appendices I.49 and I.50). In the New Zealand sample, 

the respondents with the shortest travel duration had the highest expectations (11 items rated 

highly, which represents 50% of the 22 items listed). It appears that the longer stays in New 

Zealand (trips that are also generally significantly longer than those to Malaysia) are 

associated with less demand, possibly because of expectations of learning to fit in with the 

local conditions over the relatively long time period. However, in Malaysia the similar 

number of attributes (12 items) were rated highly by those who travelled longer. Moreover, in 

the New Zealand sample, when the respondents travelled for longer, priority shifted from the 

‘cleanliness’ attribute to ‘price/VFM’, which should be expected given the travel duration. 

However, the situation in the Malaysian sample was varied in that none of the individual 

groups for travel duration rated ‘price’ as the most important attribute. The favourable 

exchange rate could have contributed to the view that accommodation in Malaysia is 

reasonably cheap and affordable. This result is valuable for providers of accommodation in 
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both New Zealand and Malaysia if they are planning to attract travellers for either short or 

long trips. 

There were also differences between the New Zealand and Malaysian samples in relation to 

purchase motives (see Appendices I.51 and I.52). The most pertinent was that none of the 

purchase motives reflected significant differences across all categories in the Malaysian 

sample, while significant differences were observed in the New Zealand sample, which 

included the highly influential motives. This result suggests the need for caution by 

accommodation providers in New Zealand before generalising any preferences in relation to 

different lengths of travel duration, but no such caution is required in Malaysia. While this 

indicates the influence of travel destination on the length of travel, also of interest is the 

similarity between the two samples toward the core motive ‘to feel safe and secure’: as there 

were no significant differences in either sample toward this motive, one can conveniently 

conclude that regardless of destination and length of travel, young travellers put similar 

emphasis on feeling safe when selecting accommodation. However, cross-referencing this 

with safety-related attribute reveals that differences exist across different travel durations, but 

only in the New Zealand sample. As this suggests a dynamic interaction between product 

attributes and personal purchase motives, it also raises concern about how much the safety 

and security attribute needs to be sufficiently provided in order to attract guests and at the 

same time fulfil their personal motive requirements.  

Finally, in regard to constraints, young travellers in the Malaysian sample continuously 

showed low variation in the constraints faced across different travel durations. The results in 

the New Zealand sample, on the other hand, indicated a strong emphasis on financial 

limitations affecting accommodation selection by those who travelled the longest. While this 

was expected due to the lengthy stay, it was not observed in Malaysia, possibly because 

accommodation is cheaper. 

7.2.3 Contribution from the open-ended question 

Methodological ‘between-method’ triangulation was successfully carried out through the 

simultaneous use of both open- and closed-ended data gathering methods. Together the 

approaches have proven to be able to provide complementary data for a more thorough 

understanding of young travellers’ needs in regards to commercial accommodation attributes. 

Validation of and comparison with the pre-listed attributes that were gathered from the 

literature was possible through grouping responses from the open-ended section, thus 

enabling confidence in the near comprehensiveness of the closed-ended survey. 
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In both samples, on average two to three items were stated by each respondent as influential 

when making accommodation selections. The most frequently mentioned attributes were 

‘location’, ‘price’ and ‘cleanliness’. An interesting result was that when respondents were 

approached with unprompted questions (open-ended) in regard to the important attribute that 

influenced their decision, the attribute ‘green’ was not mentioned at all by either sample. This 

attribute was, however, rated as ‘important’ when prompted (closed-ended). This calls into 

question assumptions about the high tendency of accommodation customers to prefer to stay 

in environmentally friendly accommodation (Manaktola & Jauhari, 2007). As this suggests 

that this attribute is not critical in influencing selection, it may be unwise for the tourism 

industry to over-emphasize green values, though this begs the question as to whether or not 

the industry has a corporate social responsibility to do so. Based on the result from the closed-

ended question, young travellers would probably feel green features are necessary if they are 

available; it is possible they want to be part of a society that supports a green environment—

and thus give socially desirable answers (Struhl, 1994)—but they do not go out of their way 

to ensure that they purchase green features. The lack of the ‘green’ attribute mentioned in the 

open-ended results indicates the ambiguous role of this attribute in accommodation selection, 

and hence this requires further research for better understanding.  

The open-ended data also highlighted nine further factors that were not in the closed-ended 

list, and so potentially present new factors that need to be addressed by future research. 

Nevertheless, the majority of these attributes were weighted toward the lower ranking. One 

was prominent and new to the literature, namely ‘variety of facilities/services’ provided, 

suggesting that young travellers are attracted to a place that offers a variety of options (see 

Table 5.6 for details). As this is related to quantity of options, it has actually been hinted at in 

previous studies but was never the focal point. For example, Callan (1996) found that out of 

the 79 attributes listed in his survey, ‘two or more towels per guest’ was the most important 

attribute to leisure travellers in the UK. Also, items related to the variety of TV channels, such 

as ‘Web TV’ and ‘pay per view’ were included in a study in the US (Cobanoglu, 2001), and 

‘Sky Television in room’ was included in a study in New Zealand (Lockyer, 2001). Therefore, 

based on this result, and because adding extra facilities was also found to increase the guest 

occupancy rate (Yucelt & Marcella, 1996), it is recommended that future studies include 

‘variety of facilities/services’ as an attribute.  

What is also of pertinence is the difference of attributes in rankings between the open- and 

closed-ended results. There were a few attributes that were rated neutral or not important in 

the closed-ended questions, but ranked relatively high in the open-ended section. For instance, 
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the attributes ‘exterior aesthetic’ and ‘brand name and reputation’. Further research is required 

to explore these findings.  

As well as providing a check and balance to the pre-determined attributes listed in the closed-

ended question section, the open-ended question section also provides another unique 

contribution to the literature: it measures how purchase selections vary over the course of a 

trip. Respondents were first asked about important attributes that determined the selection of 

their first commercial accommodation night, followed by the overall commercial 

accommodation. The top three attributes were the same between the first and overall for New 

Zealand and Malaysia, although the percentages changed. For example, in New Zealand, the 

percentage of ‘price’ increased by 10 per cent, suggesting the significance of price when 

staying at more than one accommodation. In contrast, the concern for ‘price’ reduced 

significantly (by 12%) in the Malaysian sample. As the majority (79%) of bookings for first 

accommodation were made before arrival in each sample, this indicates the difference in 

purchase selection between the first accommodation sought, to subsequent choices once the 

travellers settled into the destination to some degree. The difference is also very likely due to 

the travel duration being considerably longer in New Zealand than in Malaysia, and hence 

concern about price increased significantly for those who stayed at more than one 

accommodation in New Zealand. 

7.2.4 The influence of travel destination  

Callan (1996) documented the inappropriateness of generalising a finding from a study in one 

destination to other locations. In other words, unless proven otherwise, each segment has to 

be assumed to be unique from others. The comparative study in this research has proven the 

truth of this and shown that the accommodation purchase selections of young travellers were 

statistically different between New Zealand and Malaysia. The differences between the two 

destinations were found to occur in relation to the dependent variables, that is, the influences 

of both external accommodation attributes and internal personal motives and constraints. 

Differences also occurred between categories of independent variables, that is, the 

demographic features and travel patterns. The reasons for the differences are sometimes 

intuitively simple, but others are counter-intuitive and complex. 

With regard to the independent variables, the main profile differences in this study were: that 

travellers to New Zealand travelled longer in New Zealand than those to Malaysia, which 

corresponds to each destination’s national data (Tourism New Zealand, 2011; Tourism 

Malaysia, 2009b); that travellers to New Zealand preferred backpackers, whereas in Malaysia 
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they preferred hotels; and that the average accommodation expense in New Zealand was 

higher than in Malaysia. 

Overall, the differences between the two samples in relation to the dependent variables were 

statistically significant. Among the total number of ‘very important’ or ‘important’ attributes 

for either or both New Zealand and Malaysia, only three out of the total 14 were not 

significant (see Appendix H-1): they were: ‘price/value for money’, ‘green’ and a ‘quiet stay’. 

A striking result is that the ‘green’ image associated with New Zealand tourism does not 

appear to be transferred to the accommodation sought by young travellers to New Zealand. 

This attribute was not mentioned at all in the open-ended question section and in the closed-

ended responses there was no significant difference in the importance of the ‘green’ attribute 

with the Malaysian sample. This raises questions about how important the marketing of a 

green New Zealand image is in regard to commercial accommodation.  

The 11 out of 14 accommodation attributes that were significantly different statistically were 

all rated as more important by travellers to Malaysia (see Appendix H-2). This includes the 

top-rated attribute ‘cleanliness’ reported in both samples. This result vividly emphasizes that 

young travellers to Malaysia are more demanding than those to New Zealand. There can be no 

more emphatic a result than this. It shows how strongly destination can influence young 

travellers’ purchase selection, perhaps due to contextual differences, including differing travel 

motives and tourist attractions. It appears in summary that the Malaysian tourist experience is 

more intense when choosing accommodation compared to the New Zealand one, which is 

more relaxed. The less demanding young travellers to New Zealand appear to be more likely 

to stay in a cheap type of accommodation (backpackers/hostels), tour longer and possibly also 

wider (always on the move); hence, they had lower expectations when choosing a place to 

stay. Other possible explanations are that travellers were more careful when visiting Malaysia 

as a developing Asian country than the developed New Zealand for safety reasons. 

Alternatively, it may be because as accommodation is cheaper in Malaysia, this increased 

guests’ purchasing power and they expected more than what they could get in New Zealand. 

Most of the ‘very important’ items in each sample were not associated with room 

facilities/amenities, with the exception of ‘air-conditioner’ and ‘comfort of bed’ in the 

Malaysian sample. This result appears to have not changed much in the two decades since 

Riley (1988) suggested that amenities were not much of a concern to international budget 

travellers who are mostly young. Of interest is the climate control facility to cool or warm the 

room; this was unsurprisingly very important in Malaysia due to the hot weather throughout 

the year. However, the survey in New Zealand was conducted during the summer period 
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(January-March), when weather conditions are generally more temperate and so air 

conditioning or heating might not be considered essential. This result could differ if the 

survey was conducted during extreme cold weather or on a very hot summer day, although 

this is also subject to travellers’ backgrounds and personal preferences.  

In regard to ‘staff attitude’ and ‘comfort of bed’, the relatively lower preferences shown by 

respondents in New Zealand (rated ‘important’) on these attributes compared to the Malaysian 

sample could be linked to the preference for staying at backpackers/hostels; having chosen a 

cheaper type of accommodation, which commonly offers bunk beds, respondents in New 

Zealand could have limited and prioritised their expectations on other higher-ranked 

attributes, and so been less demanding of a comfortable bed and friendly services.  

With regard to personal purchase motives that were at least ‘agreed’ to influence 

accommodation selection, there were once again three that were not significantly different 

between the two destinations: ‘a place to sleep’, ‘to share knowledge of the place with others’ 

and ‘to view the scenery’, which summarise what young travellers want from tourist 

accommodation regardless of destination. Also observed were six different motives between 

the two samples, signifying once more, and in the context of purchase motives, that 

destination can influence young travellers’ purchase selections. Of the six motives, four were 

rated more strongly for Malaysia than New Zealand, and hence only two more strongly for 

New Zealand. It is interesting that this result appears to reflect that in regard to personal 

purchase motives, the Malaysian sample is again more demanding, as also observed in the 

earlier analysis of the attributes.  

An interesting twist is the apparent reversal between New Zealand and Malaysia in regard to a 

certain attribute, which is similar to a personal motive, ‘safety and security’ attribute, and the 

personal motive ‘to feel safe and secure’. The attribute ‘safety and security’ was rated 

significantly higher by the Malaysian sample, while the purchase motive ‘to feel safe and 

secure’ was rated significantly higher by the New Zealand sample. This suggests that in 

relation to issues of safety, respondents in New Zealand would possibly put more effort and 

gather more information—for example, from guest reviews easily available on-line—to 

ensure they personally felt convinced that they would be safe. This has to be handled carefully 

by accommodation operators so as not to overreact, because the presence of overtly security 

measures can make guests feel more nervous than secure (Mehta & Vera, 1990). The 

respondents chose not to simply rely on the description of attributes from accommodation 

providers, as was found in the Malaysian sample, but went further than that. A possible 

explanation could be linked to their preferences for traveling longer than respondents in 
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Malaysia and staying at hostel/backpackers type accommodation in New Zealand; sleeping in 

a dorm with unfamiliar faces probably contributes to people becoming extra conscious of 

safety matters. Another possible answer can be found by looking at the profile differences for 

the two destinations: there is a higher proportion of females (59%) than males (41%) in the 

New Zealand sample, as compared to the Malaysian sample (Female = 44%, Male = 56%). 

The t-test results between genders (details in Chapter 6) indicated there is a significant mean 

difference toward this motive, rated significantly higher by females over males in New 

Zealand, but not observed in Malaysia. The greater concern for safety by females is in 

accordance with previous research by Carr (2001) that suggests young women feel in danger 

when in public spaces more than men. Moreover, in New Zealand, the stronger motive ‘to feel 

safe’ could also be due to travellers’ stronger preference ‘to meet new and varied people’ than 

the Malaysian sample, who preferred to avoid socialising with other guests. The trend of 

seeking out social interaction by New Zealand respondents in purchase motives is similar to 

the travel motive of backpackers in New Zealand, found in Vance’s (2004) study, and hence 

suggests that travel motives could also influence purchase motives for accommodation. The 

risks associated with socialising possibly raise the spectre of the need for safety and security. 

Putting the three factors together could explain why the personal motive ‘to feel safe and 

secure’ was stronger for travellers to New Zealand. This result is an example of the complex 

dynamics that occur between demand for attributes and personal motives. This highlights that 

safety and security as an attribute is different to feeling safe and secure as a motive. It 

emphasizes that the emotions associated with safety and security are not necessarily gained 

through accommodation attributes that may objectively be more safe and secure.  

The results for personal purchase constraints showed even fewer overall differences, with the 

two destinations showing similar rankings for almost all of the constraint statements. The 

most important constraint in each sample was related to ‘time’, followed by ‘analyse the price 

among all the alternatives’. There was a greater tendency for New Zealand travellers to admit 

to having to save up before visiting, and the Malaysian travellers felt more constrained by 

safety-related reasons. This result is interesting because conceptually it can be expected that a 

segment’s demands might be inversely influenced by their personal constraints. This was 

borne out by the results. Travellers to Malaysia, compared to New Zealand, chose better 

accommodation (that is, hotels instead of hostels) and were more demanding in regard to 

attributes and purchase motives; however, they did not feel that they had to struggle to save to 

travel to Malaysia, whereas in New Zealand they did. Possible explanations could include the 

fact they did not travel so long and benefited from cheaper accommodation option, while 

those travelling to New Zealand were heading to an isolated and distant location where 
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common transport is via air, which have them lower purchasing power to spend on travel-

related expenses, including accommodation. Respondents perhaps considered their trip 

expenses as a whole; as established by Newlands (2004), the barriers for backpackers to travel 

to New Zealand include cost and isolation.  

Interestingly there was yet another counter-intuitive twist in relation to the safety and security 

concern. It can become known through the media, guest reviews, or family and friends that 

negative incidents have occurred at or nearby the accommodation, such as assaults. As these 

mostly happen in highly populated developing countries, they could also contribute to the 

significance of an increased experience of purchase constraints with regard to safety in the 

Malaysian sample. While the previous discussions on attributes and purchase motives have 

shown a mixed understanding of this matter, in contrast to personal motives where travellers 

to New Zealand rated it significantly more strongly, as a constraint it was travellers to 

Malaysia who rated it significantly more strongly, just as they did in relation to 

accommodation attributes. This twist reflects that safety constraints have more to do with 

instrumental values (visible attributes), even though they are still internal and personal-

influential factors, whereas personal motives are more clearly associated with expressive 

values (psychological). 

Overall, this section revealed similarities and significant differences in travel behaviour and 

preferences in accommodation selection between the two destinations. In addition to the 

possible explanations already presented, there are other potential contributing factors not dealt 

with by this study, such as the purpose of leisure trips, which might influence the choice of 

accommodation; for example, people may travel purely for a holiday, to visit friends and 

relatives, to attend a family function, or for a short getaway celebrating a special occasion. 

Also, especially for holiday makers, the nature of their holiday could specifically focus on 

relaxation, adventure, cultural experiences or sociability. This emphasises the point already 

made in Chapter 3 that generally the main activities undertaken in these two destinations were 

different—outdoor activities in New Zealand, and sightseeing in the city and shopping in 

Malaysia. These travel activities could possibly influence the choice of accommodation. 

Further tripographic details, such as whether they were a first-timer or a repeat visitor and 

whether the trip was part of a bigger journey or not, would assist in better understanding of 

these differences. 

The discussion of the dynamism of influential factors and the influence of travel destination 

continues in the following section, with an emphasis on modelling a realistic decision-making 

process.  
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7.2.5 A holistic, dynamic approach to the decision-making model 

This research provides a sound foundation for filling the gap in the literature by expanding the 

common approach of merely looking into product attributes. Travellers’ purchase motives and 

constraints have begun to be conceptualised in order to gain a better understanding of 

commercial accommodation purchase selection, as a beneficial complement, if not as an 

alternative, to the common approach. This is a step beyond commoditization, and thus enables 

the emphasis to be put on ‘out of the ordinary’ experiences in tourism studies (Graburn, 1983; 

Sharpley & Sundaram, 2005). 

A logical consequence of the recognition of the need to include personal-influential as well as 

product-influential factors when developing a model for the decision-making process is the 

progress toward a more holistic approach to model making. This has extended Lockyer’s 

(2001) seminal work on the topic: although Lockyer’s research did provide a valuable 

contribution by being more comprehensive on the product-influential factors, the contribution 

can nevertheless be added to also considering the effect of personal influential factors—this 

was successfully done here.  

The inclusion of the heterogeneity effect of young travellers in accommodation selection into 

one model (for a particular destination) is another attempt to explicitly incorporate the need 

for a holistic model. Statistically significant data were produced that revealed the relationships 

between attributes, personal motives and constraints in accommodation selection, illustrating 

the dynamic interactions between variables depending on travellers’ profiles features. This 

provides increased understanding of the degree of and effects of heterogeneity, including how 

they are influenced by travel destination. This is based on further statistical analyses that were 

carried out: the independent t-test/ANOVA, pair-wise t-test, and AMOS linear structural 

equations. Moreover, cross-references between attributes, motives and constraints, each 

included in both purchase selection models, provide insights into the dynamic interactions 

between them. The dynamic interactions discovered vindicate the value of the main aim of 

this research, namely to develop a more holistic approach by including understanding of 

personal influential factors, along with developing comparable models between travel 

destinations.  

7.3 Limitations and Future Research 

A limitation of the methodology used is that the respondents were approached during the 

summer months in New Zealand. Hence, the findings of this research cannot be confidently 

generalised beyond the summer period. Nevertheless, when the methodology is considered as 
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a whole, this study has ultimately yielded useful information that encourages updating and 

further elaboration. So this initial limitation should not be seen as a failure, but rather as a first 

valuable step. Also, even though convenience sampling was used, the respondents were 

nevertheless approached as systematically and randomly as possible. 

The fact that the main purpose of the travellers’ leisure visits was not addressed (as explained 

in Section 7.2.4) is another limitation. The purpose of leisure trips could be considered as an 

independent variable in future studies. To collect all of this information would, however, have 

made the interview session longer and possibly led to survey fatigue. But based on the limited 

analysis observed in this study, including this information in future research seem likely to 

result in better understanding of accommodation choices. 

The success and clear value of the between-method triangulation approach (a combination of 

open- and closed-ended questions) to gather data on attributes raises the possibility that not 

using such a method for collection of data pertaining to personal motives and constraints, is a 

limitation. For richer data that allows a better understanding of personal motives and 

constraints influencing the accommodation selection, there is a need for different data 

collection techniques than mainly closed-ended, either using the similar approach or others 

such as an in-depth interview—a good method for gaining information through personal 

introspection. In this research, although the respondents were given the chance to state other 

motives and constraints after the closed-ended question in each section, and only a few 

responses were captured, this could have provided more comprehensive data if they had been 

asked for additional information beforehand, as employed in the attributes section. This 

approach could have countered the limitations of the pre-listed motive and constraint 

statements in the closed-ended question and allow more confidence in the findings.  

There were some limitations in the analytical methods used, and an intrinsic limitation to the 

purchase selection model, but they can be addressed through further research. Firstly, the 

relatively low number of motives and constraints included in the closed-ended survey 

compared to those for attributes limited the detail of the data obtained about motives and 

constraints. Nevertheless, it is not likely that merely a longer list of questions would have 

helped to obtain more details about motives and constraints as it is likely that a different 

questioning method is required to obtain further details. Secondly, the purchase selection 

models were only constructed in relation to the two destinations. It is equally feasible to 

construct them in relation to each feature of the heterogeneity of the young travellers, with 

destination effect then becoming one of the independent variables. Such purchase selection 

models would provide direct comparisons between various key features of young travellers 
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between the two samples. Thirdly, with AMOS regression weight estimates, there has to be a 

quantifiable concept underlying each parameter if there are more than two groups in each 

parameter. So, gender (dichotomous variable) was able to be modelled, but region of 

residence was not. This is because a quantifiable concept underlying the factors is required if 

they are to be analysed as independent variables, if there are more than two cases. This is why 

the nationality/residence of travellers could not be included in the purchase selection models, 

which would have provided more comprehensive understanding.  

7.4 Implications and Conclusions  

The results of this research have potentially significant academic, management and marketing 

implications. The literature, as previously discussed, has sought answers on how important 

product attributes are in influencing accommodation selection. As travel and purchase 

selection involves feelings and ‘out of the ordinary’ experiences, we cannot gain complete 

understanding without exploring the influence of personal factors in decisions—in this 

research the personal purchase motives and constraints. More holistic and dynamic modelling 

of the process of traveller selection of commercial accommodation provides a realistic 

analysis of trends. Already insights into the complex interactions between product-influential 

and personal influential factors have been gained. While most relationships are simple and 

intuitively clear, some show complex counter-intuitive relationships.  

Because of the statistically significant results, all trends articulated in the models can also be 

applied and estimated with some confidence by the industry for management decision 

making. While marketing managers and business decision makers should develop marketing 

strategies or prioritise business investments that promote factors that were identified in the 

highest bands, nonetheless, factors in the lower bands that could be piggy-backed at low or 

extra cost should also be considered, as responses from the open-ended section highlighted 

that young travellers value the attribute ‘variety of facilities/services’ at the place they stay. 

As the results reveal complex trends and relationships between attributes, motives and 

constraints, they vary between different profile features and between the two sample 

destinations—taking business challenges to a higher level. It is important for the hospitality 

and tourism industry to realise the unique demands of the heterogeneous young traveller 

segment, including how it changes when travelling to different destinations. Therefore, it is 

important for management and marketing managers to be attentive to trends of how the 

various influential factors are affected differently across groups and destinations. Attention to 

this would enable optimal penetration into, and expansion of, the customer base. 
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Finally, the foundation laid by this research potentially allows for the development of a 

structured way in which to obtain and analyse data to deepen the understanding of tourist 

purchase selection of commercial accommodation. The structure of the models has also laid 

the foundation for the development of other specific segments and different destinations. The 

understanding already gained is not only of academic interest, but when applied could also 

allow for more efficient allocation of resources by commercial accommodation providers.  
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11.  What were the most important things ABOUT THE ACCOMMODATION that you considered when you choose your: 
(a) first commercial accommodation?  
 
 If only stayed at one accommodation, please go to question 12 
 
(b) overall commercial accommodation on this trip to Malaysia/New Zealand? 
 

                                                                                                                                        Please state at least 1 (one) thing in each column 

No 
Most important things 

(11a) First Accommodation (11b) Overall 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

 

12.     Other people have suggested that the following things are important in their overall accommodation selection. Thinking  
          about your overall accommodation choices in Malaysia/New Zealand and on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not important at all 
          and 5 is very important, how would you rate each of the following things in terms of your decision-making?  

                                                                                                                                                                                        Tick  one for each 

No Accommodation-related choices Level of importance to your decision 

    

N
o

t 
im

p
o

rt
an

t 
at

 a
ll 

   

V
e

ry
 

 im
p

o
rt

an
t 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 Bathroom amenities       

2 Private bathroom       

3 Brand reputation/ familiarity       

4 Restaurant available on site       

5 Prompt & efficient service       

6 Bedroom amenities        

7 Comfort of bed       

8 Cleanliness of room       

9 Room interior décor       

10 Size of room      

11 Air conditioner        

12 Kitchen facilities       

13 Quiet stay        

14 Internet       

15 Staff attitude / friendliness / politeness       

16 Convenient /good location       

17 Exterior aesthetics / landscape       

18 Entertainment on-site       

19 Parking facilities        

20 Safety and security at hotel        

21 Price / value for money (room)      

22 Environmentally-friendly practices       

 

13.   (a) Were there any other important accommodation-related things that influenced your decisions?                                   Yes      No  

         If answered YES    

         (b) What were those things? 

Section C - Attribute preferences & level of influence in purchase decision    C 
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14. The following is a list of statements about how people might feel about choosing accommodation. On the scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is  

      strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree, can you tell me to what extent you agree with each of these in influencing your choice of 

      accommodation in Malaysia/New Zealand? 

 

      Tick  one for each 

No Personal motives Influence your purchase decision 

    

St
ro

n
gl

y 
d

is
ag

re
e 

   

St
ro

n
gl

y 
ag

re
e 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 I just need a place to sleep           

2 I want to experience something different          

3 I want to feel a special atmosphere          

4 I want a place that I can relax  in a peaceful & calm environment           

5 I want to be with others who enjoy the same things as I do          

6 I want to have a chance of meeting new and varied people           

7 I want to view the scenery          

8 I want to stay at a place that I can feel safe and secure          

9 I want to feel being in a place that I belong          

10 I want to enjoy isolation or privacy          

11 I want to experience the open space           

12 I want to reflect the past memories          

13 I want to have a romantic relationship at a suitable place          

14 I want to share my knowledge of the place with others          

15 I want to spoil myself in a luxurious place          

 

 

15. (a) Were there any other important motives that influenced your accommodation selection?       

Yes      No 

       

       If answered YES 

       (b) What were those motives? 

 

 

 

 

 

Section D - Personal motives 
  D 
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16. The following is the list of statements relating to common constraints that people face in choosing the most suitable accommodation 

       while on holidays. Thinking about just this trip to Malaysia/New Zealand, can you tell me the extent to which you agree or disagree with  

       each of these statements? 

 

       Tick  one for each 

No Personal constraints Influence your purchase decision 

    

St
ro

n
gl

y 
d

is
ag

re
e 

   

St
ro

n
gl

y 
ag

re
e 

  1 2 3 4 5 

1 I had to work while on this trip to pay for my accommodation expenses     
 

    

2 Before I came here, I saved up to stay in my choice of accommodation     
 

    

3 After analysing the price among all alternatives, the accommodation that I’ve 
selected gave the best value for money     

 

    

4 Due to time constraints, the accommodation was located near to the places that 
I wanted to go to avoid excessive travelling   

 

  

5 Due to health reasons, I would only choose accommodation that had certain 
features     

 

  

6 Due to physical limitations, I would only choose accommodation that had 
appropriate facilities       

 

    

7 For safety reasons, I would avoid locations that previously have negative 
incidents associated with them     

 

    

8 My travel companion and I had to compromise on accommodation choice     

 

    

 

17. (a) Were there any other important personal constraints that influenced your accommodation selection?       

Yes      No 

       

       If answered YES 

       (b) What were those constraints? 

 

 

 

 

Section E - Personal constraints 
  E 
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Please choose only ONE answer by ticking  where appropriate or fill in the blank. 
  

18. Gender  :               Male               Female  

 

19. Country of residence: ______________________________  

 

20. What is your age please?       ________ years 

 

21. What is your current marital status? 

 Married / Living with partner  Single  Widowed / separated / divorced  

        

 
                                   
22.  (a) Are you currently employed?                   
 
 

                       Yes 

 
(b) What is your current occupation?  

 

      _________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

                      No 

 
(c) What was your occupation before you begin this trip? 

 
      Student 

      Domestic duties / Non-paid but not unemployed,  
                       e.g. caring for family 

                       Unemployed 

                       Other: ______________________________ 

 

 

 

23. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

 High School   Tertiary Certificate / Diploma   Professional degree 

 Bachelor’s degree       Master’s degree    Doctorate degree 

 Other:  ________________________ 

 

24.  Would you consider yourself a frequent international leisure traveller?    Yes       No 

 

 

25.   In the last 3 years, how many international leisure trips have you made a year?  

Year No. of international leisure trips 

2009  

2008  

2007  

 

 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME IN COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. HAVE A PLEASANT JOURNEY. 

Section F - Demographic 
  F 
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     Appendix B  
Research Information Sheet (RIS) 

B.1 RIS for Malaysian Segment 

 
Lincoln University 

Division: Faculty of Commerce 
 

Research Information Sheet (RIS/MAL) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
You are invited to participate as a subject in a project that is part of a study leading to the attainment 
of a Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, entitled: 
 

An understanding of the factors influencing international young leisure 
travellers’ commercial accommodation purchase decisions: a comparative 

study of Malaysian and New Zealand inbound tourists 
 
The aim of this project is:  
 
To understand the factors that influence the purchase decisions of international young travellers when 
choosing the commercial accommodation while on holidays.  
 
 
Your participation in this project will involve: 
 
Sharing your vacation experiences in selecting commercial accommodation by answering questions 
that will be read out by the interviewer from the survey questionnaire.  
 
 
Estimated survey completion time: 
 
Time estimated to complete the survey is between 20 to 25 minutes. I appreciate that you ensure 
sufficient time is available to participate in this survey and that you will be on board at the required 
time. 
 
 
Your rights in participating: 
 
You may at any time refuse to answer any questions and withdraw at any stage of the interview 
including withdrawing information provided during this session. 
 
Completion of the survey is deemed to be consent to participating in this research voluntarily 
 

If this is you: 
 

(i) International travellers (country of residence is not Malaysia) 
(ii) Aged between 18-34 years old 
(iii) Primary purpose on this trip to Malaysia was for leisure 
(iv) Stayed at any commercial accommodation (must be paid accommodation, 
          an establishment & open to public) 
(v) Directly involved in selecting the accommodation 
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Results publication: 
 
The results of the project will be submitted as part of the thesis to the Faculty of Commerce of the 
Lincoln University and may also be published to the public. However, participants may be assured of 
the complete confidentiality of data gathered in this investigation: the identity of participants will not 
be made public without their consent. To ensure anonymity and confidentiality the following steps 
will be taken: 
 
No names or self-identification needs to be revealed by participants 
All data will be presented in aggregate form 

 
The project is being carried out by: 
 
Name of principal researcher:   Nadiah Anuar 
               Phone   : +64-21-1289511 
                        E-mail   : Nadiah.Anuar@lincolnuni.ac.nz 
 
She will be pleased to discuss any concerns you have about participation in the project.   
 
 
Name of supervisors:  
 
Dr Anthony Brien  
Senior Lecturer Business and Hotel Management 
Department of Business Management, Marketing and Law 
Faculty of Commerce 
PO Box 84 
Lincoln University 
Lincoln7647 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
Phone: +64 3 321 8294  
E-mail: Anthony.Brien@lincoln.ac.nz 
 
 
  
Dr Joanna Fountain 
Senior Lecturer in Tourism 
Faculty of Environment, Society and Design 
Forbes Building, 707 
PO Box 84 
Lincoln University 
Lincoln 7647 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
Phone: +64 3 325 3838 extn 8767 
E-mail: Joanna.Fountain@lincoln.ac.nz  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

This project has been reviewed and approved by Lincoln University  
Human Ethics Committee on 17 December 2009 

 

mailto:Anthony.Brien@lincoln.ac.nz
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B.2 RIS for New Zealand Segment 

Lincoln University 
Division: Faculty of Commerce 

 
Research Information Sheet (RIS/NZ) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
You are invited to participate as a subject in a project that is part of a study leading to the attainment 
of a Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, entitled: 
 

An understanding of the factors influencing international young leisure 
travellers’ commercial accommodation purchase decisions: a comparative 

study of Malaysian and New Zealand inbound tourists 
 
 
The aim of this project is:  
 
To understand the factors that influence the purchase decisions of international young travellers when 
choosing the commercial accommodation while on holidays.  
 
 
Your participation in this project will involve: 
 
Sharing your vacation experiences in selecting commercial accommodation by answering questions 
that will be read out by the interviewer from the survey questionnaire.  
 
 
Estimated survey completion time: 
 
Time estimated to complete the survey is between 20 to 25 minutes. I appreciate that you ensure 
sufficient time is available to participate in this survey and that you will be on board at the required 
time. 
 
 
Your rights in participating: 
 
You may at any time refuse to answer any questions and withdraw at any stage of the interview 
including withdrawing information provided during this session. 
 
Completion of the survey is deemed to be consent to participating in this research voluntarily 
 
 
Results publication: 
 
The results of the project will be submitted as part of the thesis to the Faculty of Commerce of the 
Lincoln University and may also be published to the public. However, participants may be assured of 
the complete confidentiality of data gathered in this investigation: the identity of participants will not 

If this is you: 
 

(vi) International travellers (country of residence is not New Zealand) 
(vii) Aged between 18-34 years old 
(viii) Primary purpose on this trip to New Zealand was for leisure 
(ix) Stayed at any commercial accommodation (must be paid accommodation, 
          an establishment & open to public) 
(x) Directly involved in selecting the accommodation 
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be made public without their consent. To ensure anonymity and confidentiality the following steps 
will be taken: 
 
No names or self-identification needs to be revealed by participants 
All data will be presented in aggregate form 

 
The project is being carried out by: 
 
Name of principal researcher:   Nadiah Anuar 
                Phone   : +64-21-1289511 
                       E-mail  : Nadiah.Anuar@lincolnuni.ac.nz 
 
She will be pleased to discuss any concerns you have about participation in the project.   
 
 
Name of supervisors:  
 
Dr Anthony Brien  
Senior Lecturer Business and Hotel Management 
Department of Business Management, Marketing and Law 
Faculty of Commerce 
PO Box 84 
Lincoln University 
Lincoln7647 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
Phone: +64 3 321 8294  
E-mail: Anthony.Brien@lincoln.ac.nz 
 
 
  
Dr Joanna Fountain 
Senior Lecturer in Tourism 
Faculty of Environment, Society and Design 
Forbes Building, 707 
PO Box 84 
Lincoln University 
Lincoln 7647 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
Phone: +64 3 325 3838 extn 8767 
E-mail: Joanna.Fountain@lincoln.ac.nz  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

This project has been reviewed and approved by Lincoln University  
Human Ethics Committee on 17 December 2009 

 

mailto:Anthony.Brien@lincoln.ac.nz
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     Appendix C EPU Approval Letter to Conduct Research 
in Malaysia 
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     Appendix D KLIA Approval Letter to Conduct Survey at 
KLIA and LCCT 
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     Appendix E Commercial Accommodation Type and 
Category 

CA type CA category 

New Zealand Malaysia 

F 
Per cent 
(re: each 

type) 
Total 

Per cent 
(over 

n=432) 
F 

Per cent 
(re: each 

type) 
Total 

Percent 
(over 

n=505) 

Backpacker/ 
Hostel 

Luxury 3 1.2% 
247 57.2% 

0 0.0% 
51 10.1% Mid range 75 30.4% 9 17.6% 

Economy 169 68.4% 42 82.4% 

Hotel 
Luxury 48 25.3% 

190 44.0% 
132 32.3% 

409 81.0% Mid range 114 60.0% 178 43.5% 
Economy 28 14.7% 99 24.2% 

Motel 
Luxury 15 11.5% 

131 30.3% 
1 12.5% 

8 1.6% Mid range 78 59.5% 2 25.0% 
Economy 38 29.0% 5 62.5% 

Bed&Breakfast/
Guesthouse 

Luxury 10 18.2% 
55 12.7% 

1 2.6% 
39 7.7% Mid range 23 41.8% 12 30.8% 

Economy 22 40.0% 26 66.7% 

Inns/Lodge 
Luxury 11 25.6% 

43 10.0% 
0 0.0% 

12 2.4% Mid range 22 51.2% 3 25.0% 
Economy 10 23.3% 9 75.0% 

Apartment/Suite 
Luxury 21 48.8% 

43 10.0% 
3 50.0% 

6 1.2% Mid range 13 30.2% 1 16.7% 
Economy 9 20.9% 2 33.3% 

Homestay/ 
Holiday home 

Luxury 1 4.8% 
21 4.9% 

0 0.0% 
0 0.0% Mid range 12 57.1% 0 0.0% 

Economy 8 38.1% 0 0.0% 

Chalet 
 
 

Luxury 1 5.6% 
18 4.2% 

5 25.0% 
20 4.0% Mid range 8 44.4% 6 30.0% 

Economy 9 50.0% 9 45.0% 

Resort 
Luxury 6 37.5% 

16 3.7% 
20 40.0% 

50 9.9% Mid range 8 50.0% 19 38.0% 
Economy 2 12.5% 11 22.0% 

Cabin 
Luxury 0 0.0% 

14 3.2% 
0 0.0% 

0 0.0% Mid range 6 42.9% 0 0.0% 
Economy 8 57.1% 0 0.0% 

Hut 
Luxury 0 0.0% 

9 2.1% 
0 0.0% 

0 0.0% Mid range 1 11.1% 0 0.0% 
Economy 8 88.9% 0 0.0% 

Cottage 
Luxury 0 0.0% 

1 0.2% 
0 0.0% 

0 0.0% Mid range 1 100.0% 0 0.0% 
Economy 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

   Total 788   Total 595  
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     Appendix F Important Attributes from Open-ended 
Section 

F.1 Important Attributes for First Commercial Accommodation 

No Attributes NZ First Accommodation Total MAL First Accommodation Total 

1 Bathroom amenities 
  
  
  
  
  

Bathroom amenities 3 Bathroom amenities 6 
  Towel 1 Bidet toilet 2 
  Hot water 1 Hot water 4 
  Shower 2 Hot water / shower 1 
  Nice Bathroom interior 2 Western toilet 1 
      Nice & comfortable bathroom 1 
2 Private bathroom En suite 17 En suite 3 
    Private bathroom 2 Private Bathroom 5 
3 Brand name and 

reputation 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Familiarity 3 Familiarity 1 
  First rating 1 Brand 1 
  Good Rating 9 Reputable Brand  1 
  Guest Reviews 15 Star rating 9 
  High Rating 1 Good online review 1 
  Ranking 1 Good review 5 
  Reputation 4 Rating 5 
      Review 20 
      Public Review 1 
4 Convenient/good 

location Location 284 Location 322 
       Convenient location 1 
5 In-room kitchen 

facilities 
  
  

Kitchen facilities 23 Kitchen 1 
  Tea & coffee making facilities 1 Fridge 1 
      Good kitchen 1 
6 Restaurant in hotel 

  
  
  
  
  

Restaurant available 3 Restaurant 19 
  

Room service 3 
Restaurant (vegetarian food 
available) 1 

      Restaurant opening hours 1 
      Food 2 
      Food-value for money 1 
      Indian food available 1 
7 Comfort of bed 

  
  
  
  
  
  

Comfortable bed 13 Bed 1 
  Good bed 3 Bed size 1 
  Nice bed 4 Comfortable bed 7 
  Nice pillow 1 Clean bed-No bed bugs 1 
  3 beds in a room 2 Good bed/mattress 1 
  Single bed in a dorm 1 Soft bed 1 
  

Twin bed 2 Triple sharing 
1 
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8 Bedroom amenities 
  
  

Bedroom amenities 5 Bedroom amenities 1 
      LCD TV 1 
      TV 2 
9 Cleanliness 

  
  
  

Clean 101 Clean 167 
      Hygiene 2 
      Hygienic/clean 2 
      Tidy 2 
10 Air-conditioner 

  Air-conditioner 1 Air conditioner 38 
  Heater 1 Fan 1 
11 Room interior décor 

  
  
  
  
  
  

Interior décor 1 Interior décor 3 
  Interior setting 1 Nice 2 
  Room setting 1 Luxury 10 
  Luxury 6 Nice room 7 
  Modern 5 Beautiful 2 
  Nice room 5     
  Simple 1     
12 Room size 

  
  
  

Room Size 5 Room size 1 
  Spacious 10 Spacious 17 
  Small dorm 4 2 Bedroom/family room 1 
  2 bedrooms unit 2 Family room (4) 1 
13 Interpersonal service  Host & staff Friendliness 1 Helpful staff 1 
  Attitude/friendliness/p

oliteness 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Staff friendliness 9 Hospitality 3 
  Staff friendliness at reception 1 Communication 1 
  Staff politeness 1 Communication with staff 1 
  Staff politeness over the 

phone 1 Staff  1 
      Staff friendliness 5 
      Staff kindness/friendly 1 
      Friendly staff 1 
      Staff politeness 1 
14 Functional service Good Host 1 Good & fast service 1 
  Efficient/good service Good Service 9 Good Services 2 
15 Internet 

  
  
  

Free internet 6 Free internet 2 
  Internet facility 12 Free Wi-Fi 2 
  Wi-Fi 1 Internet 20 
      Internet 24 hrs 1 
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16 Exterior aesthetic 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Ambience 10 Ambience 5 
  Comfortable 44 Comfortable 42 
  Cosy 1 Comfortable room 1 
  Nice communal area 1 Atmosphere 2 
  Communal area 2 Environment 1 
  Exterior 1 Communal area 1 
  Small establishment 2 Lobby - Spacious  1 
  Tall building 1 Nice lobby 2 
  Type of accommodation 1 Exterior 1 
      Type of establishment - BP 1 
  

    
Type of establishment - Economy 
standard 1 

17 Quiet stay Quiet 11 Quiet 2 
    Quiet place 5 Noise-free 1 
    Calm 1 Not too noisy 1 
18 Price/value for money 

(VFM) 
  
  

Price 197 Price 236 
  Value for money 6 Price/value for money 4 
      Value for money 11 
19 Safety and security 

  
  
  
  

Safe 2 Safety 51 
  Safety 5 Security 10 
  Safety Box 3     
  Security 11     
  Locker in a dorm 1     
20 Breakfast included * 

  
  

Breakfast option 3 Breakfast 11 
      Breakfast available 1 
      Breakfast included 2 
21 Private bedroom * 

  
  

Privacy 1 Privacy 2 
  Private room 6 Private bedroom 1 
  Private room for 6 2 Private room 1 
22 Room type * 

  
  
  
  
  

Dorm 1 Window 1 
  Dorm by gender 1 View 6 
  Room with view 10 Types of room 1 
      Openable window 1 
      Separate bedrooms for kids 1 
      Good ventilation 1 
23 Flexibility * 

  
  

24 hrs operating hours/ 
service 2 24 hours check in 1 

  Late check in 2 Late check out 1 
      Late hrs (flexible) check in 1 
24 Laundry * 

  Laundry 7 Nil   
  Washing machine 1     
25 Parking & shuttle 

service * 
  
  
  

Free Parking 4 Shuttle service 1 
  Parking facility 3     
  Free shuttle 1     
  Shuttle service 1     
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26 Quality standard * 

  
  
  
  

Good Quality 18 Overall Quality 1 
      Quality 12 
      Good Standard 1 
      Service quality 1 
      Maintenance 1 
27 Variety of 

facilities/services* 
  

Choice of Facilities 19 Choice/number of Facilities 38 
      Choice/number of Services 34 
28 Entertainment/sports 

activity 
  
  
  
  
  

Children Facilities 1 Entertainment 3 
  Kids area 1 Pool bar 1 
  Entertainment 3 Swimming pool 20 
  Free Bike 1 Spa 2 
  Swimming pool 1     
  Spa 2     
29 Marketing * Availability 14 Availability 7 
  -Availability Low occupancy 1 Loyalty card 1 
  -Occupancy rate Not crowded 2    
  -Promotion Promotion 2    
  -Loyalty card         
30 Guests* Guests friendliness 3 Guests' culture background 1 
     Grand Total 1011   1264 
Note (comparison with closed-ended): 

1. (*) - new attributes 

2. Missing attribute - Green/environmental-friendly 
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F.2 Important Attributes for Overall Commercial Accommodation 

No Attributes NZ Overall 
Accommodation Total MAL Overall 

Accommodation Total 

1 Bathroom amenities Bathroom amenities 4 Bathroom amenities 2 
    Shower 2 Hot water  1 

    Nice Bathroom interior 2 Bidet toilet 1 

2 Private bathroom En suite 14     
    Private Bathroom 1 Private bathroom 2 

3 
Brand name and 
reputation Familiarity 2 Rating 1 

    Familiarity (YHA) 1 Reputation 1 
    Guest Reviews 21 Public Review 1 
    Ranking 1 Review 5 

    Rating 11 Star rating 3 
    Reputation 3 Good review 2 
    Recommendation 2     

4 
Convenient/good 
location Location 228 Convenient location 1 

        Location 82 

5 
In-room kitchen 
facilities Kitchen facilities 23 Fridge 1 

    
Tea & coffee making 
facility 1     

6 Restaurant in hotel Restaurant available 1 Food 1 
       Restaurant 8 
       Restaurant opening hours 1 
        Indian food available 1 
7 Comfort of bed Nice Bed 2 Comfortable bed 4 
    Comfortable bed 8 Triple sharing 1 
    Twin or double beds 1    
    Single bed in a dorm 1     
    Twin bed 2     
8 Bedroom amenities Bedroom amenities 5 TV 1 

        LCD TV 1 
9 Cleanliness Clean 101 Clean 51 
    Tidy 2 Hygienic 1 
       Hygienic/clean 1 
       Neat & tidy 1 
        Tidy 1 

10 Air-conditioner Not air-conditioned 1 Air conditioned 1 
    Air-conditioner 1 Air conditioner 8 

11 Room interior décor Interior décor 1 Interior 1 
    Interior setting 1 Interior décor 1 
    Luxury 3 Luxury 3 
    Modern 4 Nice room 1 
    Nice room 6 Nice 1 
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12 Room size Room size 3 Spacious 5 
    Spacious 4     
    Small dorm 5     

    2 bedrooms unit 1     
13 Interpersonal service  

Attitude/friendliness/ 
politeness 
  
  
  
  

Staff friendliness at 
reception 1 Staff friendliness 4 

  Staff friendliness 13 Staff politeness 1 
  Staff helpfulness 1 Communication with staff 1 
  Staff politeness 1 Communication 1 

     Friendly & helpful Services 1 
     Friendly staff 3 
      Hospitality 1 
14 Functional service Good Service 5 Good Services 1 
  Efficient/good service     Good & fast service 1 

15 Internet Free internet 5 Free internet 2 
    Internet facility 10 Internet 6 

16 
Entertainment/sports 
activity Kids area 1 Entertainment 2 

    Children facilities 1 
Equipment facilities 
(snorkelling) 1 

    Entertainment 2 Swimming pool 9 
    Free Bike 1    
    Swimming pool 1     

17 Exterior aesthetic Ambience 7 Ambience 2 
    Comfort 1 Atmosphere 1 
    Comfortable 34 Good Atmosphere 1 
    Cosy 1 Comfortable 12 
    Nice communal area 1 Comfortable room 1 
    Communal area 2 Nice lobby 2 

    Exterior 4 
Lobby - Spacious & seats 
available 1 

    Unique accommodation 1 Communal area 2 
    Small establishment 5 Exterior 1 
    Type of accommodation 2     

18 Quiet stay Quiet 10 Quiet 1 
    Quiet place 1     

19 Price/value for money Price 208 Price 53 
    Value for money 5 Price/value for money 1 
        Value for money 2 

20 Safety and security Safe 2 Safety 16 
    Safety 2 Security 3 
    Safety box 2     
    Security 9     

21 Breakfast included* Breakfast option 1 Breakfast 3 
22 Private bedroom* Privacy 1 Privacy 2 
    Private room 7 Private room 1 
    Private room for 6 2     
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23 Room type* Separate bedroom & lounge 

area 1 Separate bedrooms for kids 1 
    Dorm by gender 1 Openable window 1 
    Room with view 7 View 5 
    Room with Balcony 1 Balcony 1 
        Good ventilation 1 

24 Flexibility* None (for Q11a only) None Late check out 1 
25 Laundry* Laundry 4 Nil   
    Laundry service 1     

26 
Parking & shuttle 
service Parking facility 4     

    Free parking 3     
27 Quality standard* Good Quality 19 Quality 3 
        Service quality 1 

28 
Variety of facilities/ 
services* Choice of facilities 18 Choice/number of Services 15 

    Good facilities 1 Choice/number of Facilities 12 
29 Marketing* Availability 11 Availability 2 
  -Availability Low occupancy 1     
  -Occupancy rate Not crowded 2   0 

30 Guests* Friendly guests 2 Hotel Guests 1 
    Guests friendliness 3 Guests' culture background 1 

   Grand Total 898   381 
Note (comparison with closed-ended): 
1. (*) - new attributes 
2. Missing attribute - Green/environmental-friendly 
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     Appendix G Important Attributes for OVERALL 
Commercial Accommodation 

No Attributes - Overall 
Accommodation 

NZ 
(n=377) % 

MAL 
(n=147) % 

Attributes - Overall 
Accommodation 

1 Convenient/good location 228 60.5% 83 56.5% Convenient/good location 

2 Price/VFM 213 56.5% 56 38.1% Price/VFM 

3 Cleanliness 103 27.3% 55 37.4% Cleanliness 

4 Exterior aesthetic 58 15.4% 27 18.4% Variety of facilities/services 

5 Brand name and reputation 41 10.9% 23 15.6% Exterior aesthetic 

6 In-room kitchen facilities 24 6.4% 19 12.9% Safety and security 

7 Quality standard 19 5.0% 13 8.8% Brand name and reputation 

8 Variety of facilities/services 19 5.0% 12 8.2% Attitude/friendliness/politeness 

9 Attitude/friendliness/politeness 16 4.2% 12 8.2% Entertainment/sports activity 

10 Internet 15 4.0% 11 7.5% Restaurant in hotel 

11 Private bathroom 15 4.0% 9 6.1% Air-conditioner 

12 Room interior décor 15 4.0% 9 6.1% Room type 

13 Safety and security 15 4.0% 8 5.4% Internet 

14 Marketing—
Availability/occupancy rate 14 3.7% 7 4.8% Room interior décor 

15 Comfort of bed 14 3.7% 5 3.4% Comfort of bed 

16 Room size 13 3.4% 5 3.4% Room size 

17 Quiet stay 11 2.9% 4 2.7% Bathroom amenities 

18 Private bedroom 10 2.7% 4 2.7% Quality standard 

19 Room type 10 2.7% 3 2.0% Breakfast included 

20 Bathroom amenities 8 2.1% 3 2.0% Private bedroom 

21 Parking service 7 1.9% 2 1.4% Marketing—
Availability/occupancy rate 

22 Entertainment/sports activity 6 1.6% 2 1.4% Bedroom amenities 

23 Bedroom amenities 5 1.3% 2 1.4% Efficient/good service 

24 Efficient/good service 5 1.3% 2 1.4% Guests 

25 Guests 5 1.3% 2 1.4% Private bathroom 

26 Laundry 5 1.3% 1 0.7% Flexibility 

27 Air-conditioner 2 0.5% 1 0.7% In-room kitchen facilities 

28 Breakfast included 1 0.3% 1 0.7% Quiet stay 

29 Restaurant in hotel 1 0.3% 0 0.0% Laundry 

30 Flexibility 0 0.0% 0 0.0% Parking service 

          
    898   381     

Note (comparison with closed-ended question):      
  NEW ATTRIBUTE      
 Missing - Green/environmental-friendly     
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     Appendix H T-test Results—Between Samples 

H.1 No Significant Difference 

 NZ (n=432) 
Mean 

MAL (n=505) 
Mean 

Probability 

Attributes 
Price/value for money 4.44 4.37 0.219 
Green 3.57 3.67 0.198 
Quiet stay 3.52 3.58 0.431 

Purchase Motives 
A place to sleep 3.72 3.58 0.059 
Share knowledge of the place with others 3.55 3.46 0.208 
View the scenery 3.45 3.39 0.466 

Personal Constraints 
Time constraint 3.93 3.91 0.820 
Analyse the price among all alternatives 3.82 3.74 0.246 
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H.2 With Significant Difference  

 NZ (n=432) 

Mean 

MAL (n=505) 

Mean 

Probability 

Accommodation Attributes 
Cleanliness of room 4.47 4.65 0.000*** 

Safety & security 4.23 4.56 0.000*** 

Convenient/good location 4.41 4.52 0.025* 

Staff attitude/friendly/ polite 4.19 4.40 0.000*** 

Air conditioner (‘neutral’ to NZ sample) 2.74 4.29 0.000*** 

Comfort of bed 4.00 4.22 0.000*** 

Bedroom amenities 3.46 4.08 0.000*** 

Bathroom amenities 3.45 4.02 0.000*** 
Private bathroom  (‘neutral’ to NZ 
sample) 3.03 3.89 0.000*** 

Prompt & efficient service 3.54 3.69 0.047* 

Internet (‘neutral’ to NZ sample) 3.34 3.67 0.000*** 
Purchase Motives 

Feel safe & secure 4.37 4.25 0.046* 

Peaceful & calm environment 3.81 3.98 0.007** 

Meeting new & varied people  3.55 3.17 0.000*** 

Something different  3.20 3.48 0.000*** 

Isolation or privacy  3.27 3.44 0.026* 

Special atmosphere  3.17 3.41 0.000*** 
Personal Constraints 

Before I came here, I saved up  3.45 3.15 0.001*** 

Safety reason 3.40 3.56 0.049* 
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     Appendix I Importance of Attributes by Different Profiles 

I.1 New Zealand: Importance of Attributes by Gender 

  Male (n=177) Female (n=255)  

Rank Attributes Mean SD Mean SD Attributes Rank 

 Very Important  

1 Cleanliness of room 4.42 .662 4.50 .736 Cleanliness of room 1-2 
2 Convenient/good location 4.40 .642 4.50 .687 Price/value for money 1-2 
3 Price/value for money 4.34 .746 4.41 .736 Convenient/good location 3 
    4.28 .826 Safety & security 4 
    4.22 .779 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 5 

 Important  

4 Safety & security 4.17 .822     
5 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4.14 .752     
6 Comfort of bed 3.98 .929 4.02 .935 Comfort of bed 6 
7 Quiet stay  3.59 .997 3.58 1.027 Green 7 
8 Green 3.56 1.038 3.54 1.014 Prompt & efficient service 8 
9 Prompt & efficient service 3.54 .983 3.52 1.213 Bathroom amenities 9 

10 Internet 3.45 1.301 3.49 1.173 Bedroom amenities 10 
11 Bedroom amenities 3.41 1.063 3.47 1.115 Quiet stay 11 

 Neutral  

12 Bathroom amenities 3.36 1.254 3.26 1.339 Internet 12 
13 Kitchen facilities 3.08 1.331 3.25 1.330 Kitchen facilities 13 
14 Private bathroom 2.94 1.485 3.10 1.500 Private bathroom 14 
15 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 2.86 1.145 2.98 1.129 Room size 15 
16 Air conditioner 2.75 1.291 2.96 1.127 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 16 
17 Room size 2.69 1.108 2.85 1.042 Room interior decor 17 
18 Parking facilities 2.67 1.448 2.74 1.291 Air conditioner 18 
19 Room interior decor 2.57 1.037 2.54 1.492 Parking facilities 19 

 Unimportant  

20 Brand reputation/familiarity 2.24 1.046 2.35 1.136 Brand reputation/familiarity 20 
21 Entertainment on-site 2.15 1.074 2.05 1.063 Entertainment on-site 21 

 Very Unimportant  

22 Restaurant available on site 1.77 1.047 1.74 1.049 Restaurant available on site 22 
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I.2 Malaysia: Importance of Attributes by Gender 

  Male (n=282)         Female (n=223)   
Rank Attributes Mean SD Mean SD Attributes Rank 

  Very important   
1 Cleanliness of room 4.60 .791 4.72 .620 Cleanliness of room 1 
2 Safety & security 4.53 .827 4.60 .709 Safety & security 2 
3 Convenient/good location 4.50 .774 4.54 .781 Convenient/good location 3 
4 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4.37 .880 4.45 .841 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4 
5 Price/value for money 4.36 .863 4.39 .835 Price/value for money 5 
6 Air conditioner 4.24 1.187 4.35 .974 Air conditioner 6 
7 Comfort of bed 4.23 .927 4.21 .913 Comfort of bed 7 
  Important   
8 Bedroom amenities 4.02 1.074 4.14 1.073 Bedroom amenities 8 
9 Bathroom amenities 4.01 1.132 4.04 1.156 Bathroom amenities 9 

10 Private bathroom 3.80 1.403 4.00 1.291 Private bathroom 10 
11 Internet 3.79 1.364 3.70 1.207 Prompt & efficient service 11 
12 Prompt & efficient service 3.68 1.271 3.67 1.093 Green 12 
13 Green 3.66 1.177 3.61 1.153 Quiet stay 13 
14 Quiet stay 3.56 1.162 3.51 1.433 Internet 14 
     3.44 1.113 Room size 15 
  Neutral   

15 Room size 3.22 1.176 3.07 1.280 Room interior decor 16 
16 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 2.94 1.367 2.91 1.333 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 17 
17 Room interior decor 2.93 1.296 2.91 1.256 Brand reputation/familiarity 18 
18 Brand reputation/familiarity 2.90 1.287 2.76 1.415 Restaurant available on site 19 
19 Restaurant available on site 2.77 1.475       
20 Entertainment on-site 2.63 1.396       
  Unimportant   
     2.48 1.290 Entertainment on-site 20 
     1.88 1.153 Kitchen facilities 21 
  Very unimportant   

21 Kitchen facilities 1.73 1.124 1.46 1.012 Parking facilities 22 
22 Parking facilities 1.63 1.273         
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I.3 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Motives by Gender 

  Male (n=177) Female (n=255)   
Rank Motives Mean SD Mean SD Motives Rank 

  Strongly Agree   
1 Feel safe & secure 4.26 0.674 4.44 0.643 Feel safe & secure 1 
  Agree   

2 A place to sleep 3.80 0.966 3.82 0.907 Peaceful & calm 
environment 2 

3 Peaceful & calm environment 3.80 0.894 3.66 1.018 A place to sleep 3 

4 Share knowledge of the place 
with others 3.69 0.909 3.54 1.045 Meeting new & varied 

people 4 

5 Meeting new & varied people 3.57 1.054 3.54 1.022 View the scenery 5 

6 Be with others who enjoy the 
same things as I do 3.44 0.987 3.45 1.037 Share knowledge of the 

place with others 6 

  Neutral   
7 View the scenery 3.32 1.164 3.32 0.925 Place that I belong 7 

8 Isolation or privacy 3.32 1.018 3.31 1.054 Be with others who enjoy 
the same things as I do 8 

9 Place that I belong 3.31 0.934 3.25 0.965 Open space 9 

10 Open space 3.30 0.933 3.24 1.08 Isolation or privacy 10 

11 Something different 3.26 0.994 3.16 0.917 Something different 11 
12 Special atmosphere 3.19 0.952 3.15 0.912 Special atmosphere 12 

13 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 2.90 1.372 2.65 1.194 Spoil myself in a luxurious 

place 13 

14 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 2.70 1.232       

  Disagree   

     2.56 1.228 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 14 

15 Reflect past memories 2.40 1.023 2.36 1.036 Reflect past memories 15 
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I.4 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Motives by Gender 

  Male (n=282) Female (n=223)   
Rank Motives Mean SD Mean SD Motives Rank 
  Strongly Agree   

1 Feel safe & secure 4.22 1.113 4.30 1.075 Feel safe & secure 1 
              
  Agree   
2 Peaceful & calm environment 3.99 .978 3.98 1.121 Peaceful & calm environment 2 
3 A place to sleep 3.60 1.299 3.55 1.268 A place to sleep 3 

4 Share knowledge of the place 
with others 3.54 1.234 3.44 1.129 Something different 4 

5 Something different 3.52 1.200 3.43 1.303 Isolation or privacy 5 
6 Special atmosphere 3.45 1.132        
7 Isolation or privacy 3.45 1.293        
8 View the scenery 3.43 1.314        

  Neutral   

9 Be with others who enjoy the 
same things as I do 3.37 1.303 3.35 1.145 Special atmosphere 6 

10 Open space 3.34 1.250 3.35 1.323 Share knowledge of the place 
with others 7 

11 Meeting new & varied people 3.30 1.334 3.34 1.259 View the scenery 8 
12 Place that I belong 3.30 1.250 3.28 1.253 Place that I belong 9 

13 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 2.99 1.485 3.24 1.289 Be with others who enjoy the 

same things as I do 10 

14 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 2.79 1.438 3.16 1.203 Open space 11 

      3.00 1.239 Meeting new & varied people 12 

      2.86 1.318 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 13 

  Disagree   

15 Reflect past memories 2.57 1.395 2.58 1.424 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 14 

        2.38 1.278 Reflect past memories 15 
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I.5 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Gender 

Male (n=177) Female (n=255) 

Rank Constraints Mean SD Mean SD Constraints Rank 
   Agree    

1 Time constraint 3.85 0.914 3.98 0.778 Time constraint 1 

2 Analyse the price among 
all alternatives 3.70 0.963 3.91 0.876 Analyse the price among all 

alternatives 2 

     3.56 1.106 Before I came here, I saved 
up 3 

     3.44 1.124 Safety reason 4 

    Neutral     
3 Safety reason 3.33 1.106        

4 Before I came here, I 
saved up 3.29 1.231       

5 Compromise on 
accommodation choice 2.82 1.476 2.75 1.400 Compromise on 

accommodation choice 5 

    Disagree     
6 Health reason 2.45 1.247 2.27 1.137 Health reason 6 

    Strongly Disagree     

7 Physical limitation 1.76 0.841 1.81 0.830 Physical limitation 7 

8 Work on this trip 1.29 0.777 1.36 0.834 Work on this trip 8 
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I.6 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Gender 

Male (282) Female (223) 

Rank Constraint Mean SD Mean SD Constraint Rank 
   Agree    
   Mean SD Mean SD    

1 Time constraints 3.96 1.173 3.85 1.259 Time constraints 1 

2 Analyse the price among all 
alternatives 3.74 1.219 3.74 1.236 Analyse the price among all 

alternatives 2 

3 Safety reason 3.55 1.391 3.57 1.364 Safety reason 3 
    Neutral     

4 Before I came here, I saved 
up 3.10 1.548 3.22 1.437 Before I came here, I saved 

up 4 

5 Compromise on 
accommodation choice 2.61 1.600 2.81 1.603 Compromise on 

accommodation choice 5 

           
    Disagree     

6 Health reason 2.56 1.548 2.57 1.481 Health reason 6 
7 Physical limitation 2.00 1.331 2.13 1.316 Physical limitation 7 
           
    Strongly disagree     

8 Work on this trip 1.31 .770 1.36 .858 Work on this trip 8 
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I.7 New Zealand: Importance of Attributes by Age Group 

  18-26 years (n=210) 27-34 years (n=222)   
Rank Attributes  Mean SD Mean SD Attributes  Rank 

Very Important 
1 Price/value for money 4.47 .727 4.54 .635 Cleanliness of room 1 
2 Cleanliness of room 4.39 .770 4.44 .626 Convenient/good location 2 
3 Convenient/good location 4.37 .767 4.40 .703 Price/value for money 3 
    4.28 .827 Safety & security 4 
    4.22 .748 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 5 

Important 
4 Safety & security 4.18 .822     
5 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4.16 .790     
6 Comfort of bed 3.92 .942 4.08 .917 Comfort of bed 6 
7 Green 3.54 1.098 3.67 1.036 Quiet stay 7 
8 Internet 3.48 1.328 3.65 .942 Prompt & efficient service 8 
9 Prompt & efficient service 3.42 1.047 3.61 .963 Green 9 
    3.59 1.188 Bathroom amenities 10 
    3.55 1.119 Bedroom amenities 11 

Neutral 
    3.33 1.445 Private bathroom 12 
    3.21 1.312 Internet 13 

10 Quiet stay 3.36 1.082 3.02 1.285 Kitchen facilities 14 
11 Bedroom amenities 3.36 1.133 3.00 1.099 Room size 15 
12 Kitchen facilities 3.35 1.362 2.99 1.136 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 16 
13 Bathroom amenities 3.31 1.262 2.89 1.038 Room interior decor 17 
14 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 2.86 1.132 2.83 1.303 Air conditioner 18 
15 Private bathroom 2.72 1.484 2.75 1.442 Parking facilities 19 
16 Room size 2.71 1.143       
17 Air conditioner 2.65 1.272       

Unimportant 
18 Room interior decor 2.58 1.038     
19 Parking facilities 2.43 1.492 2.36 1.040 Brand reputation/familiarity 20 
20 Brand reputation/familiarity 2.24 1.159 1.99 1.046 Entertainment on-site 21 
21 Entertainment on-site 2.20 1.081 1.91 1.107 Restaurant available on site 22 

Very Unimportant 
22 Restaurant available on site 1.59 .955         
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I.8 Malaysia: Importance of Attributes by Age Group 

  18-26 years (n=208) 27-34 years (n=297)   

Rank Attributes Mean SD Mean SD Attributes Rank 
  Very important   
1 Cleanliness of room 4.61 .785 4.68 .674 Cleanliness of room 1 
2 Safety & security 4.55 .809 4.57 .755 Safety & security 2 
3 Convenient/good location 4.48 .792 4.55 .766 Convenient/good location 3 
4 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4.35 .941 4.44 .804 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4 
5 Price/value for money 4.32 .925 4.41 .792 Price/value for money 5 
     4.36 1.063 Air conditioner 6 
     4.24 .898 Comfort of bed 7 
  Important   
6 Air conditioner 4.19 1.143      
7 Comfort of bed 4.19 .952      
8 Bedroom amenities 4.04 1.094 4.10 1.061 Bedroom amenities 8 
9 Bathroom amenities 3.97 1.129 4.06 1.151 Bathroom amenities 9 

10 Internet 3.77 1.338 4.06 1.230 Private bathroom 10 
11 Green 3.65 1.157 3.72 1.274 Prompt & efficient service 11 
12 Private bathroom 3.65 1.490 3.67 1.129 Green 12 
13 Prompt & efficient service 3.64 1.196 3.62 1.157 Quiet stay 13 
14 Quiet stay 3.52 1.159 3.59 1.440 Internet 14 

     3.42 1.116 Room size 15 
  Neutral   

15 Room size 3.16 1.189      
16 Room interior decor 2.88 1.299 3.07 1.280 Room interior decor 16 
17 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 2.87 1.326 2.97 1.368 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 17 
18 Brand reputation/familiarity 2.86 1.280 2.94 1.268 Brand reputation/familiarity 18 
19 Entertainment on-site 2.70 1.315 2.84 1.459 Restaurant available on site 19 
20 Restaurant available on site 2.67 1.428      
  Unimportant   
     2.48 1.371 Entertainment on-site 20 

21 Kitchen facilities 1.89 1.185      
  Very unimportant   
     1.74 1.102 Kitchen facilities 21 

22 Parking facilities 1.60 1.176 1.53 1.162 Parking facilities 22 
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I.9 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Motives by Age Group 

  18-26 years (n=210)     27-34 years (n=222)   
Rank Motives Mean SD Mean SD Motives Rank 

   

  Strongly Agree   
1 Feel safe & secure 4.31 0.70 4.42 0.62 Feel safe & secure 1 
  Agree   
2 A place to sleep 3.90 0.93 3.97 0.83 Peaceful & calm environment 2 

3 Meeting new & varied 
people* 3.79 0.99 3.55 1.07 View the scenery 3 

4 Peaceful & calm 
environment 3.65 0.95 3.55 1.04 A place to sleep 4 

5 Share knowledge of the 
place with others 3.57 1.00 3.54 0.99 Share knowledge of the place 

with others 5 

6 Be with others who enjoy 
the same things as I do 3.51 1.02 3.49 0.98 Isolation or privacy 6 

  Neutral   
7 Open space 3.37 0.95 3.36 0.870 Place that I belong 7 
8 View the scenery 3.33 1.09 3.32 1.06 Meeting new & varied people 8 
9 Place that I belong 3.26 0.99 3.27 0.91 Special atmosphere 9 

10 Something different 3.18 0.93 3.22 0.97 Something different 10-
11 

11 Special atmosphere 3.07 0.94 3.22 1.02 Be with others who enjoy the 
same things as I do 

10-
11 

12 Isolation or privacy 3.04 1.08 3.18 0.95 Open space 12 

     2.95 1.2 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 13 

     2.94 1.31 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 14 

  Disagree   

13 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 2.44 1.25       

14 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 2.37 1.14       

15 Reflect past memories 2.34 1.07 2.41 0.99 Reflect past memories 15 
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I.10 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Motives by Age Group 

  18-26 years (n=208) 27-34 years (n=297)   
Rank Motives Mean SD Mean SD Motives Rank 

  Strongly Agree   
      4.29 1.102 Feel safe & secure 1 

  Agree   
1 Feel safe & secure 4.19 1.086        
2 Peaceful & calm environment 3.97 1.069 4.00 1.025 Peaceful & calm environment 2 
3 A place to sleep 3.73 1.190 3.52 1.130 Something different 3 

4 Share knowledge of the place 
with others 3.46 1.277 3.50 1.271 Isolation or privacy 4 

5 Be with others who enjoy the 
same things as i do 3.44 1.226 3.47 1.338 A place to sleep 5 

6 Something different 3.43 1.222 3.45 1.278 Share knowledge of the place 
with others 6 

7 View the scenery 3.40 1.236 3.42 1.104 Special atmosphere 7 

  Neutral   
8 Special atmosphere 3.38 1.186 3.38 1.328 View the scenery 8 
9 Isolation or privacy 3.36 1.330 3.26 1.236 Open space 9 

10 Meeting new & varied people 3.36 1.243 3.26 1.242 Place that I belong 10 

11 Place that I belong 3.34 1.263 3.22 1.339 Be with others who enjoy the 
same things as i do 11 

12 Open space 3.26 1.228 3.04 1.326 Meeting new & varied people 12 

13 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 2.68 1.483 2.92 1.402 Spoil myself in a luxurious 

place 13 

14 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 2.67 1.351 2.90 1.459 Romantic relationship at a 

suitable place 14 

  Disagree   
15 Reflect past memories 2.54 1.329 2.45 1.360 Reflect past memories 15 
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I.11 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Age 
Group 

 18-26 years (n=210) 27-34 years (n=222)   
Rank Constraint Mean SD Mean SD Constraint Rank 
   Agree    

1 Time constraints 4.00 0.821 3.86 0.849 Time constraints 1 

2 Analyse the price among 
all alternatives 3.89 0.865 3.76 0.962 Analyse the price among all 

alternatives 2 

3 Before I came here, I saved 
up 3.60 1.081 3.43 1.119 Safety reason 3 

    Neutral     

4 Safety reason 3.36 1.116 3.31 1.225 Before I came here, I saved 
up 4 

5 Compromise on 
accommodation choice 2.82 1.440 2.74 1.424 Compromise on 

accommodation choice 5 

    Disagree     
6 Health reason 2.20 1.132 2.48 1.221 Health reason 6 

     1.82 0.828 Physical limitation 7 
    Strongly disagree     

7 Physical limitation 1.76 0.842       
8 Work on this trip 1.40 0.881 1.27 0.736 Work on this trip 8 

 

I.12 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Age Group 

  18-26 years (n=208) 27-34 years (n=297)   
Rank Constraint Mean SD Mean SD Constraint Rank 
   Agree    

1 Time constraints 3.84 1.251 3.96 1.183 Time constraints 1 

2 Analyse the price among 
all alternatives 3.74 1.139 3.75 1.284 Analyse the price among all 

alternatives 2 

3 Safety reason 3.45 1.372 3.63 1.379 Safety reason 3 
    Neutral     

4 Before I came here, I 
saved up 3.21 1.492 3.11 1.506 Before I came here, I saved up 4 

5 Compromise on 
accommodation choice 2.77 1.583 2.65 1.617 Compromise on 

accommodation choice 5 

     2.62 1.583 Health reason 6 
    Disagree     

6 Health reason 2.47 1.417       
7 Physical limitation 2.11 1.325 2.02 1.325 Physical limitation 7 

   Strongly Disagree    
8 Work on this trip 1.39 .878 1.29 .756 Work on this trip 8 
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I.13 New Zealand: Importance of Attributes by Traveller Type 

  Frequent (n=262) Infrequent (n=170)   

Rank Attributes Mean SD Mean SD Attributes Rank 
   Very important    
1 Cleanliness of room 4.49 .659 4.43 .776 Cleanliness of room 1 
2 Price/value for money 4.48 .699 4.36 .735 Price/value for money 2 
3 Convenient/good location 4.47 .670 4.31 .732 Convenient/good location 3 
4 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4.26 .765 4.25 .800 Safety & security 4 
5 Safety & security 4.22 .842       

          
    Important     

     4.08 .762 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 5 
6 Comfort of bed 4.09 .886 3.86 .985 Comfort of bed 6 
7 Green 3.60 1.011 3.53 1.061 Green 7 
8 Prompt & efficient service 3.58 .955 3.49 1.073 Quiet stay 8 
9 Quiet stay 3.54 1.067 3.48 1.067 Prompt & efficient service 9 

10 Bedroom amenities 3.52 1.140 3.48 1.193 Bathroom amenities 10 
11 Bathroom amenities 3.44 1.257      
          
    Neutral     
     3.35 1.106 Bedroom amenities 11 

12 Internet 3.36 1.346 3.31 1.297 Internet 12 
13 Kitchen facilities 3.21 1.335 3.14 1.329 Kitchen facilities 13 
14 Private bathroom 3.02 1.509 3.06 1.476 Private bathroom 14 
15 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 2.97 1.154 2.85 1.102 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 15 
16 Room size 2.90 1.139 2.80 1.113 Room size 16 
17 Room interior decor 2.78 1.063 2.76 1.257 Air conditioner 17 
18 Air conditioner 2.73 1.313 2.69 1.481 Parking facilities 18 
     2.68 1.024 Room interior decor 19 
    Unimportant     

19 Parking facilities 2.53 1.469      
20 Brand reputation/familiarity 2.30 1.109 2.31 1.088 Brand reputation/familiarity 20 
21 Entertainment on-site 2.10 1.091 2.09 1.033 Entertainment on-site 21 
    Very unimportant     

22 Restaurant available on site 1.76 1.040 1.75 1.061 Restaurant available on site 22 
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I.14 Malaysia: Importance of Attributes by Traveller Type 

  Frequent (n=353) Infrequent (n=152)   

Rank Attributes Mean SD Mean SD Attributes Rank 
   Very important    
1 Cleanliness of room 4.64 .729 4.68 .706 Cleanliness of room 1-2 
2 Safety & security 4.51 .809 4.68 .687 Safety & security 1-2 
3 Convenient/good location 4.49 .816 4.59 .675 Convenient/good location 3 
4 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4.39 .856 4.44 .882 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4 
5 Price/value for money 4.35 .866 4.43 .811 Price/value for money 5 
6 Air conditioner 4.27 1.132 4.38 .812 Comfort of bed 6 
     4.34 1.017 Air conditioner 7 

    Important     
7 Comfort of bed 4.15 .956     
8 Bedroom amenities 4.05 1.094 4.14 1.026 Bedroom amenities 8 
9 Bathroom amenities 4.01 1.149 4.11 1.235 Private bathroom 9 

10 Private bathroom 3.80 1.397 4.05 1.126 Bathroom amenities 10 
11 Internet 3.71 1.413 3.98 1.171 Prompt & efficient service 11 
12 Green 3.58 1.167 3.86 1.051 Green 12 
13 Prompt & efficient service 3.56 1.251 3.71 1.065 Quiet stay 13 
14 Quiet stay 3.52 1.192 3.56 1.370 Internet 14 
    Neutral     

15 Room size 3.31 1.147 3.34 1.168 Room size 15 
16 Room interior decor 2.87 1.289 3.28 1.247 Room interior decor 16 
17 Brand reputation/familiarity 2.85 1.287 3.16 1.198 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 17 
18 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 2.82 1.400 3.14 1.381 Restaurant available on site 18 
19 Restaurant available on site 2.61 1.448 3.03 1.231 Brand reputation/familiarity 19 

     2.79 1.290 Entertainment on-site 20 
    Unimportant     

20 Entertainment on-site 2.47 1.367       
     1.88 1.153 Kitchen facilities 21 

    Very unimportant     
21 Kitchen facilities 1.77 1.132 1.57 1.090 Parking facilities 22 
22 Parking facilities 1.55 1.200         
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I.15 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Motives by Traveller 
Type 

  Frequent (n=262) Infrequent (n=170)   
Rank Motives Mean SD Mean SD Motives Rank 

   Strongly Agree    
1 Feel safe & secure 4.37 .686 4.37 .623 Feel safe & secure 1 
    Agree     

2 Peaceful & calm 
environment 3.85 .892 3.76 .914 Peaceful & calm 

environment 2 

3 A place to sleep 3.69 1.024 3.75 .960 A place to sleep 3 

4 Meeting new & varied 
people 3.57 1.072 3.56 .916 Share knowledge of the place 

with others 4 

5 Share knowledge of the 
place with others 3.55 1.041 3.52 1.010 Meeting new & varied 

people 5 

6 View the scenery 3.45 1.091 3.44 1.082 View the scenery 6 

7 Be with others who enjoy 
the same things as I do 3.40 1.060 3.40 .957 Isolation or privacy 7 

    Neutral     
8 Open space 3.28 .977 3.38 .898 Place that I belong 8 

9 Place that I belong 3.27 .945 3.29 .976 Be with others who enjoy the 
same things as i do 9 

10 Special atmosphere 3.21 .918 3.26 .912 Open space 10 
11 Isolation or privacy 3.19 1.107 3.24 .982 Something different 11 
12 Something different 3.17 .929 3.10 .940 Special atmosphere 12 

13 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 2.71 1.266 2.72 1.217 Spoil myself in a luxurious 

place 13 

14 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 2.64 1.204 2.69 1.351 Romantic relationship at a 

suitable place 14 

    Disagree     
15 Reflect past memories 2.39 1.048 2.34 1.004 Reflect past memories 15 
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I.16 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Motives by Traveller Type 

  Frequent (n=353) Infrequent (n=152)   
Rank Motives Mean SD Mean SD Motives Rank 

   Strongly Disagree    
     4.49 .921 Feel safe & secure 1 

    Agree     
1 Feel safe & secure 4.15 1.149       

2 Peaceful & calm 
environment 3.94 1.053 4.09 1.012 Peaceful & calm environment 2 

3 A place to sleep 3.61 1.272 3.70 1.245 Isolation or privacy 3 
4 Something different 3.46 1.150 3.63 1.290 View the scenery 4 

5 Share knowledge of the 
place with others 3.45 1.263 3.60 1.158 Special atmosphere 5 

    3.59 1.164 Place that I belong 6 
    3.53 1.212 Something different 7 
     3.49 1.312 A place to sleep 8 

     3.47 1.312 Share knowledge of the place 
with others 9 

    Neutral     
6 Isolation or privacy 3.33 1.304     
7 Special atmosphere 3.33 1.120 3.33 1.211 Open space 10 

8 Be with others who enjoy 
the same things as I do 3.31 1.296 3.32 1.304 Be with others who enjoy the 

same things as I do 11 

9 View the scenery 3.29 1.277 3.16 1.279 Meeting new & varied people 12 

10 Open space 3.23 1.241 2.88 1.446 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 13 

11 Meeting new & varied 
people 3.17 1.312 2.84 1.566 Romantic relationship at a 

suitable place 14 

12 Place that I belong 3.16 1.265     

13 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 2.79 1.359     

14 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 2.79 1.431     

    Disagree     
15 Reflect past memories 2.48 1.332 2.49 1.386 Reflect past memories 15 
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I.17 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Constraints by 
Traveller Type 

  Frequent (n=262) Infrequent (n=170)   
Rank Constraints Mean SD Mean SD Constraints Rank 

    Agree     
1 Time constraints 3.93 .852 3.93 .818 Time constraints 1 

2 Analyse the price among all 
alternatives 3.84 .949 3.80 .868 Analyse the price among all 

alternatives 2 

3 Before I came here, I saved 
up 3.47 1.130 3.43 1.220 Before I came here, I saved 

up 3 

      3.42 1.097 Safety reason 4 
   Neutral     

4 Safety reason 3.38 1.131        

5 Compromise on 
accommodation choice 2.77 1.447 2.80 1.408 Compromise on 

accommodation choice 5 

                
    Disagree     
6 Health reason 2.27 1.173 2.46 1.197 Health reason 6 
      1.80 .881 Physical limitation 7 
    Strongly Disagree     
7 Physical limitation 1.78 .804        
8 Work on this trip 1.35 .815 1.31 .807 Work on this trip 8 

 

I.18 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Traveller 
Type 

  Frequent (n=353) Infrequent (n=152)   
Rank Constraints Mean SD Mean SD Constraints Rank 

    Agree     
1 Time constraints 3.93 1.198 3.88 1.250 Safety reason 1 

2 Analyse the price among 
all alternatives 3.70 1.239 3.86 1.245 Time constraints 2 

3 Safety reason 3.42 1.408 3.84 1.191 Analyse the price among all 
alternatives 3 

              
    Neutral     

4 Before I came here, I 
saved up 3.12 1.483 3.22 1.539 Before I came here, I saved 

up 4 

5 Compromise on 
accommodation choice 2.64 1.607 2.83 1.590 Compromise on 

accommodation choice 5 

        2.70 1.539 Health reason 6 
    Disagree     
6 Health reason 2.50 1.506        
7 Physical limitation 1.99 1.280 2.20 1.416 Physical limitation 7 
              

    Strongly Disagree     
8 Work on this trip 1.33 .780 1.34 .876 Work on this trip 8 
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I.19 New Zealand: Importance of Attributes by Employment Status 

  Employed (n=279) Unemployed (n=153)   
Rank Attributes Mean SD Mean SD Attributes Rank 

    Very Important     

1 Cleanliness of room 4.55 .671 4.54 .688 Price/Value for money 1 
2 Convenient/good location 4.41 .723 4.41 .654 Convenient/good location 2 
3 Price/Value for money 4.38 .724 4.32 .749 Cleanliness of room 3 
4 Safety & Security 4.23 .837 4.25 .805 Safety & Security 4 
        4.20 .803 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 5 
   Important    

5 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4.19 .750      

6 Comfort of bed 4.06 .933 3.89 .922 Comfort of bed 6 
7 Green 3.62 .981 3.65 1.320 Kitchen facilities 7 
8 Prompt & efficient service 3.59 1.002 3.56 1.317 Internet 8 
9 Quiet stay 3.58 1.059 3.49 1.113 Green 9 

10 Bedroom amenities 3.57 1.094 3.44 .992 Prompt & efficient service 10 
11 Bathroom amenities 3.53 1.223 3.41 1.079 Quiet stay 11 
12 Private bathroom 3.42 1.419         
   Neutral    

      3.32 1.239 Bathroom amenities 12 
13 Internet 3.22 1.317 3.25 1.167 Bedroom amenities 13 
14 Room size 2.98 1.124 2.92 1.112 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 14 
15 Exterior aesthetic/landscape 2.93 1.148 2.65 1.109 Room size 15 
16 Kitchen facilities 2.92 1.269      

17 Room interior decor 2.86 1.046      

18 Air conditioner 2.85 1.293      

19 Parking facilities 2.75 1.417         

   Unimportant    

     2.54 1.262 Air conditioner 16 
     2.52 1.020 Room interior decor 17 
     2.33 1.372 Private bathroom 18 
     2.31 1.121 Brand reputation/familiarity 19 

20 Brand reputation/familiarity 2.30 1.090 2.31 1.537 Parking facilities 20 
21 Entertainment on-site 2.00 1.035 2.27 1.106 Entertainment on-site 21 
22 Restaurant available on site 1.90 1.119         

   Very Unimportant    

        1.49 .844 Restaurant available on site 22 
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I.20 Malaysia: Importance of Attributes by Employment Status 

  Employed (n=367) Unemployed (n=138)   
Rank Attributes Mean SD Mean SD Attributes Rank 

   Very Important    
1 Cleanliness of room 4.69 .671 4.55 .838 Cleanliness of room 1 
2 Safety & Security 4.57 .747 4.54 .855 Safety & Security 2 
3 Convenient/good location 4.54 .767 4.45 .802 Convenient/good location 3 

4 Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4.41 .845 4.38 .914 Staff 
attitude/friendly/polite 4 

5 Price/Value for money 4.37 .833 4.37 .897 Price/Value for money 5 
6 Air conditioner 4.37 1.026       
7 Comfort of bed 4.26 .880         
   Important    
8 Bedroom amenities 4.12 1.034 4.10 1.013 Comfort of bed 6 
9 Bathroom amenities 4.06 1.112 4.09 1.253 Air conditioner 7 

10 Private bathroom 4.01 1.287 3.95 1.167 Bedroom amenities 8 
11 Prompt & efficient service 3.78 1.229 3.92 1.215 Bathroom amenities 9 
12 Green 3.73 1.131 3.77 1.314 Internet 10 
13 Quiet stay 3.68 1.121 3.58 1.489 Private bathroom 11 
14 Internet 3.63 1.431 3.49 1.148 Green 12 
15 Room size 3.41 1.100 3.43 1.244 Prompt & efficient service 13 

            
   Neutral    
     3.31 1.213 Quiet stay 14 

16 Room interior decor 3.14 1.247 3.07 1.251 Room size 15 

17 Exterior 
aesthetic/landscape 3.05 1.338 2.71 1.251 Brand 

reputation/familiarity 16 

18 Brand 
reputation/familiarity 2.98 1.274 2.61 1.326 Room interior decor 17 

            

   Unimportant    

19 Restaurant available on site 2.88 1.428 2.58 1.328 Exterior 
aesthetic/landscape 18 

20 Entertainment on-site 2.62 1.387 2.46 1.461 Restaurant available on site 19 
21 Kitchen facilities 1.81 1.146 2.43 1.244 Entertainment on-site 20 

            

   Very Unimportant    
     1.78 1.121 Kitchen facilities 21 

22 Parking facilities 1.54 1.151 1.61 1.211 Parking facilities 22 
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I.21 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Motives by 
Employment Status 

  Employed (n=279) Unemployed (n=153)   
Rank Motives Mean SD Mean SD Motives Rank 

   Strongly Agree    
1 Feel safe & secure 4.39 .637 4.32 .704 Feel safe & secure 1 
   Agree    

2 Peaceful & calm 
environment 3.90 .900 3.93 .940 Meeting new & varied 

people 2 

3 A place to sleep 3.61 1.026 3.92 .917 A place to sleep 3 

4 View the scenery 3.56 1.054 3.69 .949 Be with others who enjoy 
the same things as I do 4 

5 Share knowledge of the 
place with others 3.52 1.010 3.65 .883 Peaceful & calm 

environment 5 

6 Isolation or privacy 3.45 .965 3.60 .962 Share knowledge of the 
place with others 6 

      3.41 .983 Open space 7 
   Neutral    

7 Meeting new & varied 
people 3.34 1.047       

8 Place that I belong 3.33 .897 3.28 .983 Place that I belong 8 
9 Special atmosphere 3.21 .925 3.24 .980 Something different 9 
10 Open space 3.20 .927 3.24 1.118 View the scenery 10 

11 Be with others who enjoy 
the same things as I do 3.18 1.027 3.10 .930 Special atmosphere 11 

12 Something different 3.18 .934 2.95 1.134 Isolation or privacy 12 

13 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 3.00 1.307     

   Disagree    
      2.35 1.084 Reflect past memories 13 

14 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 2.99 1.220 2.14 1.085 Romantic relationship at a 

suitable place 14 

15 Reflect past memories 2.39 1.000 2.10 .951 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 15 
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I.22 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Motives by Employment 
Status 

  Employed (n=367) Unemployed (n=138)   

Rank Motives Mean SD Mean SD Motives Rank 

   Strongly Agree    

1 Feel safe & secure 4.32 1.035      

   Agree    
     4.06 1.225 Feel safe & secure 1 

2 Peaceful & calm 
environment 4.07 .980 3.76 1.169 Peaceful & calm 

environment 2 

3 Isolation or privacy 3.56 1.240 3.70 1.288 A place to sleep 3 
4 Something different 3.56 1.117       
5 A place to sleep 3.53 1.282       
6 Special atmosphere 3.49 1.094       
7 View the scenery 3.48 1.280       

8 Share knowledge of the 
place with others 3.48 1.274       

   Neutral    

9 Place that I belong 3.37 1.203 3.39 1.287 Share knowledge of the 
place with others 4 

10 Be with others who enjoy 
the same things as I do 3.31 1.300 3.31 1.295 Be with others who enjoy 

the same things as I do 5 

11 Open space 3.29 1.217 3.29 1.280 Something different 6 

12 Meeting new & varied 
people 3.17 1.298 3.20 1.225 Special atmosphere 7 

13 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 2.95 1.376 3.16 1.269 Open space 8 

14 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 2.90 1.476 3.15 1.312 Meeting new & varied 

people 9 

    3.14 1.288 View the scenery 10 

    3.14 1.394 Isolation or privacy 11 
    3.08 1.351 Place that I belong 12 
   Disagree    

15 Reflect past memories 2.50 1.357 2.54 1.430 Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 13 

      2.46 1.352 Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 14 

    2.44 1.324 Reflect past memories 15 
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I.23 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Constraints by 
Employment Status 

  Employed (n=279) Unemployed (n=153)   
Rank Constraints Mean SD Mean SD Constraints Rank 

   Agree    

1 Time constraints 3.91 .865 3.95 .789 Time constraints 1 

2 Analyse the price among 
all alternatives 3.76 .949 3.93 .848 Analyse the price among all 

alternatives 2 

     3.74 .985 Before i came here, i saved up 3 
        3.45 1.158 Safety reason 4 
   Neutral    

3 Safety reason 3.37 1.094       

4 Before i came here, i 
saved up 3.29 1.226       

5 Compromise on 
accommodation choice 2.78 1.413 2.77 1.467 Compromise on 

accommodation choice 5 

   Disagree    

6 Health reason 2.38 1.202 2.27 1.153 Health reason 6 
7 Physical limitation 1.82 .843         

   Strongly Disagree    

     1.74 .817 Physical limitation 7 
8 Work on this trip 1.23 .637 1.52 1.033 Work on this trip 8 

 

I.24 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Constraints by 
Employment Status 

  Employed (n=367) Unemployed (n=138)   
Rank Constraints Mean SD Mean SD Constraints Rank 

   Agree    
1 Time constraints 3.96 1.204 3.78 1.226 Time constraints 1 

2 Analyse the price among all 
alternatives 3.74 1.249 3.75 1.164 Analyse the price among all 

alternatives 2 

3 Safety reason 3.62 1.368         
   Neutral    

    3.39 1.396 Safety reason 3 

4 Before i came here, i saved 
up 3.13 1.486 3.20 1.539 Before i came here, i saved 

up 4 

5 Compromise on 
accommodation choice 2.67 1.622 2.76 1.555 Compromise on 

accommodation choice 5 

6 Health reason 2.64 1.556         
   Disagree    

    2.34 1.391 Health reason 6 
7 Physical limitation 2.06 1.327 2.04 1.323 Physical limitation 7 
   Strongly Disagree    
8 Work on this trip 1.33 .811 1.35 .807 Work on this trip 8 
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I.25 New Zealand: Importance of Attributes by Number of Travel 
Companions 

Attributes 
Solo (n=131) Pair (n=235) 3 (n=38) 4 (n=28) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 
Price/value for money 1 4.43** 2 4.43** 1 4.66** 4 4.21** 
Convenient/good location 2 4.42** 3 4.40** 3 4.39** 2 4.43** 
Cleanliness of room 3 4.39** 1 4.51** 2 4.50** 3 4.43** 
Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4 4.24** 5 4.16* 4 4.21** 5 4.21** 
Safety & security 5 4.24** 4 4.21** 5 4.18* 1 4.50** 
Comfort of bed 6 4.03* 6 4.01* 6 3.74* 6 4.11* 
Prompt & efficient service 7 3.60* 11 3.50* 8 3.58* 12 3.50* 
Green 8 3.52* 7 3.61* 9 3.55* 11 3.54* 
Internet 9 3.50* 12 3.24 12 3.37 14 3.43* 
Quiet stay 10 3.44* 8 3.58* 11 3.39 10 3.54* 
Bathroom amenities 11 3.26 10 3.53* 10 3.47* 8 3.71* 
Bedroom amenities 12 3.21 9 3.57* 13 3.34 7 3.79* 
Kitchen facilities 13 3.01 14 3.16 7 3.61* 9 3.61* 
Exterior aesthetic/landscape 14 2.82 15 2.96 18 2.79 16 3.25 
Air conditioner 15 2.69 19 2.73 16 2.92 19 2.82 
Private bathroom 16 2.67 13 3.20 14 3.13 15 3.25 
Room size 17 2.59 16 2.95 15 3.05 17 3.14 
Room interior decor 18 2.47 17 2.86 19 2.68 18 3.04 
Brand reputation/familiarity 19 2.24 20 2.34 21 2.32 21 2.29 
Entertainment on-site 20 2.08 21 2.02 20 2.34 20 2.43 
Parking facilities 21 2.01 18 2.78 17 2.87 13 3.43* 
Restaurant available on site 22 1.71 22 1.74 22 1.74 22 2.11 

Note: Importance level **(very important); *(important) 
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I.26 Malaysia: Importance of Attributes by Number of Travel 
Companions 

Attributes 
Solo (n=118) Pair (n=220) 3 (n=56) 4 (n=111) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Cleanliness of room 1 4.50** 1 4.74** 1 4.71** 1 4.61** 
Convenient/good location 2 4.49** 3 4.58** 4 4.48** 3 4.44** 
Safety & Security 3 4.44** 2 4.61** 2 4.61** 2 4.57** 
Staff attitude/friendly/polite 4 4.29** 4 4.46** 5 4.38** 4 4.42** 
Price/Value for money 5 4.22** 5 4.43** 6 4.38** 5 4.41** 
Comfort of bed 6 4.06* 7 4.23** 7 4.23** 6 4.36** 
Air conditioner 7 3.98* 6 4.35** 3 4.57** 7 4.34** 
Bathroom amenities 8 3.96* 9 4.05* 10 4.02* 9 4.05* 
Bedroom amenities 9 3.93* 8 4.08* 9 4.13* 8 4.19* 
Internet 10 3.86* 11 3.79* 12 3.80* 17 3.14 
Green 11 3.68* 12 3.65* 15 3.54* 12 3.76* 
Quiet stay 12 3.55* 14 3.55* 14 3.61* 13 3.66* 
Private bathroom 13 3.53* 10 3.98* 8 4.14* 11 3.95* 
Prompt & efficient service 14 3.42* 13 3.62* 11 3.82* 10 4.04* 
Room size 15 2.96 15 3.27 13 3.71* 14 3.59* 
Room interior decor 16 2.69 16 3.03 17 3.11 16 3.19 
Brand reputation/familiarity 17 2.68 18 2.90 16 3.14 18 3.05 
Restaurant available on site 18 2.62 19 2.65 18 3.07 19 3.02 
Exterior aesthetic/landscape 19 2.48 17 3.02 19 2.96 15 3.19 
Entertainment on-site 20 2.43 20 2.51 20 2.77 20 2.73 
Kitchen facilities 21 1.69 21 1.77 21 1.91 21 1.91 
Parking facilities 22 1.53 22 1.51 22 1.70 22 1.59 

Note: Importance level **(very important); *(important) 
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I.27 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Motives by Number of 
Travel Companions 

Motives 
Solo (n=131) Pair (n=235) 3 (n=38) 4 (n=28) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Feel safe & secure 1 4.33** 1 4.38** 1 4.29** 1 4.54** 
A place to sleep 2 4.00* 4 3.57* 2 3.74* 7 3.61* 
Meeting new & varied people 3 3.78* 6 3.46* 5 3.39 9 3.46* 
Peaceful & calm environment 4 3.76* 2 3.85* 3 3.61* 2 4.00* 
Be with others who enjoy the 
same things as I do 5 3.66* 12 3.15 6 3.34 5 3.68* 

Share knowledge of the place 
with others 6 3.63* 5 3.50* 4 3.50* 4 3.68* 

Open space 7 3.35 9 3.23 7 3.24 12 3.36 
Place that I belong 8 3.31 8 3.33 9 3.18 10 3.39 
View the scenery 9 3.25 3 3.57* 10 3.11 3 3.75* 
Something different 10 3.18 11 3.16 8 3.24 8 3.61* 
Isolation or privacy 11 3.17 7 3.37 12 2.97 11 3.36 
Special atmosphere 12 3.12 10 3.16 11 3.05 6 3.64* 
Reflect past memories 13 2.46 15 2.34 15 2.29 15 2.32 
Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 14 2.37 14 2.79 14 2.55 13 3.29 

Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 15 2.06 13 3.09 13 2.58 14 2.61 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.28 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Motives by Number of 
Travel Companions 

Motives 
Solo (n=118) Pair (n=220) 3 (n=56) 4 (n=111) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Feel safe & secure 1 3.88* 1 4.30** 1 4.43** 3 3.63* 
A place to sleep 2 3.81* 8 3.42* 3 3.66* 5 3.62* 
Peaceful & calm environment 3 3.73* 2 4.03* 2 4.02* 15 2.54 
Something different 4 3.37 4 3.47* 6 3.46* 10 3.50* 

Meeting new & varied people 5 3.34 13 3.00 13 3.11 9 3.50* 

Share knowledge of the place 
with others 6 3.31 3 3.51* 5 3.48* 12 3.34 

Be with others who enjoy the 
same things as I do 7 3.29 10 3.22 10 3.21 13 3.05 

Isolation or privacy 8 3.29 5 3.47* 4 3.55* 4 3.63* 
Special atmosphere 9 3.21 6 3.44* 9 3.27 1 4.46** 
Place that I belong 10 3.18 9 3.27 7 3.41* 11 3.38 

Open space 11 3.10 11 3.21 11 3.20 14 2.77 

View the scenery 12 3.09 7 3.44* 8 3.38 6 3.59* 
Reflect past memories 13 2.55 15 2.35 14 2.75 2 4.15* 
Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 14 2.42 12 3.08 15 2.64 8 3.54* 

Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 15 2.40 14 2.83 12 3.20 7 3.56* 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.29 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Number 
of Travel Companions 

Constraints 
Solo (n=131) Pair (n=235) 3 (n=38) 4 (n=28) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Time constraints 1 3.94* 1 3.94* 2 3.84* 2 3.86* 
Analyse the price among all 
alternatives 2 3.63* 2 3.86* 1 4.05* 1 4.14* 

Safety reason 3 3.36 4 3.35 4 3.61* 3 3.68* 
Before I came here, I saved 
up 4 3.34 3 3.50* 3 3.63* 4 3.29 

Health reason 5 2.40 6 2.24 6 2.39 6 2.89 
Compromise on 
accommodation choice 6 1.79 5 3.18 5 3.37 5 3.21 

Physical limitation 7 1.68 7 1.78 7 2.11 7 1.96 
Work on this trip 8 1.40 8 1.26 8 1.55 8 1.29 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 

 

I.30 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Number of 
Travel Companions 

Constraints 
Solo (n=118) Pair (n=220) 3 (n=56) 4 (n=111) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Time constraints 1 3.80* 2 3.87* 1 4.09* 1 4.03* 
Analyse the price among all 
alternatives 2 3.53* 1 3.88* 3 3.59* 2 3.77* 

Safety reason 3 3.26 3 3.62* 2 3.61* 3 3.71* 
Before I came here, I saved 
up 4 2.95 4 3.24 5 3.30 4 3.13 

Health reason 5 2.34 6 2.56 6 2.84 6 2.65 
Physical limitation 6 2.00 7 2.00 7 2.13 7 2.20 
Compromise on 
accommodation choice 7 1.48 5 3.00 4 3.36 5 3.06 

Work on this trip 8 1.40 8 1.32 8 1.45 8 1.23 
Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.31 New Zealand: Importance of Attributes by Educational Level 

Attributes 
High School 

(n=100) 

Tertiary 
certificate/ 

diploma (n=86) 

Professional 
degree (n=19) 

Bachelor's 
degree 
(n=153) 

Master’s 
degree (n=68) 

Doctorate 
degree (n=6) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 
Price/value for 
money 1 4.50** 2 4.42** 4 4.16* 2 4.45** 3 4.40** 1 4.50** 

Convenient/good 
location 2 4.41** 3 4.38** 2 4.32** 3 4.35** 1 4.59** 2 4.33** 

Cleanliness of room 3 4.39** 1 4.45** 1 4.58** 1 4.49** 2 4.54** 3 4.17* 

Safety & security 4 4.27** 5 4.26** 3 4.32** 4 4.16* 4 4.31** 6 4.00* 
Staff 
attitude/friendly/ 
polite 

5 4.22** 4 4.26** 5 4.16* 5 4.12* 5 4.22** 5 4.17* 

Comfort of bed 6 4.05* 6 4.01* 6 4.00* 6 3.97* 6 4.01* 8 3.67* 

Kitchen facilities 7 3.59* 10 3.41* 17 2.68 13 3.10 17 2.72 20 2.00 
Prompt & efficient 
service 8 3.55* 9 3.57* 13 3.21 7 3.50* 9 3.63* 7 3.83* 

Green 9 3.53* 7 3.79* 7 3.68* 10 3.41* 8 3.69* 9 3.67* 

Bedroom amenities 10 3.52* 13 3.26 10 3.42* 11 3.39 7 3.78* 12 3.33 

Bathroom amenities 11 3.45* 11 3.36 8 3.63* 9 3.43* 11 3.57* 10 3.50* 

Quiet stay 12 3.44* 8 3.65* 12 3.32 8 3.47* 10 3.59* 4 4.17* 

Internet 13 3.41* 12 3.29 9 3.47* 12 3.35 13 3.31 13 2.67 

Air conditioner 14 3.05 19 2.49 20 2.32 17 2.78 19 2.68 15 2.33 
Exterior 
aesthetic/landscape 15 2.92 14 3.05 19 2.37 16 2.81 14 3.28 21 1.83 

Private bathroom 16 2.89 15 2.88 11 3.32 14 3.04 12 3.32 11 3.33 

Room size 17 2.85 16 2.87 15 3.16 15 2.81 15 2.97 18 2.17 

Room interior decor 18 2.67 17 2.73 16 3.00 18 2.70 16 2.91 17 2.17 

Parking facilities 19 2.60 18 2.66 14 3.21 19 2.42 18 2.72 14 2.50 
Entertainment on-
site 20 2.36 21 2.15 22 1.63 21 2.10 22 1.79 22 1.50 

Brand reputation/ 
familiarity 21 2.29 20 2.31 18 2.47 20 2.29 20 2.31 19 2.00 

Restaurant available 
on site 22 1.67 22 1.83 21 1.74 22 1.70 21 1.87 16 2.17 

Note: Importance level **(very important); *(important) 
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I.32 Malaysia: Importance of Attributes by Educational Level 

Attributes 
High School 

(n=119) 

Tertiary 
certificate/ 

diploma 
(n=102) 

Professional 
degree (n=28) 

Bachelor's 
degree (n=160) 

Master’s 
degree (n=85) 

Doctorate 
degree (n=11) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 
Cleanliness of room 1 4.61** 1 4.52** 1 4.64** 1 4.74** 1 4.68** 1 4.82** 
Safety & security 2 4.59** 3 4.43** 2 4.57** 2 4.64** 2 4.53** 3 4.55** 
Convenient/good location 3 4.45** 2 4.50** 3 4.46** 3 4.63** 3 4.47** 9 4.18* 
Staff 
attitude/friendly/polite 4 4.41** 4 4.30** 5 4.32** 4 4.53** 5 4.29** 2 4.55** 

Price/value for money 5 4.34** 5 4.24** 4 4.32** 5 4.49** 4 4.39** 8 4.27** 
Comfort of bed 6 4.23** 7 4.16* 7 4.18* 7 4.26** 7 4.20** 4 4.45** 
Air conditioner 7 4.21** 6 4.24** 6 4.25** 6 4.41** 6 4.24** 5 4.45** 
Bedroom amenities 8 4.04* 8 3.99* 9 4.07* 8 4.16* 9 4.04* 7 4.36** 
Bathroom amenities 9 3.99* 9 3.87* 8 4.14* 9 4.11* 8 4.04* 10 4.09* 
Private bathroom 10 3.96* 10 3.71* 10 3.75* 10 3.90* 10 4.01* 11 4.09* 
Internet 11 3.74* 13 3.50* 14 3.32 14 3.72* 11 3.68* 6 4.36** 
Prompt & efficient service 12 3.71* 12 3.54* 11 3.75* 11 3.80* 13 3.56* 12 3.91* 
Green 13 3.65* 11 3.55* 13 3.57* 12 3.77* 12 3.65* 14 3.82* 
Quiet stay 14 3.59* 14 3.45* 12 3.68* 13 3.73* 14 3.36 13 3.91* 
Room size 15 3.17 15 3.39 15 3.14 15 3.39 15 3.33 15 3.45* 
Exterior 
aesthetic/landscape 16 2.92 18 2.77 16 3.11 17 3.08 19 2.76 17 2.91 

Room interior decor 17 2.91 17 2.82 17 3.07 16 3.09 16 3.07 16 3.27 
Restaurant available on 
site 18 2.87 19 2.60 19 2.89 19 2.79 18 2.76 20 2.55 

Brand 
reputation/familiarity 19 2.79 16 2.86 18 2.96 18 3.06 17 2.82 18 2.82 

Entertainment on-site 20 2.58 20 2.40 20 2.79 20 2.73 20 2.34 19 2.82 
Kitchen facilities 21 1.75 21 1.74 22 2.00 21 1.88 22 1.68 21 2.27 
Parking facilities 22 1.57 22 1.40 21 2.07 22 1.46 21 1.74 22 1.45 

Note: Importance level **(very important); *(important) 
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I.33 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Motives by Educational 
Level 

Motives 
High School 

(n=100) 

Tertiary 
certificate/ 

diploma 
(n=86) 

Professional 
degree (n=19) 

Bachelor's 
degree 
(n=153) 

Master’s 
degree (n=68) 

Doctorate 
degree (n=6) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Feel safe & secure 1 4.32** 1 4.30** 1 4.32** 1 4.35** 1 4.54** 1 4.67** 

A place to sleep 2 3.83* 2 3.86* 3 3.63* 3 3.71* 7 3.43* 6 3.50* 
Meeting new & varied 
people 3 3.77* 5 3.63* 6 3.21 4 3.49* 6 3.44* 12 2.67 

Peaceful & calm 
environment 4 3.76* 3 3.78* 2 3.68* 2 3.78* 2 4.00* 2 4.17* 

Share knowledge of the 
place with others 5 3.73* 4 3.70* 8 3.11 5 3.45* 4 3.51* 11 2.83 

Be with others who 
enjoy the same things as 
I do 

6 3.67* 8 3.33 9 3.00 6 3.35 12 3.16 15 2.33 

Place that I belong 7 3.47* 9 3.26 7 3.21 8 3.24 9 3.34 7 3.33 

Open space 8 3.46* 7 3.35 13 2.68 9 3.23 11 3.16 8 3.33 

View the scenery 9 3.37 6 3.44* 5 3.37 7 3.35 3 3.79* 4 3.67* 

Isolation or privacy 10 3.30 12 3.15 4 3.42* 10 3.18 5 3.47* 3 4.00* 

Something different 11 3.30 10 3.21 10 2.95 12 3.12 10 3.29 10 3.00 

Special atmosphere 12 3.12 11 3.21 12 2.74 11 3.14 8 3.38 9 3.17 
Spoil myself in a 
luxurious place 13 2.62 14 2.49 14 2.53 13 2.71 13 2.84 5 3.67* 

Romantic relationship at 
a suitable place 14 2.59 13 2.74 11 2.79 14 2.69 14 2.81 13 2.50 

Reflect past memories 15 2.43 15 2.34 15 2.42 15 2.37 15 2.32 14 2.33 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.34 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Motives by Educational 
Level 

Motives 
High School 

(n=119) 

Tertiary 
certificate/dipl
oma (n=102) 

Professional 
degree (n=28) 

Bachelor's 
degree (n=160) 

Master’s 
degree (n=85) 

Doctorate 
degree (n=11) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Feel safe & secure 1 4.30** 1 4.01* 1 4.50** 1 4.36** 1 4.13* 1 4.64** 
Peaceful & calm 
environment 2 4.08* 2 3.76* 2 4.00* 2 4.09* 2 3.87* 2 4.27** 

A place to sleep 3 3.73* 3 3.73* 3 3.82* 8 3.47* 6 3.29 4 3.64* 
Be with others who 
enjoy the same things as 
I do 

4 3.54* 6 3.28 11 3.36 9 3.44* 13 2.84 13 2.73 

Isolation or privacy 5 3.52* 5 3.38 7 3.50* 7 3.53* 8 3.14 3 4.09* 

Share knowledge of the 
place with others 6 3.49* 8 3.25 4 3.61* 5 3.58* 3 3.44* 7 3.18 

Place that I belong 7 3.39 9 3.22 10 3.43* 11 3.35 10 3.11 9 3.09 

View the scenery 8 3.37 12 3.10 9 3.46* 3 3.66* 7 3.28 11 3.00 

Open space 9 3.36 11 3.13 8 3.46* 10 3.38 11 2.99 6 3.18 

Something different 10 3.31 4 3.55* 6 3.54* 4 3.62* 5 3.40* 5 3.27 

Special atmosphere 11 3.29 7 3.26 5 3.57* 6 3.56* 4 3.44* 8 3.18 
Meeting new & varied 
people 12 3.13 10 3.18 12 3.25 12 3.26 9 3.13 14 2.36 

Spoil myself in a 
luxurious place 13 2.76 14 2.72 13 2.68 14 2.99 14 2.74 12 2.73 

Romantic relationship at 
a suitable place 14 2.61 13 2.75 15 2.18 13 3.03 12 2.91 10 3.09 

Reflect past memories 15 2.59 15 2.47 14 2.54 15 2.54 15 2.31 15 1.91 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.35 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Constraints by 
Educational Level 

Constraints 
High School 

(n=100) 

Tertiary 
certificate/ 

diploma 
(n=86) 

Professional 
degree (n=19) 

Bachelor's 
degree 
(n=153) 

Master’s 
degree (n=68) 

Doctorate 
degree (n=6) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Time constraints 1 3.93* 1 3.94* 1 3.89* 1 3.97* 1 3.79* 1 4.17* 

Analyse the price among 
all alternatives 2 3.83* 2 3.77* 2 3.68* 2 3.90* 2 3.79* 2 3.50* 

Safety reason 3 3.55* 4 3.40* 3 3.58* 4 3.31 4 3.31 3 3.33 
Before I came here, I saved 
up 4 3.43* 3 3.64* 4 3.26 3 3.49* 3 3.35 5 1.83 

Compromise on 
accommodation choice 5 2.87 5 2.84 5 3.05 5 2.73 5 2.72 7 1.67 

Health reason 6 2.41 6 2.34 6 1.95 6 2.29 6 2.49 4 2.33 

Physical limitation 7 1.84 7 1.78 7 1.84 7 1.78 7 1.74 6 1.83 

Work on this trip 8 1.20 8 1.45 8 1.47 8 1.37 8 1.26 8 1.17 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 

 

I.36 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Educational 
Level 

Constraints 
High School 

(n=119) 

Tertiary 
certificate/ 

diploma 
(n=102) 

Professional 
degree (n=28) 

Bachelor's 
degree 
(n=160) 

Master’s 
degree (n=85) 

Doctorate 
degree (n=11) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Time constraints 1 4.08* 1 3.83* 3 3.68* 1 3.98* 2 3.68* 1 4.18* 

Analyse the price among 
all alternatives 2 3.73* 2 3.69* 2 3.71* 2 3.78* 1 3.86* 3 3.09 

Safety reason 3 3.55* 3 3.53* 1 3.89* 3 3.71* 3 3.25 2 3.27 
Before I came here, I saved 
up 4 3.31 4 3.12 5 2.68 4 3.24 4 2.96 4 3.09 

Compromise on 
accommodation choice 5 2.95 6 2.55 4 3.00 5 2.68 5 2.51 5 2.27 

Health reason 6 2.76 5 2.57 6 2.54 6 2.67 6 2.15 6 2.00 
Physical limitation 7 2.08 7 2.05 7 2.00 7 2.10 7 2.01 7 1.64 
Work on this trip 8 1.44 8 1.26 8 1.50 8 1.22 8 1.42 8 1.36 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.37 New Zealand: Importance of Attributes by Region 

  
Attributes 

Africa (n=2) America 
(n=31) Asia (n=67) 

Europe & 
European 

Union (n=205) 

Middle East 
(n=13) 

Oceania 
(n=114) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 
Convenient/good 
location 1 5.00** 2 4.48** 2 4.45** 2 4.41** 6 4.38** 3 4.35** 

Internet 2 5.00** 8 3.68* 11 3.46* 8 3.45* 10 3.92* 17 2.89 

Cleanliness of room 3 4.50** 3 4.42** 1 4.58** 1 4.41** 1 4.92** 2 4.46** 
Safety & security 4 4.50** 4 4.35** 3 4.45** 5 4.09* 5 4.54** 4 4.30** 
Bedroom amenities 5 4.00* 9 3.55* 10 3.46* 13 3.25 11 3.85* 9 3.74* 
Comfort of bed 6 4.00* 5 4.00* 5 4.19* 6 3.84* 2 4.77** 6 4.09 
Staff 
attitude/friendly/polite 7 4.00* 6 3.94* 6 4.15* 4 4.22** 4 4.54** 5 4.19 

Exterior 
aesthetic/landscape 8 4.00* 17 2.35 17 3.10 14 2.96 17 3.08 18 2.87 

Parking facilities 9 4.00* 21 1.90 19 3.03 19 2.37 13 3.46* 19 2.82 

Price/value for money 10 4.00* 1 4.52** 4 4.40** 3 4.40** 3 4.69** 1 4.47** 

Green 11 4.00* 7 3.68* 14 3.36 7 3.64* 12 3.62* 12 3.54* 
Restaurant available 
on site 12 3.50* 22 1.48 22 2.22 22 1.58 22 1.77 22 1.82 

Prompt & efficient 
service 13 3.50* 10 3.55* 9 3.48* 9 3.44* 9 4.00* 10 3.69* 

Kitchen facilities 14 3.50* 14 2.74 13 3.39 12 3.26 8 4.08* 14 2.93 
Quiet stay 15 3.50* 11 3.45* 7 3.81* 10 3.36 7 4.15* 11 3.59* 
Bathroom amenities 16 3.00 12 3.32 8 3.51* 11 3.32 18 3.00 7 3.76* 
Brand 
reputation/familiarity 17 3.00 16 2.45 20 2.66 20 2.22 21 2.31 21 2.19 

Room interior decor 18 3.00 18 2.29 18 3.04 17 2.59 16 3.15 15 2.89 
Room size 19 3.00 19 2.29 16 3.22 15 2.69 15 3.31 13 3.06 
Air conditioner 20 3.00 15 2.65 12 3.43* 18 2.40 14 3.31 16 2.89 
Entertainment on-site 21 3.00 20 2.00 21 2.30 21 1.91 19 2.92 20 2.22 
Private bathroom 22 2.00 13 2.84 15 3.33 16 2.61 20 2.54 8 3.75* 

Note: Importance level **(very important); *(important) 
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I.38 Malaysia: Importance of Attributes by Region 

Attributes 
Africa (n=11) America 

(n=11) Asia (n=204) 
Europe & 

European Union 
(n=140) 

Middle East 
(n=54) Oceania (n=85) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 
Cleanliness of room 1 4.91** 1 4.73** 1 4.75** 1 4.48** 1 4.83** 1 4.55** 
Convenient/good 
location 2 4.91** 2 4.45** 3 4.60** 3 4.36** 7 4.57** 2 4.48** 

Safety & security 3 4.82** 4 4.36** 2 4.72** 4 4.31** 2 4.80** 3 4.46** 
Comfort of bed 4 4.73** 8 3.73* 7 4.32** 7 3.96* 5 4.61** 7 4.16* 
Staff attitude/ 
friendly/polite 5 4.73** 5 4.18* 4 4.44** 5 4.31** 6 4.61** 6 4.33** 

Air conditioner 6 4.73** 10 3.64* 5 4.39** 6 4.00* 4 4.61** 5 4.34** 
Price/value for money 7 4.55** 3 4.45** 6 4.32** 2 4.41** 9 4.39** 4 4.39** 
Bedroom amenities 8 4.45** 12 3.36* 8 4.26** 9 3.70* 3 4.65** 8 3.93* 
Private bathroom 9 4.36** 6 3.91* 10 4.08* 12 3.39 10 4.30** 9 3.92* 
Bathroom amenities 10 4.27** 9 3.64* 9 4.17* 8 3.72* 8 4.48** 10 3.88* 
Prompt & efficient 
service 11 4.00* 11 3.55* 14 3.62* 11 3.53* 11 4.13* 11 3.80* 

Internet 12 4.00* 7 3.82* 11 3.83* 10 3.54* 15 3.65* 14 3.42* 
Quiet stay 13 3.91* 13 3.18 13 3.62* 14 3.29 12 4.13* 13 3.61* 
Green 14 3.82* 14 3.00 12 3.83* 13 3.38 14 3.81* 12 3.72* 
Room size 15 3.64* 15 2.91 15 3.47* 16 2.79 13 4.09* 15 3.35 
Brand 
reputation/familiarity 16 3.27 19 2.36 17 3.04 18 2.47 18 3.50* 18 2.93 

Exterior 
aesthetic/landscape 17 3.18 16 2.73 19 2.83 15 2.84 19 3.46* 17 2.94 

Restaurant available 
on site 18 3.09 17 2.45 18 3.00 19 2.26 17 3.54* 20 2.56 

Room interior decor 19 3.00 18 2.36 16 3.10 17 2.65 16 3.57* 16 3.00 
Entertainment on-site 20 2.09 20 1.64 20 2.72 20 2.12 20 3.35 19 2.64 
Kitchen facilities 21 2.00 22 1.09 21 1.70 21 1.73 21 2.43 21 1.82 
Parking facilities 22 1.18 21 1.55 22 1.65 22 1.41 22 1.83 22 1.44 

Note: Importance level **(very important); *(important) 
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I.39 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Motives by Region 

Motives 
Africa (n=2) America 

(n=31) Asia (n=67) 
Europe & 
European 

Union (n=205) 

Middle East 
(n=13) 

Oceania 
(n=114) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

A place to sleep 4 4.00* 3 3.84* 4 3.69* 2 3.78* 6 3.77* 4 3.59* 

Be with others who enjoy the 
same things as I do 9 3.50* 5 3.45* 9 3.52* 7 3.35 4 3.92* 12 3.18 

Feel safe & secure 1-3 4.50** 1 4.55** 1 4.45** 1 4.29** 1 4.46** 1 4.40** 

Isolation or privacy 7 4.00* 10 3.19 7 3.63* 12 2.97 10 3.31 3 3.61* 

Meeting new & varied people 10 3.50* 4 3.77* 5 3.69* 3 3.65* 5 3.92* 11 3.19 

Open space 12 3.50* 12 2.94 12 3.18 8 3.28 8 3.62* 8 3.36 

Peaceful & calm environment 6 4.00* 2 3.84* 2 4.04* 4 3.62* 2 4.00* 2 3.98* 

Place that I belong 11 3.50* 8 3.32 6 3.67* 9 3.15 9 3.54* 7 3.37 

Reflect past memories 13 3.50* 13 2.29 15 2.54 15 2.29 15 2.15 15 2.46 
Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 15 3.00 14 2.29 14 2.57 13 2.66 13 2.85 14 2.94 

Share knowledge of the place 
with others 14 3.50* 7 3.39 3 3.75* 5 3.50* 3 3.92* 5 3.54* 

Something different 1-3 4.50** 11 3.19 10 3.51* 10 3.10 11 3.15 13 3.18 

Special atmosphere 5 4.00* 9 3.29 11 3.49* 11 3.02 12 3.08 10 3.21 

Spoil myself in a luxurious place 8 4.00* 15 2.29 13 2.63 14 2.38 14 2.69 9 3.31 

View the scenery 1-3 4.50** 6 3.42* 8 3.55* 6 3.37 7 3.69* 6 3.48* 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.40 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Motives by Region 

Motives 
Africa (n=11) America 

(n=11) Asia (n=204) 
Europe & 
European 

Union (n=140) 

Middle East 
(n=54) 

Oceania 
(n=85) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 
Peaceful & calm 
environment 1 4.45** 2 4.09* 2 4.08* 2 3.71* 2 4.35** 2 3.88* 

Feel safe & secure 2 4.36** 1 4.73** 1 4.10* 1 4.35** 1 4.52** 1 4.20** 

Isolation or privacy 3 4.18* 5 3.36 5 3.59* 11 3.01 4 4.15* 8 3.26 

Share knowledge of the 
place with others 4 4.00* 6 3.36 7 3.48* 5 3.28 5 4.13* 9 3.22 

Special atmosphere 5 3.82* 12 2.82 6 3.57* 9 3.07 9 3.93* 7 3.27 

A place to sleep 6 3.64* 4 3.55* 3 3.61* 3 3.52* 11 3.72* 3 3.48* 

View the scenery 7 3.27 3 3.64* 9 3.35 7 3.17 3 4.15* 5 3.35 

Something different 8 3.27 7 3.09 4 3.60* 6 3.22 8 3.96* 4 3.41* 

Open space 9 3.27 8 3.00 11 3.29 10 3.04 7 3.98* 12 3.12 

Place that I belong 10 3.18 11 2.91 8 3.47* 12 2.93 10 3.78* 10 3.21 

Be with others who enjoy 
the same things as I do 11 3.00 9 2.91 10 3.32 8 3.09 6 4.00* 6 3.31 

Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 12 3.00 13 2.55 13 2.95 14 2.46 12 3.63* 14 2.52 

Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 13 2.55 14 2.27 14 2.79 13 2.54 13 3.39 13 3.08 

Meeting new & varied 
people 14 2.55 10 2.91 12 3.05 4 3.32 14 3.37 11 3.19 

Reflect past memories 15 1.55 15 1.91 15 2.75 15 2.21 15 2.74 15 2.35 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.41 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Region 

Constraints 
Africa (n=2) America 

(n=31) Asia(n=67) 
Europe & 
European 

Union (n=205) 

Middle 
East(n=13) 

Oceania 
(n=114) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 
Analyse the price 
among all alternatives 1 4.50** 1 3.65* 1 3.97* 2 3.76* 2 4.31** 2 3.83* 

Time constraints 2 4.00* 3 3.55* 2 3.94* 1 3.96* 3 3.92* 1 3.96* 

Health reason 3 3.50* 5 2.35 6 3.10 6 2.07 6 2.46 6 2.34 
Before I came here, I 
saved up 4 3.00 4 3.42* 4 3.42* 3 3.58* 1 4.46** 4 3.15 

Safety reason 5 2.50 2 3.61* 3 3.84* 4 3.28 4 3.38 3 3.30 

Physical limitation 6 2.00 7 1.65 7 2.03 7 1.66 7 1.77 7 1.91 
Compromise on 
accommodation 
choice 

7 2.00 6 2.06 5 3.25 5 2.78 5 3.31 5 2.66 

Work on this trip 8 1.00 8 1.19 8 1.45 8 1.42 8 1.00 8 1.18 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 

 

 

I.42 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Region 

Constraints 
Africa (n=11) America 

(n=11) Asia (n=204) 
Europe & 
European 

Union (n=140) 

Middle East 
(n=54) 

Oceania 
(n=85) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 
Safety reason 1 4.27** 3 3.64* 2 3.76* 3 3.34 2 3.87* 3 3.12 
Analyse the price 
among all alternatives 2 4.27** 2 3.64* 3 3.68* 2 3.79* 3 3.80* 2 3.74* 

Before I came here, I 
saved up 3 3.82* 5 2.00 4 3.19 4 3.16 4 3.78* 4 2.72 

Time constraints 4 3.73* 1 3.91* 1 3.99* 1 3.88* 1 3.94* 1 3.79* 
Health reason 5 2.73 6 2.00 6 2.88 6 1.91 6 3.37 5 2.40 
Physical limitation 6 2.73 7 1.36 7 2.50 7 1.46 7 2.37 7 1.78 
Compromise on 
accommodation choice 7 2.36 4 3.00 5 2.95 5 2.31 5 3.63* 6 2.13 

Work on this trip 8 1.18 8 1.18 8 1.51 8 1.20 8 1.39 8 1.13 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.43 New Zealand: Importance of Attributes by Room Average Cost 

Attributes 
$1 to $30 
(n=157) 

$31 to $60 
(n=156) 

$61 to $90 
(n=69) 

$91 to $120 
(n=31) 

$121 and 
above (n=19) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Price/value for money 1 4.51** 2 4.44** 2 4.41** 5 4.32** 7 4.11* 

Convenient/good location 2 4.39** 3 4.40** 3 4.36** 2 4.58** 2 4.53** 

Cleanliness of room 3 4.28** 1 4.54** 1 4.57** 1 4.74** 1 4.58** 

Safety & security 4 4.18* 4 4.26** 4 4.29** 4 4.35** 6 4.11* 
Staff attitude/ 
friendly/polite 5 4.14* 5 4.19* 5 4.22** 3 4.42** 4 4.16* 

Comfort of bed 6 3.75* 6 4.12* 6 4.10* 6 4.23** 3 4.37** 

Kitchen facilities 7 3.69* 14 2.98 19 2.97 18 2.58 21 2.32 

Internet 8 3.50* 13 3.34 13 3.19 17 3.00 17 3.16 

Green 9 3.47* 8 3.59* 8 3.74* 12 3.65* 13 3.58* 

Prompt & efficient service 10 3.46* 11 3.49* 11 3.48* 8 4.10* 9 3.89* 

Quiet stay 11 3.34 9 3.56* 10 3.70* 11 3.74* 11 3.68* 

Bathroom amenities 12 3.23 10 3.56* 12 3.43* 9 3.94* 10 3.74* 

Bedroom amenities 13 3.04 7 3.60* 9 3.72* 10 3.94* 8 3.95* 
Exterior 
aesthetic/landscape 14 2.75 16 2.93 15 3.09 16 3.23 16 3.21 

Room size 15 2.48 15 2.94 14 3.13 15 3.35 12 3.58* 

Air conditioner 16 2.46 19 2.64 16 3.04 13 3.52* 14 3.53* 

Room interior decor 17 2.36 17 2.80 17 3.03 14 3.35 15 3.32 

Parking facilities 18 2.29 18 2.78 18 2.99 20 2.48 20 2.37 

Entertainment on-site 19 2.25 21 2.03 21 1.88 22 1.97 22 2.32 
Brand 
reputation/familiarity 20 2.24 20 2.28 20 2.26 19 2.55 18 2.79 

Private bathroom 21 1.88 12 3.48* 7 3.84* 7 4.16* 5 4.16* 
Restaurant available on 
site 22 1.46 22 1.87 22 1.81 21 2.06 19 2.47 

Note: Importance level **(very important); *(important) 
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I.44 Malaysia: Importance of Attributes by Room Average Cost 

Attributes 
$1 to $30 

(n=57) 
$31 to $60 

(n=122) 
$61 to $90 

(n=93) 
$91 to $120 

(n=83) 
$121 and 

above (n=150) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Price/value for money 1 4.61** 5 4.33** 8 4.30** 6 4.34** 7 4.38** 
Convenient/good 
location 2 4.46** 3 4.39** 4 4.46** 3 4.51** 3 4.68** 

Safety & security 3 4.25** 2 4.48** 1-2 4.67** 2 4.55** 2 4.69** 

Cleanliness of room 4 4.11* 1 4.68** 1-2 4.67** 1 4.72** 1 4.79** 
Staff attitude/ 
friendly/polite 5 4.07* 4 4.34** 3 4.55** 5 4.41** 6 4.49** 

Bathroom amenities 6 3.70* 7 4.02* 9 4.25** 10 4.01* 11 4.01* 

Comfort of bed 7 3.61* 8 3.96* 7 4.33** 7 4.27** 5 4.57** 

Air conditioner 8 3.56* 6 4.10* 5 4.40** 4 4.42** 4 4.58** 

Internet 9 3.49* 11 3.52* 12 3.75* 13 3.71* 13 3.77* 

Bedroom amenities 10 3.47* 9 3.84* 6 4.35** 9 4.16* 9 4.27** 

Green 11 3.40 12 3.48* 11 3.84* 12 3.77* 14 3.75* 

Quiet stay 12 3.14 14 3.31 13 3.61* 14 3.69* 12 3.88* 
Prompt & efficient 
service 13 3.11 13 3.46* 14 3.60* 11 3.78* 10 4.09* 

Private bathroom 14 2.63 10 3.60* 10 4.09* 8 4.24** 8 4.29** 
Exterior 
aesthetic/landscape 15 2.53 16 2.65 18 2.81 19 3.00 17 3.33 

Room size 16 2.47 15 3.07 15 3.39 15 3.53* 15 3.68* 

Entertainment on-site 17 2.25 20 2.34 20 2.38 20 2.94 20 2.79 
Brand 
reputation/familiarity 18 2.21 18 2.47 17 2.98 16 3.34 18 3.24 

Room interior decor 19 2.19 17 2.54 16 3.09 18 3.28 16 3.45* 
Restaurant available 
on site 20 2.00 19 2.37 19 2.68 17 3.31 19 3.14 

Kitchen facilities 21 1.79 21 1.78 22 1.63 21 2.08 21 1.77 

Parking facilities 22 1.49 22 1.44 21 1.65 22 1.72 22 1.53 

Note: Importance level **(very important); *(important) 
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I.45 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Motives by Room 
Average Cost 

Motives 

$1 to $30 
(n=157) 

$31 to $60 
(n=156) 

$61 to $90 
(n=69) 

$91 to $120 
(n=31) 

$121 and 
above (n=19) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Feel safe & secure 1 4.34** 1 4.41** 1 4.39** 1 4.35** 2 4.16* 

Meeting new & varied people 2 4.13* 8 3.21 8 3.35 11 3.32 13 2.74 

A place to sleep 3 3.98* 3 3.63* 5 3.51* 9 3.35 5 3.63* 
Be with others who enjoy the 
same things as I do 4 3.78* 10 3.11 12 3.12 12 3.29 12 2.95 

Share knowledge of the place 
with others 5 3.68* 4 3.50* 7 3.42* 5 3.55* 7 3.42* 

Peaceful & calm environment 6 3.59* 2 3.90* 2 3.93* 2 4.03* 3 4.11* 

Open space 7 3.46* 9 3.16 11 3.19 14 3.13 10 3.16 

Something different 8 3.27 12 3.08 10 3.32 10 3.32 11 3.00 

View the scenery 9 3.17 6 3.45* 3 3.86* 3 3.87* 6 3.53* 

Place that I belong 10 3.17 7 3.37 6 3.45* 6 3.48* 9 3.26 

Special atmosphere 11 3.08 11 3.10 9 3.33 8 3.42* 8 3.42* 

Isolation or privacy 12 2.77 5 3.50* 4 3.57* 7 3.42* 1 4.21** 

Reflect past memories 13 2.32 15 2.37 15 2.42 15 2.61 15 2.32 
Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 14 2.18 13 2.98 14 3.09 13 3.23 14 2.37 

Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 15 1.96 14 2.85 13 3.12 4 3.74* 4 3.79* 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.46 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Motives by Room Average 
Cost 

Motives 

$1 to $30 
(n=57) 

$31 to $60 
(n=122) 

$61 to $90 
(n=93) 

$91 to $120 
(n=83) 

$121 and 
above (n=150) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Feel safe & secure 1 4.25** 1 4.11* 1 4.01* 1 4.25** 1 4.52** 

A place to sleep 2 3.95* 2 3.95* 5 3.51* 8 3.37 11 3.29 

Meeting new & varied people 3 3.67* 6 3.30 12 3.04 13 3.16 14 2.96 
Be with others who enjoy the 
same things as I do 4 3.60* 8 3.27 11 3.28 11 3.31 12 3.25 

Peaceful & calm environment 5 3.54* 3 3.64* 2 4.00* 2 4.11* 2 4.35** 
Share knowledge of the place 
with others 6 3.28 7 3.29 4 3.51* 6 3.47* 6 3.63* 

Open space 7 3.19 12 3.11 10 3.30 10 3.33 10 3.34 

Something different 8 3.07 4 3.52* 6 3.49* 4 3.51* 7 3.59* 

Place that I belong 9 2.93 11 3.11 8 3.38 9 3.36 9 3.47* 

View the scenery 10 2.91 9 3.20 9 3.31 7 3.40 4 3.77* 

Special atmosphere 11 2.82 5 3.31 7 3.45* 3 3.51* 5 3.63* 

Isolation or privacy 12 2.77 10 3.18 3 3.53* 5 3.47* 3 3.84* 

Reflect past memories 13 2.25 13 2.46 15 2.67 15 2.64 15 2.40 
Romantic relationship at a 
suitable place 14 2.25 14 2.41 13 2.90 14 2.90 13 3.23 

Spoil myself in a luxurious 
place 15 1.65 15 2.30 14 2.72 12 3.19 8 3.54* 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.47 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Room 
Average Cost 

Constraints 

$1 to $30 
(n=157) 

$31 to $60 
(n=156) 

$61 to $90 
(n=69) 

$91 to $120 
(n=31) 

$121 and 
above (n=19) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Analyse the price among 
all alternatives 1 3.90* 2 3.92* 2 3.75* 2 3.48* 3 3.16 

Time constraints 2 3.89* 1 3.99* 1 3.93* 1 4.00* 1 3.68* 
Before I came here, I saved 
up 3 3.74* 3 3.55* 4 3.07 4 3.03 5 2.32 

Safety reason 4 3.36 4 3.41* 3 3.51* 3 3.42* 2 3.16 
Compromise on 
accommodation choice 5 2.76 5 3.01 5 2.67 6 2.45 6 2.00 

Health reason 6 2.17 6 2.38 6 2.54 5 2.52 4 2.53 

Physical limitation 7 1.68 7 1.90 7 1.84 7 1.81 7 1.63 

Work on this trip 8 1.43 8 1.32 8 1.22 8 1.23 8 1.16 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 

 

I.48 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Room 
Average Cost 

Constraints 

$1 to $30 
(n=57) 

$31 to $60 
(n=122) 

$61 to $90 
(n=93) 

$91 to $120 
(n=83) 

$121 and 
above (n=150) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Time constraints 1 3.79* 1 3.88* 1 3.84* 1 3.94* 1 4.02* 
Analyse the price among all 
alternatives 2 3.70* 2 3.82* 2 3.63* 2 3.80* 2 3.73* 

Safety reason 3 3.67* 3 3.29 3 3.47* 3 3.76* 3 3.67* 
Before I came here, I saved 
up 4 3.25 4 3.12 4 3.39 4 2.88 4 3.15 

Compromise on 
accommodation choice 5 2.75 5 2.72 6 2.68 5 2.69 5 2.67 

Health reason 6 1.86 6 2.44 5 3.01 6 2.54 6 2.65 

Physical limitation 7 1.74 7 1.99 7 2.35 7 2.00 7 2.07 

Work on this trip 8 1.21 8 1.39 8 1.51 8 1.37 8 1.20 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.49 New Zealand: Importance of Attributes by Travel Duration 

Attributes 

1-7 nights 
(n=64) 

8-14 nights 
(n=122) 

15-21 nights 
(n=74) 

22-28 nights 
(n=49) 

29-35 nights 
(n=49) 

36 nights and 
above (n=74) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Cleanliness of room 1 4.56** 1 4.57** 2 4.45** 2 4.37** 2 4.24** 2 4.45** 
Convenient/good 
location 2 4.48** 2 4.52** 3 4.39* 3 4.24** 3 4.22** 3 4.39** 

Safety & security 3 4.42** 4 4.39** 5 4.14* 5 4.00* 5 4.02* 5 4.22** 
Price/value for 
money 4 4.28** 3 4.39** 1 4.54** 1 4.39** 1 4.43** 1 4.58** 

Staff attitude/ 
friendly/polite 5 4.19* 5 4.20* 4 4.14* 4 4.24** 4 4.04* 4 4.28** 

Comfort of bed 6 4.14* 6 4.11* 6 3.91* 6 3.98* 6 3.82* 6 3.93* 
Prompt & efficient 
service 7 3.75* 7 3.67* 10 3.39 9 3.49* 9 3.39 11 3.42* 

Quiet stay 8 3.72* 11 3.47* 9 3.47* 10 3.39 12 3.31 8 3.72* 

Bedroom amenities 9 3.70* 9 3.65* 8 3.49* 8 3.53* 13 3.02 12 3.14 

Private bathroom 10 3.67* 12 3.39 14 3.19 14 2.96 18 2.47 19 2.16 

Bathroom amenities 11 3.67* 8 3.66* 11 3.38 11 3.39 11 3.33 13 3.12 

Green 12 3.52* 10 3.62* 7 3.57* 12 3.37 7 3.80* 10 3.54* 

Air conditioner 13 3.20 15 3.00 18 2.78 20 2.18 16 2.53 18 2.38 

Internet 14 3.13 13 3.20 12 3.26 7 3.53* 10 3.37 9 3.69* 

Room size 15 3.02 16 2.99 15 2.99 16 2.84 14 2.69 16 2.53 
Exterior 
aesthetic/landscape 16 3.00 14 3.04 16 2.85 15 2.86 15 2.65 14 2.96 

Room interior decor 17 2.89 18 2.86 17 2.85 17 2.73 17 2.53 17 2.43 

Kitchen facilities 18 2.67 17 2.94 13 3.20 13 3.16 8 3.53* 7 3.77* 

Parking facilities 19 2.56 19 2.77 19 2.68 19 2.29 20 2.16 15 2.74 
Brand reputation/ 
familiarity 20 2.25 20 2.42 20 2.42 18 2.31 19 2.16 20 2.14 

Entertainment on-
site 21 2.19 21 2.26 21 1.93 21 2.04 21 1.92 21 2.05 

Restaurant available 
on site 22 2.06 22 1.94 22 1.78 22 1.53 22 1.45 22 1.49 

Note: Importance level **(very important); *(important) 
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I.50 Malaysia: Importance of Attributes by Travel Duration 

Attributes 
1-7 nights 
(n=405) 

8-14 nights 
(n=79) 

15-21 nights 
(n=9) 

22-28 nights 
(n=6) 

29-35 nights 
(n=3) 

36 nights and 
above (n=3) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 
Cleanliness of 
room 1 4.68** 2 4.54** 5 4.56** 4 4.00* 3 4.33** 1 5.00** 

Safety & security 2 4.57** 3 4.52** 2 4.78** 1 4.50** 6 4.33** 7 4.00* 
Convenient/good 
location 3 4.51** 1 4.57** 3 4.67** 5 4.00* 5 4.33** 2 5.00** 

Staff attitude/ 
friendly/polite 4 4.39** 4 4.49** 1 4.78** 6 3.83* 1 4.67** 5 4.33** 

Price/value for 
money 5 4.38** 5 4.35** 4 4.67** 2 4.17* 7 4.00* 8 4.00* 

Air conditioner 6 4.36** 7 4.15* 8 4.33** 11 3.33 14 3.33 19 1.67 

Comfort of bed 7 4.23** 6 4.22** 7 4.33** 10 3.33 2 4.33** 9 3.67* 
Bedroom 
amenities 8 4.10* 8 4.06* 12 4.11* 9 3.33 12 3.33 12 3.00 

Bathroom 
amenities 9 4.09* 11 3.87* 18 3.11* 14 3.00 9 3.67* 4 4.33** 

Private bathroom 10 3.91* 9 3.89* 6 4.44** 13 3.17 18 2.33 14 2.33 

Internet 11 3.72* 14 3.49* 17 3.22 21 2.17 4 4.33** 3 4.67** 
Prompt & efficient 
service 12 3.64* 10 3.89* 10 4.22** 3 4.00* 19 2.33 10 3.33 

Green 13 3.64* 13 3.77* 11 4.22** 15 2.83 8 4.00* 6 4.33** 

Quiet stay 14 3.52* 12 3.80* 9 4.33** 7 3.50* 11 3.67* 11 3.33 

Room size 15 3.32 15 3.41* 19 3.00 16 2.83 13 3.33 13 3.00 
Room interior 
decor 16 2.97 17 3.16 16 3.22 19 2.67 17 2.67 18 2.00 

Brand reputation/ 
familiarity 17 2.93 19 2.84 13 3.78* 18 2.67 21 1.00 21 1.00 

Exterior 
aesthetic/landscape 18 2.85 16 3.22 14 3.56* 12 3.33 15 3.00 15 2.33 

Restaurant 
available on site 19 2.72 18 2.92 15 3.44* 8 3.33 16 2.67 17 2.00 

Entertainment on-
site 20 2.57 20 2.61 20 2.22 17 2.83 20 2.00 16 2.33 

Kitchen facilities 21 1.74 21 2.00 21 1.78 20 2.17 10 3.67* 20 1.67 

Parking facilities 22 1.56 22 1.61 22 1.11 22 1.67 22 1.00 22 1.00 

Note: Importance level **(very important); *(important) 
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I.51 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Motives by Travel 
Duration 

Motives 
1-7 nights 

(n=64) 
8-14 nights 

(n=122) 
15-21 nights 

(n=74) 
22-28 nights 

(n=49) 
29-35 nights 

(n=49) 
36 nights and 
above (n=74) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Feel safe & secure 1 4.36** 1 4.47** 1 4.32** 1 4.37** 1 4.29** 1 4.31** 
Peaceful & calm 
environment 2 4.02* 2 4.03* 2 3.69* 5 3.57* 4 3.55* 5 3.73* 

Share knowledge of 
the place with others 3 3.63* 6 3.51* 6 3.50* 3 3.63* 5 3.47* 6 3.61* 

Isolation or privacy 4 3.61* 5 3.52* 11 3.16 10 3.08 12 2.98 12 3.00 

A place to sleep 5 3.56* 3 3.57* 4 3.55* 2 3.96* 2 3.80* 2 4.05* 

View the scenery 6 3.53* 4 3.55* 5 3.53* 6 3.41* 7 3.22 8 3.30 

Place that I belong 7 3.44* 7 3.36 8 3.34 8 3.24 8 3.20 9 3.22 

Something different 8 3.42* 10 3.26 9 3.19 13 2.80 9 3.16 10 3.20 
Meeting new & varied 
people 9 3.41* 9 3.32 3 3.62* 4 3.59* 3 3.61* 3 3.92* 

Be with others who 
enjoy the same things 
as I do 

10 3.38 12 3.25 7 3.38 9 3.22 10 3.14 4 3.74* 

Open space 11 3.27 11 3.25 12 3.15 7 3.31 6 3.27 7 3.43* 

Special atmosphere 12 3.22 8 3.36 10 3.18 11 2.92 11 3.08 11 3.03 
Spoil myself in a 
luxurious place 13 3.00 13 3.08 14 2.59 14 2.45 14 2.29 15 2.19 

Romantic relationship 
at a suitable place 14 2.83 14 2.79 13 2.65 12 2.88 13 2.73 13 2.35 

Reflect past memories 15 2.52 15 2.44 15 2.54 15 2.04 15 2.20 14 2.30 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.52 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Motives by Travel Duration 

Motives 
1-7 nights 

(n=405) 
8-14 nights 

(n=79) 
15-21 nights 

(n=9) 
22-28 nights 

(n=6) 
29-35 nights 

(n=3) 
36 nights and 
above (n=3) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Feel safe & secure 1 4.20* 1 4.47** 1 4.44** 1 4.83** 1 4.33** 8 4.00* 
Peaceful & calm 
environment 2 3.93* 2 4.24** 2 4.22** 4 3.83* 3 4.00* 3 4.33** 

A place to sleep 3 3.62* 9 3.37 10 3.44* 10 3.17 5 3.67* 7 4.00* 

Isolation or privacy 4 3.47* 10 3.32 11 3.44* 12 3.00 4 4.00* 14 3.00 

Something different 5 3.46* 5 3.58* 9 3.67* 5 3.67* 6 3.67* 12 3.00 
Share knowledge of 
the place with others 6 3.40 3 3.66* 6 3.89* 9 3.50* 11 3.33 6 4.33** 

Special atmosphere 7 3.36 6 3.58* 5 3.89* 6 3.50* 7 3.67* 13 3.00 

View the scenery 8 3.34 4 3.63* 12 3.22 2 4.17* 10 3.33 11 3.33 

Place that I belong 9 3.26 11 3.29 7 3.78* 8 3.50* 2 4.33** 9 4.00* 
Be with others who 
enjoy the same 
things as I do 

10 3.26 8 3.42* 3 4.22** 7 3.50* 8 3.33 1 4.67** 

Open space 11 3.20 7 3.46* 8 3.78* 11 3.17 12 2.67 4 4.33** 
Meeting new & 
varied people 12 3.12 12 3.19 4 4.00* 3 4.00* 9 3.33 2 4.67** 

Spoil myself in a 
luxurious place 13 2.80 14 3.01 13 2.89 15 2.83 14 2.33 15 1.00 

Romantic 
relationship at a 
suitable place 

14 2.77 13 3.01 14 2.44 14 2.83 15 2.00 5 4.33** 

Reflect past 
memories 15 2.49 15 2.42 15 2.33 13 2.83 13 2.67 10 3.67* 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 
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I.53 New Zealand: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Travel 
Duration 

Constraints 
1-7 nights 

(n=64) 
8-14 nights 

(n=122) 
15-21 nights 

(n=74) 
22-28 nights 

(n=49) 
29-35 nights 

(n=49) 
36 nights and 
above (n=74) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Time constraints 1 3.80* 1 3.93* 1 3.99* 1 4.20* 1 3.82* 3 3.86* 

Safety reason 2 3.72* 3 3.43* 4 3.18 4 3.27 4 3.33 4 3.41* 
Analyse the price 
among all alternatives 3 3.61* 2 3.87* 2 3.78* 2 3.82* 2 3.65* 1 4.09* 

Before I came here, I 
saved up 4 2.94 4 3.30 3 3.27 3 3.67* 3 3.63* 2 4.05* 

Health reason 5 2.72 6 2.49 6 2.23 6 2.08 6 1.96 6 2.31 
Compromise on 
accommodation 
choice 

6 2.56 5 2.84 5 2.74 5 2.67 5 2.98 5 2.84 

Physical limitation 7 2.02 7 1.93 7 1.66 7 1.61 7 1.63 8 1.72 

Work on this trip 8 1.19 8 1.20 8 1.27 8 1.22 8 1.20 7 1.88 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 

 

I.54 Malaysia: Agreement with Personal Constraints by Travel 
Duration 

Constraints 
1-7 nights 
(n=405) 

8-14 nights 
(n=79) 

15-21 nights 
(n=9) 

22-28 nights 
(n=6) 

29-35 nights 
(n=3) 

36 nights and 
above (n=3) 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Time constraints 1 3.95* 3 3.75* 1 4.11* 2 3.33 1/2 3.67* 1/2 4.33** 
Analyse the price 
among all 
alternatives 

2 3.74* 2 3.76* 3 3.00 1 4.83* 1/2 3.67* 4 3.67* 

Safety reason 3 3.51* 1 3.80* 2 3.56* 3 3.33 3/4 3.00 3 4.00* 
Before I came here, I 
saved up 4 3.07 4 3.59* 5 2.78 4 3.17 3/4 3.00 1/2 4.33** 

Compromise on 
accommodation 
choice 

5 2.73 5 2.70 6 2.44 5 2.00 8 1.33 6 2.33 

Health reason 6 2.60 6 2.43 4 2.89 6 1.83 5 2.67 7 1.67 

Physical limitation 7 2.15 7 1.68 7 1.56 7 1.17 6/7 1.67 5 2.33 

Work on this trip 8 1.35 8 1.29 8 1.00 8 1.00 6/7 1.67 8 1.00 

Note: Agreement level **(strongly agree); *(agree) 

 

 

 




